
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT 
300 Lakeside Drive, P. O. Box 12688, Oakland, CA  94604-2688 

BOARD MEETING AGENDA 
April 25, 2019 

9:00 a.m. 

A regular meeting of the Board of Directors will be held at 9:00 a.m. on Thursday, April 25, 2019, in 
the BART Board Room, 2040 Webster Street, Oakland, California. 

Members of the public may address the Board of Directors regarding any matter on this agenda. 
Please complete a “Request to Address the Board” form (available at the entrance to the Board Room) 
and hand it to the Secretary before the item is considered by the Board.  If you wish to discuss a matter 
that is not on the agenda during a regular meeting, you may do so under Public Comment. 

Any action requiring more than a majority vote for passage will be so noted. 

Items placed under “consent calendar” are considered routine and will be received, enacted, approved, 
or adopted by one motion unless a request for removal for discussion or explanation is received from a 
Director or from a member of the audience. 

Please refrain from wearing scented products (perfume, cologne, after-shave, etc.) to these meetings, as 
there may be people in attendance susceptible to environmental illnesses. 

BART provides service/accommodations upon request to persons with disabilities and individuals who 
are limited English proficient who wish to address BART Board matters.  A request must be made 
within one and five days in advance of Board meetings, depending on the service requested.  Please 
contact the Office of the District Secretary at 510-464-6083 for information. 

Rules governing the participation of the public at meetings of the Board of Directors and Standing 
Committees are available for review on the District's website (http://www.bart.gov/about/bod), in the 
BART Board Room, and upon request, in person or via mail. 

Meeting notices and agendas are available for review on the District's website 
(http://www.bart.gov/about/bod/meetings.aspx); at bart.legistar.com; and via email 
(https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/CATRANBART/subscriber/new?topic_id=CATRANBART_
1904) or via regular mail upon request submitted to the District Secretary.  Complete agenda packets 
(in PDF format) are available for review on the District's website and bart.legistar.com no later than 48 
hours in advance of the meeting.  

Please submit your requests to the District Secretary via email to BoardofDirectors@bart.gov; in 
person or U.S. mail at 300 Lakeside Drive, 23rd Floor, Oakland, CA  94612; fax 510-464-6011; or 
telephone 510-464-6083. 

Patricia K. Williams 
District Secretary 

http://www.bart.gov/about/bod/meetings.aspx
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/CATRANBART/subscriber/new?topic_id=CATRANBART_1904
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/CATRANBART/subscriber/new?topic_id=CATRANBART_1904
mailto:BoardofDirectors@bart.gov
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Regular Meeting of the 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
 The purpose of the Board Meeting is to consider and take such action as the Board may desire 
in connection with: 
 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

  

 A. Roll Call.   
 B. Pledge of Allegiance.   
 C. Introduction of Special Guests.   
 

2. CONSENT CALENDAR   
    
 A. Approval of Minutes of the Meeting of April 11, 2019.*  

Board requested to authorize. 
 

  

 B. Appointment of BART Police Citizen Review Board Member.*  Board 
requested to ratify. 
 

  

 C. Delegation of Recruitment Activity and Relocation.*  
Board requested to authorize. 
 

  

 D. Amendment to Agreement No. 6M4636 with Krauthamer & Associates, 
Inc. to provide Executive Recruitment Services.*  
Board requested to authorize. 
 

  

 E. Mandatory Amendment to the Non-Federal Small Business Program to 
include a Policy to prevent fraud and abuse.* 
Board requested to adopt. 
 

  

 F. Resolution Authorizing Execution of a Master Funding Agreement with 
the California Department of Transportation for State Funded Projects.*  
Board requested to adopt. 
 

  

3. PUBLIC COMMENT – 15 Minutes 
(An opportunity for members of the public to address the Board of Directors on matters under 
their jurisdiction and not on the agenda.  An additional period for Public Comment is provided at 
the end of the Meeting.) 

  

 
4. ADMINISTRATION ITEMS 

Director Simon, Chairperson 
 

  

 A. Approval of Title VI Fare Equity Analysis for BART Participation in   
Regional Means – Based Fares Pilot Program.*  
Board requested to authorize.  
  

 B. Performance and Audit Department Overview.*  For information.  
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5. ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS ITEMS 
Director Foley, Chairperson 
 

 A. 
 
 
B. 
 
 
 
 
C. 
 
 
 
D. 
 

Award of Contract No. 01VM-120, Union City Intermodal Phase 2A -   
BART Station Improvements.*  Board requested to authorize. 
 
Award of Contract No. 6M4549, Emergency Restoration, Preventive  
Maintenance, Non – Emergency Repair and Seismic Relocation 
Work of Commercial Fiber Optic and Wireless Network.* 
Board requested to authorize. 
 
Change Order to Contract No. 15TD-250, Track Geometry Car, with  
Mermec Inc., for Extension of Time (C.O. No. 002).* 
Board requested to authorize. 
 
Asset Management Policy Update.*  Board requested to authorize.  
 

 

  
 

6. PLANNING, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, ACCESS, AND LEGISLATION ITEMS 
Director Raburn, Chairperson 
 

 A. Surveillance Policy: Automated License Plate Readers.*  
a. Surveillance Use Policy. 
b. Surveillance Impact Report. 
Board requested to authorize. 

 

  

 B. Federal and State Legislation for Consideration.*  Board requested to   
authorize. 
 

  

7. GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT 
 

  

 A. Report of Activities, including Updates of Operational, Administrative, 
and Roll Call for Introductions Items. 

  

 
8. BOARD MATTERS 

 
  

 A. Earthquake Safety Program Citizens Oversight Committee Annual 
Report.*  For information. 
 

  

 B.  2019 Organization of Committees and Special Appointments Revision: 
Creation of General Manager Ad Hoc Committee.*  Board requested to 
ratify.  (President Dufty’s request.) 
 

  

 C. Board Member Reports.   
(Board member reports as required by Government Code Section 53232.3(d) are available 
through the Office of the District Secretary.  An opportunity for Board members to report 
on their District activities and observations since last Board Meeting.) 
 

  

 D. Roll Call for Introductions.   
(An opportunity for Board members to introduce a matter for consideration at a future 
Committee or Board Meeting or to request District staff to prepare items or reports.) 
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 E. In Memoriam. 
(An opportunity for Board members to introduce individuals to be commemorated.) 

  

 
9. PUBLIC COMMENT 

(An opportunity for members of the public to address the Board of Directors on matters under their 
jurisdiction and not on the agenda.) 

  

 
10. CLOSED SESSION  (Room 303, Board Conference Room) 

A. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. 
 
 
 
C. 
 
 
 
D. 
 
 
 
 
E. 

CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS: 
Designated representatives: Grace Crunican, General Manager; Michael Jones,  

Assistant General Manager, Administration; and Martin Gran, 
Chief Employee Relations Officer 

Employee Organizations: (1) Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 1555; 
(2) American Federation of State, County and Municipal  

Employees, Local 3993; 
 (3) BART Police Officers Association; 
 (4) BART Police Managers Association; 
 (5) Service Employees International Union, Local 1021; and 
 (6) Service Employees International Union, Local 1021,  

BART Professional Chapter 
 (7) Unrepresented employees (Positions: all) 

Government Code Section:   54957.6 
 
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE EMPLOYMENT: 
Title: Inspector General 
Government Code Section:  54957(b)(1) 
 
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE EMPLOYMENT/APPOINTMENT: 
Title:  General Manager/Interim General Manager 
Gov’t Code Section: 54957(b)(1) 
 
CONFERENCE WITH NEGOTIATORS: 
Designated Representatives: Directors Dufty, McPartland and Simon 
Title: General Manager/Interim General Manager 
Gov’t Code Section: 54957.6 
 
CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL: 
ANTICIPATED LITIGATION: Significant exposure to litigation pursuant to Government 
Code Section 54956.9(d)2: one potential case. 
 

  

 

11. OPEN SESSION   
 

A. Announcement from Closed Session if any. 
 
 
 



















EXPERIENCE 

ROBERT PIRONE 

MAY 2010 TO PRESENT 

ADMINISTRATOR, HAYWARD - CASTRO VALLEY MOOSE LODGE #1491 

DUTIES INCLUDE BUT NOT LIMITED to: Agenda and minutes of all Lodge meetings, maintain all 

membership applications and records, LCL records of membership, QuickBook entries, reports 

and financial operations and all taxes, licenses, insurance, and Corporation taxes. 

MAY 2009 TO APRIL 2010 

GOVERNOR, HAYWARD-CASTRO VALLEY MOOSE LODGE #1491 

1991 

ASCII INTERNATIONAL, HAYWARD, CA 

Moved warehouse from Cerritos, ca to Hayward, CA . Managed 

Warehouse until closure. Hiring, firing, negotiated trucking rates. 

MOHAWK CARPETS, HAYWARD, CA 

Ran distribution center, Norther California until moved to Los Angeles, ca 

1989 TO 2009 

DRIVER, YELLOW FREIGHT LINES 

Local driver for deliveries throughout bay area. Proficient with forklifts, Semi 

tractors and trailers and yard goats. 

EDUCATION 

1966 TO 1967 

TACOMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

Drafted - US Army 

1967 to 1968 

Vietnam -1 year 

Promoted to ES in eighteen months 



























































































































Performance & Audit Overview
BART Board of Directors 
April 25, 2019 
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Performance & Audit Overview 


Data Management 


Maturity/ 
Performance 
Assessments


Audits


Whistleblower 
Program


Ethics Training 
Program


Strategic Budget Process


Performance & InnovationInternal Audit


Benchmarking/KPIs 
and Performance 


Measurement 


Goal: Support the District’s pursuit of World Class through the implementation of a robust 
business performance management and continuous improvement system. 


Lean Training 
Program and 


Advisory Services


Change Management 
Toolkit and Advisory 


Services







Maturity Assessments: Path to World Class


Framework for assessing BART’s current developmental state and identifying desired 
capabilities to achieve optimal performance. 
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Level of 
Effort 


Opportunity Challenges 
Resource 


Requirements 
Estimated 
Timeframe 


Organization 
Wide  


Medium


Highlights strategic 
strengths, gaps, and 


risks; input to strategic 
plan   


Very high level, less 
valuable for practical 


workplanning 


Executive/
AGM Level Staff 


~3-4 months 
(reassess with   


each strategic plan)  


Departmental/ 
Functional 


High


Identifies specific 
functional strengths and 


gaps, and a path/ 
workplan to maturity  


 Requires functional 
expertise to develop 
suitable models and              


in-depth data collection to 
produce reliable results 


Dedicated BART staff  
supplemented by 
consultant with 


functional expertise 


~6 months or 
more each


Process  Low


Narrower focus enables 
more reliable and direct 


results, and 
development of 


practical workplans  


Upfront effort needed to 
identify target processes 


and prioritize 


Dedicated BART staff
(some potentially 


supplemented with 
consultant) 


~1-2 months 
each


Sc
op


e 
of


 A
ss


se
ss


m
en


t







Maturity Model Levels 


Maturity models measure performance on a 1-5 scale moving from 
chaotic, to predictable, to continuously improving. 


1: Reactive/ Ad hoc
•Undocumented processes
•Ad hoc
•Individual heroics


2: Repeatable
•Some documented practices
•Some consistency and controls
•Rudimentary process discipline


3: Integrated
•Established and uniformly 


applied standard processes
•Processes sufficient for user 


competence 
•Processes validated in range 


of situations
•Documented practices 


readily available for audit 


4: Sustained 
•Metrics and performance 


standards tracked; QA
•Effective use across multiple 


environments
•Processes enable regular 


improvements without 
impact to quality 


5: Optimizing
•Focus on continuous 


improvement via 
incremental & innovative 
tech changes based on best 
practice 


BART Strategic Plan 
drives process 


assessment priorities:


• Rider Experience 
• System Performance  
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Performance & Audit: 
Interrelated Workstreams Towards World Class


Performance       
Metrics


Risk-based      
Audit Plan


Maturity/ 
Performance 
Assessments 


Assessment-
based 


Workplans


Process 
Improvements  


Continuous Improvement 


Strategic 
Budget 
Process 


Risk           
Assessments


4 Year 
Work 
Plans


Strategic          
Planning


Risk Mitigation and Performance Improvement Programs 


Whistleblower 
Program


Change 
Management 


Training 
Data AcademyEthics Training


W
orld C


lass Transit O
rganization


Lean Training 
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Internal Audit Performance & Innovation


Corrective 
Actions & Policy 


Changes


Transformation 
Projects 
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PEOPLE PROCESS TECHNOLOGY


2019 ASSET MANAGEMENT 
POLICY UPDATE







Current Policy Achievements
• Risk Based Investment Prioritization


– Integration of Annual Budget, Organizational Risk, and Strategic Plan
– Enabled Measure RR projects and eligibility for other funding


• Education & Training
– AM Fundamentals Training to over 250 employees


• Compliance
– Federal Transit Asset Management (TAM) requirements met 
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Asset Management Policy


• Basis behind our business planning
– AM is the basis for annual budgeting and goals development


• Engages all of BART
– Participation from all Departments
– Education & Training


• Embedded in Current Processes
– Standard Practices & Industry Engagement
– Compliant with Federal Regulations


Asset Management Today







Reasons for Policy Refresh
• 2014’s Policy requires an update in 2019
• BART, FTA, and the Industry Have Evolved


– Alignment of activities with BART’s Strategic Plan (adopted in 2015)
– Advance maturity through progress towards ISO 55000 AM Standards 


(established in 2016)
– Compliance with current Transit Asset Management (TAM) and National 


Transit Database (NTD) requirements (established in 2016)
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2019 Policy Refresh








 
 
 
 


Surveillance Use Policy 
BART Automated License 
Plate Recognition (ALPR) 


 
 


BART Police Department 
BPD-ALPR-SUP-01 


21 Day BART Board Notice –April 4, 2019 
15 Day Public Notice – April 10, 2019 BART 


Board Meeting – April 25, 2019 
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A. Purpose 
 
The use of Automated License Plate Recognition (ALPR) technology seeks to increase 
the confidence of the public while using BART’s public transportation system.  
Specifically, this technology seeks to improve the safety and protection of BART 
patrons, employees and their vehicles while in BART owned and or operated parking 
areas and garages. In the future, BART may also consider use of ALPR for parking lot 
utilization and parking program compliance.  The ALPR system would record images of 
vehicle license plates in BART Parking locations.  This technology is currently being 
used by a wide variety of agencies throughout the State of California for Law 
Enforcement functions,  parking fee collection and parking program compliance 
functions. One of the most notably recognizable uses is by the  Bay Area Toll Authority 
for the purposes of FasTrak fee collection over toll bridges, toll roads and high 
occupancy vehicle (HOV) express lanes.  San Francisco International Airport (SFO) also 
uses ALPR technology at parking garages for parking fee collection.  The proposed 
implementation of the ALPR system in BART parking areas would serve the following 
key purposes: 
 
Crime Prevention 
• Reduce the fear of crime and reassure the public and employees of being able to safely 


park their car in BART parking facilities, which will result in greater ridership for BART. 
• Collect license plate numbers to assist in the identification, apprehension and 


prosecution of criminal offenders. 
• Provide evidential support to prosecute offenders for criminal offenses. 
• Provides both riders and employees a means of redress against property crimes, such 


as burglary and auto theft. 
 
Efficient Parking Program Compliance (future) 
• Provides a uniform methodology for the enforcement of BART’s parking 


rules. 
• Aids in dispute mediation and provides documentation support for complaint 


resolution. 
• Streamline parking validation. 
• Help to increase ridership by determining parking lot utilization and space 


availability through an enhanced, efficient enforcement so that parking is 
available only for BART passengers. 


• Allows for the capability to automate parking fee collection in the future.  
 
Location of ALPR and Associated Cameras 
The ALPR come in three formats and include Fixed, Mobile or Hand-Held units. Fixed units 
may be installed in the following locations: 
 
Fixed: Installed in BART owned and or operated parking facilities, areas and structures. 
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Mobile: may be installed in the following locations: 
On BART Law Enforcement Vehicles 


 
Hand-Held: Future Use: By Parking Enforcement Officers.  
 


B. Authorized Use 
 
License plate images captured by ALPR shall be used only to advance the  BART purposes 
identified in this section and in Section A of this Policy.  Use of the ALPR system and 
associated cameras will take place 24 hours a day, 7 days per week, and 365 days per 
year within all San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District parking properties and 
parking properties owned and operated by BART.  The ALPR system shall be used in 
compliance with the District’s Surveillance Ordinance and California Civil Code 
1798.90.51 and 1798.90.53.  The cameras shall not be used in areas where there is a 
reasonable expectation of privacy, such as off BART property, and shall not be used to 
harass, intimidate, or discriminate against any individual or group.  
 
For purposes of this Use Policy, BART purposes include use for BART criminal 
investigations and to monitor activity to protect against harm to persons and property.  It 
shall be permissible for data collected from the cameras to be used for the following 
public safety and BART investigation purposes: 
 
• To assist in identifying and preventing crimes against persons and property; 
• To locate missing children, adults, and/or elderly individuals, including in response to 


Amber Alerts and Silver Alerts; 
• To assist in identifying, apprehending, and prosecuting criminal offenders; 
• To assist in gathering evidence for administrative, civil, and criminal investigations and 


court actions in accordance with California State Law; 
• To help Law Enforcement and Public Safety Personnel respond to emergency events; 
• To assist in investigating and resolving staff and customer complaints and/or issues;  
• To locate stolen, wanted, and/or other vehicles that are the subject of investigation; 
• To locate and/or apprehend individuals subject to arrest warrants. 
• To locate victims, witnesses, suspects, and others associated with a law enforcement 


investigation; 
• To support local, state, federal, and regional Law Enforcement departments in the 


identification of vehicles and drivers associated with criminal investigations, including 
investigations of serial crimes; 


• To protect participants at special events; 
• To protect BART Parking Facilities. 


 
 
Administrative functions of BART’s ALPR will be managed by the Northern 
California Regional Intelligence Center (NCRIC).  Any data obtained from ALPR 
technology shall be used and handled pursuant to this Use Policy, BART’s 
Surveillance Use Ordinance and applicable State and Federal law. 
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BART Police shall be permitted to review ALPR Data Images to protect and to 
respond to law enforcement inquiries, to investigate complaints by customers 
and employees, and to provide law enforcement authorities with ALPR Data 
when legally required to do so.  All other uses not referenced in this document 
shall be prohibited.  ALPR technology shall not be used for personal or non-law 
enforcement purposes and shall adhere to the Surveillance Ordinance. 
 


C. Data Collection 
Data collection shall be limited to vehicles entering, exiting and parking on 
BART owned and or operated property.  Collection may include information on 
the vehicle license plate and the image of the vehicle. Routine Data Collection 
shall not be stored beyond 30 days, except when lawfully required to by 
subpoena, court order or during an ongoing investigation. 
 


D. Data Access 
 
Access to ALPR Data shall be restricted to the following BART personnel: 
 
• All persons designated by the BART Police Department.  
• Designated NCRIC Staff involved in the ALPR Administration. 
• BART personnel involved in the operation, installation and maintenance of the ALPR 


system. 
• Customer/Public Access Department (Restricted per the Surveillance Ordinance in item 


G) 
• Per Court Order or Subpoena, or during an ongoing investigation. 
• Office of Independent Police Auditor and Internal Affairs Department. 
• Office of the General Counsel. 
 


E. Data Protection 
 
The data collected by the ALPR system will be maintained in a secure location at the NCRIC 
where physical access is limited to authorized individuals and includes physical access 
protections and firewalls.  


 
All ALPR data is secure and would be encrypted via BART’s IT encryption requirements 
from the data source capture through transmission to the NCRIC data center for storage. 
The data would be stored in the NCRIC offices in the federal building in San Francisco. 
NCRIC facilities have 24/7 staffed security, multiple locked doors requiring both electronic 
keys and knowledge-based PINs. Only active NCRIC employees that also possess a valid 
security clearance of SECRET or better are allowed physical access.  
 
• All activity is logged for audit and tracking purposes. Audits are available for an agency 


to view the actions of their officers.  
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F. Data Retention 


 
Staff will adhere to the District’s Surveillance Ordinance. All data from the ALPR will be 
collected, retained and stored in accordance with BART Surveillance Ordinance.  Data 
captured from the ALPR and camera system will be automatically downloaded onto a 
secure data storage system maintained by NCRIC where it will be stored based on the 
systems' design and recording capabilities before being overwritten by new data; which is 
thirty (30) days as outlined in section 707.1.5 of BART Surveillance Ordinance.  Data shall 
not be stored beyond 30 days except when lawfully required to by subpoena, court order 
or during an ongoing investigation. Further, a written Memorandum of Agreement with 
the NCRIC shall specify that the ALPR data is only retained for the period as specified by 
the originating agency (BART). The creation date is automatically tracked for every ALPR 
data point, and once the lifespan of that point is exceeded, it is removed via automated 
nightly processes. 
 


G. Public Access 
 
BART shall grant Public access to data collected from the ALPR system per BART 
Surveillance Ordinance 707.1.8, 707.1.9 only in accordance with California State Law. 
Information gathered will not be disclosed to the public unless such disclosure is required 
by law or court order. The BART Police Department is subject to BART’s Surveillance 
Ordinance that has been publicly noticed and approved by the BART Board of Directors. 
ALPR Data Collection will be monitored by BART Police as well as be subject to Police 
Internal Affairs and State Auditors to ensure the security of information and compliance 
with applicable privacy laws. 
 
Such data will not otherwise be disclosed/released by the BART Police Department 
without the consent of the Chief of Police and the Office of the General Counsel.  If an 
ALPR operator is required to provide access to ALPR information, the ALPR operator shall 
do the following: 
 
(a) Maintain a record of that access. At a minimum, the record shall include the following: 
   (1) The date and time the information is accessed. 
   (2) The license plate number or other data elements used to query the ALPR system. 
   (3) The username of the person who accesses the information, and, as applicable, the     
         organization or entity with whom the person is affiliated. 
   (4) The purpose for accessing the information. 
(b) Require that ALPR information only be used for the authorized purposes 
described in the usage and privacy policy. 
   (1) Indicate the authorized use; such as for criminal investigation. 
 


707.1.8 RELEASE OF ALPR DATA TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
All ALPR Data shall be used by law enforcement for public safety and security purposes 
only; except as required by law, subpoenas or other court process, such data will not 
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otherwise be disclosed/released by the BART Police Department without the consent 
of the Chief of Police and District Legal. 
 
Department employees shall not release any information, including capabilities regarding 
the District’s ALPR systems to the public without prior authorization from the Chief of 
Police, or District Legal.  
 


707.1.9 REQUESTS FOR VIDEO IMAGES FROM THE MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
Persons that have a subpoena or preservation letter, and are interested in requesting 
ALPR, shall be directed to the Department's Records Division during normal business 
hours, or via fax at 510- 464-7089 for consideration of their request. Records shall 
consult with the Chief of Police and District Legal Prior to any approval of release. 
 
Persons that do not have a subpoena or preservation letter and are interested in 
requesting ALPR Data are to be directed to the District Secretary's Office for review by 
District Legal at 510-464-6080 or via fax at 510-464-6011. 
 


H. Third Party Data Sharing 
 
BART shall maintain robust security procedures and practices, including 
operational, administrative, technical, and physical safeguards, to protect ALPR 
information from unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, or 
disclosure. The Administrator of the data collection, the NCRIC will not share 
information with ICE or any agency conducting immigration enforcement or 
removal operations. Information is only shared with other law enforcement 
possessing a need and legal right to know, including the following: 
 
• In response to subpoenas  
• Pursuant to a Court Order 
• Request by Law Enforcement Agencies for active Criminal Investigations  
• In accordance with all applicable California State law 
 
Notwithstanding any other law or regulation: 
(a) A public agency such as BART that operates or intends to operate an ALPR system shall 
provide an opportunity for public comment at a regularly scheduled public meeting of the 
governing body of the public agency before implementing the program. BART shall present 
this Impact and Use document to the BART Board of Directors and provide notice to the 
public in accordance with BART’s Surveillance Ordinance. BART Police Department shall 
also conduct outreach with privacy groups to address any privacy concerns that may be 
raised. 
 
(b) A public agency shall not sell, share, or transfer ALPR information, except to another 
public agency, and only as otherwise permitted by law. For purposes of this section, the 
provision of data hosting or towing services shall not be considered the sale, sharing, or 
transferring of ALPR information. 
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I. Training 
 
Training for BART’s ALPR system will be provided by BART internal staff and by ALPR 
service providers and the NCRIC.  Training will consist of ALPR operation, installation, 
data protection and administration of the ALPR System and ALPR Data. Technical 
training will be both hands on and via electronic instruction.  
 


J. Auditing and Oversight 
 
The BART Police Department shall oversee the BART ALPR System and data retention by 
the NCRIC to ensure compliance with the Surveillance Ordinance. Additionally, both 
BART Police will require the management of the system to be open for administrative 
auditors to ensure the Surveillance Ordinance and California State Laws are adhered to. 
The audit process shall ensure that no misuse of the system or parts of the system 
occurs. Additionally, a secondary check with the reporting agency will be required by 
BART Police to adjudicate all crimes prior to taking enforcement action on crimes that 
are not crimes-in-progress or otherwise present exigent circumstances.  
 
Personnel who are authorized to have access to the system shall be designated in 
writing and the designation shall ensure that their access to and use of the data 
complies with the Ordinance. 
 
A log shall be maintained that records when access to ALPR data is requested. This shall 
include the date, time, data record accessed, and staff member involved. The log shall be 
available for presentation for all required audits. 







 


 


 
 
 
 


         
 
 


Surveillance Impact Report  
BART Automated License 
Plate Recognition (ALPR) 


 
 


BART Police Department 
BPD-ALPR-SIR-01 


21 Day BART Board Notice – April 4, 2019 
15 Day Public Notice – April 10, 2019 BART 


Board Meeting – April 25, 2019 
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A. Information describing the proposed surveillance technology and how it generally works. 


 
Automated License Plate Recognition (ALPR) systems are camera technologies that can capture 
vehicle license plate images and a portion of the vehicle.  This technology will be used for the 
safety and security of patrons and employees and protection of their vehicles while using BART 
owned and operated parking facilities. 
 
ALPR systems may include Fixed visible, mounted technologies. Mobile scan options include 
mobile units which can be mounted to a police car. Future use may include hand held options 
and mobile units – which may be considered forms of parking program enforcement by roving 
parking enforcement officers. 
 
ALPR technology increases law enforcement’s ability to recover lost/stolen property and 
provide evidentiary support for criminal prosecution.  In 2012 the RAND Corporation conducted 
a study on ALPR Technologies across the United States and found that ALPR was responsible for 
increasing Stolen Vehicle recovery by 50%. (RAND, Safety and Justice Program; ALPR for Law 
Enforcement Opportunities and Obstacles).   
 
Currently, the ability for BART police to solve crimes such as auto burglaries and thefts is greatly 
reduced due to lack of video evidence.  ALPR technologies record images of a vehicle’s license 
plate. The image, when compared against a hot list provides information that the vehicle may 
have been used in a crime. This information often leads to a timelier ability to capture 
offenders.  Accurate information provided to BART Police will increase the ability to successfully 
prosecute offenders and greatly increase the chances of returning stolen property to the victim.   
 
 


B. Information on the proposed purpose(s) for the surveillance technology. 
 
Implementation of the proposed BART ALPR technology system would serve the following key 
purposes: 
 


• Aid in the recovery of lost or stolen vehicles.  
• Prevent, deter and detect crime, damage to patron and employee vehicles.  
• Reduce crime and in doing so, reassure the public and employees using BART owned 


and operated Parking Facilities. 
• Assist in the monitoring, identification, apprehension and prosecution for criminal offenses.  
• Aid in the Investigation of complaints or offenses and provide evidentiary support upon which 


to take criminal and civil penalty actions. 
 
 


C. Recommendation for Fixed Reader Installations location(s), to be deployed, based 
on current statistics for Auto Theft and Auto Burglary. 
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• A10 – Lake Merritt  5/2 Low Priority Installation      
• A20 – Fruitvale   26/16 Priority Installation  
• A30 – Coliseum   21/23 Priority Installation  
• A40 - San Leandro  21/17 Priority Installation  
• A50 - Bay Fair   24/9 Priority Installation  
• A60 – Hayward   21/21 Priority Installation  
• A70 – South Hayward  17/16 Priority Installation  
• A80 – Union City  10/3 Low Priority Installation      
• A90 – Fremont   9/5 Low Priority Installation      
• L10 - Castro Valley  1/9 Low Priority Installation      
• L20 - West Dublin  5/3 Low Priority Installation      
• L30 - Dublin / Pleasanton  18/8 Priority Installation   
• K10 – 12th Street  0/0 N/A       
• K20 – 19th Street  8/4 Low Priority Installation      
• K30 – MacArthur  3/2 Low Priority Installation      
• R10 – Ashby   4/5 Low Priority Installation      
• R20 – Berkeley   0/0 N/A      
• R30 – North Berkeley  4/11 Priority Installation  
• R40 – El Cerrito Plaza  4/5 Low Priority Installation      
• R50 – El Cerrito Del Norte  15/14 Priority Installation    
• R60 – Richmond  9/22 Priority Installation     
• C10 – Rockridge  6/4 Low Priority Installation      
• C20 – Orinda   5/7 Low Priority Installation      
• C30 – Lafayette   4/2 Low Priority Installation      
• C40 – Walnut Creek  1/4 Low Priority Installation      
• C50 – Pleasant Hill  5/4 Low Priority Installation      
• C60 – Concord   16/10 Priority Installation   
• C70 – North Concord   18/14 Priority Installation    
• C80 – Pittsburg Pay Point  27/13 Priority Installation   
• M10 – West Oakland  20/9 Priority Installation  
• M16 – Embarcadero  0/0 N/A 
• M 30 – Powell   0/0 N/A 
• M 20 – Montgomery  0/0 N/A 
• M 40 – Civic Center  0/0 N/A 
• M 50 – 16th Street  0/0 N/A 
• M60 – 24th Street  0/0 N/A 
• M70 – Glen Park   0/0 N/A 
• M80 – Balboa Park   0/0 N/A 
• M 90 – Daly City  13/13 Priority Installation    
• W10 – Colma   1/3 Low Priority Installation   
• W20 – South SF   1/0 Low Priority Installation   
• W30 – San Bruno  0/1 Low Priority Installation   
• W40 – Millbrae   2/1 Low Priority Installation   
• Y10 – SFO   0/0 N/A 
• S10 – Irvington (Future)  0/0 TBD      
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• S 20 – Warm Springs  1/7 Low Priority Installation   
• S 40 – Milpitas   0/0 TBD 
• S 50 – Berryessa  0/0 TBD   
• E 20 – Pittsburg Center 0/0 Low Priority Installation by Operating Contractor    
• E 30 – Antioch   0/12 Priority Installation by Operating Contractor  
• Hercules Park-and-Ride 
• Isabel (Livermore) Park-and-Ride 
• Laughlin (Livermore) (Park-and-Ride)  
• Irvington (Fremont) (future station)  
• All future BART station parking facilities, either owned, operated and/or managed by BART and 


intended for BART passengers. 
  
  
        


A. Crime statistics used to determine location installation, to deter or detect crime. 
Statistics on Auto Burglary Auto Theft and Catalytic Converter Theft were used to provide 
recommended priority installations.  The proposed implementation of the ALPR System is part 
of an overall Districtwide security system with functions for crime deterrence and detection, as 
well as future considerations for a more efficient parking program enforcement through 
automation. The proposed ALPR system would target hot spots and crime areas as identified by 
the Crime Analysis Unit. Additionally, statistics were used to outline the problem expressed by 
BART Riders. Numbers for Auto Burglary, Auto Theft and Catalytic Converter Theft were 
analyzed for 2018 through March of 2019. The cost benefit analysis below was used in part to 
determine the viability of this technology.  
 
Current Annual Crime Statistics Numbers per Year 2017 2018                    2 Year Average 
Auto Burglary:      1178 930                1,054 
Auto Theft:      420 354          387  
Catalytic Converter Theft:    149 102                125.5 
 
Cost Benefit Analysis         Cost to BART Riders 
Auto Burglary: (Average Deductible and Property)  $1,000 x 1054 cases annually =  $1,054,000 
Auto Theft: (No comprehensive Insurance)  $15,000 x 387 cases annually =  $5,805,000  
Catalytic Converter Theft: (Average cost w/labor)    $1,500 X 125.5 cases annually =    $188,250 
       Total Loss 2017-2018                    $7,047,250 
 
Approximate cost of a fixed ALP Reader is between $15,000 to $22,000 per installed unit, for 16 
Priority Installations total cost $352,000 for one ALPR at all recommended parking areas. 
 


B. An assessment identifying any potential impact on privacy rights and discussing any plans to 
safeguard the rights of the public. 
Data collection by the ALPR System includes information found on the vehicle license plate.  
BART recognizes that all people have an inalienable right to privacy and BART is committed to 
protecting and safeguarding this right.   
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In 2013, data experts introduced to the public the concept of “meta data”, which detailed that 
larger data can be gathered from individual data points. A recent example included, that by 
using a simple homemade app that captured simple data points such as phone number called, 
and time of day, Stanford lawyer and computer scientist Jonathan Mayer was able to accurately 
identify 80% of the volunteers in his study, using only open source databases such as Yelp, 
Facebook, and Google. Among the many individuals he identified, he successfully identified a 
woman that had an abortion, another woman that had cancer, and a man collecting guns and 
growing marijuana in his home. 
 
Today, data scientists can accurately identify over 95% of individuals based solely on 4 
geospatial (time, location) “meta data” points. Humans are creatures of habit, typically driving 
the same way to work, our house of worship, and our neighborhood grocery store. Current 
attempts to “de-identify” or anonymize data are insufficient, due to modern day computing 
power and the sheer collection of data points available from public and private sources. License 
plate scans are collected by both public and private parties, and often shared via large 
commingled databases accessible by a simple subscription service. 
 
In recognition of these concerns, BART has taken a number of steps to mitigate the potential 
risk inherent in collecting this data from its customers.  As discussed in this Report and the 
Surveillance Use Policy, only authorized BART personnel, authorized NCRIC personnel or outside 
law enforcement actively investigation a case or pursuant to a court order or subpoena, will 
have access to this data for the purposes identified in this report and in the Surveillance Use 
Policy. BART and NCRIC shall maintain robust security procedures and practices, including multi 
layered engineering and administrative protections with the following details: CARD access 
locked doors with restricted and approved access only for designated personnel. Restricted 
Administrative rights to data access to provide operational, administrative, technical, and 
physical safeguards, to protect ALPR information from unauthorized access, destruction, use, 
modification, or disclosure. BART and NCRIC shall not provide data to federal immigration 
agencies. Data shall not be stored beyond 30 days, unless lawfully required by subpoena, court 
order or during an ongoing investigation.   
 


C. The fiscal costs for the surveillance technology, including initial purchase, personnel and 
other ongoing costs, and any current or potential sources of funding. 
 
Initial Purchase Cost 
Based on an estimated budget, the cost is approximately $15,000 to $22,000 per 
installed ALPR unit. Costs for ALPR mobile units for enforcement vehicles would be 
approximately $20,000 per vehicle. 
 
Personnel Costs 
BART personnel is able to provide installation for the ALPR System, which is estimated to 
be approximately $100,000 at normal BART labor rates for ALPR installation all 16 priority 
parking areas.  However, depending upon the complexity of the installation and the 
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availability of BART labor, the ALPR vendor may also provide ALPR installation at significant 
cost savings to BART when negotiated into the ALPR purchase contract.  
 
Ongoing Costs 
The ongoing costs associated with the deployment of a systemwide ALPR System will be 
primarily preventative and corrective maintenance costs.  There may also be an annual 
leasing software for the ALPR units used for parking enforcement, depending upon 
contract details, which is estimated initially to be about $200,000 annually. 
 
The anticipated lifespan of the ALPR system is about ten (10) years. However, with proper 
maintenance staff, anticipates the useful operational lifespan of the system could be extended. 
 
Potential Sources of Funding 
• FTA Security Grant 
• Operating Funds 
• FEMA Grants 
• Bonds  
• Parking Fee Revenue 
 


D. Whether use or maintenance of the technology will require data gathered by the technology 
to be handled or stored by a third-party vendor on an ongoing basis. 
 
Yes, a third party, in the way of vendor support may require the use of log files and sample 
image data to be collected for analysis of errors and system malfunctions. The data is not 
stored after any maintenance or trouble shooting is complete. 
 
The Northern California Regional Intelligence Center (NCRIC) will be the handling center for 
the captured data that will be accessed by BART Police for law enforcement investigative 
purposes. 
 


E. A summary of alternative methods (whether involving the use of a new technology or not) 
considered before deciding to use the proposed surveillance technology, including the costs 
and benefits associated with each alternative and an explanation of the reasons why each 
alternative is inadequate or undesirable. 
 
BART examined the current capabilities for preventing and deterring auto burglary. The current 
law enforcement system uses manpower to physically verify a crime in progress and conduct 
investigations.  The current system is both labor intensive and not highly effective for 
preventing or deterring auto crimes. As parking lots continue to expand beyond the 47,000 
parking spaces, enforcement actions are not able to keep pace with the criminal activity in these 
new locations.  Currently the enforcement actions are limited to observing a crime in progress 
and catching criminal activity in the parking areas. Statistics from Federal and State Criminal 
Apprehensions indicate that more than 70% of crimes are committed by people using vehicles. 
There is currently no method for vehicles entering BART parking areas to be identified. Without 
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ALPR technology, identification of vehicles and associated criminals’ activity is limited to 
observing crime in progress or limited investigative recovery. There is no alternative technology 
that can meet the needs of the District. The benefits and disadvantages of ALPR are: 
 
Benefits of ALPR 
• Improves public safety and security. 
• Gives BART Riders using BART Parking Facilities a redress for crimes against their 


persons and property. 
• Provides documentary evidence for prosecution. 
• Enhances public confidence when Parking at BART.  
• Offers low maintenance operating costs. 
• Requires minimal training of personnel on the use of the technology. 


 
 
Disadvantages of ALPR 
• Requires initial installation investment, although recoverable within a few years’ 


time. 
• Must be protected from vandalism. 
• Privacy risk to customers that use BART Parking Facilities from the collection of 


their locational data. 
 
F. A summary of the experience, if any is known, other law enforcement entities 
have had with the proposed technology, including information about the 
effectiveness, any known adverse information about the technology such as 
unanticipated costs, failures, civil rights or civil liberties issues. 
 
Many other Agencies, including a robust number of Law Enforcement Agencies use 
ALPR Systems throughout California and the Nation. ALPR System Efficiencies are 98% 
with a correct Read Rate of 95% resulting in high validity of documentation of 
incidents. Highly effective read rates protect individuals and civil liberties by ensuring 
proper, correct capturing of information. 
 
BART would require Annual Certification of the System conducted by third party 
calibration service parties will ensure the system is maintained at factory read rates. 
 
• California Highway Patrol and multiple County and City LE Agencies use ALPR Technologies for 


law enforcement function.  
• SFMTA Uses ALPR Technologies. 
• California State Universities including UC Berkley, Hayward and Merced use ALPR 


Technologies. 
• CALTRANS uses ALPR Technologies for all Bridges, and Tolls via FasTrak which has been widely 


well received by the Public, with specific positive comments for FasTrak Fare collection and 
ease of use. 
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• San Francisco International Airport uses ALPR Technologies using FasTrak to pay for parking at 
airport lots. 
 


Adverse information on ALPR Technology includes: 
 
• ALPR can be fooled using false plates. Although if reported, this would show as a stolen 


plate in the ALPR System.  
• ALPR System Data must be maintained, failure to do so could reflect old records in the 


system. It is imperative the agency (BART Police Department) implement a secondary 
verification procedure for all non-exigent or crimes in progress. 


•  Some individuals and privacy groups do not like the use of ALPR by law enforcement, 
because they feel it is an infringement of their privacy. ALPR Technologies record all license 
plates; including those that have not committed offences or infractions in addition to those 
that have. 


• ALPR has a 95 percent correct read rate which means it also has a 5 percent incorrect read 
rate. This can be best managed by ensuring a robust policy on acceptable ALPR reads and 
secondary verification for non-crimes in progress. 


• Inaccurate data in the system or inaccurate scans can lead to civil rights abuses. For 
example, in 2015, the taxpayers of San Francisco paid $495,000 to Denise Green, a 45-year-
old Muni driver after police officers pulled her over at gunpoint based on an erroneous 
alert from their system – the scan was off by one digit, and officers failed to verify its 
accuracy. 


 
It is important to note that when used properly and judicially along with proper oversight and 
with written policies in place, ALPR can greatly enhance the safety and security of all personnel 
using BART owned and or operated parking facilities. The State of California has the largest 
concentration of Agencies using ALPR, followed by New York and Florida. Enclosed below is a 
direct link to other California Agencies ALPR Use Policies. 
  
• Central Marin Police Authority 
• City and County of San Francisco 
• City of Alameda  
• City of Alhambra  
• City of American Canyon 
• City of Anaheim  
• City of Antioch 
• City of Arcadia 
• City of Arcata 
• City of Atherton 
• City of Auburn 
• City of Avenal 
• City of Azusa 
• City of Bakersfield 
• City of Beaumont 
• City of Bell 
• City of Bell Gardens 
• City of Berkeley  



http://www.centralmarinpolice.org/DocumentCenter/View/612

http://sfdistrictattorney.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/376-SFDA_ALPRPolicy_FINAL.pdf

https://alamedaca.gov/sites/default/files/document-files/department-files/Police/automated_license_plate_readers_alprs_.pdf

http://www.cityofalhambra.org/imagesfile/file/201603/alpr_sb_34_20160331_091854.pdf

http://www.cityofamericancanyon.org/home/showdocument?id=7852

http://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/Home/View/11529

http://www.ci.antioch.ca.us/CityGov/Police/Policy-422-ALPR.pdf

https://www.arcadiaca.gov/home/showdocument?id=6531

https://www.cityofarcata.org/DocumentCenter/View/4884/General_Orders_470_ALPR?bidId=

https://www.ci.atherton.ca.us/476/Surveillance-Technology-Information

https://www.auburn.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/953/ALPR-Policy?bidId=

http://www.cityofavenal.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/1329

https://www.azusapd.org/alpr-policy?highlight=WyJhbHByIl0=

http://www.bakersfieldcity.us/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?blobid=29755

http://beaumontca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/27341

http://www.cityofbell.org/home/showdocument?id=7819

http://www.bellgardens.org/Portals/0/Police/Policy/428%20ALPRs%20March%202016.pdf

http://www.ci.berkeley.ca.us/uploadedFiles/Police/Level_3_-_General/001-2016%20ALPR.PDF
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• City of Belvedere 
• City of Beverly Hills 
• City of Brawley 
• City of Brea 
• City of Brentwood  
• City of Brisbane 
• City of Buena Park 
• City of Burbank 
• City of Burlingame 
• City of Campbell  
• City of Carlsbad  
• City of Chico 
• City of Chino 
• City of Chula Vista 
• City of Claremont 
• City of Clayton 
• City of Clovis 
• City of Concord  
• City of Corning 
• City of Corona  
• City of Coronado 
• City of Covina 
• City of Culver City 
• City of Cypress  
• City of Daly City 
• City of Davis 
• City of Dublin 
• City of El Cajon  
• City of El Centro 
• City of Elk Grove  
• City of Emeryville 
• City of Escondido  
• City of Fairfield 
• City of Folsom 
• City of Fontana 
• City of Fountain Valley  
• City of Fremont 
• City of Fresno 
• City of Fullerton  
• City of Galt 
• City of Gardena 
• City of Glendale 
• City of Glendora  
• City of Hanford 
• City of Hawthorne 



http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/DocumentCenter/View/2662

http://www.beverlyhills.org/cbhfiles/storage/files/1682917932286875291/DepartmentManual(Updated2015-12-21).pdf

http://www.brawley-ca.gov/cms/kcfinder/upload/files/police_department/Automated%20License%20Plate%20Readers%20Policy%20462%2010.25.2017.pdf

http://www.cityofbrea.net/DocumentCenter/View/3088

http://www.brentwoodca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=34053

http://brisbaneca.org/sites/default/files/ALPR.pdf

http://www.bppd.com/LPR%20Policy.pdf

http://www.burbankpd.org/file.aspx?DocumentId=2599

https://www.burlingame.org/departments/police_department/automated_license_plate_readers.php

http://www.ci.campbell.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/4508

http://www.carlsbadca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=30424

http://www.chico.ca.us/police/documents/NCRICALPRPOLICY.pdf

http://www.cityofchino.org/Home/ShowDocument?id=12892

http://www.chulavistaca.gov/home/showdocument?id=12093

http://www.ci.claremont.ca.us/government/departments-divisions/police-department/inquiries-information/lpr-usage-and-privacy-policy

http://ci.clayton.ca.us/fc/police/forms/automated-license-plate-readers.pdf

https://www.ci.clovis.ca.us/Portals/0/Documents/Police/Automated_License_Plate_Readers__ALPRs_-3.pdf?ver=2016-04-07-111425-393

http://www.ci.concord.ca.us/pdf/police/alpr.pdf

https://www.corning.org/Automated_License_Plate_Readers__ALPRs.pdf

http://www.discovercorona.com/CityOfCorona/media/Media/Police/Documents/CPD-Policy-462-ALPR-s.pdf

https://www.coronado.ca.us/UserFiles/Servers/Server_746006/File/government/departments/Police%20Services/LPR.pdf

http://www.covinaca.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/police/page/1311/alpr_policy.pdf

http://www.culvercitypd.org/documents/ALPR/Automated_License_Plate_Readers.pdf

http://www.cypressca.org/home/showdocument?id=1244%20

http://www.dalycity.org/Assets/Departments/Police/pdf/Automated+License+Plate+Reader.pdf

http://cityofdavis.org/home/showdocument?id=5504

http://www.dublin.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/14523

http://www.arjis.org/RegionalPolicies/ARJIS%20LPR%20AUP%20-%20Approved%20-%20Rev150213.pdf

http://www.cityofelcentro.org/police/userfiles/El%20Centro%20PD%20ALPR%20Policy.pdf

http://www.elkgrovepd.org/UserFiles/Servers/Server_118017/File/ALPR%20Policy%20462.pdf

https://www.ci.emeryville.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/8881/Automated_License_Plate_Readers__ALPRs_?bidId=

https://police.escondido.org/Data/Sites/4/media/pdfs/1-62.pdf

http://www.fairfield.ca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=13665

https://www.folsom.ca.us/city_hall/depts/police/community_information/automated_license_plate_readers.asp

http://www.fontana.org/documentcenter/view/11083

http://www.fountainvalley.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/3909

https://www.fremontpolice.org/DocumentCenter/View/306

https://www.fresno.gov/police/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2016/09/FPD-Policy-Manual.pdf

https://www.cityoffullerton.com/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=8112%20

http://www.ci.galt.ca.us/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=17870

http://www.gardenapd.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Automated-License-Plate-Readers-ALPRs-1.pdf

http://www.glendaleca.gov/home/showdocument?id=29283

http://www.ci.glendora.ca.us/home/showdocument?id=15614

http://www.cityofhanfordca.com/document_center/Police/Automated%20License%20Plate%20Readers%20Policy.pdf

https://hawthornepolice.com/s/20180430-General-Order-161-18_Automated-License-Plate-Readers-ALPR.pdf
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• City of Hayward 
• City of Huntington Beach  
• City of Imperial  
• City of Inglewood 
• City of Irvine 
• City of Irwindale  
• City of La Habra  
• City of La Mesa  
• City of La Palma 
• City of La Verne  
• City of Laguna Beach 
• City of Lemoore 
• City of Livermore 
• City of Lodi  
• City of Long Beach 
• City of Los Alamitos  
• City of Los Altos 
• City of Los Gatos 
• City of Madera 
• City of Manhattan Beach 
• City of Manteca 
• City of Menlo Park  
• City of Milpitas  
• City of Modesto 
• City of Monrovia 
• City of Monte Sereno 
• City of Morgan Hill 
• City of Montclair 
• City of Montebello 
• City of Monterey Park 
• City of Moraga 
• City of Mountain View 
• City of Murrieta 
• City of National City 
• City of Newark  
• City of Newport Beach  
• City of Novato 
• City of Oakland 
• City of Oceanside  
• City of Oxnard 
• City of Pacifica 
• City of Palo Alto  
• City of Palos Verdes Estates 
• City of Pasadena  
• City of Petaluma 



http://www.hayward-ca.gov/sites/default/files/ALPR_v2.pdf

http://www.huntingtonbeachca.gov/government/departments/pd/documents/automated-license-plate-reader-policy.pdf

http://www.cityofimperial.org/public_docs/Docs/IPD/IPD_Policy_Manual.pdf

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/DocumentCenter/View/1057/Automated-License-Plate-Readers-PDF?bidId=

http://www.cityofirvine.org/irvine-police-department/automated-license-plate-reader-alpr-30326

http://ci.irwindale.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/1626

http://www.lahabracity.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/4050

http://www.cityoflamesa.us/DocumentCenter/View/9697/ARJIS-LPR-AUP---Approved---Rev150213?bidId=

http://www.cityoflapalma.org/DocumentCenter/View/6098

http://www.lvpd.org/asp/admin/AlertsNewsStats/getPDF.asp?ID=56

http://www.lagunabeachcity.net/documents/Laguna%20Beach%20PD%20Policy%20Manual.pdf

http://lemoore.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/automated_license_plate_readers_alprs.pdf

http://www.cityoflivermore.net/civicax/filebank/documents/14189/

http://www.lodi.gov/police/pdf/Automated_License_Plate_Readers__ALPRs__Usage_and_Privacy_Policy.pdf

http://www.longbeach.gov/police/media-library/documents/departments-and-bureaus/departments-and-bureaus/investigations-bureau/alpr-policy/

https://cityoflosalamitos.org/police/download/LOSALPD_Policy_Manual_ALPR.pdf

http://www.losaltosca.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/Police/page/179/automated_license_plate_readers_alprs_.pdf

https://www.losgatosca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/16327/Automated-License-Plate-Reader-Policy

https://www.cityofmadera.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Automated_License_Plate_Readers__ALPRs_.pdf

http://www.citymb.info/Home/ShowDocument?id=24098

https://www.ci.manteca.ca.us/Police/Operations/Documents/Automated%20License%20Plate%20Reader%20Policy.pdf

http://ca-menlopark.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6278

http://www.ci.milpitas.ca.gov/_pdfs/MilpitasPoliceDepartmentPolicyManualPolicy462.pdf

https://www.modestogov.com/DocumentCenter/View/4352

https://www.cityofmonrovia.org/home/showdocument?id=712

https://www.losgatosca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/16327/Automated-License-Plate-Reader-Policy

http://www.morgan-hill.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/17698

https://www.cityofmontclair.org/city-government/police-department/automated-license-plate-reader-policy

http://www.cityofmontebello.com/automated-license-plate-reader-alpr.html

http://www.montereypark.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/5511

http://police.moraga.ca.us/documents/alpr.pdf

https://www.mountainview.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=20499

https://www.murrietaca.gov/departments/police/legal/alpr.asp

http://www.arjis.org/RegionalPolicies/ARJIS%20LPR%20AUP%20-%20Approved%20-%20Rev150213.pdf

http://www.newark.org/departments/police/administrative-divisions/policy-manual

http://www.nbpd.org/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=2757

http://novato.org/government/police-department/automated-license-plate-reader

http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/police/documents/webcontent/oak058612.pdf

http://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?blobid=41989

https://www.oxnardpd.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Oxnard-Police-Department-Policy-Manual.pdf

http://www.cityofpacifica.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?blobid=8509

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/46151

http://www.pvestates.org/services/police-department/alpr-privacy-policy

https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/police/wp-content/uploads/sites/57/2017/02/Policy-462-Automated-License-Plate-Readers.pdf

http://cityofpetaluma.net/police/pdf/Automated-License-Plate-Readers-ALPRs
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• City of Piedmont 
• City of Pismo Beach 
• City of Pittsburgh 
• City of Placentia 
• City of Placerville  
• City of Pleasant Hill  
• City of Red Bluff 
• City of Redlands 
• City of Redwood City 
• City of Richmond  
• City of Ripon  
• City of Riverside  
• City of Sacramento 
• City of San Bernardino  
• City of San Bruno  
• City of San Diego  
• City of San Fernando 
• City of San Gabriel 
• City of San Jose 
• City of San Leandro  
• City of San Luis Obispo 
• City of San Marino 
• City of San Mateo  
• City of San Pablo 
• City of San Rafael  
• City of San Ramon 
• City of Santa Clara 
• City of Santa Monica  
• City of Sausalito 
• City of Seal Beach  
• City of Sierra Madre  
• City of Signal Hill  
• City of Simi Valley  
• City of South Beach 
• City of South Gate 
• City of South San Francisco 
• City of Suisun City 
• City of Sunnyvale  
• City of Torrance 
• City of Tulare 
• City of Tustin  
• City of Ukiah 
• City of Upland  
• City of Vallejo 
• City of Vernon 



http://www.ci.piedmont.ca.us/police/docs/alpr_policy.pdf

http://www.pismobeach.org/DocumentCenter/View/48312/Automated-License-Plate-Readers-Policy-462?bidId=

http://www.ci.pittsburg.ca.us/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=8063

http://placentia.org/DocumentCenter/View/5046

https://evogov.s3.amazonaws.com/media/17/media/32050.pdf

http://www.ci.pleasant-hill.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/15097

http://rbpd.org/resources/RBPD%20Policy%20473%20-%20ALPR's.pdf

http://www.cityofredlands.org/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6255662/File/City%20Hall/Departments/Police%20Department/ALPR.pdf

http://www.redwoodcity.org/home/showdocument?id=10814

http://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/documentcenter/view/38158

http://www.riponpd.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/462_ALPR.pdf

http://www.riponpd.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/462_ALPR.pdf

http://www.records.cityofsacramento.org/ViewDoc.aspx?ID=s6tFBnt4W+JZpqziXC0M1uBgUIBQ/+7u

http://www.sbcity.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=20114

https://sanbruno.ca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?blobid=25810

https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/sb34compliance.pdf

http://www.ci.san-fernando.ca.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/ALPR-Policy.pdf

http://www.sangabrielcity.com/documentcenter/view/5750

http://www.sjpd.org/Records/2016-044_ALPR_Technology_Policy.pdf

http://www.sanleandro.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=25080

http://www.slocity.org/home/showdocument?id=20204

http://www.cityofsanmarino.org/986/ALPR-Policy

http://www.cityofsanmateo.org/index.aspx?nid=3211

http://www.ci.san-pablo.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/5893/462-Automated-License-Plate-Readers-ALPRs?bidId=

http://www.srpd.org/downloads/alpr/SRPD-Policy-465-Automated-License-Plate-Readers.pdf

http://www.ci.san-ramon.ca.us/common/pages/DisplayFile.aspx?itemId=11573369

http://santaclaraca.gov/home/showdocument?id=18571

https://www.santamonicapd.org/uploadedFiles/Police/Policies/ALPR%20Policy.pdf

https://www.sausalito.gov/departments/police-department/programs-services/alpr-policy

http://www.sealbeachca.gov/Departments/Police/Automated-License-Plate-Readers

http://www.cityofsierramadre.com/UserFiles/Servers/Server_212309/File/PDFs/Automated_License_Plate_Readers__ALPRs_.pdf

http://www.cityofsignalhill.org/DocumentCenter/View/3334

http://www.simivalley.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=11665

http://www.cityofsouthgate.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/2336

http://www.cityofsouthgate.org/709/ALPR-Policy

http://www.ssf.net/departments/police/community/crime-prevention/automated-license-plate-reader

https://police.suisun.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/ALPR-Policy.pdf

https://sunnyvale.ca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=22783

https://www.torranceca.gov/home/showdocument?id=30140

http://www.tulare.ca.gov/home/showdocument?id=2782

http://www.tustinca.org/depts/police/aboutus/license_plate_reader_system_policy.asp

http://ukiahpolice.com/site/assets/files/2785/ukiah_pd_policy_manual_march_2018.pdf

http://www.ci.upland.ca.us/uploads/files/6.28%20ALPR.pdf

http://www.ci.vallejo.ca.us/UserFiles/Servers/Server_13423/Image/Police/Vallejo%20Police%20Department%20ALPR%20Policy.pdf

http://www.cityofvernon.org/images/Automated_License_Plate_Readers_ALPRs.pdf
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• City of Visalia 
• City of Walnut 
• City of Walnut Creek 
• City of West Covina 
• City of West Sacramento 
• City of Westminster  
• City of Westmoreland 
• City of Whittier 
• City of Woodland 
• County of Alameda 
• County of Contra Costa  
• County of Fresno 
• County of Los Angeles 
• County of Marin  
• County of Orange  
• County of Riverside 
• County of Sacramento (Sheriff) 
• County of Sacramento (Department of Human Assistance) 
• County of San Bernadino 
• County of San Diego 
• County of San Luis Obispo 
• County of San Mateo 
• County of Santa Clara 
• County of Shasta 
• County of Solano 
• County of Ventura  
• County of Yolo  
• California State University, Long Beach 
• Kensington Police Protection and Community Services District 
• Port of San Diego 
• Town of Hillsborough 
• Town of Los Gatos 
• Town of Portola Valley 
• Town of Tiburon 
• University of California - Merced 
 
In conclusion, ALPR Technologies can offer greater safety and security for BART patrons and 
employees using BART Parking Facilities. Patrons will have an improved safety and security 
when parking at BART. 



http://www.visalia.city/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=34346

http://www.cityofwalnut.org/Home/ShowDocument?id=7676

http://www.ci.walnut-creek.ca.us/home/showdocument?id=9507

https://www.wcpd.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Automated_License_Plate_Readers__ALPRs_.pdf

https://www.cityofwestsacramento.org/government/departments/police/resource-library/automated-license-plate-policy

http://www.westminster-ca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=10794

http://www.cityofwestmorland.net/media/managed/pdfs/ALPRsPolicy.pdf

http://www.cityofwhittier.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?blobid=14769

https://www.cityofwoodland.org/DocumentCenter/View/1051/Automated-License-Plate-Reader-ALPR-Policy--PDF?bidId=

https://www.alamedacountysheriff.org/forms/SB34.pdf

http://www.contracosta.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/40489

http://www.fresnosheriff.org/images/pdfs/p_p_430_automated_license_plate_readers_alpr.pdf

http://shq.lasdnews.net/content/uoa/EPC/ALPRPrivacyPolicy.pdf

https://www.marinsheriff.org/assets/downloads/GO-05-20.pdf

http://ocsd.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=52590

http://riversideca.gov/rpd/ChiefOfc/manual.pdf

http://www.sacsheriff.com/Pages/Services/documents/Auto%20License%20Plate%20Reader%20Program.pdf

http://www.dha.saccounty.net/Documents/License%20Plate%20Recognition%20Usage%20Policy.pdf

http://cms.sbcounty.gov/Portals/34/Mandated%20Policy%20Posts/ALPR%20Draft%20Sections%2004112016.pdf?ver=2016-04-11-115556-987

http://www.arjis.org/RegionalPolicies/ARJIS%20LPR%20AUP%20-%20Approved%20-%20Rev150213.pdf

http://new.slosheriff.org/images/cms/files/Automated%20License%20Plate%20Readers.pdf

http://www.smcsheriff.com/sites/default/files/downloads/NCRIC-ALPR-POLICY.pdf

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/ceo/srtup/Documents/Office%20of%20the%20Sheriff%20-%20Automated%20License%20Plate%20Reader%20Technology%20(June%202018).pdf

https://www.co.shasta.ca.us/docs/libraries/sheriff-docs/docs/automated_license_plate_readers__alprs_.pdf?sfvrsn=2

https://www.solanocounty.com/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=22525

http://www.vcsd.org/pdf/Policy-462_Automated_License_Plate_Readers.pdf

http://www.yolocountysheriff.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Automated-License-Plate-Readers.pdf

https://www.csulb.edu/parking-and-transportation-services/license-plate-recognition-lpr-faq

https://www.kppcsd.org/files/d7b410116/Kensington_PD_Policy_Manual.pdf

https://pantheonstorage.blob.core.windows.net/public-safety/Compliance-with-SB34-Licence-Plate-Recognition-Systems.pdf

http://www.hillsborough.net/DocumentCenter/View/2279

http://www.losgatosca.gov/DocumentCenter/Home/View/16327

https://library.municode.com/ca/portola_valley/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT9PUPEMOWE_CH9.02PUSAIN

http://www.townoftiburon.org/DocumentCenter/View/697

https://taps.ucmerced.edu/sites/taps.ucmerced.edu/files/documents/lprprocedures_2.pdf
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		B. Information on the proposed purpose(s) for the surveillance technology.
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		A. Crime statistics used to determine location installation, to deter or detect crime.

		B. An assessment identifying any potential impact on privacy rights and discussing any plans to safeguard the rights of the public.

		C. The fiscal costs for the surveillance technology, including initial purchase, personnel and other ongoing costs, and any current or potential sources of funding.

		D. Whether use or maintenance of the technology will require data gathered by the technology to be handled or stored by a third-party vendor on an ongoing basis.
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Federal Legislation for SUPPORT


2Government and Community Relations


S. 654 & H.R. 1517 - The Connecting Opportunities 
through Mobility Metrics and Unlocking Transportation 
Efficiencies Act (COMMUTE Act) 
The COMMUTE Act requires the Dept. of Transportation to: 


• Develop and provide states, metropolitan planning 
organizations (MPOs), and rural planning organizations 
(RPOs) with data sets measuring the level of access by 
transportation mode to important community destinations


• Select five eligible states, ten MPOs, and five RPOs to 
participate in the pilot program on a competitive basis 







Federal Legislation for SUPPORT


S. 793 & H.R. 1782 - The American Apprenticeship Act 


• Provides $15 million annually for five years to states for the 
creation or expansion of apprenticeship programs


• Authorizes the Department of Labor (DOL) to award 
competitive grants to states that have developed effective 
strategies related to registered apprenticeship and pre-
apprenticeship programs 


• Requires DOL to analyze the use of apprenticeships within 
high-demand occupations 


3Government and Community Relations







Federal Legislation for SUPPORT


4Government and Community Relations


S. 923 & H.R. 1978 - The Fighting Homelessness 
Through Services and Housing Act
• Authorizes $750 million annually for five years to fund 


supportive housing models that provide comprehensive 
services and intensive case management


• Requires a 25 percent match of non-federal funds


• Grants may be used for any combination of operations and 
capital building costs


• Requires grantees to track outcomes and report on housing 
stability and improvements in health, behavior, and well-being







Federal Legislation for SUPPORT


H.R. 1507 - The Bicycle Commuter Act of 2019


Reverses the bicycle commuter benefit’s suspension and changes 
the structure of the benefit to: 


• Make the benefit pre-tax rather than a reimbursement
• Allow employees to receive a bicycle benefit of up to 20% of 


the parking benefit
• Allow the bicycle benefit to be used in concert with transit and 


parking benefits 
• Make bikeshare and e-bikes eligible expenses


5Government and Community Relations







State Legislation for SUPPORT


6Government and Community Relations


SB 40 (Wiener) - Conservatorship: serious mental 
illness and substance use disorders


• Shortens the timeframe for conservatorship to six months


• Makes the trigger-point the person’s eighth 72-hour 
involuntary detention in a 12-month period


• Enables a county behavioral health director to forgo petitioning 
a court for assisted outpatient treatment


• Narrows the conservatorship scheme to current evidence of 
the person’s condition







State Legislation for SUPPORT


7Government and Community Relations


SB 128 (Beall) - Enhanced infrastructure financing 
districts: bonds: issuance


• Repeals the 55 percent voter approval requirement for an 
enhanced infrastructure financing district (EIFD) to issue 
bonds 


• Requires only the public financing authority that governs the 
EIFD to approve a bond before it can be issued 







State Legislation for SUPPORT


8Government and Community Relations


SB 152 (Beall) - Active Transportation Program 


• Modifies the current formula for Active Transportation Program 
(ATP) allocations by redistributing 75 percent to MPOs; 15 percent 
to small urban and rural regions; and 10 percent to projects of a 
transformative nature


• Requires the California Transportation Commission (CTC) to adopt 
guidelines for MPOs, including selection criteria and eligible project 
types 


• Authorizes an MPO to perform its own competitive project selection 
process using regional guidelines


• Requires the CTC to allocate funds to MPOs as a lump sum
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Automatic License Plate Reader (APLR)  


Surveillance Use and Impact Report ANNEX 


Privacy Policy (pursuant to State of California Civil Code Sections: 1798.90.51. and 
1798.90.53) 


 
The State of California has Civil Code Sections which must be met for all Agencies 
and Companies in the State to use ALPR Technologies. While all the items specified 
herein are also detailed in the ALPR Surveillance Use and Impact Report, the Code 
requirements specify that they must also be detailed in a separate Privacy Policy.  


 


California Civil Code Sections: 1798.90.51. Privacy Policy and 1798.90.53 Third Party 
Sharing Requirements. 


An ALPR operator shall do all of the following: 


(a) Maintain reasonable security procedures and practices, including operational, 
administrative, technical, and physical safeguards, to protect ALPR information from 
unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure.  


The data collected by BART’s ALPR system will be maintained in a secure location at 
the Northern California Regional Intelligence Center (NCRIC) where physical access is 
limited to authorized individuals and includes physical access protections and firewalls.  


All ALPR data is immediately transmitted to the NCRIC data center for storage, in the 
NCRIC offices in the federal building in San Francisco. NCRIC facilities have 24/7 
staffed security, multiple locked doors requiring both electronic keys and knowledge-
based PINs. Only active NCRIC employees that also possess a valid security clearance of 
SECRET or better are allowed physical access.  


All activity is logged for audit and tracking purposes. Audits are available for an agency 
to view the actions of their officers.   


If an ALPR operator accesses or provides access to ALPR information, the ALPR 
operator shall do both of the following:  


(a) Maintain a record of that access.  At a minimum, the record shall include all of the 
following: 


(1) The date and time the information is accessed. 


(2) The license plate number or other data elements used to query the ALPR system. 


(3) The username of the person who accesses the information, and, as applicable, the 
organization or entity with whom the person is affiliated. 


(4) The purpose for accessing the information. 


 


 







(b)(1) Implement a usage and privacy policy in order to ensure that the collection, use, 
maintenance, sharing, and dissemination of ALPR information is consistent with respect 
for individuals' privacy and civil liberties.  The usage and privacy policy shall be available 
to the public in writing, and, if the ALPR operator has an Internet Web site, the usage and 
privacy policy shall be posted conspicuously on that Internet Web site.  


(2) The usage and privacy policy shall, at a minimum, include all of the following: 


(A) The authorized purposes for using the ALPR system and collecting ALPR information.  
 


• BART ALPR Impact and Use Report specify the purpose and use and rational 
why ALPR technology is used. BART’s Automated License Plate Recognition 
(ALPR) technology seeks to increase the confidence of the public while using 
BART’s public transportation system.  Specifically, this technology seeks to 
improve the safety and protection of patrons, employees and their vehicles while 
in BART owned and operated parking areas and garages.  The ALPR system 
records of vehicle license plates.  Data collection shall be limited to vehicles 
entering or exiting and parking on BART owned and operated property. 
 


(B) A description of the job title or other designation of the employees and independent 
contractors who are authorized to use or access the ALPR system, or to collect ALPR 
information.  The policy shall identify the training requirements necessary for those 
authorized employees and independent contractors.  


Access to ALPR collected data and images shall be restricted to the following 
personnel: 
 


• All persons designated by the BART Police Department as video surveillance system 
users. 


• BART personnel involved in the operation, installation and maintenance of the ALPR 
and associated camera system. 


• Customer/Public Access (Restricted per the Surveillance Ordnance) 
• Per Court Order or Subpoena, or as requested by Law Enforcement Agencies for case 


investigation. 
• Office of the Independent Police Auditor. 
• BART Police Officers for conducting criminal investigations. 
• BART Executive Management as required. 
• BART Office of the General Counsel 


 
All personnel using BART’s ALPR shall be authorized in writing and must receive training 
on system access and administration.  ALPR system training will be provided by BART 
internal staff and, where necessary related, service providers.  Training will consist of 
ALPR operation, installation, data protection and administration of the BART ALPR 
System and ALPR Data. Technical training will be hands on and via electronic instruction. 
For both fixed and mobile systems. Police will mainly use the fixed system and Parking 
Compliance Officers will mainly use the mobile or hand-held systems. 


 







(C) A description of how the ALPR system will be monitored to ensure the security of the 
information and compliance with applicable privacy laws.  


The ALPR Data Collection will be monitored by BART Police and be subject to Police 
and or State Auditors to ensure the security of information and compliance with 
applicable privacy laws. 
 
Such data will not otherwise be disclosed/released by the BART Police 
Department without the consent of the Chief of Police and the Office of the 
General Counsel. If an ALPR operator is required to provide access to ALPR 
information, the ALPR operator shall do both of the following: 
 


(a) Maintain a record of that access. At a minimum, the record shall include the 
 following: 


    (1) The date and time the information is accessed. 


    (2) The license plate number or other data elements used to query the ALPR  
  system. 


    (3) The username of the person who accesses the information, and, as applicable,  
  the organization or entity with whom the person is affiliated. 


 (4) The purpose for accessing the information. 


(b) Require that ALPR information only be used for the authorized purposes described in 
 the usage and privacy policy. 


    (1) Indicate the authorized use; such as for criminal investigation. 
As noted in the Impact and Use Reports, and the Surveillance Ordinance, the 
ALPR information shall only be used for the authorized purposes described 
therein. 


 


(D) The purposes of, process for, and restrictions on, the sale, sharing, or transfer of 
ALPR information to other persons. 


  BART shall maintain robust security procedures and practices, including 
operational, administrative, technical, and physical safeguards, to protect 
ALPR information from unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, 
or disclosure. The Administrator of the data collection, the NCRIC will not 
share information with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) or any 
agency conducting immigration enforcement or removal operations. 
Information is only shared with other law enforcement possessing a need and 
legal right to know, including the following: 


 
• In response to subpoenas  







• Pursuant to a Court Order 
• Request by Law Enforcement Agencies for active Criminal 


Investigations  
• In accordance with all applicable California State law 


 
        ALPR Data collected by BART shall not be sold under any circumstances. 


 
 
(a) A public agency that operates or intends to operate an ALPR system shall provide an 


opportunity for public comment at a regularly scheduled public meeting of the 
governing body of the public agency before implementing the program. 
 


Pursuant to the District Ordinance 2018-1, public notice and opportunity for public 
comment regarding the implementation of Surveillance Technology is required at Public 
Meetings via the BART Board of Directors Meetings; if approved then notification would 
made be via the BART Website and posted signs informing the public of the surveillance 
Technology in use. 
 


(b) A public agency shall not sell, share, or transfer ALPR information, except to another 
public agency, and only shall share data as otherwise permitted by law.  


BART shall maintain robust security procedures and practices, including 
operational, administrative, technical, and physical safeguards, to protect 
ALPR information from unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, 
or disclosure. The Administrator of the data collection, the NCRIC will not 
share information with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) or any 
agency conducting immigration enforcement or removal operations. 
Information is only shared with other law enforcement possessing a need and 
legal right to know, including the following: 


 
• In response to subpoenas  
• Pursuant to a Court Order 
• Request by Law Enforcement Agencies for active Criminal 


Investigations  
• In accordance with all applicable California State law 


 
     ALPR Data collected by BART shall not be sold under any circumstances. 


 


(E) The title of the official custodian, or owner, of the ALPR system responsible for 
implementing this section.  


BART shall be the owner and official custodian of the ALPR System and any data 
collected there from. The BART Chief of Police,  BART Office of the General Counsel 
and BART Police Internal Affairs will have specific oversight authority of the Program.  







(F) A description of the reasonable measures that will be used to ensure the accuracy of 
ALPR information and correct data errors.  


ALPR System Efficiencies is 98% with a correct Read Rate of 95% resulting in proper 
documentation of incidents. Annual Certification of the System conducted by third party 
calibration service parties will ensure the system is maintained at factory read rates. 


(G) The length of time ALPR information will be retained, and the process the ALPR 
operator will utilize to determine when to destroy retained ALPR information. 


Staff will adhere to the District’s Surveillance Ordinance.  The data from the ALPR and 
assorted camera system shall be collected, retained and stored in accordance with the 
District's Surveillance Ordinance.  Data captured from the ALPR and camera system will 
automatically be downloaded onto a secure data storage system maintained by NCRIC 
where it will be stored based on the systems' design and recording capabilities before 
being overwritten by new data; up to thirty (30) days for routine matters as outlined in 
section 707.1.5 of BART Surveillance Ordinance.  Cases under active criminal 
investigation may be retained up to a year. Data shall not be stored beyond 1 year except 
by subpoena, court order or during an ongoing investigation.  Further NCRIC retention 
policy specifies data is only retained for the period as specified by the originating agency 
(BART). The creation date is automatically tracked for every ALPR data point, and once 
the lifespan of that point is exceeded, it is removed via automated nightly processes. 


  





		BART shall maintain robust security procedures and practices, including operational, administrative, technical, and physical safeguards, to protect ALPR information from unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure. The Adminis...

		• In response to subpoenas

		• Pursuant to a Court Order

		• Request by Law Enforcement Agencies for active Criminal Investigations
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Earthquake Safety Program Citizens’ Oversight Committee 


Report to BART Board of Directors 
 


April 25, 2019 
 


 


 


I. Overview 


 


The Earthquake Safety Program Citizens’ Oversight Committee (COC) has been 


in existence since January 2006. The current Committee is the sixth Committee 


selected by the BART Board of Directors to carry out the duties specified in 


Measure AA. 


 


 II. Establishment of the Citizens’ Oversight Committee 


 


The BART Earthquake Safety Program (ESP) Citizens’ Oversight Committee was 


created as required following the passage of Measure AA on November 2, 2004. 


The measure, which authorized the BART District to issue bonds for $980 million 


dollars to make earthquake safety (seismic) improvements to BART facilities in 


Alameda, Contra Costa, and San Francisco counties, stipulated that BART 


establish a Citizens’ Oversight Committee (COC) to verify that bond revenues are 


spent as promised.  


 


The measure called for a five-member panel to be created from interested 


individuals who must reside within the three-county BART District. Each member 


must have specific expertise and fulfill one of the following: 


 


◼ One member shall have expertise in seismic retrofitting 


◼ One member shall have expertise in auditing 


◼ One member shall have expertise in engineering 


◼ One member shall have expertise in public financing or project management 


◼ One member shall represent the community at large 
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III. Duties and Responsibilities of the Committee 


 


The Committee Members assume no professional liability as to the quality and 


soundness of the design and construction of any element of the Program. The 


members of the COC have three key duties to fulfill, as set forth in BART Board 


Resolution 4920, passed by the BART Board in June 2004 and further reiterated 


in the ESP COC Bylaws. They are to: 


 


◼ Confirm that work is completed, and bond funds are expended in accordance 


with the bond measure. 


◼ Review scheduling and budgeting of projects to be funded by the bond 


measure. 


◼ Inform the public concerning the expenditure of bond revenues. 


 


IV. Selection of the COC 


 


The current Committee is the sixth Committee to serve (2017-2019 Term). The 


membership is shown below: 


 


2017-2019 Membership 


◼ Derek Schaible, Seismic Retrofitting Seat, Chair 


◼ Clinton Loftman, Auditing Seat 


◼ Ching Wu, Engineering Seat 


◼ Sang Bak Lee, Public Financing/Project Management Seat 


◼ Karen Varnado, Community At Large Seat, Vice Chair 


 


Alternates 


◼ As of July 2018, alternate seats are currently vacant. 


 


Summary of membership changes made by the Committee during this term:  


◼ Karen Varnado, an alternate was appointed to the Community At Large 


Member Seat to assume the vacancy left by Janine de Hart who moved 


outside the area. 


 


V. Report 


 


Eight COC meetings have been held under this Committee term and are covered 


by this report. Over the course of these meetings, the Committee has asked staff 


for a wide range of information on the systemwide seismic upgrade program, the 


Transbay Tube (TBT) retrofit construction progress, to contingency funding and 


status of funds from funding sources. Additionally, the Committee engaged staff 


on the February 11, 2019 start of the 5AM service change as it relates to ESP 


TBT retrofit construction. 
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Financial Report Summary 


 


At each meeting, a financial report is presented to the committee detailing how 


much money has been spent out of the total $980,000,000 Measure AA General 


Obligation Bond funds. As of this reporting 37 contracts within the Earthquake 


Safety Program are complete, with two contracts currently in construction: TBT 


Retrofit and A-Line Stations (Fruitvale and Coliseum).  As of December 2018, the 


project has expended $736,025,449, which amounts to 75% of the total Bond 


funds.  


 


2017-2019 Term Meeting Summaries 


 


There were eight (8) meetings this term starting May 17, 2017 and concluding on 


February 27, 2019. Below are summaries for each meeting: 


 


May 17, 2017 – First Meeting  


 


The first meeting of the Citizens’ Oversight Committee term was held on May 17, 


2017. At this meeting, it was announced that Molly McArthur who had been 


staffing the meeting since its’ inception had retired and that ongoing agenda 


management support would be provided by The Allen Group On-call Community 


Relations support. Committee Chair Derek Schaible updated the Committee on 


his report to the BART Board of Directors on March 9, 2017 regarding the 


Committee’s findings to date. BART Director Robert Raburn attended the meeting 


as a member of the public.  


 


Earthquake Safety Program Group Manager Tom Horton provided an overview of 


the program’s progress since the last term, noting that Bay Fair Station seismic 


retrofit had been completed, marking that 32 contracts had been completed as 


part of the Earthquake Safety Program. Four contracts were currently in 


construction: Aerial structures along the Fremont/A-Line, between Lake Merritt 


and Coliseum Stations; Track procurement for the spur track construction, Spur 


Track construction at the Oakland Shops; and the Transbay Tube Retrofit, which 


is in the procurement and pre-construction phase.  Additionally, the Fruitvale and 


Coliseum Station (A-Line) seismic retrofit contract was expected to be awarded 


late Summer 2017.   


 


ESP Group Manager T. Horton also advised that the overall program is expected 


to be complete in 2022.  The program is primarily funded by the 2004 Measure 


AA General Obligation Bond and has expended just under $617 million of the 


$980 million.  The next meeting was scheduled for August 23, 2017. 
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August 23, 2017 – Second Meeting 


 


The Committee agreed, by unanimous vote, to continue with current leadership, 


Derek Schaible as its chair and Karen Varnado as vice chair.  There was a 


quorum and the Committee approved the May 17, 2017 meeting minutes.  The 


Committee was informed that there would be agenda management staffing 


changes due to organizational changes within The Allen Group, LLC, which 


included the promotion of M. Mazzini to a new position within The Allen Group 


and that D. Castleberry, serving as the new Project Manager of On-call 


Community Relations would assume her role in supporting the Committee.  Staff 


presented the Committee with an update on remaining Earthquake Safety 


Program (ESP) construction contracts.  The A-Line North Aerial Structures 


retrofit work along the Fremont (A-Line) was reported as substantially complete 


and that all design work and right-of-way acquisitions are complete.  Remaining 


contracts include the A-Line Stations for Fruitvale and Coliseum, which went out 


to bid for a third time, following a judge’s decision that BART had not adequately 


informed the BART Board on irregularities that were waived as part of the bid 


process.  In August 2017, the new contract was awarded and was currently in 


procurement phase, awaiting a date for a Notice to Proceed (NOP).   


 


The Transbay Tube (TBT) Retrofit contract consists of procurement of materials 


and work plan preparations.  The overall program schedule anticipates 


completion in 2022.  Staff informed the Committee that this schedule involves 


opening the system one hour later to get more time on the trackway. A lengthy 


dialogue ensued, requiring response to Committee questions that included a 


discussion on BART’s maintenance study results, Title VI implications, time 


deletion vs. time shifting, and balancing the unavoidable need for more work time 


with mitigation of impact on BART riders. There was one member of the public in 


attendance, who commented that “it is nice to see BART is on top of making the 


system safer in anticipation of another major earthquake.” The public speaker 


proceeded to share technical resources, historical events as well as signals and 


detectors for future earthquakes.  The Speaker concluded by expressing that he 


was “very impressed with the information shared and discussed at the committee 


meeting and was sad that more people did not participate.  Real good 


presentation and the public should be happy.”  Chairperson D. Schaible 


disclosed for the record that his appointment term with the San Francisco Civil 


Grand Jury began on July 1, 2017.  The next meeting was scheduled for January 


10, 2018. 


 


January 10, 2018 – Third Meeting 


 


The third COC meeting was held on January 10, 2018 and there was a quorum.  


One Committee member and one Alternate were excused.  Terry McSweeney, a 


reporter with NBC Bay Area News along with his camera operator were in 
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attendance.  Also, BART Director Robert Raburn attended the meeting as a 


member of the public. The Committee approved the August 23, 2017 meeting 


minutes by unanimous vote. 


 


Staff provided an overview of the program’s progress since the last meeting, 


noting the completed, current, and upcoming activities, and schedule.  The 


Committee was provided with two reports:  Program Progress Report, and Bond 


Financial Report/Project Schedule.  In this report, staff conveyed that remaining 


projects are: Oakland Shops Rail Spur Track, TBT, and A-Line Stations: Fruitvale 


and Coliseum.  Staff conveyed that the TBT falls under Sensitive Security 


Information (SSI).   


 


The Committee asked questions regarding why the C-Line was not considered 


for an operability upgrade; various technical and coordination questions 


regarding the rail spur project; and when will the TBT begin single-tracking.  


Additionally, T. McSweeney, NBC Bay Area Reporter asked how BART did in the 


recent earthquake.  Director Raburn added that BART is conducting a study, as 


part of Measure RR funds, to upgrade the A-line work from life safety to 


operability status. 


 


T. Horton announced that he will retire soon, and BART has selected a new 


Earthquake Safety Program Group Manager, Zecharias “Zach” Amare.  The next 


meeting was scheduled for April 25, 2018. 


 


 


April 25, 2018 – Fourth Meeting 


 


The fourth COC meeting was held on April 25, 2018.  Although two members and 


one alternate were excused, there was a quorum.   Additional staff were in 


attendance for a presentation on the TBT Service Plan representing Planning, 


Development and Construction, Operations, and the Office of Civil Rights.  BART 


Director Robert Raburn attended the meeting as a member of the public. 


 


The meeting consisted of an informational report on the TBT Service Plan that 


included the following: 1) Background on the project, 2) Ridership profile 


between 4 am – 5 am, 3) Mitigation strategy and impacts, 4) State of Good 


Repairs impacts, 5) Service change, impact study and outreach plan, and 6) Next 


steps and schedule. This item included a robust discussion surrounding more 


than 20 questions by committee members and responses from BART 


representatives.  Questions covered multiple topics and points of clarifications 


needed to better understand the timing, approach and response to why this 


service change was needed.  The Office of Civil Rights representative explained 


that the service change did not meet the threshold for implementing Title VI 


requirements and guidelines.  However, although not required, they were 
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conducting a Service Change Impact Study, following the methodology of a Title 


VI analysis. 


 


The Committee was informed that the service change was expected to occur in 


February 2019.  Also, that BART is working with several bus operators: AC 


Transit, West CAT and SFMTA (Muni), along with input gathered from the recent 


ridership survey and focus group outreach conducted in Spring 2018.  


Additionally, vigorous outreach to inform BART riders about the service plan, bus 


options, parking plan, and schedule was shared. 


 


As part of regular business, staff provided an overview of the program’s progress 


since the last meeting, noting completed, current, and upcoming activities, and 


the schedule along with an update on the Bond Financial Report and Project 


Schedule. Highlights included the substantial completion of the Oakland Shops 


Rail Spur Track contract with two remaining contracts:  a) TBT Retrofit and b) A-


Line Stations: Fruitvale and Coliseum.  The completion of the TBT will mark the 


completion of the Earthquake Safety Program, which expected to be 2022.  Staff 


conveyed that you will see an increase in the average monthly expenses once the 


TBT is in full construction.  One challenge shared that has created schedule 


slippage is due to the safety monitoring program rule changes that may have cost 


implications. It was explained that under the new rules, the safety function will 


transfer from BART to the Contractor, requiring full 40-hour worker protection 


training, including radio training.  Additionally, the workers themselves will be 


required to go through safety training.  The amount of safety training hours 


required for the workers is still in discussions.  This topic generated a robust 


discussion. 


 


There was one public speaker who asked questions related to the TBT Service 


Plan as it relates to the maintenance window needed.  


 


The Committee approved the January 10, 2018 meeting minutes and scheduled 


their next meeting for July 25, 2018. 


 


 


July 25, 2018 – Fifth Meeting 


 


The fifth COC meeting was held on July 25, 2018.  One member was excused 


and there was a quorum, including one member of the public in attendance, 


along with BART Director Robert Raburn who attended the meeting as a member 


of the public.  R. Russell, Senior Planner from BART Planning, Development & 


Construction (PD&C), was in attendance to provide an information update on the 


TBT Service Plan.  
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Additionally, the Committee was informed that Community At Large member 


Janine DeHart submitted her notice of resignation due to her move outside of the 


area.  Consistent with the Earthquake Safety Program Citizens’ Oversight 


Committee Bylaws section 7.2 Membership Alternatives and 7.6 Membership 


Vacancy, Karen Varnado, who had served as an alternate, accepted the 


Community At Large member seat, and no Board action was required. 


 


R. Russell provided a detailed update on the TBT Service Plan that included 


feedback from the Board and public, survey results, rider demographics, origin 


stations summary, top 9 destination stations, bus network design and factors, 


proposed parking plan, next steps and schedule.  R. Russell identified that 


important focus will be on finalizing the bus network with a goal of going back to 


the board with review and adoption of the plan in September 2018.  She 


confirmed that the service change is expected to occur February 2019. 


 


In summary, R. Russell shared the following:  nearly 1,300 surveys were 


captured, which is nearly half of BART’s ridership in that first hour of morning 


service; public and Board bus network preference is Option B, which requires 


working with local bus service providers and adding/enhancing express bus 


service; and the service plan does not meet the threshold for Title VI.  


Additionally, she shared that the new Antioch Station opened and is already the 


3rd largest origin station in the BART system for early morning service with 349 


riders. 


 


A vigorous discussion ensued between the Committee and R. Russell and other 


attending BART Staff ranging from details of the proposed bus network, impacts 


of the new Antioch Station, Airport connections, payment options and discounts, 


parking, duration, and clarification of the TBT Service Plan benefits.  A comment 


was made providing historical context.  After the Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989, 


BART started service one hour earlier to help commuters, which reduced the 


time available to maintain the system.  About a year ago, a maintenance study 


was presented to the Board as an informational report, examining opportunities 


for improving maintenance throughout the system.  Returning to pre-1989 hours 


would garner an extra hour of wrench (work) time as the travel time is already 


taken care of.  This would also be consistent with federal transportation priority 


for “State of Good Repair.”  This project is expected to be 3 ½ years to support 


the seismic retrofit activity in the TBT.   


 


The Committee reviewed, approved and accepted the April 25, 2018 meeting 


minutes by unanimous vote.  The meeting minutes are posted on the BART 


website. 


 


The Committee was provided with the Program Progress Report and Bond 


Financial Report and Schedule.  The remaining contracts are TBT Retrofit and A-
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Line Stations:  Fruitvale and Coliseum.  In 2017, a Notice to Proceed (NTP) was 


issued for the TBT.  At the time of reporting, the work included steel fabrication, 


concrete chipping and scanning, cable pulling and installing 5KV cable lines, lead 


abatement work in limited workspace areas.  Additionally, ordering materials and 


other preparation work was in progress to prepare for heavy construction set to 


begin early 2019.  Z. Amare expressed the TBT is a very complicated project.  An 


example cited, included:  the Antioch Station extension project constructed two, 


10-mile tracks, requiring procurement of some 4,000 tons of steel.  For the TBT 


project, some 9,000 tons of steel will be procured, not including the complexity of 


the logistics of fabrication, delivery, installation, anchoring and welding sequence 


that is required for the construction operations.  Additionally, the TBT Contractor 


was fabricating locomotives that will be able to accommodate 800ft-load work 


trains to bring in equipment and work crews into the work areas.  Also, the TBT 


walls are not flat, therefore custom fitting steel plates is required.   


 


The Contractor Brosamer & Wall, working on the last two A-line stations: Fruitvale 


and Coliseum was projecting completion by Spring 2019.  The Contract allows 


for 1,200 days with a completion date of 2021. Progress on the last two stations is 


going well and proceeding as expected. 


 


Z. Amare reported that as of this reporting, three tranches of funding have been 


issued to date, totaling some $780M with $60M remaining in this current tranche.  


He reported that we are expecting that Winter or Spring 2019 ESP will need to 


alert the Treasurer to issue another tranche of funding.  Completion is estimated 


in 2022. 


 


A healthy dialogue regarding the remaining projects, funding and schedule 


continued the meeting. The meeting closed with comments from one public 


speaker and an announcement by the Committee Chair.  The public speaker 


commented that he would like to see more integration of bus rapid transit (BRT) 


that is used around the world in coordination with BART.  Chairperson D. 


Schaible disclosed for the record that his appointment term with the San 


Francisco Civil Grand Jury expired on June 30, 2018. 


 


The Committee was pleased with the presentation of materials and the response 


to questions.  The next meeting was scheduled for October 3, 2018. 


 


 


October 3, 2018 – Sixth Meeting 


 


The sixth COC meeting was held on October 3, 2018. Due to last minute meeting 


conflicts and illness, there was not a quorum.  A TBT Service Plan update was 


provided by R. Russell, Senior Planner representing Planning, Development & 


Construction (PD&C).  She provided a detail update covering the following topics: 
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Early Bird Express Bus Network (including routes: Transbay, Express Eastbay, 


and Westbay), train schedule, fares, sample trips, parking payment options, 


outreach plan, next steps and schedule.  The Committee asked a series of 


questions seeking clarification regarding the Early Bird service, locations, and 


new train schedule; parking payment options and whether it would be offered for 


BART’s overall service.  Additionally, questions were asked regarding how the 


status of the Sales Force Transit Center is impacting the planning; and about 


evaluation of the service. 


 


Z. Amare, Group Manager provided an overview of the program’s progress since 


the last meeting, noting the completed, current, and upcoming activities, project 


schedule, and Bond Financial Report.  Key points of information included: 


 


◼ TBT is working in two shifts, one during the day and one at night. 


◼ First delivery of work train locomotive and 3-4 flat cars is expected December 


2018. 


◼ Single tracking to support the TBT will not begin until February 2019. 


◼ The Contractor is moving aggressively on the A-Line Stations (Fruitvale and 


Coliseum) seismic retrofit contract.   


◼ Estimated completion of the overall program schedule is expected to be late 


2022/early 2023. 


◼ $711 million of the projected $980 million general obligation bond funds total 


have been spent to date. 


◼ Once the TBT moves into full construction in 2019, you will see an increase in 


the average monthly expenditures; and more money to complete the project 


will be needed. 


◼ We are close to needing to issue a new tranche of funds. 


 


The Committee asked a series of questions such as whether the Airport 


Connector was built to Operability standard; does BART own the bridge between 


the Coliseum Station and Coliseum Stadium Complex; and whether there is a 


substantial cost associated with the TBT Service Plan change. 


 


The Committee was pleased with the presentation of materials and the response 


to questions.  There were no public comments.  Due to lack of quorum, the July 


25, 2018 meeting minutes were carried over to the next regular meeting.  Also, 


the next meeting was tentatively set for November 7 or 14, 2018. 


 


 


November 7, 2018 – Seventh Meeting 


 


The seventh COC meeting was held on November 7, 2018 and there was a 


quorum.  An update on the TBT Service Plan, which includes the Early Bird 


Express was provided as the focus of this COC meeting.   
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R. Russell reported that on October 25 the Board authorized the General 


Manager to enter into an agreement with 8 bus operators to implement the Early 


Bird service (aka 700 series) for bus service between 4am to 5am, replacing 


early morning train service during that hour starting February 11, 2019.  R. 


Russell’s presentation covered the following:  


 


◼ Benefits to the Region 


◼ Upcoming State of Good Repair (SOGR) BART Projects 


◼ Current Real-time Maintenance Availability is Insufficient 


◼ Early Bird Express Bus Network 


◼ Operator Resources 


◼ Outreach 


◼ Next Steps and Schedule 


 


She shared that the main purpose of this service plan is to accelerate the 


completion of the Earthquake Retrofit of the TBT and minimize risk to BART 


operations; to improve system performance and reliability; enable track access 


for significantly over needed maintenance work to be completed; and provide 


responsible and strategic programming of the Measure RR Bond.  An increase of 


one additional hour closure in the nightly maintenance window is expected to 


result in 12% improvement in contract cost and 25% improvement in construction 


time over 3.5 years. 


 


The Early Bird Express Bus Network approved by the Board was reviewed, 


creating a new 700 series to assist BART riders in the 4am to 5am time.  This 


network consists of 14 new lines with bi-directional service bus stops: 


 


◼ 7 Transbay Express routes 


◼ 5 East Bay Express routes 


◼ 2 West Bay Express routes 


 


Bus trips are planned to arrive at the Temporary Transit Center at 5:00am, 


5:15am, and 5:30am.  There are 8 bus service operators to implement the Early 


Bird service (estimated # of buses): 


 


◼ AC Transit (21) 


◼ Golden Gate Transit (4) 


◼ WestCat (2) 


◼ TriDelta Transit (2) 


◼ County Connection (2) 


◼ Wheels (2) 


◼ SFMTA (4) 


◼ SamTrans (4) 
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There will be 41 buses with 14 routes. The routes are designed based on 


destination ridership with 2/3 going to downtown San Francisco.  After hearing 


from the community, BART was able to secure service to get riders into the 


Mission before 5am.  Owl service uses the 800 series, and the Early Bird service 


will use the newly created 700 series.  BART was aiming to provide more buses 


and stops, but there is an operator shortage and limits on bus availability. 


 


The July 25, 2018 meeting minutes were reviewed, approved and accepted by 


unanimous vote.  Under Public Comment, there were two speakers.  Committee 


Chair D. Schaible expressed his gratitude and appreciation on behalf of the COC 


for Tom Horton’s time and support of the Earthquake Safety Program Citizens’ 


Oversight Committee (This was Mr. Horton’s last meeting, before his retirement 


later that month.)  The next meeting was scheduled for February 27, 2019. 


 


 


February 27, 2019 – eighth Meeting 


 


The eighth COC meeting was held on February 27, 2019 and there was a 


quorum.  Additional staff was in attendance for a presentation on the TBT Service 


Plan and Early Bird Bus Network.  BART Director Robert Raburn attended the 


meeting as a member of the public.  The October 3 and November 7, 2018 


meeting minutes were reviewed, approved and accepted into the record by 


unanimous vote. 


 


Below is the draft meeting summary for the February 27, 2019 meeting, since the 


COC has not reviewed, approved and accepted the minutes into the record yet.  


The meeting consisted of a brief informational report on the TBT Service Plan 


that served as an update to the November 7, 2018 report, covering the following:  


 


◼ On February 11, 2019 the TBT Service Plan launched and had been 


operational for 12 days. 


◼ Multiple modes of outreach and communication were used, and efforts proved 


to have been successful with apparently no public surprises -- everyone 


appeared to be aware of this change in service and offering of alternative bus 


service.  There may have been some who did not know how to use it or chose 


not to use it. 


◼ Ridership results showed that 1,000 riders per day using the Early Bird bus 


service, with 1,500 who reverted to taking the later first train between 5am- 


6:15am.  There are some unknowns of what may have happened with the 


remaining 400 passengers.  There may have been a number of those who 


chose to drive or stay home or were on vacation.  During this period, it 


happened that there was a holiday, heavy rains, and an Oakland Unified 
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School District (OUSD) strike.  That information will become more apparent 


with time and data. 


◼ In the first few days there were a couple of challenges that BART is working 


on with Bus operators to find solutions.  There is a daily service review with all 


bus operators and BART’s Early Bird Planning team to check in, hear reports 


and determine improvements moving forward. 


◼ Starting March 18, AC Transit will be adding a Fruitvale Station Stop.  


Beginning March 11 Golden Gate Transit will add a service stop in West 


Oakland at the AC Transit NL regular stop located at West Grand and Adeline. 


◼ Requests to add stops along Bus #714 West Bay line at 5th and Mission with 


SFMTA to capture those riders who normally use the Civic Center and Powell 


Street Stations is under discussions. 


◼ In June, there will be additional improvements implemented, including moving 


up start times for San Francisco arrivals to 4:40am from the current 5:00am.   


◼ There were 26 complaints and 3 compliments received. 


 


The COC engaged with questions seeking clarification regarding the Early Bird 


(700 series) ridership, schedule, the parking App usage, new West Oakland bus 


stop and AC Transit ridership. 


 


R. Russell agreed to come back to the next meeting to update the COC.  


Chairperson D. Schaible thanked R. Russell for her report. 


 


Z. Amare, Group Manager provided an overview of the program’s progress since 


the last meeting, noting the completed, current, and upcoming activities, project 


schedule, and Bond Financial Report with lots of pictures of construction activity.   


 


Key points of information included: 


 


A-Line Stations: Fruitvale and Coliseum 


◼ There are two contracts remaining:  TBT Retrofit and A-Line Stations: 


Fruitvale and Coliseum. 


◼ The A-Line Stations (Fruitvale and Coliseum) earthquake safety construction 


is progressing at a swift pace in multiple locations with more than 50% 


completion at Fruitvale Station.   


◼ The Contractor is projecting completion in 2019, although the Contract 


schedule shows completion in 2021. 


◼ Noise and dust mitigation measures are being implemented and monitored for 


compliance.  


◼ Z. Amare thanked the public for their patience during this inconvenience.   


 


TBT Retrofit 


◼ Since the last COC meeting there was an article by the SF Chronicle featuring 


the TBT Retrofit. 
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◼ The TBT Retrofit project started two years ago. 


◼ Since the last meeting, 2 locomotives have been delivered along with 10 MVC 


flat cars.  Additionally, plate handling equipment was delivered and being 


tested in the Contractor’s test facility. 


◼ TBT is working in two shifts, one during the day and one at night. 


◼ This project is very interesting and extremely complex because of the 


logistical coordination, sequencing, and timing, as well as design and 


fabrication of specialized equipment that are in mammoth proportions, 


including having to work often in confined spaces. 


◼ Due to the Security Sensitive Information (SSI) nature of the project, details 


are limited. 


◼ A request to release the remaining tranche of funds has been made to the 


Treasury. 


◼ Further discussions regarding scope and costs will be shared at the next 


meeting as staff informed the COC that there is a budget shortfall in overall 


funding which may require changes to the scope. 


 


The financial report provided expenditures available through December 2018, 


showing that the project had expended $736,025,449, which amounts to 75% of 


the total Bond funds.  


 


The Committee asked a series of clarifying and specific questions ranging from 


dust, noise, security, schedule, and graffiti at Stations during construction.  


Additionally, similar type questions were asked regarding the TBT Retrofit relative 


to work crew sizes, testing, certifications, trainings, project elements and 


schedule as well as ESP overall schedule and budget.   


 


The Committee was pleased with the presentation of materials and the response 


to questions.  There were no public comments.  The next meeting will signify the 


start of a new term (2019-2021) with some new committee members and 


alternates.  The Committee Membership Appointment for the New Term (2019-


2021) item is scheduled to go to the April 11 Board meeting on the consent 


calendar.  Additionally, the Committee agreed to have the COC Chair D. Schaible 


give a report to the Board, as a COC update.  The COC Report to the Board item 


is scheduled for the April 25 Board meeting under Board Matters.  Also, the COC 


Committee Chair, members and staff thanked COC Member Ching Wu for his 


dedication and participation on the Committee.  The next meeting is tentatively 


set for June 19, 2019. 


 


 


VI. Public Access to the COC 


 


The Earthquake Safety Program has established several systems for the public to 


contact them with questions. These include: 
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◼ A dedicated COC telephone information line:  510-874-7478  


◼ A COC email address:  eqcommittee@bart.gov 


◼ COC section of the BART website, visit:  www.bart.gov/earthquakesafety 


 


The telephone and email are checked daily by project staff.  Inquiries that are 


received via phone or email are sent on to the COC Chair and the appropriate 


COC seat holder to provide a response. Project staff provides the Chair with 


additional information or assistance as required. To date, the COC has not 


received inquiries via the COC modes of contact from the public.  Instead, 


inquiries tend to come through the ESP Project Information line, or via BART 


Transit Information Center (Customer Service).   


 


Additionally, notification of COC meetings are communicated via BART’s website, 


email listserv and Digital Sign System (DSS) at least one week prior to each 


meeting. 


 


 


VII. Summary Committee Report 


 


The consensus of the members of the Citizens’ Oversight Committee is that 


information provided by BART staff was instructive and revealing, helping 


members understand the projects, work schedules, funding processes and 


challenges. During the term, members have reviewed the schedule and budget 


for projects funded by the General Obligation Bond and confirm that the work is 


being completed and that funds are being expended in accordance with the 


Bond Measure.  


 


Members are satisfied with presentations made by BART’s Earthquake Safety 


Program staff as well as other related informational reports provided related to 


the TBT Service Plan. The Committee has concluded that Program staff is 


effectively structured and organized to address potential issues and complete the 


remaining Earthquake Safety Program projects.  


 


 


 


 


Attachment (1) 







BART Earthquake Safety Program
General Obligation Bond


Financial Report and Project Schedule


As of: December-18


  2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016


PROJECT ELEMENT BASELINE EXPENDED FORECAST % COMPLETE Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4


ENVIRONMENTAL, ENGINEERING 


AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT $115,043,528 $253,588,937 $258,665,684 97%


CONSTRUCTION $784,179,189 $350,342,095 $564,515,640 58%


     Transbay Tube $186,656,189 $102,664,282 $312,311,993


Oakland Ventilation Structure $1,015,850 $1,153,097 $1,153,097 100%


Oakland Landside $10,701,339 $0 $0 0%


Seismic Joints $0 $0 $0 0%


TBT  Retrofits $174,939,000 $101,511,185 $311,158,896 26%


     Aerial Guideways $468,555,000 $117,399,805 $118,850,222


          West Oakland/North Oakland $111,199,000 $29,346,947 $29,346,947 100%


          Fremont Lines, North and South $193,507,000 $35,291,658 $36,723,586 96%


          Richmond Line $87,028,000 $31,262,835 $31,281,324 100%


          Concord Line $38,021,000 $13,703,322 $13,703,322 100%


          San Francisco/Daly City Line $38,800,000 $7,795,043 $7,795,043 100%


     Stations


18 BART, 1 Muni $100,491,000 $58,965,412 $58,540,829 98%


     Other Structures $22,573,000 $39,195,025 $39,195,026


          LMA Dismantling $5,883,400 $5,883,400 100%


          Yards and Shops $19,353,120 $19,353,120 100%


          Parking Structures $13,958,506 $13,958,506 100%


     Systems and Equipment $5,904,000 $32,117,570 $35,617,570 90%


PROGRAM COSTS $80,777,283 $132,094,417 $156,818,676 83%


          Hazmat and Right of Way $13,520,012 $15,600,000 87%


          Management Reserve $0 $0


          Third Party Agreements, Etc. $118,574,405 $120,218,676 97%


          Bond Costs $21,000,000 0%


TOTAL $980,000,000 $736,025,449 $980,000,000


  LEGEND:


Baseline Start Forecast Start


Baseline Finish Forecast / Actual Finish


Baseline Milestone Forecast Milestone


In Progress


SCHEDULE


2022 2023 20242017 2018 2019 2020 2021


Environmental
Complete


Design
Complete


Apply Reserve for 
TBT 


Program
Complete


COC 17-19 Meeting 6.08 Bond Financial Report Project Schedule
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Program Overview


Trip Regular Clipper Fare 20% Discount Means-
Based Clipper Fare


Pittsburg/Bay Point to 
Embarcadero $6.70 $5.35*


• Participants: 
• BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate Bus & Ferry, SF Muni


• Fare Type:
• Free-of charge, specially encoded Clipper smart card for a means-based 


discount on all four operators


• BART Proposed Per Trip Discount: 
• 20% (cannot be combined with any other discount)


*Rounded down to nearest nickel
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Disproportionate Burden Analysis: 
Low-Income Riders


Low-Income Non Low-Income Sample Size


All Riders 20.2% 79.8% 100.0% 4,649


Data from BART Customer Satisfaction Survey 2018


All eligible low-income riders can receive free Clipper card 
and receive the benefit of a 20% discount per BART trip.


Finding: No disproportionate burden on low-income populations.
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Disparate Impact Analysis: 
Minority Riders


Minority Sample Size


All Riders 64.5% 5,113


Low-Income Riders 81.5% 1,067


Difference from all Riders* 17.0% --


Data from BART Customer Satisfaction Survey 2018
*DI/DB Policy threshold for fare discount: Difference between the affected fare type’s protected ridership share 
and the overall system’s protected ridership share not to exceed 10%


Finding: No disparate impact on minority populations.


Low-income riders are disproportionately minority, and more 
likely to receive the benefit of a 20% discount per BART trip.
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Survey Results:


• 3,708 surveys, highest for a Title VI outreach to date
• 2,053 open-ended comments


 Support for low-income discount:
• 87% of all respondents
• 96% of low-income respondents
• 84% of non low-income respondents


Comments: 


• “I strongly believe that a BART discount for low-income 
riders is highly needed. Public transportation fees are 
rising and it can be difficult to cover costs in the bay 
area for transportation.” 


• “A discount program for low-income riders is an 
excellent idea and would have substantial need!”


• “I am highly in favor! I would not qualify, but those of us 
who can afford it should subsidize the fares of people 
who struggle to remain in San Francisco (or the Bay 
Area in general).”


Public Outreach & Input
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Equity Findings


Results from the Title VI Fare Equity Analysis 
indicate that the proposed pilot discount 
program for low-income riders will not result in 
a disparate impact on minority populations or a 
disproportionate burden on low-income 
populations. 
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Motion


The Board of Directors approves the Title VI 
Fare Equity Analysis and Public Participation 
Report for BART’s Participation in MTC’s 
Regional Means-Based Transit Fare Discount 
Pilot Program.





		Title VI Fare Equity Analysis & Public Participation Report

		Program Overview

		Disproportionate Burden Analysis: �Low-Income Riders

		Disparate Impact Analysis: �Minority Riders

		Public Outreach & Input

		Equity Findings

		Motion






ALPR Technology for Improved Customer 
Safety and Security at BART Parking Facilities 


Automatic License Plate Recognition Technology (ALPR)







• ALPR will fill a vital technology role of security and 
protection for BART Customers using BART 
Parking Facilities.


• The BART Watch Smartphone App and cameras 
cover the Trains, the Emergency Call Boxes
and cameras cover the Platforms.


• Skywatch platform towers provide increased
Customer Security during high volume events.


• ALPR will cover the parking lots for
greater safety and security
for Bart Customers in BART 
parking areas.


ALPR will complement BART Existing 
Improvements in Safety and Security Technology


2
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ALPR technology increases law enforcement’s ability to recover lost or
stolen property as well as provide evidentiary support for criminal
prosecution.  


In 2012, the RAND Corporation conducted a study on ALPR Technologies 
across the United States and found that ALPR use by Law Enforcement 
was responsible for increasing Stolen Vehicle recovery by 50%. 


In 2017, the FBI reported 70% of crimes are committed by people driving 
vehicles. Identification of vehicles entering BART parking areas provide 
avenues to apprehend those who commit both violent crimes as well as 
auto theft, burglary and vandalism.


Identification of vehicles can also provide for improved resolutions of 
AMBER and SILVER Alerts as well as missing persons.


ALPR Technology:
Show Successful Statistics for Reducing Crime
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Improved Safety and Security for BART Riders 
in BART Parking Areas


BART Annual Crime Statistics Numbers per Year 2017 2018                    2 Year Average
Auto Burglary: 1178 930 1,054
Auto Theft: 420 354 387
Catalytic Converter Theft: 149 102 125.5


Cost Analysis Cost to BART Riders
Auto Burglary:(Average Deductible and Property) $1,000 x 1054 cases annually =       $1,054,000
Auto Theft: (No comprehensive Insurance) $15,000 x 387 cases annually =           $5,805,000


Catalytic Converter Theft: (Average cost w/labor)  $1,500 X 125.5 cases annually =         $188,250


Total Loss 2017-2018                          $7,047,250







ALPR Technology: 
How It Works To Provide Improved Protections
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• ALPR is a camera system that takes a picture of a license plate and 
converts the photograph of the license plate, and any characters it 
contains, into computer-readable data format. 


• The license plate number data is compared to an existing list of 
stolen vehicles, Be On The Look Out (BOLO) Alerts, AMBER, 
SILVER and other alerts which are accessible by Law Enforcement 
Agencies. 


• If approved,  the ALPR data captured at BART Parking Facilities 
would be stored with the Northern California Regional Intelligence 
Center (NCRIC). The data would be shared with Law Enforcement 
Agencies that have a legal right to access the data. 


• The NCRIC does not share information with any Immigration or 
Alien Removal Agencies such as ICE.
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In 2017 the National Insurance Crime Bureau Ranks the Bay Area (SF,
Oakland, Hayward) as 12th in the Nation for Auto Crime.


BART Parking areas present a target rich environment for criminals
and thieves because they know many BART Patrons leave their 
vehicles for 8 hours or more. ALPR Technology will be used to 
improve the safety and security for BART Patrons and Employees in 
BART Parking Areas.


• Use of ALPR will help BART Police recover losses for our Patrons.


• ALPR will serve as a deterrent in that criminals know they can be 
identified quickly through their license plate. 


• BART Patrons using BART Parking Facilities will have a renewed
sense of confidence when parking their vehicles at BART


• ALPR technology can be used to resolve cases involving vehicles 
associated with AMBER, SILVER and Missing Persons Alerts.


ALPR Technology: 
How It Works To Provide Improved Protections
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Multiple Uses of ALPR in California


FasTRAK, SFMTA and SFO Parking Areas, 
City and State CA Law Enforcement Agencies. 
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Potential Future Use: Parking Compliance Program


• Potential future use could include: Mobile and Hand Held ALPR to 
Streamline Parking Validation.


• Could provide accurate parking documentation and support for 
customer complaint resolution.


• Could be used to determine parking lot utilization and space 
availability.


• Could be used to automate parking fee collection. The City of 
Sacramento has been using ALPR for parking fee collection since 
2004 and has collected 9 million dollars in parking revenue over the 
past 6 years.


• If a future use of APLR for Parking Compliance is determined to 
present viable Customer improvements, an additional  Impact and 
Use policy and briefing would be presented Board for decisional 
approval within the required 21 Advance Board and 15 Day Public 
notification period.
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If Approved ALPR will fill a vital technology role of 
security and protection for BART Customers using 
BART Parking Facilities.


Questions:


Conclusion and Questions





		ALPR Technology for Improved Customer Safety and Security at BART Parking Facilities 

		ALPR will complement BART Existing Improvements in Safety and Security Technology

		Slide Number 3

		Slide Number 4

		ALPR Technology: �How It Works To Provide Improved Protections

		Slide Number 6

		Slide Number 7

		Slide Number 8

		Slide Number 9
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


 
Background 
 
This report analyzes a proposed fare change that would introduce a new fare type that offers 
a 20% discount per trip to regular BART fares for adult riders with incomes at or below 
200% of the federal poverty level.  The new fare type is the outcome of the Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission’s (MTC) Regional Means-Based Fares (RMBF) Study, which had 
these objectives: 
 
1. Make transit more affordable for Bay Area low-income residents. 
2. Move towards a more consistent regional standard for fare discount policies. 
3. Define a transit affordability solution that is financially viable and administratively 


feasible, and does not adversely affect the transit system’s service levels and 
performance. 


 
The new fare type would be offered through a regional means-based fares pilot program as 
overseen by MTC.  On May 23, 2018, MTC approved the Means-Based Fare Discount Pilot 
Program Framework (Pilot Program), which was presented to the BART Board of Directors 
as an informational item on April 26, 2018.  Pilot Program participants are BART, Caltrain, 
Golden Gate Transit (bus and ferry), and San Francisco Muni.  The rider will use one card--a 
regional Clipper smart card--to receive a means-based fare discount when riding the services 
of either of the four operators mentioned above.  This specially encoded Clipper card will be 
free to eligible low-income riders.   
 
BART’s proposed discount is 20% per trip to the regular fare.  The table below shows the 
regular and means-based fares for a sample trip.  BART’s fares are in nickel increments, so 
the discounted fare is rounded down to the nearest nickel to ensure the rider gets at least a 
20% discount.  Fares will be unchanged for a low-income rider who elects not to utilize the 
discount. 
 


Trip Regular Clipper Fare 
20% Discount Means-Based 


Clipper Fare 


Pittsburg/Bay Point to 
Embarcadero 


$6.70 $5.35 (rounded down to nickel) 


 
The Pilot Program is expected to last between 12 and 18 months, and data gathered from it 
will be used to evaluate and determine the feasibility of a permanent program.  As the 
proposed duration of the Pilot Program exceeds six months, to ensure compliance with 
federal and state civil rights regulations, including but not limited to Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and applicable implementing guidance (FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B, 
dated October 1, 2012), BART has performed this equity analysis using FTA-approved 
methodology to determine if minority and/or low-income riders are disproportionately 
more likely to use the new fare type and if such effects are adverse.   
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Disproportionate Impact Findings 
 
Chap. IV-19 of the FTA Title VI Circular requires that a data analysis include the following 
steps:    
  


i. Determine the number and percent of users of each fare media being changed; 
ii. Review fares before the change and after the change; 


iii. Compare the differences for each particular fare media between minority users and 
overall users; and 


iv. Compare the differences for each particular fare media between low-income users 
and overall users. 
 


The impacts of a proposed fare change are evaluated by applying the District's Disparate 
Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy (DI/DB Policy) adopted by the BART Board on July 
11, 2013.  For fare type changes, BART assesses whether protected riders are 
disproportionately more likely to use the affected fare type or media.  Impacts are considered 
disproportionate when the difference between the affected fare type’s protected ridership 
share and the overall system’s protected ridership share is greater than 10%. 
 
If a new fare type results in a disproportionate impact on minority and/or low-income riders, 
then BART may need to take additional steps to avoid, minimize, or mitigate disparate 
impacts.  BART also performed the required outreach to receive public input from low-
income, minority, and Limited English Proficient (LEP) populations, in accordance with its 
Public Participation Plan, and FTA Environmental Justice Circular 4703.1. 
 
The 2018 BART Customer Satisfaction Survey data found that BART’s overall ridership is 
20.2% low-income.  Every low-income rider is eligible to get the free Clipper card and receive 
the new benefit of a 20% discount on each BART trip.  As the discount fare type would be 
available to all low-income riders, introduction of this new benefit would not place a 
disproportionate burden on BART’s low-income riders. 
 
The share of low-income riders who are minority is 81.5%, which is 17.0% more minority 
than BART’s overall ridership of 64.5% (2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey).  This difference 
exceeds the DI/DB Policy threshold of 10% for new fare types, which indicates that low-
income riders are disproportionately minority.  Therefore, minority riders who are low-
income would be more likely to receive the benefit of the 20% discount on each trip, and so 
this new discounted fare type would not result in a disparate  
impact on minority riders.    
 
Consistent with BART’s Public Participation Plan, BART conducted outreach to inform the 
public and solicit feedback on the potential discount for low-income riders.  More detailed 
information on the public outreach can be found in Appendix B. 
 
An equity finding is made after considering both the fare change analysis results and public 
comments received.  The equity finding of this report is that the new fare type will not 
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disproportionately impact minority or low-income riders. Therefore, the report concludes 
that the new fare type will not result in a disparate impact or disproportionate burden on 
minority riders or low-income riders, respectively.  
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Section 1: Introduction 


This report analyzes a proposed fare change that, through a pilot program, would offer a new 
benefit for low-income riders.  Adult riders with incomes at or below 200% of the federal 
poverty level would be eligible to receive a new fare type:  a free, specially encoded Clipper 
card that would give them a 20% discount per trip to regular BART fares.  The new fare type 
is the outcome of the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s (MTC) Regional Means-
Based Fares (RBMF) Study, which had these objectives: 
 
1. Make transit more affordable for Bay Area low-income residents. 
2. Move towards a more consistent regional standard for fare discount policies. 
3. Define a transit affordability solution that is financially viable and administratively 


feasible, and does not adversely affect the transit system’s service levels and 
performance. 


 
The new fare type would be offered through a regional means-based fares pilot program as 
overseen by MTC.  On May 23, 2018, MTC approved the Means-Based Fare Discount Pilot 
Program Framework, which was presented to the BART Board as an informational item on 
April 26, 2018.  Pilot Program participants are BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate Transit (bus and 
ferry), and San Francisco Muni.  The rider will use one card--the regional Clipper smart card-
-to receive a means-based fare discount when traveling on either of the four mentioned 
operators.  This specially encoded Clipper card will be free to eligible low-income riders.   
 
BART’s proposed per-trip discount is 20% off of the regular fare.  For example, a low-income 
rider who takes BART to work five days a week will get the fifth day of travel free.  Table 1.1 
below shows some sample trips taken with the regular fare and with a 20% low-income 
discount.  BART’s fares are in nickel increments, so discounted fares are rounded down to 
the nearest nickel to ensure the rider receives at least a 20% discount. 
 
The fares would be unchanged for low-income riders who elect not to get the discount.  
Seniors and people with disabilities would continue to receive a discount of 62.5% and 
youths ages 5-18 a discount of 50%.  The low-income discount cannot be combined with any 
other discount. 
 


Table 1.1 


 Clipper Fare 


Trip Regular 20% Low-income Discount 
(rounded down to nearest nickel) 


Pittsburg/Bay Point to 
Embarcadero 


$6.70 $5.35 


Downtown Berkeley to 12th 
St/Oakland 


$2.00 $1.60 


Fremont to MacArthur $4.60 $3.65 
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The Pilot Program is expected to last between 12 and 18 months, and data gathered from it 
will be used to evaluate and determine the feasibility of a permanent program.  The proposed 
duration of the Pilot Program exceeds six months.  Accordingly, to ensure compliance with 
federal and state civil rights regulations, including but not limited to Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and applicable implementing guidance (FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B, 
dated October 1, 2012), BART has performed an analysis using FTA-approved methodology 
to determine if minority and/or low-income riders are disproportionately more likely to use 
the new fare type and if such effects are adverse.  This determination is made by applying 
the appropriate threshold from BART’s Disparate Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy 
(DI/DB Policy). 
 
The next section of the report describes this analysis and determination.  In addition, BART 
has undertaken public outreach to receive public input on the options from low-income, 
minority, and Limited English Proficient (LEP) populations, in accordance with BART’s 
Public Participation Plan and FTA Environmental Justice Circular 4703.1.  Summarized 
public outreach results are reported in Section 3 of this report and in the attached and more 
detailed Public Participation Report (Appendix B). 
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Section 2: Minority Disparate Impact and Low-


Income Disproportionate Burden Analysis 


2.1 Assessing the Effects of a Fare Change 


 


This section describes the data and methodology used to assess the effects of a fare change 
on minority and low-income riders, in accordance with the fare equity analysis procedures 
in FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B. 
 
Chap. IV-19 of the Circular requires that a data analysis include the following steps:   
   


v. Determine the number and percent of users of each fare media being changed; 
vi. Review fares before the change and after the change; 


vii. Compare the differences for each particular fare media between minority users and 
overall users; and 


viii. Compare the differences for each particular fare media between low-income users 
and overall users. 
 


The impacts of a proposed fare change are evaluated by applying the DI/DB Policy adopted 
by the BART Board on July 11, 2013.  For fare type changes, including new fare types, BART 
assesses whether protected riders are disproportionately more likely to use the affected fare 
type or media compared to overall riders systemwide, and if such effects are adverse.  
Impacts will be considered disproportionate when the difference between the affected fare 
type’s protected ridership share and the overall system’s protected ridership share is greater 
than 10%.   
 
Should BART find that minority riders experience disparate impacts from the proposed 
change, BART should take steps to avoid, minimize, or mitigate disparate impacts. If the 
additional steps do not mitigate the potential disparate impacts on minority riders, pursuant 
to FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B and BART’s DI/DB Policy, BART can only proceed with the 
proposed fare change if BART can show that:  
 
• A substantial legitimate justification for the proposed fare change exists; and 
• There are no alternatives serving the same legitimate objectives that would have a less 


disparate impact on minority populations.   
 
Should BART find that low-income riders experience a disproportionate burden from 
proposed fare changes, pursuant to FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B and BART’s DI/DB Policy, 
BART should take steps to avoid, minimize, or mitigate impacts where practicable. BART 
shall also describe alternatives available to low-income populations affected by fare changes.  
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Should BART find that a fare change results in a disproportionate impact on both minority 
and low-income riders, then BART shall follow the requirements as described above for 
addressing a finding of disparate impact on minority riders.  
 


2.2 Methodology and Data Used  
 


FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B Chap. IV-19 states that an agency shall analyze any available 
information from ridership surveys when evaluating the effects of fare changes. The fare 
change under study is the introduction of a new fare type that provides a 20% discount to 
the fares of adult low-income riders, and the data and methodology used are described 
below. 
 


2.2.1 Methodology 
 
BART uses FTA-approved methodology to assess the effects of a fare type change.  The 
methodology for fare type changes assesses whether protected riders are disproportionately 
more likely to use the affected fare type or media. Recent rider survey data are used to make 
this determination.  In accordance with the DI/DB Policy, impacts are considered 
disproportionate when the difference between the protected ridership using the affected 
fare type and the protected ridership of the overall system is greater than 10%.    
 
2.2.2 Data Sources 
 


A. 2018 BART Customer Satisfaction Survey  
 


The BART Customer Satisfaction Survey provides data on BART’s overall ridership. 
Conducted every other September, BART’s Customer Satisfaction Survey allows BART to 
track trends in rider satisfaction, demographics, and BART usage across the system.  The 
2018 survey has a sample size of 5,113, including weekday peak, off-peak, and weekend 
riders.  Survey data provides demographic information on BART riders’ fare type and media 
usage.  FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B defines protected riders as anyone who describes 
themselves as minority or low-income.  
 


For the 2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey, minority includes riders who are Asian, Hispanic 
(any race), Black/African American, American Indian/Alaskan Native, and Other (including 
multi-racial).  Non-minority is defined as white. According to responses to the 2018 
Customer Satisfaction Survey, 64.5% of BART riders are minority.  
 


For the purposes of this analysis, low-income is defined as 200% of the federal poverty level.  
This broader definition is used to account for the region’s higher cost of living when 
compared to other regions.  This level is approximated by considering both the household 
size and household income of respondents to the 2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey.  The 
household size and household income combinations that comprise “low-income” are as 
follows in Table 2-2:   
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Table 2-2 


 
 


For example, a household of two or more people with an income of $33,000 would be 
considered low-income.  According to 2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey responses, 20.2% 
of BART riders are considered low income. 
 
The steps used to assess the effects of a change to a fare type are described in Appendix A. 
 


B. 2018 Survey for BART Participation in Regional Means-Based Fares Pilot Program 
 


This survey provides data on low-income BART riders.  Note that as the purpose of this 
survey was to collect public input, it was open to everyone and was not based on a random 
sample.  As such, these survey results cannot be projected to the overall population, and 
statistical calculations such as margins of error cannot be computed. 
 
BART hosted three in-station outreach events (described in detail in the attached Public 
Participation Report) to survey BART riders on the potential 20% discount for qualifying 
low-income riders.  An online survey link (www.bart.gov/discountsurvey) was also available 
and advertised through multi-lingual newspaper ads, BART social media, BART’s electronic 
Destination Signage System (DSS), and postcards handed out at the in-station outreach 
events throughout the survey response period (December 4-December 31, 2018).  A $120 
Clipper card was offered as a prize in a drawing for those who completed either an online or 
paper survey.   
 
The survey and outreach aimed to reach low-income riders who were most likely to be 
impacted and to benefit from the low-income discount.  BART received 3,708 responses to 
this survey, of which 3,530 indicated their income status.  Of that number, 1,233 survey 
takers, or 35%, identified themselves as low-income.  


 


2.3 Analysis Results 
 
2.3.1 2018 Survey for BART Participation in Regional Means-Based Fares Pilot Program Results 
 
Table 2.2 is a summary of the survey results from the outreach conducted in December 2018:   
 
 
 


Household Household


Size Income


1+ Under $25K


2+ Under $35K


3+ Under $40K


4+ Under $50K


5+ Under $60K


LOW INCOME



http://www.bart.gov/discountsurvey
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Table 2-2 Survey Demographic Summary: All Respondents (N=3708) 


Minority Status 
96% of all survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


Minority 57% 2028 


Non-Minority 43% 1533 


Total responses  3561 


Ethnicity 
96% of all survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


White 43% 1533 


Black/African American 7% 245 


Asian or Pacific Islander 19% 697 


Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish 
Origin 22% 792 


Other, non-Hispanic 3% 95 


Multi-racial  5% 170 


American Indian 1% 28 


Total responses  3560 


Low income Status** 
95% of all survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


Low-income 35% 1233 


Not low-income 65% 2297 


Total responses  3530 


Annual Household income 
95% of all survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


Under $25,000 23% 797 


$25,000 - $34,999 10% 364 


$35,000 - $39,999 5% 194 


$40,000 - $49,999 8% 275 


$50,000 - $59,999 8% 293 


$60,000 - $74,999 9% 312 


$75,000 - $99,999 10% 340 


$100,000 or more 27% 962 


Total responses  3537 


How well is English spoken? 
28% of all survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


Very well 85% 898 


Well 11%  112 


Not well 3% 33 


Not at all 1% 6 


Total responses  1049 
*Note: due to rounding, percentages may not add up to 100%, sample size dependent upon the number of respondents that answered each 
survey question. Not all questions were answered on many surveys. 
**Low-income and non low-income percentages factor in both household size and annual household income, so this sample size includes only 
respondents that answered both of these survey questions. 
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2.3.2 Minority Disparate Impact and Low-Income Disproportionate Burden Analyses and Findings 
 
Pursuant to FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B, dated October 1, 2012, BART is to perform an 
analysis of any fare change to determine if the change disproportionately impacts minority 
and/or low-income riders.  In accordance with the Circular, BART is to make this 
determination by comparing the analysis results against the appropriate threshold defined 
in BART’s DI/DB Policy.  This section applies BART’s DI/DB Policy threshold to the survey 
data described in the previous section.   
 
The proposed fare change is to offer a 20% discount per trip to BART’s low-income riders 
using a free, specially encoded Clipper card.  This is a fare type change, and so BART assesses 
whether protected riders are disproportionately more likely to use the affected fare type or 
media, and if such effects are adverse.  In accordance with the DI/DB Policy, impacts will be 
considered disproportionate when the difference between the affected fare type’s protected 
ridership share and the overall system’s protected ridership share is greater than 10%.   
 
As the table below shows, 2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey data indicate that BART’s 
overall ridership is 20.2% low-income.  Every low-income rider is eligible to get the free 
Clipper card and receive the new benefit of a 20% discount on each BART trip.  As the 
discount fare type would be available to all low-income riders, introduction of this new 
benefit would not place a disproportionate burden on BART’s low-income riders. 


 


Table 2-3 


 Low-Income Non Low-Income  Sample Size 


All Riders 20.2% 79.8% 100.0% 4,649 
 


The next table shows 2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey data for all minority riders and low-
income riders who identify as minority. 


 


Table 2-4 


 Minority Non-Minority  Sample Size 


All Riders 64.5% 35.5% 100.0% 5,113 


Low-Income Riders 81.5% 18.5% 100.0% 1,067 


Difference from all 
Riders 


17.0% -17.0% -- -- 


 
This data shows that the share of low-income riders who are minority is 81.5%, which is 
17.0% more minority than BART’s overall ridership.  This difference exceeds the DI/DB 
Policy threshold of 10% for new fare types, which indicates that low-income riders are 
disproportionately minority.  Therefore, minority riders who are low-income would be more 
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likely to receive the benefit of the 20% discount on each trip, and so this new discounted fare 
type would not result in a disparate impact on minority riders.    
 


2.3.3 Summary of Disproportionate Impact Test Results 
 


The table below summarizes the results of the minority disparate impact analysis and low-
income disproportionate burden analysis.  There is projected to be no disparate impact on 
minority riders and no disproportionate burden on low-income riders.   
 
Table 2-4: Disproportionate Impact New Fare Type Test Result Summary 


 Minority Riders Low-Income Riders 
Low-Income Fare Discount No Disparate Impact No Disproportionate Burden 


 


2.4 Alternatives Available for People Affected by Fare Change 
 
This section analyzes alternative transit modes, fare payment types, and fare payment media 
available for riders who could be affected by the fare change, the introduction of a fare type 
that gives a 20% discount to low-income riders, being analyzed. The section also includes a 
demographic profile of users by BART fare payment type. 
 


2.4.1 Alternative Transit Modes including Fare Payment Types 


 


BART operates a heavy rail system and an automated people mover that links the BART 
Coliseum Station and Oakland International Airport.  There are four major operators in the 
BART service area that provide service parallel to some segments of the BART system: 
 
• AC Transit:  Bus operator with service in Alameda County and parts of Contra Costa 


County, and between parts of Alameda County and downtown San Francisco. 
• Caltrain:  Commuter rail with service from Gilroy in the South Bay through to downtown 


San Francisco. 
• SamTrans:  Bus operator with service in San Mateo County. 
• San Francisco Muni:  Bus and light rail operator serving the City and County of San 


Francisco. 
 
Table 2.5 below compares BART fares and the fares of operators providing service in parts 
of the BART service area.  The proposed low-income fares of Caltrain and San Francisco Muni 
as participants in MTC’s RMBF Program are included. 
 
In comparing the other operators’ fares to BART fares, the local cash fares of the other 
operators are higher than BART’s minimum fare. BART’s proposed low-income fare is lower 
than Caltrain’s 20% discounted fare, but higher than San Francisco Muni’s 50% discounted 
fare.  A rider on other transit systems would need to use their respective agency monthly 
pass a given number of times in order for the pass to be less expensive than BART's low-
income discounted minimum one-way fare, as shown in Table 2-5. 
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Table 2-5 


 


 
 


2.4.2 BART Fare Payment Types, Fare Payment Media and Payment Method by Protected Group 


 
Tables 2-6 and 2-7 on the next page show the demographic profiles of users of BART’s fare 
media--Clipper and magnetic stripe tickets--and fare types from the 2018 Customer 
Satisfaction Survey data.  Although BART offers the youth discount to riders age five 
through 18, BART does not survey riders under the age of 13.  Thus the demographics for 
the youth fare discount type are from the survey’s age grouping of 13 through 17 year-old 
riders; demographics for 18-year-old riders are not included because they are part of the 
survey’s next age category of 18 through 24. 
 


Each bar in the charts is made up of the protected and nonprotected percentages of riders 
who use that fare media or fare type, which together add up to 100%. Table 2-6 shows that 
the percentages of minority riders using Clipper and magnetic stripe tickets are very 
similar to BART’s overall percentage of minority ridership; data also indicates that 
minorities use the disabled and youth fare types more and the senior fare type less when 
compared to overall minority ridership.  Table 2-7, on the other hand, shows that a higher 
percentage of low-income riders use magnetic stripe tickets compared to the overall 
percentage of low-income ridership; data also indicates that low-income riders use the 
disabled and youth fare types more when compared to overall low-income ridership, but 
the high-value discount fare type less. 
 


 


 


 


 


 
 


  


Current Local 


Minimum 


Clipper Fare


Proposed Low-


Income Clipper 


Fare


Low-income 


Discount


Monthly Pass 


Price


$2.00 $1.60 20% n/a


AC Transit $2.25 n/a n/a $84.60


Caltrain $3.20 $2.56 20% $96.00


SamTrans $2.05 n/a n/a $65.60


San Francisco Muni $2.50 $1.25 50% $39.00*


*SFMTA Lifeline Pass for l imited-income riders.


BART


Other Operator Fares
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Table 2-6 


  
 


Table 2-7 
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Section 3: Public Participation 


Consistent with BART’s Public Participation Plan, BART conducted outreach to inform the 
public and solicit feedback on the potential discount for low-income riders.   
 


3.1  Process for Soliciting Public Input 


BART hosted a series of in-station outreach events with information tables where staff could 
speak directly with riders about the proposed RMBF Pilot and any potential effects it may 
have on low-income and/or minority riders.  At the outreach events, the public had the 
opportunity to interact with BART staff regarding the proposed discount amount, BART’s 
current fare structure, eligibility requirements to receive the discount, and any concerns 
they had related to program implementation.   
 
The public was also able to read information provided by MTC about the proposed pilot 
program, and complete a BART survey in person.  Riders who did not have time to complete 
the survey on-site were handed informational double-sided postcards that had English on 
one side, Spanish and Chinese on the other, with the hyperlink for the online survey: 
www.bart.gov/discountsurvey.  The postcards included additional taglines for language 
assistance in Tagalog, Vietnamese, and Korean.1 
 
The survey period began Tuesday, December 4, 2018 and ended Monday, December 31, 
2018.  Digital and hardcopy surveys were made available to riders in English, Spanish, and 
Chinese.  A $120 Clipper card was offered as a prize in a drawing for those who completed 
either an online or paper survey.  More detailed information on the public input process and 
copies of the survey and postcard distributed to riders unable to complete the survey during 
the outreach event is included in the attached Public Participation Report (Appendix B).   


   
3.2  Survey Response Demographics 


The outreach resulted in a total of 3,708 surveys completed.  Of this, 3,530 respondents 
indicated their income status, with 1,233, or 35%, being low-income.  3,561 respondents 
indicated their minority status, with 2028, or 57%, being minority. 
 


3.3  Public Comments 


Most respondents, both low-income and non low-income, were supportive of the RBMF Pilot 
Program.  While some believed that the discount should be more than 20%, any discount 
was better than no discount.  The topic of fare evasion spanned all categories, showing that 
it is a concern for most BART riders, regardless of whether they supported or did not support 


                                                 
1 Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, Vietnamese and Korean are the top five languages in BART’s four-county service area (BART 
Title VI Language Assistance Plan, January 2017). 



http://www.bart.gov/discountsurvey
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the Pilot Program.  More detailed information on the demographics of respondents and the 
public comments can be found in the attached Public Participation Report (Appendix B). 
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Section 4: Equity Findings 


This section provides equity findings for the implementation of a low-income discount. An 
equity finding is made after considering both the fare change analysis results described in 
Section 2, as well as public comment received, as described in Section 3 and in greater detail 
in the attached Public Participation Report (Appendix B).    


 
4.1 Minority Disparate Impact and Low-Income Disproportionate Burden Finding 


Low-income riders are disproportionately minority and so would be more likely to receive 
the benefit of the 20% discount on each trip, and so this new discounted fare type would not 
result in a disparate impact on minority riders.   Every low-income rider is eligible to get the 
free Clipper card and receive the new benefit of a 20% discount on each BART trip.  As the 
discount fare type would be available to all low-income riders, introduction of this new 
benefit would not place a disproportionate burden on BART’s low-income riders.   


 
4.2 Equity Finding Conclusion 
 
Public input received also overwhelmingly supports offering the low-income discount.  The 
equity finding of this report is that the new fare type is not projected to disproportionately 
impact minority or low-income riders. Therefore, the report concludes that the new fare type 
will not result in a disparate impact or disproportionate burden on minority riders or low-
income riders, respectively. 
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Methodology Used to Assess the Adverse Effects of a Fare Type Change  


The methodology for fare type changes assesses whether protected riders are disproportionately 
more likely to use the affected fare type or media. Recent rider survey data are used to make this 
determination.  When the survey sample size of the ridership for the affected fare type is too small 
to permit a determination of statistical significance, BART collects additional data.  In accordance 
with the Disparate Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy, impacts are considered 
disproportionate when the difference between the protected ridership using the affected fare type 
and the protected ridership of the overall system is greater than 10%.    


 


The table below shows the data by fare type for protected and non-protected riders from the 2018 
Customer Satisfaction Survey. As an example, increasing fares for the fare type used by riders 
with disabilities would be considered to have a disproportionate impact because the use of the 
“disabled” fare type by low-income riders compared to overall low-income riders exceeds the 
Policy threshold of 10%.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Minority


Non-


Minority


Sample 


Size1 Low-Income


Non-Low 


Income


Sample 


Size1


All Riders 64.5% 35.5% 5,113 20.2% 79.8% 4,649


Regular BART fare 64.3% 35.7% 3,935 20.9% 79.1% 3,601


Difference from All Riders -0.2% 0.7%


High Value Discount 65.4% 34.6% 553 6.2% 93.8% 502


Difference from All Riders 0.9% -14.0%


"A" Muni Fast Pass 70.6% 29.4% 77 26.8% 73.2% 73


Difference from All Riders 6.1% 6.6%


Senior 42.5% 57.5% 246 15.6% 84.4% 82


Difference from All Riders -22.0% -4.6%


Disabled 77.3% 22.7% 93 51.6% 48.4% 82


Difference from All Riders 12.8% 31.4%


Youth (age13-17; under 13 not 


surveyed)


87.3% 12.7% 69 56.7% 43.3% 50


Difference from All Riders 22.8% 36.5%
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Section 1: Public Participation Purpose 


1.1  Purpose 


Pursuant to FTA Circular 4702.1B (October 2012), BART conducted outreach to provide the public 


with information about the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s (MTC) proposed Regional 


Means-Based Fares (RMBF) Pilot Program (Pilot Program), and to solicit rider feedback about BART’s 


proposed participation in this program.  A key component of Title VI outreach is to seek input on fare 


changes inclusive of minority, low-income, and limited English proficient (LEP) populations. BART 


used established information outlets to engage the stakeholders who would be directly affected by 


the fare changes under consideration. By doing so, BART ensures consistency with its Public 


Participation Plan (2011) as well as ensures efficiency in communication with community members. 


Through the Pilot Program, BART would offer a new benefit for low-income riders.  Adult riders with 


incomes at or below 200% of the federal poverty level would be eligible to receive a new fare type:  


a free, specially encoded Clipper card that would give them a 20% discount per trip to regular BART 


fares.  For example, a low-income rider who takes BART to work five days a week will get the fifth 


day of travel free when using the discount.   


The District is required to conduct a Title VI Fare Equity Analysis (Title VI Equity Analysis) any time 


there is a proposed change to BART’s fares.  Accordingly, staff completed a Title VI Equity Analysis to 


determine if BART’s participation in the proposed Pilot Program would result in a disparate impact 


on minority riders or a disproportionate burden on low-income riders. 


The next sections describe the outreach and community engagement conducted by BART staff.  All 


comments in this report have been transcribed as written by the respondent with the redacting of 


any profanity and personal identifying information.       
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Section 2: Public Participation Process 


2.1 Outreach Events 


BART hosted a series of in-station outreach events with information tables where staff could speak 


directly with riders about the proposed Pilot Program and any potential effects it may have on low-


income and/or minority riders.  At the outreach events, the public had the opportunity to interact 


with BART staff regarding the proposed discount amount, BART’s current fare structure, eligibility 


requirements to receive the discount, and any concerns they had related to program implementation.   


The public was also able to read information provided by MTC about the proposed Pilot Program 


(Appendix PP-F), and complete a BART survey in person.  Riders who did not have time to complete 


the survey on-site were handed informational double-sided postcards that had English on one side, 


Spanish and Chinese on the other, with the hyperlink for the online survey: 


www.bart.gov/discountsurvey.  The postcard included additional taglines for language assistance in 


Tagalog, Vietnamese, and Korean.1 


The survey period began Tuesday, December 4, 2018 and ended Monday, December 31, 2018.  Digital 


and hardcopy surveys were made available to riders in English, Spanish, and Chinese.  A copy of all 


versions of the survey is provided in Appendix PP-B.  Appendix PP-C provides a copy of the postcard 


distributed to riders unable to complete the survey during the outreach event.  An incentive of a $120 


Clipper card was offered as a prize in a drawing for those who completed either an online or paper 


survey.       


BART sought public input on the proposed Pilot Program at outreach events at Pittsburg/Bay Point, 


Coliseum, and the 16th Street Mission BART stations on the following dates and times: 


          Table 2-1: Outreach Locations, Dates, and Times 


Location Date Time 


Pittsburg/Bay Point Station Wednesday, December 12, 2018  7am-10am 


Coliseum Station Thursday, December 13, 2018 6pm-9pm 


16th Street Mission Station Tuesday, December 18, 2018 7am-10am 


 


Based on a demographic and frequency of contacts at stations analysis, interpreters were placed as 


necessary at specific stations, as shown below.   


Table 2-2: Interpreters 


Location Interpreter 


Pittsburg/Bay Point Station Spanish 


Coliseum Station Spanish 


16th Street Mission Station Spanish 


 


                                                           
1 Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, Vietnamese and Korean are the top five languages in BART’s four-county service area (BART 
Title VI Language Assistance Plan, January 2017). 



http://www.bart.gov/discountsurvey
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Coliseum Station Outreach: December 13, 2018 


 


 


2.2 Publicity 


Publicity for the outreach events was conducted through print and social media.  BART staff worked 


to ensure all available information related to the Pilot Program and survey was available to riders in 


multiple languages.  The following is how BART advertised the upcoming outreach events and survey 


link. 


2.2.1 Multilingual Newspaper Ads 


Multilingual newspaper/media ad placements with readership covering BART’s four-county service 


area were placed prior to and during outreach.  The ads ran one to two times (depending on the 


newspaper’s publication schedule) and advertised the upcoming in-station outreach events and a 


link to the BART survey.  The following are the newspaper publications where ads were placed.  


Copies of some of the ads can be found in Appendix PP-D.  


- La Opinión de la Bahía (Spanish)  


- Viet Nam Daily News (Vietnamese) 


- Korean Times & Daily News (Korean)  


- Sing Tao (Chinese)  


- World Journal (Chinese) 


2.2.2 Social Media 


In partnership with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), BART staff developed and 


posted all pertinent information regarding the Pilot Program via Twitter and BART.gov.  The posts 


were uploaded Wednesday, December 5, 2018 and ran through the close of the survey period 


(Monday, December 31, 2018).  Sample posts are included in Appendix PP-E for reference.   
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2.2.3 Electronic Destination Sign System 


On all BART station platforms, there are multiple electronic destination signs (DSS) that inform riders 


of train arrivals and display other important information BART needs to communicate.  Throughout 


the survey period (December 4-31, 2018), the DSS regularly displayed the 


www.bart.gov/discountsurvey link to alert riders to take the survey.  


2.2.4 Community-Based Organization Outreach 


To ensure that data was collected from a wide range of minority, low-income, and limited English 


proficient (LEP) populations, staff emailed information about the RMBF program and the survey link 


to 415 community-based organizations in Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, and San Mateo 


counties.  The list of organizations came from BART’s Government and Community Relations and 


Office of Civil Rights community-based organizations database.  Staff additionally emailed 


information and the survey link to contacts at community colleges for their assistance in publicizing 


the outreach events and survey link to students. 


 2.2.5 BART Advisory Committees 


BART also distributed information on the outreach events, survey link, copies and hardcopies of the 


survey in English, Spanish, and Chinese to the Title VI/Environmental Justice and Limited English 


Proficiency Advisory Committees to distribute to the communities that they serve.  For more 


information on the BART Advisory Committees’ input, please see section 2.4. 


2.3 Focus Group Sponsored by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission  


As part of MTC’s framework for branding and development of the Pilot Program, a focus group was 


hosted at Focus Pointe Global in San Francisco on Thursday, December 6, 2018.  Ten public 


transportation riders from across the Bay Area were selected by Focus Pointe and MTC to participate 


and provide feedback about the Pilot Program.  The riders chosen were selected based on their 


frequency of transit use (regular riders), eligibility for the program, and usage of one of the 


participating transit agencies.  All agencies participating in the program (BART, Caltrain, Golden Gate 


Transit, and San Francisco Muni) were invited to attend and observe the riders’ feedback about the 


program.     


Participants’ overall reactions to the Pilot Program were positive.  Most participants expressed 


excitement, with all of them agreeing it would be a great benefit to low-income riders.  Two 


participants questioned whether or not the program was sustainable given that it results in lost 


revenue for the transit agencies.  Four participants questioned whether or not the agencies’ discounts 


did enough for low-income populations.  One participant wanted to know if the discount could be 


combined with other existing discounts, e.g, for seniors, people with disabilities, and youth.   The 


overall sentiment was one of agreement with the program.  The views expressed in the focus group 


were similar to the overall input from respondents to the BART survey on the Pilot Program.   


2.4 Title VI/Environmental Justice and Limited English Proficiency Advisory 


Committees 


MTC staff presented a preliminary overview of the Pilot Program to BART’s Title VI/Environmental 


Justice (EJ) and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Advisory Committees.  The joint meeting was held 



http://www.bart.gov/discountsurvey
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Tuesday, December 11, 2018 from 10:30AM – 1PM at the BART Board Room, Kaiser Center 20th 


Street Mall (2040 Webster Street), Oakland, California.  The meeting was open to the public and the 


agenda was noticed at least 72 hours in advance of the meeting.  


The Title VI/EJ Advisory Committee consists of members of CBOs and ensures that the District is 


taking reasonable steps to incorporate Title VI and EJ Policy principles in its transportation decisions.  


The LEP Advisory Committee, which also consists of members of CBOs, assist in the development of 


the District’s language assistance measures and provide input on how the District can provide 


programs and services to customers, regardless of language ability.  


At the meeting, committee members showed strong support for the program.  Some mentioned that 


they appreciated staff’s efforts in the program development.  The committee members also offered 


suggestions on how to complete more robust outreach, specifically by reaching out to local workforce 


and employment development offices to try to reach unemployed populations.  Suggestions were also 


made for MTC to partner with CBOs in addition with the proposed third-party verifier to help 


streamline the verification process.  The members also expressed concerns about reaching out to the 


homeless populations who frequent BART.  MTC staff expressed that the homeless population was 


also a part of their target outreach demographic and that plans were in development to reach them 


specifically through case-management efforts.   


Committee members were e-mailed copies of the survey in English, Spanish and Chinese, a copy of 


the postcard, and were also provided the survey link to distribute to their communities.  Committee 


members can also request hardcopies of the survey.  One member made this request and copies of 
the survey in multiple languages were mailed to this CBO to ensure everyone was afforded the 


opportunity to take the survey. 


MTC staff also plans to have a follow-up meeting with the Advisory Committees to discuss additional 


program details once they are available.  
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Section 3: Outreach Results 


3.1 Surveys Collected 


BART’s public outreach efforts resulted in three thousand seven hundred eight (3,708) surveys 


received.  Nearly 98% of all surveys received during the open survey period were obtained online.  


Public outreach at BART’s 16th Street Mission Station resulted in the most hardcopy surveys received 


(46).  Table 3-1 provides the breakdown of where and how many surveys were received.   


 


   Table 3-1 


 
Location No. of Surveys Collected 


Pittsburg/Bay Point Station  6 


Coliseum Station 14 


16th Street Mission Station  46 


Community-Based Organizations 9 


Online 3,633 


Total Surveys Received 3,708 


 


3.2 Survey Demographic Data 


Table 3-3 provides a demographic breakdown of all survey respondents.   Table 3-4 provides a 
demographic breakdown of all low-income riders, those who are potentially eligible for this program.  
 
3.2.1 Minority 
 
A “non-minority” classification refers to those respondents who self-identified as “white.”  A 
“minority” classification includes the combined responses from all other races or ethnic identities 
including those identifying as multi-racial.  
 


3.2.2 Income 
 
Consistent with BART’s Title VI Triennial Program standards, low-income is defined as 200% of the 
federal poverty level.  This broader definition is used to account for the region’s higher cost of living 
when compared to other regions.  This level is approximated by considering both the household size 
and household income of respondents to the 2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey.  The household size 
and household income combinations that comprise “low-income” are as follows:   
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Table 3.2 


 


For example, a household of two or more people with an income of $33,000 would be considered 


low-income.  According to 2018 Customer Satisfaction Survey responses, 20.2% of BART riders are 


considered low income. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Household Household


Size Income


1+ Under $25K


2+ Under $35K


3+ Under $40K


4+ Under $50K


5+ Under $60K


LOW INCOME
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Table 3-3 Survey Demographic Summary: All Respondents (N=3708) 


Minority Status 
96% of all survey respondents answered 


this question Sample Size 


Minority 57% 2028 


Non-Minority 43% 1533 


Total responses  3561 


Ethnicity 
96% of all survey respondents answered 


this question Sample Size 


White 43% 1533 


Black/African American 7% 245 


Asian or Pacific Islander 19% 697 


Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish Origin 22% 792 


Other, non-Hispanic 3% 95 


Multi-racial  5% 170 


American Indian 1% 28 


Total responses  3560 


Low income Status** 
95% of all survey respondents answered 


this question Sample Size 


Low-income 35% 1233 


Not low-income 65% 2297 


Total responses  3530 


Annual Household income 
95% of all survey respondents answered 


this question Sample Size 


Under $25,000 23% 797 


$25,000 - $34,999 10% 364 


$35,000 - $39,999 5% 194 


$40,000 - $49,999 8% 275 


$50,000 - $59,999 8% 293 


$60,000 - $74,999 9% 312 


$75,000 - $99,999 10% 340 


$100,000 or more 27% 962 


Total responses  3537 


How well is English spoken? 
28% of all survey respondents answered 


this question Sample Size 


Very well 85% 898 


Well 11% 112 


Not well 3% 33 


Not at all 1% 6 


Total responses  1049 


*Note: due to rounding, percentages may not add up to 100%, sample size dependent upon the number of respondents that answered each 
survey question. Not all questions were answered on many surveys. 
**Low-income and non low-income percentages factor in both household size and annual household income, so this sample size includes only 
respondents that answered both of these survey questions. 
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Table 3-4 Survey Demographic Data: Low-Income Respondents (N= 1233) 


Minority Status 
98% of low-Income survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


Minority 68% 821 


Non-Minority 32% 382 


Total responses  1203 


Ethnicity 
98% of low-income survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


White 32% 382 


Black/African American 8% 100 


Asian or Pacific Islander 19% 232 


Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish Origin 32% 385 


Other, non-Hispanic 3% 37 


Multi-racial  5% 55 


American Indian 1% 12 


Total responses  1203 


Annual Household income 
100% of low-income survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


Under $25,000 65% 797 


$25,000 - $34,999 19% 241 


$35,000 - $39,999 7% 84 


$40,000 - $49,999 6% 73 


$50,000 - $59,999 3% 38 


Total responses  1233 


How well is English spoken? 
39% of low-income survey respondents 


answered this question Sample Size 


Very well 82% 391 


Well 12% 56 


Not well 5% 26 


Not at all 1% 6 


Total responses  479 
*Note: due to rounding, percentages may not add up to 100%, sample size dependent upon the number of respondents that answered each 
survey question. Not all questions were answered on many surveys. 
**Low-income and non low-income percentages factor in both household size and annual household income, so this sample size includes only 
respondents that answered both of these survey questions. 
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3.3 Low-Income Rider Program Benefits 


As described in Section 3.2, 1,233 or 35% of survey respondents are identified as low-income riders.  


The survey sought to answer two important questions about the proposed Pilot Program. 


1. How many low-income riders currently do not receive some form of discount?  


2. How many low-income riders would ride more if they received a discount?  
 
3.3.1 Current Type of Fare Paid by Low-Income Riders 
 
Question 3 of the Low-Income Discount Survey asked the following: 
 


What type of fare do you usually pay when you ride BART? 


Option 1. Regular BART fare (no discount) 


Option 2. High Value Discount ($48 or $64 value) 


Option 3. Muni Fast Pass 


Option 4. Senior Discount 


Disabled Discount 


Option 5. Youth Discount 


Option 6. Other Discount: _____________ 


 


Table 3.5 provides data on responses to question 3 by low-income riders.  


 Table 3-5: Current Fare Type 


Fare Type 


Number of 
Respondents 


Paying 
% of Total 


Regular BART fare (no discount) 1017 83% 


Disabled discount 69 6% 


High Value Discount ($48 or $64 value) 59 5% 


Senior discount 27 2% 


Other discount 23 2% 


Youth discount 23 2% 


Muni Fast Pass 13 1% 


Total 1231 100% 


 


Of these low-income respondents, the great majority--89%--could benefit from the 20% discount 


because they currently pay the “Regular BART fare (no discount),” receive the 6.25% “High Value 


Discount ($48 or $64),” or use the “Muni Fast Pass” (the discount level of which depends on the 


number of trips the rider takes per month). Low-income riders paying the senior or disabled 


discounted fare already receive a greater discount at 62.5% and, although the Pilot Program is for 


adults, it is worth noting that youth riders get a 50% discount.2   


 


                                                           
2 The low-income discount cannot be combined with any other discount.   
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3.3.2 Potential Increase in Low-Income Tripmaking 


 


Question 4 of the Low-Income Discount Survey asked the following: 


If you received a 20% discount off of regular BART fares, do you think you would ride 


BART more often? 


Option 1. Yes, I would ride BART more if I received a 20% discount 


Option 2. No, this discount would not change how often I ride BART 


Option 3. Don’t know 


 


Question 4 had answers from 1,231 low-income riders, of whom 87% or 1,073 selected Option 1, 


stating they would ride more with the discount.  This result underscores the benefits of the Pilot 


Program as almost 90% of low-income rider respondents could make more trips with the discount.  


The remaining 13% of these riders would not ride more often or didn’t know how the discount would 


affect them.      
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Section 4: Public Comments 


4.1 Overview 


By reaching out to the public via in-station events, Title VI/Environmental Justice and Limited English 


Proficiency Advisory Committees meetings, social media posts, and community-based organization 


solicitation, BART received 3,708 survey responses.  Of this total, 2,119 or 57% chose to respond to 


Question 5 by writing comments.  All comments have been categorized, sorted, and color-coded by 


general theme in Appendix PP-2.  


4.2 Public Comment Grouping Analysis: Methodology  


While comments can be generally categorized and reviewed for popular themes, they should not be 


analyzed numerically as doing so would give undue weight to the more subjective feedback solicited 


from respondents.  Categorizing the comments, however, provides a general indication of the points 


the public outreach participants choosing to comment wished to communicate.  The four categories 


in which the comments are grouped are as follows: 


1. Support (Unconditional) 


2. Support (Conditional) 


3. Don’t Support 


4. Miscellaneous 


BART staff reviewed all comments and placed each into one of the above categories.  “Support 


(Unconditional)” comments are those where riders made it clear they wanted to see the program 


implemented.  “Support (Conditional)” comments indicate some level of support but often with 


caveats.  Comments are in the “Don’t Support” category when it can easily be determined the 


respondent did not wish the program to move forward.  “Miscellaneous” comments are those that do 


not directly address the proposed low-income discount program.  There were 66 miscellaneous 


comments that have been removed from the overall calculation of comment percentages.   The next 


sections provide sample comments from each category.  


4.3 Support (Unconditional) Comment Overview 


Support (Unconditional) comments express full support for the program.  Table 4-1 provides a 


breakdown of all comments categorized as supporting the program unconditionally.  


Table 4-1 Support (Unconditional) Summary of Responses 


 


Number of Support 
(Unconditional) 


Commenters 
Total Number of 


Commenters 
Percentage of Support 


(Unconditional) 


Non Low-Income 827 1358 61% 


Low-Income* 447 594 75% 


Unknown Income** 47 101 47% 


Total 1321 2053 64% 
*Low-income commenters are highlighted as they are the riders who are eligible for the Pilot Program.  


**Unknown income respondents are those who provided comment but did not provide complete income information.  
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Examples of the comment category Support (Unconditional) are as follows: 
 
4.3.1 Low-Income Respondents 


• BART rates disproportionately affect low-income riders. Please create this program!!!! 


• I strongly believe that a BART discount for low-income riders is highly needed. Public 


transportation fees are rising and it can be difficult to cover costs in the bay area for 


transportation. 


4.3.2 Non Low-Income Respondents 


• I don’t need it, but please make it available to those who do.  


• I think it is a fantastic idea! I would be happy if my tax money contributed to a program like 


this, I think it is great for income equality in the Bay Area and would support the economy in 


countless ways. With this program, BART has the opportunity to be a pioneer and set a positive 


example for other transit systems across the country. 


As shown above, 1,321 commenters, or 64% of all commenters, unconditionally support the Pilot 


Program.  Of commenters who are low-income, 75% support the program unconditionally.  


4.4 Support (Conditional) Comment Overview 


Comments categorized as supporting the program but with caveats are categorized as Support 
(Conditional).  Table 4-2 shows the breakdown of how many individuals conditionally support the 


program using the established methodology. 


Table 4-2: Support (Conditional) Summary of Responses 


  


Number of Support 
(Conditional) 
Commenters 


Total Number of 
Commenters 


Percentage of Support 
(Conditional) 


Non Low-Income 316 1358 23% 


Low-Income 126 594 21% 


Unknown Income 27 101 27% 


Total 469 2053 23% 
*Low-income commenters are highlighted as they are the riders who are eligible for the Pilot Program.  


**Unknown income respondents are those who provided comment but did not provide complete income information.  


 


The following are examples of comments in this category: 


4.4.1 Low-Income Respondents 


• 20% isn’t enough. It should be 50% 


• Great concept… need more trains and better reliability… already over-capacity during peak 


hours… 


4.4.2 Non Low-Income Respondents 


• It seems like your income threshold is too low. It should be higher. Theoretically anyone earning 


minimum wage and lower should be eligible. The Bay Area is insanely costly to survive in and 
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while this program can go a long way to retain our most vulnerable residents, let’s make it truly 


effective and wide-reaching  


• It would be great if Bart was able to give a larger discount to low income families. Also discounts 


on connecting bus rides. 


Of the 2,053 comments received, 469 are categorized as Support (Conditional), which is 


approximately 23% of all survey respondents who chose to comment.  Of the commenters who are 


low-income, a similar percentage, 21%, expressed conditional support of the Pilot Program. 


4.5 Don’t Support Comment Overview 


The Don’t Support category captures all comments where the respondent expresses some form of 


objection to the program.  Table 4-3 shows a breakdown of how many commenters did not support 


the program by income category. 


Table 4-3: Don’t Support Summary of Responses 


 


Number of Don’t 
Support Commenters 


Total Number of 
Commenters 


Percentage of Don’t 
Support 


Non Low-Income 215 1358 16% 


Low-Income 21 594 4% 


Unknown Income 27 101 27% 


Total 263 2053 13% 
*Low-income commenters are highlighted as they are the riders who are eligible for the Pilot Program.  


**Unknown income respondents are those who provided comment but did not provide complete income information.  


 


Examples of unsupportive comments are as follows: 


4.5.1 Low-Income Respondents 


• While this proposal is motivated by good intentions, BART should not decrease revenues via a 
discount program. Transit is already terribly underfunded in America compared to other 
developed countries. BART needs every cent it can get from its riders. I believe BART should be 
fiscally responsible so it can focus on improving the service it provides to all its riders via 
increased investment in new cars, repairs, funding a 2nd Transbay crossing, Transit oriented 
housing development, etc. It is not the responsibility of BART to means-test its fares. Everyone 
should pay the same price. 


• Instead of a discount program how about changing the fare system in which one gets charged 


per ride instead of mile and a monthly pass is included. 


4.5.2 Non Low-Income Respondents 


• This discount scheme is a complete waste of BART time and resources. BART should outsource 


its station staffing and maintenance and cut fares 25% for everyone. 


• I do not approve of the new discount program for low income riders.  


• Do not want gas tax now used for BART discount!! That was not the intent! If money is available, 


should be used for upgrading system for ALL, not as a discount. 


Of the 2,053 comments received, 263 are categorized as Don’t Support, or about 13% of all survey 


respondents who chose to comment.  Of the commenters who are low-income, 4% did not express 


support for the Pilot Program. 
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4.6 Miscellaneous Comments 


Comments are categorized as Miscellaneous when there appears to be no connection between the 


respondents’ comment and the low-income Pilot Program.  So that data is not skewed by non-


program related comments, Miscellaneous comments are not included in the total comment count of 


2,053 (shown in the tables above).  66 comments are categorized as Miscellaneous, which is 


approximately 3% of the total comments received.  The following are examples of Miscellaneous 


comments: 


• The current program for getting the disabled discount is really inaccessible 


• No, but add security to make riders feel sake (sic)!! 


• Good means of transportation 


4.7 Overall Comments 


Most respondents, both low-income and non low-income, were supportive of the Pilot Program.  


While some believed that the discount should be more than 20% discount, any discount was better 


than no discount.  The topic of fare evasion spanned all categories, showing that this is an issue of 


concern for most BART riders, regardless of whether they supported or did not support the Pilot 


Program. 
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Legend 


  Support 


  Conditional Support 


  Don't Support 


  Miscellaneous 
 


Note on “Unknown” categorization for the following columns: 


• Low Income: Respondent did not provide all the necessary information (both annual 
household income before taxes and household size) to determine income status. 


• Minority: Respondent left the question blank and therefore unable to identify minority 
status. 


 


Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


1487 
Prices are very steep, i think even those who are well-off 
economically feel that way. The bay area is very expensive, 
these burdens need to be lessened. 


  


1234 


A 20% discount will offer many already-strained 
commuters some relief in their continued struggle to afford 
cost-of-living in the Bay Area. BART could look to MUNI’s 
Lifeline Pass as a model; those with current MediCal and/or 
EBT cards automatically qualify for their monthly low-
income pass. 


X X 


71 A Blessing for low Income X Unknown 


2561 


A discount definitely would've helped me out when I was 
commuting part time to the city. And it might incentivize 
more people who wouldn't normally be able to afford the 
commute to find work further into San Francisco. 


  


2002 


A discount is imperative given the high and continually 
rising cost of living in the bay area. The region's low income 
families need these cost savings, and the region at large 
needs to use policy levers to move folks from cars to 
transit. 


 X 


1968 A discount program for low-income riders is an excellent 
idea and would have substantial need! 
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


1400 


A discounted fare will help the working poor access to their 
jobs and in turn boost local economies. A reduction in fare 
is needed now more than ever considering the rise in rent, 
food and transportation costs. A reduction would be a 
proactive step in reducing the loss of workers from their 
current local communities and would result in extended 
commutes that increasingly congest highways and 
unnecessarily contribute to auto emissions pollution. We 
need this discount program NOW. 


 X 


731 A good idea.   


1258 


A lot of the people that need BART to get to and from work 
would see a huge benefit in discounted fares since most 
jobs don't pay a living wage in California. BART is such an 
integral part of the bay area, it shouldn't be what stands 
between a person and their livelihood. 


X X 


636 A monthly unlimited pass system rather than the negligable 
bulk ticket discount would also be very good 


  


1166 A step in the right direction!   


523 Absolutely need this new program. Thanks! X X 


1413 Absurd!  Homeless and vagrants constantly get away 
without paying any fare at all already. 


  


284 Accessible transportation for everyone is essential.  X 
1954 Admirable program.   


3013 Affordability of transit is critical for low income riders 
when considering whether to drive or take BART. 


  


1804 


After paying regular fares since BART opened, I see how 
valuable my senior clipper card fees are too me. I often 
wonder how low income people afford riding BART.  They 
need help too.  This would lower the amount of people who 
are jump.  I see low income people using the elevators 
outside stations to access the platform for rides so often.  I 
think this is because of the expense of the regular Bart fees.  
Please help these people..... 


 X 


56 Agree it serves Low income X X 


1589 altho all public transportation ought to be free for all this 
certainly is a good start. X Unknown 


2347 Although not applicable for me, I most certainly approve of 
this program! 


  


2596 Any discount is a good idea in the Bay’s high-priced climate. Unknown X 
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


844 
Any discount would really encourage people to take BART. 
It’s a big expense and the regular people who live here 
could use all the help we can get. 


  


3145 


Any program to offer discounts for low income riders is a 
positive. However, fares have been very high for a long 
time, while ridership has increased drastically. Rates need 
to be brought to normal levels for the average person in 
addition to these specific programs. 


X X 


3319 Any way to help low income riders with their 
transportation needs would be great 


  


1185 Anything that can be done to reduce car traffic is good.  X 
2192 Anything that gets folks on PT more, I'm all for. Unknown  


48 Anything that improves accessibility is a win X  


3666 
Anything to make BART more affordable for low-income 
riders is a good thing. I hope you consider making it free for 
low-income users. 


  


837 appropriate for low-income riders  X 


2684 


As a college student it is really hard to budget everything 
and adding transportation on top of that is difficult. A low 
income fare would be amazing if it could also apply to those 
working part-time and balancing school. 


X X 


3415 


As a full time employee, student, and  rider, I rely on bart to 
timely get me from stop to stop multiple times a day, at 
least 5 times a week. With this, I find myself reloading 
several times, sometimes only less than $2. Commuting 
adds up, since bart isn't the only public transportation I 
utilize in Oakland. However, I depend on it and must pay 
the fees. If bart discounted low-income riders, it would 
allow me to feel more secure in my finances without 
concern for how (or how much) I'll get to work that 
day/week/month. Living in the Bay Area is costly and 
being able to afford transportation is a lifeline for many of 
its residents. 


X X 


3157 As a high school student, it would benefit myself and other 
riders like me. 


 X 


955 
As a higher income BART rider, I want this service to be 
accessible to everyone, so I fully support the potential new 
discount program for low-income riders. 
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


1626 


As a low-income Bay Area resident, and as a full time 
student, BART’s prices are far too expensive for me to 
afford. I often have to find cheaper ways of transportation 
to get to and from work/school. If BART provides discounts 
for low-income folks, I think it would be an incredibly 
helpful resource. With a discount I would definitely use 
BART more, and it would make getting to and from my 
destinations a lot faster and easier. 


X X 


3629 


As a minimum wage employee who commutes to San 
Francisco every day, BART represents a significant portion 
of my income and is tremendously unaffordable for me and 
for many other riders of BART. I have lived in the Bay Area 
my whole life and have watched BART fares rise drastically 
alongside the cost of living. Making public transportation 
unaffordable and off-limits to anyone who is not wealthy is 
a form of discrimination, segregation, and an aggressive 
rezoning practice to reduce the mobility of low-income 
people. At the same time, BART’s services and quality not 
only have not improved but have actually decreased. I have 
often been late for work due to inexplicable delays. I would 
strongly advise BART to look into unlimited fare options, 
50% reductions for low-income people (20% fare 
reductions willnot make the commute any more affordable, 
in truth), and reconsidering the corrupt governmental and 
private corporate practices that lead to money 
squandering, policing, and public services that are utterly 
useless and alienating to the actual public. 


 Unknown 


708 


As a senior with limited financial resources, I pretty much 
avoid using BART because of the cost unless there is no 
other viable alternative. Although a 20% discount wouldn't 
make a huge difference, it would make BART service more 
of a possibility for me and my family members, especially 
for medical trips between East Bay and SF. 


X  
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


3104 


As a volunteer at Berkeley Free Clinic and The Suitcase 
Clinic, the requests for public transportation tickets have 
been non-stop. I know many people who would benefit 
immensely from this discount and could truly improve the 
livelihoods of many low-income folks. It can mobilize 
people to access more employment opportunities or 
healthcare offices and would overall better the community. 
In addition, as a college student, I know many people who 
would rather Lyft or Bart because it's more cost-effective 
and this discount may incentivize eligible people to use 
Bart instead. 


X X 


3377 


As one of the few Bay Area residents who actually makes a 
living wage, I'd be thrilled to see BART made more 
accessible for low-income riders. Public transit is a public 
good, and it should be for everyone. (This is also why I 
oppose BART throwing money down a hole on fare 
enforcement. People jumping the gates are primarily poor 
people, accessing a basic need of city life in the only way 
available to them.)To be honest, I think public transit 
should be entirely tax-funded, rather than depending on 
fares with the occasional means-tested discount. But I 
understand that will require some legislative changes at the 
city and state levels. 


  


1023 
As people are displaced due to the housing crisis, their cost 
to ride BART increases because of the way the system 
calculates fares. This seems like a good first step to help 
people who are hurt the most by rising cost of mobility. 


  


1256 


As rent prices skyrocket and jobs pay less, it is so important 
and vital that transportation be affordable for those of us 
who are struggling to make ends meet. 
I avoid riding BART as much as possible because I cannot 
afford it, particularly to commute from Oakland to San 
Francisco and back. 
I strongly support this discount. 


X  
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


1180 


As someone who is not low income, I think this program is 
important and I strongly support it. I have been a daily 
BART commuter for previous jobs and I assume I will be 
again in the future (it just doesn't work for my current job). 
I appreciate that we have BART and I want it to be 
accessible for all -- it is always going to be faster than BRT 
in Oakland (and so, so, so much faster than AC Transit) and 
low-income people already spend so much time waiting for 
so many things to save money/because they can't afford a 
faster way. Making BART more affordable is a matter of 
justice. 


  


282 


As someone who no longer lives in the Bay Area, but plans 
on relocating back in the next 7-8 months, low-income 
BART tickets would be extremely helpful to those who may 
lack means to pay for their fares. This is a much needed 
program. 


 X 


2218 


at this point, I would not need the extra 20% discount. but 
if I ever did need it, I would certainly choose bart more 
often than the bus.I travel a lot for work, and use public 
transport in other cities when available, as much as 
possible. many other transit systems are so much more 
affordable. we should do all we can in the SF bay area to 
make bart more affordable for those in the lower income 
ranges. 


  


375 


Bart and muni are my only source of transportation. I use a 
fast pass, which is unlimited within the city. So a break 
won’t change my daily, but I know it will help those that 
can’t afford a fast pass.  
 
I used to not be able to afford a fast pass, and would walk 
miles instead of paying for a ride. 


  


871 
BART can be cost prohibitive! I don’t qualify as low-income, 
but I think it’s really important to support low income 
riders and make sure public transit is accessible to 
everyone! 


  


1948 


Bart cannot be thought of as a luxury form of transit, or 
something that would just be used by a few. It has become a 
necessity for all of the bay area, and the increasing prices 
make it difficult for any low-income riders to afford using 
BART. It needs to be discounted, for everyone but low-
income riders most of all 


X  
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


2498 
BART does not offer a monthly pass, so a higher price 
discount will greatly help those who take BART every day 
because it's fast, affordable, and good for the environment. 


  


835 
BART fares are a burden for low income riders, who must 
use the system to get to work and school. A low-income 
discount is long overdue. 


X  


2672 
Bart fares are too expensive for a student who doesn’t have 
a car and have to ride BART. A 20% discount can reduce my 
expenses a lot. 


X X 


509 


Bart fares plus parking fees are extremely limiting to low 
income riders. I wouldn’t qualify, but I would be happy to 
know that others were getting a discount who so badly 
need it. 


  


3269 BART gets expensive do any help would be welcomed X  


3042 


BART has gotten too expensive that I no longer go into SF 
for the weekends. I don't seem to fall under your low-
income levels so the 20% off would not apply to me, but I 
can see how it would be beneficial to someone who earns 
minimum wage. 


 X 


1746 


BART increasingly gets more expensive over the years, 
making it difficult for low income people who rely on public 
transportation to even afford it, then criminalizes people 
that cannot afford the fare when they “bart hop”. I think 
discount programs would be extremely beneficial and 
prevent the number of tickets given for fare evasion. 


X X 


435 
BART is a crucial means of transportation for many people 
in the Bag Area. It is important to implement this program 
to provide support the most vulnerable population. 


X X 


643 


Bart is a huge expense for students like me, and for low 
income folks. I spend way more on transportation than I do 
on food or other expenses. Please seriously consider this 
discount for low income people and adult students. Thank 
you so much. 


 X 


659 


Bart is a really prohibitive cost for a lot of people with no 
income. I've worked with people who had to forfeit access 
to free dental/ medical services because they couldn't 
afford the transit costs. This isn't a complete solution but a 
step in a very valuable direction. 


 X 
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


2018 Bart is a vital form of transportation for many, keeping is as 
accessible as possible is your duty to your community. X  


3418 
BART is an efficient means of getting around, especially 
from the East Bay and in SF.  Yet, it is pretty expensive. 
Offering discounts to low-income people is a great idea to 
help them and keep more cars off the road. 


  


3155 BART is expensive now. Reducing the fare would increase 
access and ridership 


  


1093 
Bart is expensive. Thankfully i have a full time job that pays 
well amd i can afford the fees. Someone who doesn't have 
my privileage would not be able to afford the fees. Give 
them the low income riders discount 


 X 


895 


Bart is for the working class, but it’s getting harder and 
harder for the working population to afford riding public 
transportation or commuting especially with the oncoming 
toll hike. A discount program will greatly be utilized by 
many workers in the Bay Area. 


 X 


1930 Bart is insanely expensive- especially if you’re trying to get 
in and out of the city. I think this makes sense 


 X 


1985 


Bart is prohibitively expensive even for our working class 
bay area residents. I woild very much like to see a discount 
esp in SF where it will incentivize more people to use Bart 
over Muni 


 X 


3351 
Bart is too much expensive and I would love for there to a 
low income discount, even though I wouldn’t be eligible for 
it. 


  


2222 


BART is very expensive for working class and low-income 
riders, and because of gentrification and folks having to 
leave the bay area they are still reliant on BART for 
transportation. A discount program would go a long way to 
helping them. 


 X 


207 


BART is very expensive, but can be the most efficient way 
to get across the bay into SF from the East Bay, for example.  
A fare reduction is a great idea - please redirect funds that 
are going for "fare police" to fund this program widely. 


  


535 Bart is very expensive. I would be happy to see a fare 
reduction for low-income riders. 


 X 


2802 BART is way too expensive for the poorest among us! I 
strongly support a discount program for low-income riders. 
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


3605 


BART needs a low income discount program. Especially for 
those working between SF and the east bay as well as no-
income people who are seeking employment and are 
confined geographically in the east bay, SF or Peninsula 
because of the extraordinarily high cost of BART. 


  


407 BART rates disproportionately affect low-income riders. 
Please create this program!!!! X X 


1175 


BART should absolutely implement this program. Rather 
than punishing low-income riders and wasting money 
through fare evasion programs, BART should make its 
services affordable to low-income riders--who are most 
likely to be transit dependent. BART should actually be free 
for those people! 


 X 


1386 


BART should be accessible to everyone because it is such a 
large part of the Bay Area commute, especially as the 
expense of driving a car has increased significantly in the 
past 10 years. BART deserves to be fast and accessible for 
all in order for the Bay Area to live up to its potential for its 
infrastructure. 


 X 


2528 


BART travel is the best way I have to get to my job in SF 
and is very expensive (my friends who use transit in large 
cities like Boston are consistently shocked by how much I 
pay.) I'm able to use a pre-tax income program to pay fare 
that saves me money in the long run and can manage 
alright, but I think BART needs to find ways to be more 
affordable for lower income riders. I think this discount 
program would be a good strategy to try. 


  


3124 Bay Area living is expensive and this would be a great help 
to low-income riders like myself! 


  


1239 


Because of the cost of living (rent) in the Bay Area. It is very 
necessary to have this program. In the past, I have called 
out for work because I didn’t have enough to ride BART to 
SFO (where I worked) I actually had to quit that job and 
take a less paying job where I can drive 20 minutes to work 
because I couldnt afford to ride BART.Secondly, it would 
probably prevent fare evasion because passengers can 
more likely afford to ride. Lastly, Bay Area toll is increasing, 
so this program would make a difference. Please consider 
this program 


 X 
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Survey ID Comments Low-Income Minority 


1702 


Being a reverse commuter, having a smaller income and 
higher living standard means double disadvantage. With 
free parking at suburban jobs, they might as well just drive. 
There are seats available especially in the reverse 
commute. Having lower fares would definitely bring in 
more riders and reduce the cost of living for current and 
potential riders. 


 X 


1391 


Being that the Bay Area is filled with POC, this discount 
would benefit them greatly due to the statistics of low-
income families being minorities and potentially help them 
get out of the low-income status by increasing their ability 
to commute to work across the Bay Area. 


 X 


29 beneficia al usuario (benefits the user)  X 
2036 Brilliant  X 
1227 Brilliant. Definitely do it.   


2518 Card must be indistinguishable from other cards so users of 
the service are not shamed or otherwise targeted by others 


  


2597 
Current discounts serve as proxies for being low income. It 
makes perfect sense to expand the program to cover the 
full intended audience. 


X  


3214 
Definitely at least do this program but also make bart free 
to everyone free public transportation is mandatory for a 
just society 


X  


1853 
Definitely for it! For our neighbors in the Bay Area who are 
struggling to live with stagnant salaries and sky-high rents, 
a subsidy for transportation could make a big difference. 


Unknown X 


3341 


Definitely hope it comes to fruition. The reality low-income 
riders are being cited for fare evasion in an area where 
residential prices are already pricing them out of their 
communities is ridiculous. 


X X 


344 Depending on the salary amount I am all for the discount 
program for low income 


  


792 Discount for low income riders should be a given. A healthy 
society provides for all of it’s residents. Unknown Unknown 
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1727 


Discounts for low-income folks is much-needed because 
they already likely live further away from where jobs are, 
so many low-income folks likely already pay 20% more 
than others. However, we should make sure that it's easy 
and not a hassle for low-income riders to achieve this 
discount. 


  


940 do it  X 
1275 Do it  X 
2025 Do it   


1857 DO IT ALREADY   


2110 Do it because this is needed as the cost of BART fares have 
been on the rise. Unknown X 


3404 


DO IT DO IT DO IT I would happily pay a little more if it 
meant lower fares for low-income folks (though I'd take it 
as a kindness if the money can be found elsewhere first, I'm 
not a techbro making millions at Google or Twitter). 


 X 


748 Do it!   


833 Do it!  X 
1952 Do it!   


41 
Do it! Please! People need this! I take BART to work so 
discount would not change my ride frequency (I have to go 
to work every day!) But it would allow my paycheck to go 
to more important expenses 


  


3497 Do it! We should support low-income Bay Area residents as 
much as we can. The discount should be more. 


 X 


2171 Do it!!!   


2086 Do it!!!!!! It sounds great!! X X 
446 Do it.   


588 Do it.  X 
2329 Do it. X X 


2731 Dont let rich snobs who dont like it sway your decision. 
People need help. Be better. X  


2371 
encourages more people using bart instead of driving, less 
pollution and save traffic jam.  
eventually bart make more profits if everyone try to ride 
bart when they receive discount on their fare 


 X 


1005 Equality is important in a changing bay area and everyone 
deserves the right of public transportation 


  


2123 Essential!   


13 estaria muy bien *would be great* X X 
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2418 Even if I don't qualify, I am a huge supporter of this 
program! 


  


2679 Even if I don't qualify, I think the program is very 
necessary. 


  


2676 


Even though I don’t fall in the “low-income” bracket, I think 
this discount will help those who are in need and can 
benefit from it. This discount will help those who can’t 
afford to commute to work at long distance because of 
commute cost in Bart or because of traffic. Yes, it will 
increase the amount of people taking bart, even during 
peak hours but that will also benefit bart and force them to 
decrease the intervals between trains. We might get more 
Bart’s on track to assist in crowd controlling. 


 X 


2255 Even though I wouldn’t personally benefit from this type of 
discount, I strongly support the idea! 


 X 


2633 
Excellent idea & very much needed. My son has worked 
minimum wage jobs in SF & the commute on BART takes a 
huge chunk of his paycheck. 


  


3173 Excellent idea!  X 
1499 Families need it! SF is too **** expensive! X X 
2386 fares should be lowered for low income folks.   


1708 Finally! Low-income riders should have access to a 
discount. 


 X 


1350 


Financially accessibility to public transportation is a 
necessity for any civilized society to respect the struggle of 
lower income and working class people, especially in suck a 
costly area as the bay. Please move forward with this 
quickly. THANK YOU! 


X  


294 


For families that are low-income and rely on public transit, 
every decision has to be weighed carefully. Riding BART 
may be faster, but more expensive for some families or 
individuals, and that decision is probably never easy-- 
especially if commutes are long. Access to transit is 
absolutely an equality issue! I am all for this program! 


  


221 
For low income families who don’t own a car bard is an 
important lifeline to high-paying jobs in the bay area. This 
seems like a promising program. 
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3472 
Frequent commuting to assist an elderly friend causes my 
monthly BART fares to add up quickly. Any help with a 
discount would be highly appreciated. 


X  


3025 


From what I have read, I would not qualify for the BART 
discount. That said I support 100% this initiative. What is 
more upsetting to me are people who bust through the toll 
tackers. I understand that they maybe low income and may 
not be able to afford transportation and for this reason I 
sympathize with them but not enforcing "payment" what 
ever that looks like does not help the psyche of the low 
income and full paying riders alike 


 X 


1208 Fully in support X  


60 Fully Support   


3103 Fully support it especially if funded by a gas tax X X 
1813 Fully support it.   


1272 Geat idea!!! Please do it! X  


2348 


Given that BART is so necessary for my own commute, this 
discount would raise my opinion of BART as a responsible 
service provider, even though I myself wouldn’t qualify for 
the discount. Local transportation, particularly commuting, 
should not be a luxury that low-income families can ill-
afford. 


  


1055 
Given that low-income riders are being pushed further to 
the end of lines and seeing their fares increase, a discount 
program would at least help make things less regressive 
than they currently are. 


  


1105 


Giving these discounts could make employment for many 
low income families much more possible in that their 
transportation costs would be cut down, making it more 
affordable to get to work or even school. The opportunity 
this would give to low income persons would be amazing. 


  


558 Go for it ... make it even cheaper  X 
2937 Good good good good  X 
1044 good idea  X 
2134 good idea   


2852 Good idea  X 


979 Good idea! Income inequality is the biggest issue 
compounding other challenges. 


  


3544 Good idea, a lot of people would be able to ride bart with 
the discount X X 
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1846 Good idea. Should help reduce expenses for working poor. 
Please keep trains and restrooms clean and available too. 


 X 


1929 Good idea. You guys need all the goodwill you can get.   


456 Good news X  


31 Great X  


26 Great Idea   


366 Great idea   


615 Great idea  X 
1432 Great idea  X 
2469 Great idea X  


2982 Great ideA   


3017 Great idea X X 


3630 great idea especially for seniors on a fixed income. it will 
help seniors get out of the house and become less isolated Unknown Unknown 


1128 Great idea!   


1293 Great idea!   


1443 Great idea!  X 
1703 Great idea!   


2302 Great idea!   


715 Great idea!  Fully support.   


1548 Great idea!  Transportation access is a key indicator for an 
individual's ability to move out of poverty. 


  


2346 Great idea! I’m higher income and receive a BART subsidy 
through work and it’s a huge help. 


  


1958 
Great idea! Lots of your fare evaders are just low income 
people trying to get to work/school etc. I think fare evasion 
rate would go down. 


 X 


2285 Great idea!!   


3271 Great idea!! X X 


1363 
great idea, encourage more people to get out of their cars. 
also, often I take longer to get somewhere by bus because it 
is cheaper. 


X  


3333 Great idea. X X 
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195 


Great idea.  I don't need it but we have so many people 
struggling to afford living in the Bay Area, and get to and 
from jobs far away, we need to help them as we can.  You 
should figure out how to tax employers to pay for this!  
They are creating the demand and the pressure on our 
infrastructure and workers and housing. 


  


1355 Great idea. BART is essential transportation for many 
people but many can not afford it. X X 


30 Great idea. California's cpst living is not in balance w/ FPL  X 


1629 Great idea. Please help diminish low income transportation 
expenditures! X X 


470 
Great idea. Providing reasonably priced, reliable 
transportation to those with low incomes can be a huge 
help to finding and keeping jobs. 


  


3345 Great program for lower income households. X X 
1639 Greatly needed please approve.  X 


1015 
Having a cheaper fare will allow me to save commute time 
from taking the slower alternatives and help me focus on 
other aspects of life rather than use them on the commute. 


X X 


1938 


Having a discount for low income riders would make 
transit to and from work more accessible and increase Bart 
usage. As Bart is public transportation it should be 
accessible to all people regardless of income. 


 X 


2253 


Having a discount for low-income individuals would be 
GREAT service to the bay area public. IT would allow for 
more job access and help in addressing the financial 
disparity that exists between race and class in the bay area. 
By saving money, increasing access to job employment and 
health services by making transport more accessible for 
low income folks, it will contribute to addressing issues of 
equity. 


X X 


2680 Help low income families live in the bay area. Stop pushing 
us out 


 X 


2713 


Hi! I am in a higher income family and would not qualify for 
the BART discount BUT I think it's an excellent idea to 
buffer the intense impacts of income inequality in the 
region. PLEASE IMPLEMENT THIS POLICY. I AM HAPPY TO 
PAY 10 cents more a ride or whatever to make it happen! 
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1259 Highly encourage this program   


3705 Highly interested in this program, see numerous benefits 
for large groups of people, definitely approve X X 


473 Highly support it.  Public transit fares are a de facto tax, and 
taxes should be progressive. 


 Unknown 


68 Hopefully will happen   


2996 


Huge supporter of this. Bart is extremely expensive 
compared to public transit in other major cities while 
offering few services. Fares should be lower in general, but 
particularly for low income people. Also, why not consider 
a flat fare for unlimited rides per month similar to the NY 
public transit system? I believe that would increase 
ridership overall. 


 X 


2056 


I absolutely support a discount for low income riders. Bart 
is a vital service to so many people working in the bay, 
many of whom have longer commutes because of the 
housing crisis. a 


  


828 I absolutely support a discount program for low-income 
people. BART should be accessible to everyone. 


  


3446 
I absolutely support it. Transportation costs keep rising, 
and lower income folks often can't afford to live close to 
their jobs. 


 X 


1706 


i absolutely support this program. i know Apple & tech 
companies GIVE loaded clipper cards away & SFbay area is 
in an economic crisis.  
y’all are shaming people on trains & have KILLED people 
over fares.  
i EXPECT this program to be approved and y’all to study 
public policy & sociology.   
thanks- dandelion of berkeley. 


X  


1529 


I already did a fantastic fear and part because I have the 
senior clipper card. Our daughter lives in Oakland and finds 
the BART fares for commuting into San Francisco 
prohibitive. She ends up using casual car pool instead.   I 
definitely am in favor of reduced fares for low income 
riders. 


  


1086 


I already get a discount so i almost never drive to San 
Francisco, or anyplace else i can get to by BART. Since you 
give discount to all seniors without means testing, i 
certainly think you should give a discount to low income 
folks. 


  


2265 I am 100% for it.   
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889 i am a disabled man  with a cane, so this will surely help me 
alot X X 


2801 


I am a low income rider of bart and the cost of BART often 
prevents me from using BART because I can’t afford the 
high costs of transportation. I would use BART more often 
if the new discount program for low income riders took 
place 


X X 


245 


I am a low income working student who is spending about 
$100 each month on Bart or more it would be helpful if 
Bart made some kind of low income or student discount for 
those of us that only have this one way of transportation 


X  


3005 


I am a physician who works for a clinic in the mission in 
San Francisco at a clinic for the low income. I pay full price 
with a monthly pass and am happy to support public 
transport in the bay area. However, many of my patients 
come to clinic on the BART and the cost is significant and 
very difficult for them. I believe many of them would take 
BART and public transport significantly more if it were 
more affordable. I want to encourage public transport and 
walking especially in the young people I work with so that 
they get used to taking this rather than walking. I am very 
much in support of this discount. 


  


3428 i am a student who makes very little money and would be 
interested X  


2698 


I am absolutely in favor of this new discount program. I 
think it's a fantastic way to approach more equitable 
transportation. I would argue for an even bigger discount, 
in fact. 
I am not low income, so I would not be affected by it. 


  


3168 


I am all for a discount for low-income riders even though I 
would not benefit from it. As many low-income workers 
travel significant distances to get to work, their primary 
means of transportation needs to be affordable enough for 
them to use it and so that the strain of living in the Bay 
Area can be lifted some. 


  


3445 
I am filling out this survey in support of low income 
individuals and having the option of low income fares.  This 
should be a given.  I could go on. But in sum, low income 
individuals deserve lower fares, it is an injustice otherwise. 


 X 
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1167 


I am fortunate to not be low-income.  For me, using BART is 
much preferable to driving either way. 
 
I think it is important to help others for whom every dollar 
must be squeezed.  I support the idea of a discount program 
for low-income riders. 


  


856 
I am greatly in support of this new discount program as I 
believe this makes access to public transportation more 
equitable for people who are struggling more and more to 
afford living in and getting around the Bay Area. 


 X 


3397 


I am high income now but previously made a middle 
income in the bay area. I grew up low income. I think this is 
an important and terrific idea! I would be more than happy 
to pay any tax to offset costs for low income riders. 


 X 


3628 


I am highly in favor! I would not qualify, but those of us 
who can afford it should subsidize the fares of people who 
struggle to remain in San Francisco (or the Bay Area in 
general). 


Unknown X 


2366 I am in favor  X 


1384 I am in favor and I think it would be great if it was an even 
bigger discount. (I would not currently qualify.) 


  


2661 I am in favor of it even though I don’t qualify.   


1914 


I am in favor of this program and would support raising the 
maximum qualifying income. The cost of living in the Bay 
Area is out of control and this is a much needed, albeit 
small step towards making public transit affordable for 
those who need it most. 


 X 


3442 


I am in full support. The cost of a daily commute for low-
income riders really adds up. As a low-income rider myself, 
I pay a significant chunk of my daily budget on public 
transit. I easily spend $50 a week on BART most weeks. A 
20% discount would really help me. 


Unknown  
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3376 


I am in support of this program. Low-income residents of 
the Bay Area are increasingly being pushed out further 
from the job centers of SF and Oakland. I have a friend who 
commutes 2 hours via BART and bus just to get to her job 
in San Francisco. She lives at the end of the line (Antioch). 
Not only is she paying more to travel, it is taking up a major 
part of her day. Residents should not be penalized for their 
inability to afford to live in the more central parts of the 
Bay Area. Thank you to BART for considering such a 
discount! 


X X 


1250 


I am in total support of this discount. I would not qualify, 
but I think it is essential to make transportation affordable 
to everyone. It is one of the key steps we need to take to 
have a better functioning city 


  


831 


I am not a Bart rider with low-income, but I do believe this 
discount program for people with low-incomes would have 
a strong positive impact on Bay Area communities. The cost 
of living is incredibly high, and this program would help 
those who feel that cost burden the most, but work and live 
in the Bay. Less stress, more mobility for jobs and more 
financial freedom for these riders will benefit us all. 


 X 


3167 


I am not a low income rider but I think we should make 
BART more accessible for low income folks. Already at that 
income level (200% of poverty line) people are choosing 
between essentials. Please make transit less of a burden. 


  


2767 
I am not a low income rider, but bay are public transit is 
abominably expensive and I support any measure that 
makes it more accessible for those in need 


 X 


1146 
I am not a low income rider. I think BART should give fare 
discounts to low income riders, and especially families. 
Thank you. 


  


3678 


I am not a low income rider. I use BART almost every day of 
the week, and I am grateful for the convenience. I definitely 
am aware that not everyone can afford to ride BART as 
frequently as I do, and if this measure helps more people to 
get around and enjoy the speed and comfort of BART, then I 
strongly support it! 


  


1987 I am not a low-income rider but I believe they should get a 
discount Unknown X 
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2413 


I AM NOT FINANCIALLY INSECURE, AND MY DECISIONS 
ARE STILL IMPACTED BY REGULAR FARE. REDUCED 
PRICES ARE NECESSARY FOR THOSE WHO ARE LOW 
INCOME. 


X  


2751 I am not low income but I approve of this discount program 
for low income riders. 


  


3616 I am not low income but I support a discount program for 
low income riders 


  


1031 I am not low income myself, but riding bart is very 
expensive and I support this program for those who need it 


  


1111 I am not low income, but I fully support this.   


821 
I am not low income, so I do not need the discount. 
However, I think the discount could be really helpful for 
anyone who qualifies. 


 X 


3551 I am not low income. I think it’s a great idea.   


2043 I am not low-income but fully support this change   


735 I am not low-income but think this is a great idea! fully 
support it 


 X 


285 


I am not low-income myself but think it is SO important to 
create this program for others who are. BART is so 
expensive and we need to make it more affordable for 
those with lower incomes! 


  


482 
I am not low-income, but feel that this is EXTREMELY 
important and should be done to help low-income 
residents of the Bay!! 


Unknown  


1608 I am not low-income, but I would support this program for 
low-income riders. 


  


742 I am single and make $20,000 à year. X  


1444 


I am strongly in favor of discounted fares for low income 
riders. I receive a senior discount without regard to income 
and while I am grateful for the discount, I am sure that 
there are low income workers who need it even more than 
I do. 


  


464 I am strongly in favor of the program! Accessible public 
transportation is so important for our community! X  
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641 


I am very excited to hear this could be possible. Not for 
myself, but for folks in much more dire need for affordable 
transport. We need an equanimous fare system that doesn't 
penalize folks who live farther away from the city center/ 
have a longer commute since they are coming from city 
outskirts to work. These folks are often the most 
marginalized and in financial need, but they currently are 
paying the most to ride BART. 


  


898 I am very much in favor of it.  Living in the Bay Area is 
already super expensive. 


  


1581 


I answered no to the 20% discount question, only because 
I'm in a high enough income bracket that I can afford the 
BART fare. However, I frequently consider the price of 
BART vs. the toll of driving from Oakland to SF, and they 
are too close to make much of a sway toward public 
transportation. I have friends who frequently cite high 
BART prices as the reason they don't participate in certain 
activities across the bridge. I think that a 20% discount for 
low income families is an incredibly important thing, and 
thank you for considering it! 


  


2588 
I applause BART for their efforts in creating a more 
accessible platform for all.   When someone is living 
paycheck to paycheck any discount could mean the 
difference between lunch or not 


 X 


3212 


I appreciate this potential new discount program. It helps a 
lot of low-income riders for better surviving. People with 
low-income may have a chance to buy enough food for 
themselves if they are able to receive discount while using 
bart. 


 X 


1949 


I appreciate using public transit for many reasons. For 
myself, I am fortunate to be in a position where 
affordability is not a critical issue -- but in future, I may be 
on a fixed income and this will matter more. I feel that it is 
important for public transit to be accessible to those who 
need it most. I am happy to pay full fare in my current 
situation, and I agree completely that fares should be 
discounted for my low-income neighbors. 


  


246 I Approve. The costs are too high for low income 
customers. 
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1965 


I believe it is not even a question of whether Bart should 
institute this program but why its taken so long.  Most 
major cities have these programs in place; New York's 
subway system has a flat rate for one way travel which is 
less than $5.  Bart is becoming more and more for high 
income earning professionals and out of budgetary reach 
for the average rider that actually has no vehicle, or low 
wage earners that really needs a reliable affordable means 
to travel to make a living. 


 Unknown 


549 I believe it will help a lot of people which is what we need X X 


1560 
I believe it would be beneficial if the rates were a single flat 
rate instead of rate per station. that way it could be easier 
and more cost effective for riders. 


X X 


2113 
I believe that it would be utilized by many people. We need 
this for those who are lower-income and can’t afford a car 
and gas. 


 X 


758 I believe that low income riders would be able to use BART 
more often if their travel costs were reduced per trip. X  


2151 I believe that offering low-income riders a discount would 
be of benefit to everyone. 


  


540 
I believe that public transit in general should be more 
heavily subsidized so that commuters are diverted from 
single occupant cars into mass transit. I believe this has 
both infrastructure and environmental benefits. 


 X 


980 


I believe there are many things that BART could do to 
lower costs for riders.  A great start would be to offer 
discounts to low-income riders.  Low-income riders have 
less disposable income and anything to lessen their day-to-
day burden is beneficial to our community. 


  


2646 I believe this is a great program to help commuters Unknown X 
2411 I believe this is a great proposition to put in place  X 


452 
I believe this is an incredibly beneficial program! Especially 
for folks who commute to work and spend almost a quarter 
of their income trying to get to work every day! 


 X 


474 I believe this program would make BART a more accessible 
and affordable lifeline for many low-income riders. 


 X 
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237 
I believe this would be a great idea especially with all the 
fare evaders I encounter at the station. People will then be 
able to afford BART rides while paying rent and for food! 


 X 


3498 
I believe this would help many low income people access 
more job opportunities and generally improve their quality 
of life. 


X  


2114 I can take my mom and niece out way more. X X 


1242 


I commute to UC Berkeley for school 5 days a week and 
although I have youth discount, it will go away in a few 
months and paying 200 a month is hard on a college 
student once I pay regular fare. I hope this program goes 
through. 


X X 


3087 I completely think this should happen   


342 
I currently receive a 60% discounted clipper rides. An 
additional 20% would make it even easier to use BART. My 
single-household income comes to about $25,000.00 
annually. 


X  


128 
I definitely feel that a discount program would help those 
many people living in the area who struggle financially and 
commute on BART. Hope it’s implemented. 


  


744 I definitely support it!   


3226 
I do not personally need to discount. I would love to see all 
the low income folks in the bay area benefit from a BART 
discount. It is so expensive. 


  


986 


I do not qualify in the low-income group, but I absolutely 
support it. In fact kids  under 12 accompanied by parents 
and people above 65/70 should be able to ride for free. 
Also, atleast for Bay area, this discount should be extended 
to a household income &lt; $60,000 


 X 


2844 


I do not ride BART too often, but I know that a lot of people 
use it to commute to work, school or to simply visit family 
and friends. Not all riders can afford to pay regular price for 
their BART ticket and a discount could help alleviate that 
issue. I hope the discount can be implemented!! It would 
help a lot of low income people. 


 X 


1671 
I don’t need a discount; but I am for low income riders 
getting one. BART is expensive and it’s almost a tax for the 
working poor. Please do this! 
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2699 


I don’t need this discount because I’m lucky to have an 
employer who pays about 80% of my Muni/BART monthly 
pass. But until very recently this wasn’t the case and I had 
to be careful about limiting my rides. I STRONGLY support 
discounted BART tickets and passes for low-income riders. 
It is the right thing to do. Please move forward with the 
discount program! 


  


2599 
I don’t qualify for this discount, but I am so glad you are 
considering this for our very-low income community 
members!! 


 X 


1387 


I don't know if I would qualify but I absolutely support it 
being implemented; BART is one of the most expensive 
transit systems I've travelled on and one of only a few that 
don't even have the option of a discounted 10 ride or 
monthly pass. Please make BART more affordable for those 
who need it most! 


X  


741 I don't need it, but please make it available to those who do.  X 


3386 


I don't need this discount as I'm fortunately able to afford 
the regular price of a ticket. However, given the raising cost 
of living in the Bay Area I highly recommend that BART 
institutes this low-cost fare for low income families. Happy 
to pay a higher tax at the pump to fund this.  
Thank you. 


  


3330 I don't personally need it but strongly support it and would 
be happy to subsidize it with my ticket price. 


  


1843 I don't qualify for a low income discount, but I think you 
should do it! 


  


409 
I don't want to be a grunt, I want to be afford going places. 
Please government, allow easier access to BART for 
everyone. 


X X 


3029 I doubt I'll be eligible - but you should totally do it.   


100 
I feel giving those who need assistance a discount would 
increase ridership and reduce the number of non-paying 
riders. 


X X 


861 I feel it would be wonderful X X 


1669 


I feel that if we had this new discount program that more 
people would be inclined to take Bart and this also gives 
more low income riders abilities to get more jobs because 
they have a way to transport themselves in a timely 
manner that is both efficient and cost effective. 


X X 
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3133 


I feel that there would be more riders (myself included) if 
you had more safety processes in place.  It’s a great idea to 
offer more discounts but until the transient and crime on 
board and at the stations are addressed you’re ridership 
will not increase. 


 X 


796 
I feel that with so many working at minimum wage this 
would be a great help in commuting since they can not live 
within the city. 


 X 


339 I fully support a discount for low-income adults!   


2397 I fully support a discount program for low-income riders.   


1060 I fully support a discount such as this. I think the discount 
amount should be higher (30-50%). 


  


3552 I fully support a discounted BART ticket for low-income 
riders. 


  


1741 I fully support it!  X 


3282 I fully support it. BART can be very expensive for those 
with low incomes 


  


3190 
I have a great salary and not being a Republican would be 
more than happy to help low income folks by paying more 
myself or donating to their cause. 


 X 


447 


I have lived (mostly as a poor student) in many cities in 
many countries in the world, and find it ridiculous that 
public transportation is so costly here in the Bay Area, 
particularly given the impossibility for most people who 
work in San Fransisco to actually live there. It is shameful 
that a haven of technological advancement such as the Bay 
Area has such poorly developed infrastructure. The 
possibility of a low- income discount is not only reasonable 
and welcome but long overdue, even if it is only a half- 
measure. 


  


2949 
I have many low income friends who simply cannot afford 
to get to school or work because the cost of bart is so 
expensive. This is why there are so many people who dont 
pay. The prices are unrealistic. 


X X 


790 
I have no choice to ride bart to and from work every day 
from Oakland to SF.  It is so expensive that the cost is a 
burden on me and my family. 


X  
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1619 


I have to ride BART to get to my workplace, so I probably 
wouldn't ride more with a discount because I don't have 
any other reason to ride other than commuting. However, I 
do think this program would benefit low income riders 
because the cost is expensive especially for longer routes 
for people who have been pushed out of the urban centers 
and now live farther from their workplaces. 


  


2381 I highly suggest and support the decision to provide 
discounted tickets for low-income individuals! 


  


3054 I highly support this idea for a discount program for low 
income riders. I hope it will be implemented. 


  


521 I highly support this new idea for a program. It would 
benefit so many recently graduated students like myself. X  


2924 I hope I qualify X X 
35 I Hope it does threw good idea X X 


1116 I know Bart is difficult to manage financially for many of 
my friends on a regular basis. X  


2944 I know several people who feel they cannot take Bart often 
because it is too expensive for them X  


1878 
I live at an end of the line station, Dublin Pleasanton, and 
the roundtrip fares to San Francisco have gone through the 
roof! Public transit needs to be affordable for people like 
myself who are on Medi-Cal. 


X X 


1374 I live in Livermore, STILL NO BART TO LIVERMORE, 
however in the service area the discount will be helpful. 


 Unknown 


2649 


I live in San Jose and work only part time in San Francisco.  
I pay Bart fare and parking total $17.50 everyday round 
trip, 5 days a week. I DO wish to get the 20% discount 
because I earn less than $1500 a month 


X X 


993 


I live near a MUNI line and BART. I often take BART 
downtown, not always across the bridge. If I had a discount, 
I would make BART my main way to travel from home to 
downtown. 


X  


444 I love it! I think it will cut down on the number of people 
who "jump the gates" and don't pay the fare X X 


3215 I love it, I use bart every day and a discount would really 
help me out. X X 


1858 I love it. Make it happen! :) X X 
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65 


I love riding BART since it opened. I am not disabled + on a 
low income. Paying regular BART fare created financial 
difficulties for me. I had to forgo my favorite coffee shop 
etc.. To be able to ride BART. (monthly treats-restaurants, 
etc.) 


X  


3669 
I love the idea, low income families, who are mostly using 
bart to commute to work or just using it to get back and 
forth from school, this would be a huge money saver for 
them. 


X X 


2159 I make north of $200k, you should absolutely do this 
program, your fare box recovery rate is way too high 


  


1788 


I moved closer to work because public transit was too 
expensive. Now I live closer to work and have a MUCH 
smaller space for my family but can afford the commute. 
20% discount would have let me not have to move my 
family into a shared home. 


X  


646 I need any discount I can get X  


1767 


I NEED this new discount given I’m a graduate student that 
only is able to work 20 hours a week (according to my 
graduate program) which caps my wage; therefore, 
categorizing me as “low-income”. I commute 6 days week 
for school and work from Richmond to Powell then have to 
take muni once I’m in the city which costs me around 
$500/month. I greatly support this proposal. 


X X 


1006 
I often do not ride BART because it is cheaper to go by car 
when there is more than one person in my party. I would 
ride more regularly we’re it cheaper. 


  


2317 


I only occasionally ride BART as Muni Metro is more 
convenient. But I'm very grateful BART is available. I firmly 
believe low income riders should receive a discount. So 
many people travel long distances to get to work each day. 
Perhaps this would help people who typically receive lower 
wages, such as restaurant workers, be able to afford 
working in places like SF and Oakland which would be 
better for everyone. 


  


566 I personally would not qualify for it but I think this is a 
great idea and I support it 100% 


 X 


2763 I personally wouldn't use this but think it would be good 
for low income families to travel Kore frequently 


  


1484 I really hope I qualify.  X 
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440 
I really hope you can offer it. I wouldn’t qualify nowadays, 
but in the past it would’ve been valuable to me in between 
contract jobs, and right after moving to the Bay Area. 


  


457 
I really hope you implement this. BART fares add up 
quickly and it takes out a pretty solid amount of my income 
per month. 


X  


1568 I really like it. X X 


129 


I really would love to see a discount program for low 
income riders, I think it would expand their opportunities 
greatly! I would also love to see a discount program for 
students! 


 X 


2499 


I receive a subsidy through my work to take public 
transportation- I can spend pretax dollars on bart tickets. 
So I think it’s fair to give low income people a discount 
since I make a decent salary and am receiving a discount 


  


876 I receive commuter checks as a bart subsidy from my 
work— I support this discount for low income riders 


  


713 


I recently decided not to move from SF to the East Bay as I 
crunched the numbers and realized that even with reduced 
rent, I couldn't afford the move due to the added BART 
commuting costs. It was a huge wake-up call at how much 
people spend each month on BART, and I can't imagine 
adding that onto our already high cost of living. 


  


3437 


I ride BART because I have to. I can't afford a other 
methods of transportation when commuting from Oakland 
to SF regularly, so the program wouldn't necessarily 
change how much I ride. However, it's important to me 
because I am very low income and I have to cancel plans or 
not buy food because I can't afford them. At the very least, I 
could get more rides for my money, and free those funds up 
for other necessities. 


X  


904 


I ride BART everyday for work, and would not ride more 
with a discount but I definitely know many other people 
who would, and in general am wholeheartedly in favor of 
you providing a 20% fare discount for low-income riders. I 
believe this is important for many reasons, and also might 
support the effort to reduce fare evasion. I hope BART 
decides to create this program. 
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3020 


I ride Bart everyday from Concord into the Rockridge or 
Downtown Berkeley. It's the only option for me to get to 
work like most people who get onto Bart where I do as 
well. The prices keep going up. And the amount of time I'm 
on there everyday seems to get longer as well. I feel like 
people are getting priced out of Bart like other living 
options. This would be a great relief to many riders. 


  


2191 


I ride BART out of necessity, I depend on it to get to school 
and work everyday. This is a huge financial commitment 
and burden every month. Offering a discount would be so 
incredibly important for people like me who rely on BART 
to make a living. I support this program 100 percent!!! 


  


2216 


I ride BART to commute to/from work and probably 
wouldn't ride it more if there was a discount. But i do think 
it's prohibitively expensive for some folks, especially as we 
see poor communities pushed further out of 
Oakland/Berkeley and I completely support providing 
discounts to these folks. 


  


3370 
I save more than this because my employer offers me the 
ability to buy high value packs with pre-tax money. 
Hopefully a program like this can also extend discounts to 
some folks in the community who need it the most. 


  


1119 


I shouldn't receive a discount, to I'm not low income now. 
There were times in my life, however, when a discount 
would have been a huge relief for me, would have allowed 
me to afford more nutritious food, etc. Please make this 
available to folks who would benefit. 


  


2263 
I strongly believe that a BART discount for low-income 
riders is highly needed. Public transportation fees are 
rising and it can be difficult to cover costs in the bay area 
for transportation. 


X X 


3667 


I strongly support a discount program for low-income 
riders! I think you should take all the money you are 
currently spending on fare evasion reduction and put it 
towards discounts for low-income riders. In an ideal world, 
BART would be free for everyone! 


  


3633 I strongly support discounted fares for low income riders! Unknown Unknown 
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2972 


I strongly support increasing access to and equity in, BART 
rides. This discount would be a great, welcomed first step 
in doing so. Thank you so much for considering public 
input. 


 Unknown 


1863 I strongly support the effort, even though I would likely not 
qualify. 


  


3340 
I strongly support the idea. BART is pretty expensive, 
especially transbay, so this program would be a step in the 
right direction. 


X  


2224 I strongly support this idea   


639 I strongly support this!!!   


51 I support a discount for low income riders!   


3180 I support a discount for low-income riders X X 


3656 I support BART making fares affordable for low income 
people 


 X 


644 i support it   


1841 I support it   


2007 I support it   


141 I support it and I think attention should be paid to how 
easy it is for qualifying people to enroll. 


  


2479 
I support it and think the discount should be based on 
regional income parameters, not federal. I don’t expect to 
qualify and I am not filling out this survey with hopes of 
qualifying. I’m responding in support of social equity. 


  


1482 I support it! Getting around the city is crucial to people 
supporting themselves and engaging in society! Unknown  


891 I support it! I'm just not low-income myself.   


1328 I support it.   


2707 I support it. X  


53 I support it. I am not low-income.  X 
2223 I support it. Would not be eligible for it myself.  X 


1217 


I support the discount for low-income riders! I take BART 
daily and will continue to do so for my commute to 
downtown SF from the East Bay, and I would be even more 
excited if low-income riders were supported to do so. I 
know many people for whom BART is a large expense that 
they cannot always afford. 


  


3112 
I support the idea of a discount BART ticket for low-income 
riders and would even like to see BART be free in the 
future. 


 X 
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25 I support the idea of having discounted options for low 
income and other deprived individuals. 


 X 


1051 I support the potential new discount program.  X 


42 I support the potential to make BART accessable to all 
people 


  


2737 I support this 100%  X 


750 


I support this as BART is quite expensive, especially for 
folks with low-incomes. I actually support a larger discount 
than 20%. I personally get a higher discount already b/c I 
have an RTC card based on disability, which has made 
BART more financially accessible to me. 


X  


2286 I support this idea.   


3118 I support this program, and believe this is a good use of gas 
tax and MTC funds. 


 X 


24 
I support this, although I doubt I would qualify now. In the 
past I have struggled financially and I do not wish that state 
for anyone. 


 X 


2069 I thibk it would be great for people commuting to and from 
work, especially since the cost of living is so high X X 


2516 I think a discount for low income riders is a great idea  X 
2376 i think a discount for low income riders is a great idea.   


1267 I think a discount for low-income riders is a critical need in 
the Bay Area and should be a highest priority for transit. 


  


241 
I think a discount is a great idea. The cost of living is high 
and a daily round trip of $10+ can hurt a family that isn't 
making much. 


 X 


2712 I think a discount program would allow people to ride more 
often and may also decrease fair jumping. 


  


1162 
I think a fare discount could help people who are low 
income and rely tremendously on Bart to get to and from 
work. 


X  


1390 
I think a low-income rider discount is a great idea! I am 
personally not low-income anymore, but when I know I 
would of appreciated such a program growing up. 


 X 


1359 I think a steep discount for low income riders would be a 
great gift to this region. 


  


1571 
I think anything that encourages use of mass transit or that 
supports low income individuals in their struggles should 
be supported 
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463 I think BART should absolutely be more accessible and 
affordable for low-income riders. 


  


2978 I think Bart should allow people who earn less into this 
new program it will benefit a lot of people X X 


711 


I think creating a new discount program for low-income 
riders is going to be highly efficient and very beneficial. 
Transportation fares are increasing which stresses out low-
income riders. By creating this discount program, more 
riders will be encouraged to use BART without the stress of 
high fares. 


X X 


526 I think discounts should be given to low income riders and 
accessibility should be increased. 


 X 


371 
I think everyone would benefit by having public 
transportation be more affordable, from our environment 
to the community. 


 X 


307 


I think having a low income option is really really 
important to the Bay Area. As cost of living anyware is 
raising, it becomes harder and harder to get around, which 
isolates poorer people and allows the wealthier to move 
freely. Thank you for considering providing the poorer 
people with access to mobility. 


X  


2658 
I think helping those with lower incomes in their everyday 
lives is a great idea and exactly what more large, 
metropolitan areas like the Bay Area need. 


  


2721 


I think if BART would be less expensive then driving a LOT 
of people would choose to ride BART. Currently it is still 
more expensive then driving.  Those who can afford more, 
should pay more, those who make less need to pay less. It's 
simply fair. 


 Unknown 


3523 
I think it great. I have a family of six and a round trip to SF 
cost us roughly $60 bucks. Which causes us a grave 
financial hardship! 


X Unknown 


1063 


I think it is a fantastic idea! I would be happy if my tax 
money contributed to a program like this, I think it is great 
for income equality in the Bay Area and would support the 
economy in countless ways. With this program, BART has 
the opportunity to be a pioneer and set a positive example 
for other transit systems across the country. 


  


1699 
I think it is a fantastic idea. Anything that helps people get 
around the Bay Area without impacting traffic on freeways 
and roads has my support. 


 X 
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2838 I think it is a good idea to support lower income people 
despite it not benefiting myself. 


  


1898 I think it is a good idea.   


3251 I think it is a good idea. How are you going to prove your 
income. Unknown Unknown 


3259 


I think it is a good thing to get anyone to use more public 
transportation. And I know it would help myself with my 
Bill's as traveling on bart and bus is currently one of my 
highest costs monthly. 


  


3069 
I think it is a good way to help struggling families to get to 
school or work. Parking should be included in a discount 
program. 


Unknown Unknown 


1491 I think it is a great idea   


2057 i think it is a great idea X  


2539 I think it is a great idea X X 


2046 I think it is a great idea and would support making public 
transit more affordable. 


  


1194 
I think it is a great idea it would help me out but why not 
offer it to frequent riders as well. Traveling on bart 
everyday does add up 


Unknown Unknown 


2066 


I think it is a great idea that will improve utilization of 
public transportation! Often I don't take BART because 
ridesharing services are only a couple dollars more so I pay 
little for the convenience (it's like $7-8 to get from my 
BART station into the city). If BART was cheaper it'd be 
much more attractive. 


X Unknown 


3576 


I think it is a great idea to help low income riders with a 
discount. I used to ride BART everyday. The cost really 
adds up even for those who are not classified as low 
income. Thank you. 


  


1685 
I think it is a great idea to offer the discount for students, 
seniors and low-income riders. In Tokyo there a long term 
commuter pass for discount (1, 3 & 6 months for different 
discount). Why can't we do this? 


 X 


1156 I think it is a great idea!   


1159 I think it is a great idea!  X 
3235 I think it is a great idea!   


1897 I think it is a great idea, I'm just not low income.   
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429 
I think it is a great idea, lower farrs would enable those 
with low income to expand their job search horizons to all 
over the BART system while also keeping their cars off the 
already overpacted highways and bridges 


X  


1720 I think it is a great idea.   


3015 I think it is a great idea. X  


3701 I think it is a great idea. X X 


2804 I think it is a great idea. Anything we can do to provide 
access to all people is important. Please do this! 


 X 


2625 
I think it is a great idea. Even though I would not qualify, I 
still find BART expensive to the airports and to the East 
Bay. 


  


2079 I think it is a great offer considering the high cost of living 
here in the Bay Area 


 X 


900 


I think it is a great option, I spend around $300 on Bart 
every month and it adds up, I could be paying a new car for 
that much money, if would be a good option to help people 
:) 


 X 


3413 
I think it is a great plan, I hope you will go forward with it. I 
won’t qualify, but would like to see low income have as 
much of a discount as possible 


  


3405 
I think it is a great way to encourage more ridership, less 
private car use, and less fare evasion all while supporting 
low-income families and residents in the Bay Area. 


X  


147 I think it is a wonderful program X  


312 I think it is a wonderful proposed program.   


168 I think it is amazing and a great idea   


1633 I think it is an awesome idea. I hope you are able to provide 
this. 


  


1108 I think it is an excellent idea   


2199 I think it is an excellent idea.  X 
405 I think it is brilliant and needed.  X 


1124 I think it is fabulous. Making public transportation available 
to people with low income is extremely important. Unknown  


2575 I think it is good   


869 
I think it is great as Santa Clara county has a program for its 
residents and employees who utilize public transport. 
Thank you for the consideration, it believe many would 
benefit! 


X X 
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725 


I think it is highly necessary.  My wife works with young 
people with poor parents, and often they express 
reluctance to take good educational or occupational 
opportunities due to cost of transit.  A discount would 
hopefully eliminate some of the reluctance and help them 
to be productive. 


 X 


2775 


I think it is long overdue. Many low income people can't 
afford a car and depend on BART and bus to get to work, 
school etc.  Please bring this into effect.  And come up with 
an easy way for people to access it (don't add a lot of hoops 
to jump through as this will create lots of barriers to 
access).  Thanks! 


 X 


1076 


I think it is super important to provide these discounts 
since transportation can often be a major barrier for 
individuals who are seeking important things such as 
health care, legal counsel, food, and transportation to 
work/school. BART can be extremely pricey, but is 
definitely much faster than bus transit. Cutting down prices 
via discounts would help increase accessibility for low 
income rider to important resources and day-to-day needs 
as well as decrease time spent on transportation so they 
can be present in other necessary capacities. 


 X 


2462 I think it might help prevent fare cheats and make it more 
accessible to people. 


  


1456 I think it seems like a wonderful idea that'll allow people 
better access to transport! X  


149 I think it should be available for them.   


1438 
I think it should be mandatory for most services to have a 
discount program for low-income riders, and something as 
necessary as bay area transportation should definitely be 
implementing this discount. I think it's long past due. 


X X 


2325 


I think it sounds like a great idea. I already ride BART every 
work day thus I do not think a discount would make me 
ride it more. However, if I were weighing which mode of 
transport to use between, for example, a car and BART, I 
think this discount could sway my decision. 


  


1882 I think it sounds like a great program that would make 
BART more accessible Unknown X 
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1547 


I think it will be extremeley beneficial for low-income 
riders so that they can 1) spend less on transportation and 
save and use that money for other things such as food to 
sustain themselves or for anything else they would usually 
not be able to afford or 2) if they usually don't travel much 
due to costs, it would give them incentive to travel 
more/give them better reason to use bart. 


 X 


1911 
I think it will help single parents who have to put money on 
their and their kid bart/clippers. I know it will help me a lot 
since I have a lot  bills. 


X X 


756 I think it will possibly help the people that cannot afford to 
ride BART. 


 Unknown 


130 
I think it would be a good idea because it would be less of a 
burden for people to get to and from work. I think it is a 
goo idea 


 X 


514 


I think it would be a great opportunity for those less 
fortunate. It would give them the ability to commute 
further on the same amount of funding (and so live outside 
of SF or other higher-rent areas). 


  


1621 I think it would be great and would make traveling to 
further areas financially accessible X X 


1497 i think it would be great because not as many people would 
jump over X X 


1890 


I think it would be great if low income riders can benefit a 
discount program, folks here in the bay who are poor travel 
long ways on BART to get to their jobs from Union City to 
San Francisco. It would benefit low income folks for sure 
and I’m down with that. 


X X 


1910 I think it would be great program to implement and 
support it 100%! 


 X 


2077 I think it would be incredibly useful and allow 
underprivileged people to expand their transportation X X 


2068 
I think it would be so great because in order to get to work, 
I need transportation, and right now transportation is 
eating out a lot of my paycheck. 


X X 


2261 I think it would be very appreciated, every little bit counts.  X 
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1139 


I think it would be very useful- I'm an aspiring nursing 
student who's looking to start part-time work, and a 
discounted BART fee would help me afford to travel to and 
from work, and to and from school. 


X  


234 
I think it would be wonderful to help make it easier for low 
income community memebers to be able to travel at a cost 
that’s easier to manage. 


 X 


3452 I think it would benefit low-wage workers in an economy 
that doesn’t work for them. It’s a step in the right direction. 


  


2072 I think it would help a lot of people out and more people 
would ride Bart. 


 X 


2693 I think it would help a lot of people use your service more 
freely and would be a great thing to have. 


 X 


2889 I think it would help low income people in the bay area. 
who may be surviving on low wages. I support the plan Unknown  


3644 I think it would help many people get to work and leisure 
activities. I would vote for it. 


  


3164 I think it would help mobility but will we you be able to 
manage it while also removing the paper ticket fee? 


 X 


399 
I think it would make Bart more affordable for low -income 
riders, thus giving them the opportunity to rude bart vs. 
busses that take much longer 


 X 


794 I think it would make it very accessible, especially for low 
income students who have to commute to go to school! X  


1919 
I think it’d be extremely helpful for people who have 
financially limited access to transportation but don’t qualify 
for the other discount programs. 


X X 


3002 


I think it’s a fantastic idea that would greatly help out 
lower-income residents. Given the pervasive economic 
disparity of the east bay, programs like this could be an 
important way to level the playing field, so to speak, even if 
slightly. I would even support a fare hike for the rest of us 
to support this program. 


  


2233 I think it’s a good and necessary thing   


1172 
I think it’s a good idea considering all other major 
metropolitan areas have a flat rate for their trains that are 
much cheaper. 


  


3689 I think it’s a good idea.   
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2578 I think it’s a great idea - it wouldn’t help me, but others 
definitely could use it. 


  


2660 I think it’s a great idea and could potentially decrease the 
number of people driving 


  


1523 


I think it’s a great idea and long overdue. BART is very 
expensive. When I was livin in the east bay my husband and 
I were paying over $500/m just to get to work. Luckily we 
had the means to afford it, but there are tons of folks that 
can’t swing that, especially with the high cost of housing. 


  


3278 
I think it’s a great idea and would love to see it 
implemented on a year-long trial basis or other similar 
scheme. 


  


1794 I think it’s a great idea for low income people   


2853 
I think it’s a great idea for students of all ages, and people 
in poverty, to be able to access this terrific, efficient, 
transportation system. 


  


2720 
I think it’s a great idea given the high cost of living in the 
Bay Area. My rent has gone up dramatically and my 
nonprofit salary has not. 


 X 


493 I think it’s a great idea idea!   


59 I think it’s a great idea this will increase rider use. X  


1231 I think it’s a great idea to help low-income riders be able to 
afford getting around better. 


  


585 I think it’s a great idea to keep Bart realistic and useful for 
all riders! 


  


2798 


I think it’s a great idea to make public transit more 
accessible to low uncle ppl, especially as more and more 
folks are forced to live further away yet still commute to 
SF/oak/Berkeley from the outlying Bay Area. Make it 
happen!! 


X X 


3506 I think it’s a great idea!   


3685 I think it’s a great idea! Bart is great and should be 
accessible for all! 


  


2961 
I think it’s a great idea! BART is really expensive especially 
without something like a monthly pass since more and 
more people have to move out of the city but still work in 
SF. 


 X 


3390 
I think it’s a great idea! I’d be interested to know how many 
people in the area qualify, rather than just the 
qualifications by poverty level percentage. 


X  
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1187 I think it’s a great idea! Transportation is a great way to 
empower to those who are economically disempowered. X  


1886 


I think it’s a great idea! Wealth disparity in the bay area is 
so intense it feels like it’s the middle ages. Poor people are 
dying because they don’t have enough basic necessities to 
survive and maintain an income. Transportation is one of 
those necessities in a place dominated by roads rather than 
walkways 


X  


279 I think it’s a great idea, and can’t see any downside. X X 


353 I think it’s a great idea, especially for young adults and 
students X  


2825 


I think it’s a great idea. I am not low income and used to 
ride BART every day, but have moved and though it is more 
expensive, the ferry is more convenient.  
Lots of people work in SF for the higher salary and with the 
potential of almost $20 a day is a big financial hit. 


  


718 


I think it’s a great idea. I feel like people would still ride the 
same amount, however they’d be saving from having a 20% 
discount. I recently came back from New York and cannot 
understand why Bart is ridiculously expensive. Families 
who are being displaced from SF and moving to Oakland 
have to pay almost $20 round trip per day which is 
ridiculous for the distance. 


X X 


582 I think it’s a great idea. I wish bart had monthly unlimited 
passes too for regular commuters. 


  


1043 I think it’s a great idea. It will encourage lower income 
families to travel around the Bay more. X X 


3453 
I think it’s a great idea. My employer (the federal 
government) pays for my commute, so it probably would 
not affect me. 


  


104 
I think it’s a great idea. Paying full price for transportation 
can really be a hindrance for people to get to work or to be 
able to see family and friends around the Bay. 


 X 


2097 I think it’s a great idea. We need to make transit as 
accessible as possible for low-income individuals. 


  


2141 I think it’s a great program, but not sure how many people 
would actually take advantage 


 X 
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3456 
I think it’s a great program. I work at a low income school 
with many struggling families. This would be such a benefit 
to them. I hope this program becomes a reality, good luck! 


  


3567 I think it’s a great proposal and will help keep the Bay Area 
affordable/accessible for low-income families. 


 X 


726 I think it’s a great, more inclusive idea. X X 


2467 


I think it’s a really great idea to make Bart more accessible 
for low income workers. Hopefully will help them if they 
struggle to find jobs within walking distance or if their job 
is far. Wonderful idea! 


 X 


2946 
I think it’s a wonderful and civic minded idea. Bart is very 
expensive public transportation and pretty inaccessible 
because of that. 


  


1333 I think it’s a wonderful idea to help low-income riders 
commute and travel 


  


2322 


I think it’s an excellent idea. Please offer this! I would not 
qualify but I know it would be a huge help to families who 
are struggling with the high cost of the area. We need more 
ways to keep the region accessible and this is one 
opportunity. 


  


2226 I think it’s awesome! X X 
367 I think it’s great   


2023 
I think it’s great and I hope BART is proactive in showing 
people how to sign up for the discounted rate if they 
qualify. Lots of ads would be helpful 


  


3632 I think it’s great- I’m not low income   


3581 


I think it’s great. BART is expensive for a daily commuter 
trying to make ends meet. Though I don’t think the 
discount would effect me personally, I hope low-income 
riders have the chance to lessen the burden of their 
commuting expense a little bit. 


X  


1381 I think it’s great. I hope that by offering lower fares to those 
that need it, it will further discourage fare evasion. 


  


953 
I think it’s great. Let’s help those already struggling to make 
ends meet. They work hard, raise families, contribute to the 
local economy. 


  


680 I think it’s important and necessary sometimes it’s jusg 
hard to pay for a ticket this needs to be done X X 
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3416 
I think it’s long overdue! Living in the Bay is hard enough 
for low-income residents, and a little ease off the cost of 
transportation certainly would not hurt!!! 


  


3695 I think it’s much needed and thoughtful idea!! X X 
3519 I think it’s necessary X X 


664 


I think it’s really important, though BART obviously needs 
more funding. It will decrease the fair evasion we keep 
hearing about, and regardless about whether or not that 
affects income, it will give low-income riders more dignity. 


  


3335 I think it’s the right thing to do   


2173 I think it'd be a good idea if it can be incorporated into a 
high value ticket since I take BART for work. X X 


1822 I think it'll be very beneficial.  X 


1513 


I think it's a fantastic idea! The economic disparity in the 
Bay Area is crazy. There are so many people who can afford 
to pay the full fee and deal with price increases as they may 
happen as BART needs it, but for so many people, these 
discounts will make a huge difference. 


  


1255 I think it's a fantastic idea.   


649 
I think it's a good idea, assuming it's easy enough to prove! 
(also want to note I rode bart 5 days/week for 10 years up 
until a couple years ago) 


  


862 
I think it's a good idea, especially considering the 
increasing bridge tolls affecting people's ability to get to 
work. 


  


2163 I think its a good idea.   


712 


I think its a good idea.  Lots of residents all over the bay 
area have to ride BART to get to work or school and it can 
be very expensive.  I commute from Oakland to SF everyday 
for work and it costs me $7.90 round trip everyday which is 
about $160.00 a month I spend on my commute.  If 
someone is very low income, which you can be with the 
price of housing in the bay area, that could be a significant 
amount of their take home pay.  Plus other large cities like 
Chicago and New York have much less expensive transit 
systems that are comparable to BART. 


 X 
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1580 
I think it's a good idea. Sometimes, I have to catch the bus 
because I don't have enough money for BART and I prefer 
BART because it's faster. 


X X 


122 


I think it's a good incentive and opportunity for those who 
need access to transportation. It may increase ridership - I 
just hope BART has the capabilities to handle the surge of 
patrons. 


 X 


652 I think its a great idea  X 
2535 I think its a great idea X  


1311 I think its a great idea and could reduce the burden of 
individuals trying to get where they need to be. 


 X 


1348 I think it's a great idea and I would happily pay more so 
BART was more accessible for everyone 


  


2726 I think it's a great idea and would help out many low-
income families. X X 


3202 I think it's a great idea for low income people/family X  


96 I think its a great idea for low-income people.  X 


120 


I think it's a great idea to accommodate people who utilize 
BART for work,  school and commuting in general rather 
than forcing them to choose a cheaper, longer commute 
and perhaps riskier. 


 X 


2052 
I think it's a great idea to be pushing for equitable and 
accessible transportation for everyone living in the Bay 
area 


 X 


266 


I think it's a great idea to give low income people a 
discount. I would be happy to pay a higher gas tax to do my 
part.  Housing is so expensive and rising that its extremely 
hard for low income people to afford it. 


  


1226 I think it's a great idea! X  


3558 I think it's a great idea!   


2158 
I think it's a great idea! Helpting low-income riders get 
where they need to go and allow them to save money for 
food & other necessities at the same time could really help 
them. 


  


1956 I think it's a great idea! I wouldn't qualify, but I still think 
we should do it! 


  


3062 I think it's a great idea, and essential for making public 
transit more accessible. 
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462 


I think it's a GREAT idea, especially as an increasing 
amount of low-income people are commuting long 
distances between locations where housing is affordable to 
places where they can generate the highest income. Yes, 
please do it! 


  


1815 
I think it's a great idea, especially as low income people are 
being pushed outside of the city and forced to commute 
from farther distances to jobs in Sf 


 X 


1392 I think it's a great idea, even though I wouldn't qualify.   


2925 
I think it's a great idea, public transportation should be 
accessible to all Bay Area residents and providing a 
discount to low-income passengers is a big step towards 
equity. 


 X 


1376 I think its a great idea.  X 


1881 


I think it's a great idea.  The least wealthy people often have 
the most expensive commute because they can only afford 
to live in the outer Bay Area.  They are often coming in to 
work low -paid service jobs and we need to help them get 
to work.  I think children, youth and low-income people 
should pay less. 


  


2975 


I think its a great idea. If a commuter is working for 
minimum wage, they basically work the first hour for free 
because of how expensive BART is to get there and back. 
The Bay Area is just expensive in general. A discount would 
really help. 


X X 


264 


I think it's a great idea. The bay area is one of the most 
inequitable places in the country right now, and public 
transportation is the only option for many people. Let's 
help our community. 


 X 


1740 I think it's a great program. Ideally though, people in need 
should be able to ride BART for free. Thanks! 


  


2309 


I think it's a great step forward in addressing how a utility 
like BART can serve as an economic hurdle to growth. 
Acknowledging the reality of many of your riders, and the 
"invisible" pressure of more and more people slipping into 
dire economic straights 


X  


1766 i think it's a really great idea, and i'd also love to see it 
expanded in the future! 


  


1760 I think it's a small drop in the fight against income 
inequality, but every little bit helps! 
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2101 


I think it's a very great program especially with the 
economy and prices of gas going up it'll also help people 
learn to commute more on BART are public transportation 
if the fares are reasonable enough to fit in their budget 
thank you for what you are doing single mother of five you 
helping me out a lot 


X X 


2181 I think it's a WONDERFUL idea! People would DEFINITELY 
be saving A LOT of money! X  


2637 
I think it's a wonderful idea. I know other cities that offer 
lower fares for low income people. It would be much 
appreciated on BART 


X  


2356 I think it's an excellent idea! Public transportation should 
be as accessible as possible. 


  


2746 


I think it's an excellent idea.  Often low-income people have 
to live far from where they work, where housing costs are 
lower.  They may rely more heavily on BART than people 
for whom driving is easier or not expensive. Plus young 
people rely on BART. 


  


1947 I think it's an excellent idea. I can afford to ride the Bart but 
for someone on minimum wage it must feel very expensive. 


  


1059 


I think it's crucial to have discount program because it will 
incentivize people to use an affordable type of 
transportation, such as Bart -- more often. Even though 
Bart is already considered cheaper than other modes of 
transportation, i feel that the cost of Bart has been rising 
faster in a short period of time. This puts more stress on 
the low income population who are trying to meet basic 
needs and commute to work and school at the same time.  
 
Having this program will encourage students, teachers, and 
professionals to use Bart  without putting a dent in their 
pockets. With the cost of living increasing so drastically and 
wage declining, it is so difficult to live in the bay area. 
Having this program will really incentivize people to use 
Bart more and shop more. Overall, it's a good thing for the 
economy. 


 X 


1411 
I think it's good -- BART is really expensive but also really 
useful, so this would help those that need to make use of 
BART but can't afford to do so 


X X 


66 I think its great X X 
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1475 I think it's great   


983 


I think its great as long as the eligibility is kept simple and 
doesn't frustrate the consumer.  For instance, CalFresh and 
MC recipients just need to show their card or even 
someone can self-declare if there is no other means of 
proof. 


 X 


969 


I think its important means of transportation for everyone 
and should be accessible. The discount would make it more 
affordable for low income people who often use part as a 
main source of transportation to their jobs and to fulfill 
other daily duties. 


X X 


250 


I think it's only right for a discount to be available to those 
in low-income situations. The cost of living in the Bay is 
insane - people are being forced to live further and further 
away from where jobs are located - yet most are not paid 
enough to cover bills, transportation, and daily needs 
comfortably... At least a discount would help alleviate some 
of that! 


  


3590 
I think its the only equitable way forward.  But 20% 
discount is insulting to poor people.   most cities are 50% 
off for poor folks.  This is a joke. 


X  


1202 


I think k it's a good idea to provide discount t program for 
the low income family. As such, Bay area affordability is sky 
high and is definitely is very hard on low income people. If 
this can help their situation a little better, I would strongly 
support it. 


 X 


2013 


I think low income people deserve better access to public 
transportation! It would allow people greater access to 
community, commerce, medical, etc. If ridership increased 
to these communities who need it most, I would imagine an 
overall net gain for everyone. 


  


1796 


I think low income people would benefit greatly, and 
teachers would also benefit as well. Many teachers who 
teach in SF can’t afford to live there and rely on BART to get 
to their jobs. While teachers may make more than the 
federal poverty level, a discount would be significantly 
helpful. 


 X 


2088 I think making transit mobility more affordable would be a 
good way to help low income households. 
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2005 
I think nits a wonderful idea since many low-income people 
don't tend to leave their general areas or drive places due 
to the expense of taking BART. This would increase public 
transit usage. 


X X 


388 


I think offering this discount is a wonderful idea to help 
facilitate the continued ability of low-income riders to be 
able to use the system. The yearly fair increases for BART 
will likely continue, and the cost of riding BART each way 
may soon become untenable for some riders who 
contribute greatly to jobs all over the bay area. 


 X 


973 


I think passing this shouldn't even be a question. it would 
be a massive help to low income individuals and should be 
extended to accommodate anyone earning under $50k 
annually when you consider the exhorbitant cost of living 
near Bart lines 


  


3322 I think prices should be lowered all around, but especially 
for low-income riders. 


 X 


1732 


I think proposing this is a great idea, as prices for 
everything around us goes up i.e. gas, housing, tolls; 
providing alternatives like this would definitely encourage 
me to use bart over driving more, however extension to the 
southbay is imperative. 


X X 


1027 
I think t is a great idea. Living and commuting in the Bay 
Area is very expensive and anything that would help low 
income individuals and families would be great. 


 X 


2722 


I think that a discount for low income riders would be a 
small, but good, step toward mitigating the high cost of 
transportation costs for our areas more vulnerable 
population. 


  


1855 
I think that a new discount for low income would be 
beneficial for the rider and for Bart.  It’ll make it easier for 
the regular rider who is already struggling to get by.  I think 
it would discourage some from evading fare, 


X X 


2372 I think that it’s a great idea because you’re allowing more 
people to have a better means of transportation. 


 X 


2665 I think that it’s an amazing idea to have a discount program 
for low income riders 


 X 


2408 I think that this is a great idea!  X 


36 I think that this is an excellent program to help low-income 
BART riders. 
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798 
i THINK THAT THIS WOULD HELP SERVE THE GROWING 
POPULATION OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND THOSE 
WHO ARE HOMELESS OR AT RISK OF HOMELESNESS. 


 X 


1349 I think the discount program for lower income riders is a 
great idea 


 X 


683 I think the discount program is a good idea  X 


1829 


I think the discount would be fair to low income residents 
of the Bay Area who rely on BART to commute to their jobs. 
The cost of living here is atrocious, and residents who are 
forced to live far from the jobs deserve a break in the cost 
of their commute. 


  


1895 I think the discount would help all low income peoples  X 


451 


I think the discounts on Bart would increase accessibility of 
transport to more people allowing them to more efficiently 
get to places of employment and aiding them in providing 
for themselves and their families. 


X X 


840 


I think the fares are extremely high. NYC subway is 
cheaper, Bart should be too. More people would ride it 
maybe. Aside from that, there should absolutely be a 
discounted rate for low income riders. And how about 
having it run all night? 


 X 


346 


I think the new discount program would be a great idea. So 
many of us are struggling with the high cost of living in the 
SF/Bay area. So a discount on transportation that we use 
everyday would help us save a couple bucks a month 


X X 


813 
I think the potential new discount program for low-income 
riders is a great idea. With how much cost of living is in the 
Bay Area, every little bit of discount would help. 


 X 


1383 I think the program is a good idea; public transportation 
should be accessible to everyone, not just the well-to-do. X X 


1082 
I think there would be more incentive for low-income 
people to commute to get jobs. I also think it would be 
easier for homeless people to travel to a new job. 


 X 


20 I think they should offer this program  X 
1879 I think this a great for low income and elder riders.  X 
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834 


I think this could be a really great program. It would allow 
low-income riders a more affordable means of 
transportation which could potentially enable their lives in 
other ways (ability to get to a job in a different area 
opening up potential job opportunities). Additionally, if 
these low income riders are not already riding BART, this 
could be potentially increase revenue for the BART 
systems. 


 X 


1526 
I think this discount program is important for making 
BART/public transit more accessible for all of the Bay 
Area's residents, and it would increase BART usage. 


Unknown  


2200 
I think this discount program is vital for people with low 
incomes in the Bay area. Given the tremendous cost of 
living in the Bay, anything helps for people who are 
financially struggling. 


 X 


2269 
I think this discount would be extremely beneficial and 
help ensure that transportation is available to people of all 
economic backgrounds. 


X  


1474 I think this is a benefit that should be available to low-
income households. 


  


127 
I think this is a good idea because the cost of housing in the 
Bay Area is so high that it makes it difficult for families to 
afford everything else. 


 X 


3648 I think this is a good idea. For seniors I think the 20% 
should apply on top of their already discounted tickets. X X 


305 


I think this is a good idea. I won't qualify for the discount, 
but I think it would benefit my community. I like my tax 
dollars going toward helping people, and people should be 
encouraged to use mass transit. 


 X 


1507 


I think this is a good idea. I would also be happy to opt in to 
an opposite program that lets me pay more for tickets. 
Perhaps round up to the next dollar. I’m able to afford it, 
but there’s no way to do it that I know of. 


  


816 I think this is a great idea and should be implemented as 
soon as possible! X  


1302 
I think this is a great idea and would be so beneficial to 
those living in such a wonderful area but one that is 
difficult for many to afford. 


  


2602 I think this is a great idea to increase ridership.   
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1248 I think this is a great idea! All public transportation should 
have a discounted fare. Please help these people out!!!!! 


 X 


508 
I think this is a great idea! I think the reason more people 
don’t take bart is that many times, it is more expensive than 
Muni although BART is a better alternative. 


X X 


1304 


I think this is a great idea, and necessary to help ensure 
long time Bay Area residents can continue to live and work 
here as living costs skyrocket. I'm not low income and 
would not qualify, and 100% support this change. I would 
also support a larger discount - it's needed. 


  


3102 
I think this is a great idea, given that many people rely on 
BART who qualify as low income and keeping in mind the 
rising costs of the Bay Area. 


X  


1579 


I think this is a GREAT idea.  As a young starving student, I 
use BART to get to campus (and then work) 6+ days/week.  
I ride alongside the well-dressed SF commuters every 
morning who are presumably headed to well-paying jobs in 
the City, while I'm struggling to make ends meet.  Right 
now, I pay the same fare as they do. 


X X 


360 
I think this is a great idea.  Bart needs to do something for 
the community besides arresting kids who are fare jumping 
in an attempt to get home or whatever. 


  


3505 
I think this is a great idea.  Lower income people are at a 
great disadvantage to successfully keep employment when 
they have to struggle to get to work. 


 X 


1449 


I think this is a great idea. As a UC Berkeley student and 
Bay Area native, the housing crisis made it difficult for me 
to live near campus. I had to use BART for 2 semesters as it 
was a more affordable option for me to continue my 
studies. Having a Discount for low income folks would be 
great (and maybe even students). 


X X 


2312 
I think this is a great idea. I took Bart as a kid while living in 
a homeless shelter. Sometimes I couldn’t go to school 
because I couldn’t afford bus and Bart fare. 


 X 
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2291 


I think this is a great idea. I used to ride BART daily when I 
commuted to work from Oakland to SF. The costs really 
added up and were a burden on my fixed income. When I 
sought out a new job my goal was to work in Oakland to cut 
back costs. By discounting tickets low income working class 
BART riders, BART can great impact people’s ability to 
make ends meet. 


  


3221 
I think this is a great idea. It could help individuals get to 
work more easily, especially those for whom 
transportation is already a huge cost and potential barrier 
to work and financial security. 


X X 


1206 I think this is a great idea. It just wouldn't effect me 
personally. 


  


1312 I think this is a great idea. Public transport is meant for the 
entire public (duh) Unknown Unknown 


784 I think this is a great option for Bay Area residents who 
qualify with low income. 


 X 


1755 


I think this is a great way to provide a safe and accessible 
way to move throughout the city. I know people who work 
late at night and would benefit from having a discounted 
program. It is a great way to serve the community. If this 
program is created, please make sure to promote it and 
make sure that communities are aware of this opportunity. 


X X 


1876 


I think this is a no-brainer. For many low-income families 
transportation can be a cause of major stress: coordinating 
one vehicle or not owning a vehicle at all, inability to afford 
maintenance on a vehicle; there are many reasons a 
discount program would ease transportation stress for 
low-income riders. 


X X 


2641 


I think this is a really good idea! As the cost of living in the 
Bay Area has gotten higher and higher, transportation costs 
have also been a big expense that adds to the barriers for 
low-income people in the Bay. This program would be a big 
improvement in making the Bay more affordable and 
accessible for long-time residents. 


  


949 I think this is a wonderful idea  X 


1663 I think this is a wonderful idea. Even if I don't personally 
qualify, I think this option would help a lot of people. 
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2520 
I think this is an awesome idea!!!  This could open up many 
opportunities for people to not only commute on BART 
instead of by car, but for those who don't have a car, they 
could find jobs or housing in cities in the bart area. 


X X 


2541 


I think this is an excellent idea and support this program. I 
am not low income anymore, but remember the 
transportation struggle from when I was, and reducing 
BART costs for low income people will make public 
transportation a more viable option for them. This should 
also be extended to include AC transit, cal train, ferry 
service and county buses. 


  


413 I think this is an important step to making the bay area 
more equitable and fair! 


 X 


3194 
I think this is an important step, and I think it would be 
additionally helpful to eliminate increased fares for exiting 
and entering at the same station for low income riders. 


 X 


2273 


I think this is an incredibly important step for BART to take. 
Low-income riders need discounts for transportation. The 
Bay Area has become nearly unlivable for low-income 
people. Public transport must be affordable. 


  


335 I think this is an incredibly positive idea. X X 


1377 


I think this is awesome and very helpful, especially for low-
income college students and workers that have to commute 
for long-distances. Hopefully the lower middle class could 
get a 10% discount years later too. 


X X 


1251 I think this is essential for the increasingly expensive Bay 
Area! X  


2923 I think this is great because it could allow people to travel 
to SF for higher paying jobs if fares were lower. 


  


2628 


I think this is great for low-income riders because their cost 
of transportation will be decreased and they can have more 
money to spend on themselves or on their families. Life is 
hard for many in the Bay Area and with an incentive for 
low-income people, this will be a great idea because this 
can potentially lead to more BART ridership and can 
possibly decrease vehicles on our roadways, therefore, 
decreasing congestion. 


X  


1188 I think this is great. The Bay Area has a lot of struggling 
families, and every little bit helps. 
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696 


I think this is long over due. Living expenses in the Bay 
Area are too high to begin with. I’ve literally turned down 
jobs or didn’t even consider because I couldn’t afford to get 
there on a regular basis due to its proximity to public 
transportation. 


X X 


672 
I think this is much needed. Bay Area is an expensive place 
to live and people commute long distances. This will 
definitely help! 


 X 


3568 


I think this is necessary for low income folks. People need 
to get to work and go to school! The Bay Area is getting 
harder and harder for folks like me who have lived here 
over 20 years to stick it out in. The cost of living has 
become ridiculous. Please institute this discount! Thank 
you and Happy 2019. 


  


3297 
I think this is really important to expand fees for low 
income folks. With more and more telecommuting, it would 
help more people get to work and around the Bay. 


 X 


1183 


I think this is super important. Transportation is a crucial 
part of survival for many people it’s takes them home, to 
school, work, everywhere. People deserve to have access to 
these parts of life. 


X X 


110 


I think this is very crucial to many low-income riders. It 
would offer a multitude of opportunities not otherwise 
afforded to them. To do this would open doors in career 
and education for many folks. 


X X 


1034 
i think this is very necessary as many low-income people 
rely on BART for transportation, and it is important for this 
means of transportation to remain accessible to them. 


 X 


691 
I think this is wonderful. As my mother and who father 
have been blind all their life needed to go places I would 
have to pay full price..This is wonderful. 


X X 


1622 I think this new discount program is a good idea. I also 
think that this program can reduce fare evaders. X X 


3200 


I think this new program would be great for low income 
riders. It would prevent them from jumping the rails 
because they can afford to travel on Bart . The bay area is a 
very expensive place low income people need 
transportation to get from and to there  destination 


X X 
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1659 
I think this program is a good idea. Anything that helps 
alleviate the cost of living for low income families is 
welcomed. 


  


893 


I think this program is great, I’ve been riding Bart since I 
was a kid and I’ve seen the fares increase over the years 
and it makes it harder on low income riders because we 
depend on public transportation. Increased fares/high 
fares makes much harder on families. 


X X 


2957 


I think this program is great. I used to take BART from the 
East Bay into Downtown SF Monday-Friday for work and 
the cost was an enormous burden. I was spending upwards 
of $400 month on my BART costs alone- this took a huge 
percentage of my income. I have had the opportunity to 
take public transportation in other areas of the country and 
the world and I've always been impressed not only with the 
efficiency, cleanliness, expansiveness, and reliability of 
their networks, but by their fare prices as well. Other areas 
prove that reliable and effective transportation systems can 
be offered at a lower cost to the rider- regardless of income 
level. 20% off for our most vulnerable members of the 
population is just a start. If the system was more affordable 
I truly believe that far more people from all walks of life 
and all incomes would start using BART to travel in the Bay 
Area. 


X  


1597 
I think this program is very necessary to provide access to 
public transportation for all individuals as many rely on 
this mode of transportation. I fully support all programs 
that offer access to programs for low income riders. 


  


3432 
I think this program should happen. While I can afford to 
pay the current bart rates, this is a means of public 
transportation and discounted/free public transit would 
allow folks to be able to travel more effectively and safely. 


X X 


2094 I think this program would be very helpful ?? X X 


243 I think this program would be very helpful for me as a low-
income college student. X  


85 
I think this program would be WONDERFUL, if a family is 
making so little money in the Bay Area- they are going to 
need a little help! 
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3276 I think this will benefit or make it an incentive for people to 
ride BART instead of driving, potentially X X 


1772 I think this will help so many people.  X 


3611 


I think this would be a great help for low-income riders. 
Because it encourages the use of BART, low-income folks 
might find it easier to travel to jobs/job interviews, health 
care check-ups or housing opportunities that they might 
find difficult to get to without financial assistance on BART. 


Unknown  


1711 


I think this would be a great program because many people 
use BART to commute to minimum wage jobs or to school. 
However BART does need to make sure to do proper 
outreach to communities that would benefit the most like 
Spanish speaking communities or communities whose 
main language is one other than English. 


X X 


3704 
I think this would be a great program.Bart can get very 
expensive especially when you commute every day of the 
week.I alone spend $500 a month on bart 


X X 


1287 


I think this would be a very important new program that I'd 
fully support seeing in action. 
 
In my opinion BART has indeed gotten too expensive for 
low-income riders, and probably the price increases are 
just fine for richer folks (which helps subsidize the whole 
system), so this seems like a smart way of increasing 
accessibility for those that need it, as opposed to just 
pushing for lower fares unilaterally. So good job on this, I 
support. 


X  


2037 
I think this would be an excellent way to reduce traffic, help 
the environment, and to give back to the community who 
needs it the most. 


X  


776 I think this would be an important program for many 
people 


  


1473 I think this would be incredible for low income riders, 
especially because they often have long commutes. 


 X 


3275 I think this would be incredibly useful and important for 
those who rely on bart to get to work 


 X 


2305 
I think this would definitely help low-income riders be able 
to get from point A to point B without having additional 
financial burdens. 


 X 
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3192 
I think this would make bart more impacted and Bart 
already cannot support the number of riders it services 
each day. 


  


497 I think we need this program in the Bay Area where too 
many people have fewer options because of their income. X X 


2297 I think we should make Bart more affordable for people 
who can’t pay. I’m all for it 


  


392 


I think we should pass it. It will help stop fair evasion. It 
helps people who travel into the city for low paying jobs. 
Also, with the amount of wealth in SF we should be creating 
programs exactly like this to help those who live here and 
barely get by. I hope this passes. Good work Bart! (I 
commute on the Muni but my husband uses Bart everyday). 


  


717 I think you should definitely do it.   


2149 
I use BART to commute to work M-F already so I wouldn't 
use it any more for a discount.  I am all for a discounted fare 
for adult riders from low-income families.  BART is 
expensive! 


 X 


2252 
I use Bart to visit friends and family as almost all have 
moved out of SF. I would visit more if it were more cost 
effective. 


X X 


2813 


I used to commute by BART around 5-6 days each week at 
my old job. I was spending about $200 per month on fares, 
which took up a significant portion of my income (I was 
making about $1600-2000/month). Saving on BART fares 
would have helped me a lot in terms of extra discretionary 
income and saving more money. 


X X 


504 


I used to ride BART far more often (multiple times a day, on 
average) before getting my license. A low income discount 
would have relieved my budget immensely. One of the 
biggest obstacles to people living in poverty, especially 
people of color, is access to reliable and affordable 
transportation. This would be a huge help to probably 
thousands of people throughout the Bay Area, especially if 
outreach and support were done to assist people in 
accessing this wonderful program. 


  


2341 
I was going to get a youth clipper card last summer when I 
was 17 and working in SF. Until I saw you had to buy a 
separate youth clipper card. This 20% would save me a lot 
of money. 


 X 
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2879 I whole heartedly AGREE that we must provide this 
discount to low income riders. Great idea!!! 


  


929 I wholeheartedly support assistance for those being left 
behind by income inequality in the Bay Area. Do it! 


  


3573 
I work as a nanny to a family in San Francisco and live in 
concord. The family I work for does not pay for my BART. 
This discount would help me afford to take BART more 
often on the weekends to school. 


X  


1500 


I work in tech and receive a transit benefit (tax free) from 
my employer, so I'm not a candidate for the program but I 
hope BART decides to put it into action! While I'm not 
currently low-income, BART has only gotten more 
expensive over the years and the cost affects many Bay 
Area residents and their options. This summer I watched 
my very low-income partner give up a new job he loved 
because he couldn't afford his daily BART commute. I think 
this discount program is an amazing proposal and I'm in 
full support. 


  


1709 
I work in the Tenderloin District in San Francisco with 
many low-income residents who would having something 
like this would be life-changing. It would make traveling 
across the city more efficient. 


 X 


499 


I work with many underserved folks in the East Bay and 
see how challenging of a barriee transportation is to their 
inability to access appropriate services or find jobs. It is 
incredible that BART is considering providing discounts to 
low-income riders. This decision would make the Bay Area 
much more equitable - truly transforming opportunity and 
support for more vulnerable members of our beautiful and 
diverse community. On behalf of others in my work and the 
lovely individuals I’ve had the privilege to know, I strongly 
recommend that this discount program be implemented. 
Thank you so much for your care, compassion, and 
consideration. 


 X 


1423 


I worked with a lot of the homeless/unstably housed 
community living in and around Berkeley, and knew SO 
MANY folks who rely heavily on BART to make it into SF 
and other places for job interviews and the like. We often 
gave them Clipper Cards/BART tickets out of our nonprofit 
budget, so this initiative is a huge positive step in 
supporting underserved people in the Bay. 


 X 
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143 I would actually choose bart over driving to most places 
instead X X 


2882 I would appreciate this discount very much.  X 


322 
I would be one of these riders. I've had days where I can't 
afford BART and have to walk for miles to get where I need 
to go. This would help me out so much. 


X  


2671 
I would be willing to pay higher fares to support subsidies 
for low income riders.  And I am a teacher, making *only* 
$78k/yr. 


  


2095 
I would be willing to pay more on my muni fast pass to 
make more discount programs available for low-income 
riders. 


  


2544 


I would benefit in a HUGE WAY from to a 20% discount; as I 
am a very-extremely-low-income resident of San Francisco, 
and I have been able to call this beautiful city my home for 
the past 43 years.  I've calculated the POTENTIAL savings, 
and if this 20% discount DOES take effect, it would allow 
me at LEAST (2) Round-Trip Bart fares Per Month (!!!) to 
visit my immediate family, which are all "Bart-able" from 
my home in downtown SF!! And so that is why I am looking 
forward in the most hopeful, and positive way to seeing 
this 20% discount take effect as soon as possible! 


 X 


996 


I would definitely support this as someone who relies 
heavily on BART and all connecting transit systems (Golden 
Gate Transit, Marin Transit, AC Transit...) I spend $20 a day 
on my commute, which cuts heavily into my budget as a 
recent college grad bogged down with debt. 


X X 


1803 I would hope it would lower fare evasion while making the 
Bay more livable for struggling families. Win-win situation. Unknown Unknown 


880 I would like to sign up  X 


1457 


I would LOVE IT if BART provided our low-income riders a 
discount program. BART is a central entity of the Bay Area, 
and our low-income brethren are just trying to get to 
work/their business like the rest of us. If BART could be a 
champion of this, as an agency that seeks to help its 
patrons, I would love yall forever. 


  


362 
I would love to know more when this is available. Paying 
for my commute weekly is becoming a headache and I feel 
like it’s not worth it to commute 


 X 
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829 I would love to see BART support lower income families in 
the bay area with this discount program 


  


1585 I would love to see low income earners in the area get some 
sort of a break, and this is a great way to start! 


  


2373 I would not benefit from this discount program but believe 
it is a great idea. 


 X 


963 I would not personally be eligible, but I think it is a great 
idea. 


  


947 
I would not personally benefit from this program, but I 
strongly support it and I'd be willing to pay a little more in 
fares or taxes to support it. 


 X 


705 
I would not qualify for a low-income program but I strongly 
support the creation of one for people who would benefit. 
Cost of living is so high in our area; people need relief. 


 X 


454 I would not qualify for the discount but I think it should be 
made available for those who do qualify. 


  


3273 


I would not qualify for the discount, but I strongly support 
it even though my fares might increase as a result. 
Transportation is so very important to the survival of Bay 
Area families, especially with rising rents forcing people 
further and further toward the fringes of the Bay. A 
discount for low income riders would be a huge help for 
people trying to keep their jobs when they have to move. 
Better access to transportation for low income Bay Area 
residents will enrich life for all residents. 


  


1631 
I would not qualify for the program, however I am in favor 
of it. I think good, fast public transit such as BART should 
be financially accessible to all. 


  


1946 


I would not ride BART if I didn't have the disabled discount. 
 
I think the new program is a good way to make the cost of 
fare increases less of a "regressive tax" on low income 
riders. 


  


1421 
I would really appreciate it! Public transit needs to be 
accessible and it really adds up, especially for folks who 
commute every day 


 X 


1921 
I would still ride BART the same amount as it's necessary to 
get to my job, but it would make commuting more 
affordable 
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1874 
I would use BART a lot more if I received a discount. It 
would be very helpful in my commute to work. Right now I 
can't afford to use BART to go to work. 


X  


1427 


I would utilize this five days a week to get to school in the 
east bay. As it stands, it would cost me nearly 14 a day. 
Also— can we please find a way to end the gate jumping? 
It’s super frustrating that I’m paying so much and there are 
no consequences for evading your fare. 


X  


3602 I would visit friends more often. Easily. X X 


3339 


I would welcome such a program, and feel this would give 
many the chance to better their employment situations. 
Depending on the job, transportation costs can make it 
almost not worth having the work! I think this would help 
the low income bay area residents pick themselves up 
improve their lives, and the over all economy too. Thanks 
for this opportunity to give input. 


  


2845 
I wouldn’t qualify for the low income program however it is 
important to offer discounts to low income communities. 
It’s a great step for the Bay Area and a good bar to set for 
public transportation. 


 X 


57 I wouldn't need one but I'm all for it   


3366 
I wouldn't personally benefit from it but it's a great 
idea.But to make BART really valuable for low-income 
riders, it's probably more important that it is reliable and 
efficient. 


  


3122 


I wouldn't qualify for this discount personally, but I think it 
is very important to make transportation more affordable 
for low income families. I strongly support a discount for 
low-income members of the community and encourage the 
discount to be even more discounted than proposed. 


  


3052 I’m a broke college student with a part time job, please 
make it cheaper for me to go back home to sf every month. X X 


2080 


I’m a full time student and full time retail worker.  
i make above minimum wage in sf and STILL only make 
around $16,000 a year. 
  I support my disabled partner and pay both our rent, and 
have to figure out transportation on top of everything else. 
Bart is incredibly expensive for me and i often just don’t 
have the extra funds to take it. 


X X 
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1988 
I’m a low-incom first gen student at UC Berkeley and this 
would be extremely beneficial. I’d be able to get internships 
in SF. BART prices are ridiculously high 


X X 


3367 


I’m a single mom of 3 kids. I’m working in San Francisco I 
pay the parking and taking bart 6 days a week. I have 
Medical and WIC program little saving will help me in our 
family expenses. 


X X 


1371 I’m all for it.   


3329 I’m been on disability so a program to help out lower 
income families/people would help immensely. X X 


2647 
I’m in favor of adding this new discount! This provides an 
alternative solution for low-income families on 
transportation and I am in agreement 


 X 


1282 
I’m in favor of whatever support will help lower income 
riders navigate the high costs associated with living in the 
Bay Area. 


 X 


3604 I’m not a low-income rider, but I support the idea of 
discounted or subsidized fares. 


  


1557 I’m not low income but I think this would be amazing for 
those that are 


 X 


1207 


I’m not low income, but think it’s very important to offer 
this. Too many people hop turnstiles/get ticketed, or lose 
out on opportunities because they can’t get somewhere 
because they can’t afford BART 


  


3209 I’m supportive!   


1650 
I’m very excited about this program! I wouldn’t qualify but 
I think it would be a great way to help those less fortunate 
in our community. 


  


3079 
If and when BART gets the following, I'd ride more......all 
new cars on the Dublin/Pleasanton line all the time, and 
guarantee better safety. Until then, I won't ride BART! 
PERIOD!!!!! 


X  


754 If I have 20% discount, I will use Bart more frequent. X X 


389 


If it does not raise fares for others and also does not impact 
the current Dev plan it’s fine. Please ensure that people can 
atleast get breathing space. The trains to east bay are so 
packed that one cannot have breathing space 


Unknown Unknown 


2540 If it were to encourage people that normally don't pay, to 
contribute to the system, I would prefer it. 
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1860 
If someone is low-income enough for free muni, they 
should get free Bart. That said, I'll take what I can get I 
guess 


X  


1603 
If you want to encourage public transport and less 
economic disparity, this could help a lot of people in a lot of 
ways 


  


1916 
I'm a low income rider on food stamps and its often very 
hard for me to afford commuting to my campus. This would 
help a lot of low income workers and families. 


X X 


778 


I'm glad BART is considering this option. I'd also like you to 
institute a monthly pass option, something available from 
nearly all other major bay area transit agencies. This would 
benefit everyone. 


  


3556 
I'm in favor and would accept my own fare or taxes 
increasing in order to afford a discount for those who need 
it. 


  


37 I'm in favor of it  X 


595 I'm in favor of it in general. Will BART have more trains if 
this proposal increases ridership? 


  


3337 I'm not a low income rider, but I would support higher 
discounts for low income riders including 100% discounts. 


  


933 


I'm not a low-income rider, but I think this program is a 
great idea for those who would qualify. BART fares can be 
expensive for people living paycheck to paycheck, and this 
will be one less thing for people in precarious financial 
situations to worry about. Thank you for considering this 
and making mass transit more accessible to people who 
most need it. 


  


3384 


I'm not in a low-income situation, so I don't think the 
discount program would really affect me personally, but I 
think it makes a lot of sense to implement it. 
Transportation is a necessity, so why not lessen the 
financial burden on people who already have enough 
financial burdens? 


  


1806 
I'm not low income, but I generally take busses because 
they cost a lot less than Bart fares. For those who have to 
come from a longer distance, reduced fare Bart can mean 
not having to skip a couple meals a week 


 X 
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3139 


I'm not low income, I'm actually on the high income scale 
which makes me middle class in the bay. 
 
I commute into the city on bart for work so I probably 
wouldn't use bart more if it was cheaper. 
 
But low income ppl need this. The cost of living has 
increased so rapidly, ppl need transportation. 
 
Bart should be expensive for tourists and cheap for low 
income 


  


3239 I'm not personally low-income but I deeply believe we need 
to keep transit accessible for everyone. 


  


3295 in favor   


598 


In the past, when I have had friends who had fallen upon 
hard times, I have offered to pay for a clipper card for them, 
because I recognized that the ability to get from place to 
place, including to see family and to job interviews, was an 
important part of people able to get their lives back on 
track. However, I am only one person (specifically not a 
multi-millionaire) and so I can only help a small number of 
people in this way. I think that this program is a great way 
to begin to extend this assistance to those in need on a 
larger scale. I hope that in time the 20% discount will be 
increased. 


  


2550 
In think it would be a great idea for video makers. 
Traveling around on BART all day filming can be expensive, 
and this would be interesting for someone like me. 


X X 


2673 


In this past year when I was injured and I had to take muni 
in addition to bart, i found that the cost of transportation 
was pretty unbearable. I had to make some hard decisions 
about what to cut or find a way to not go into work. for less 
mobile riders, especially elders on a fixed income, i imagine 
that this could mean the difference between riding to the 
hospital and being able to pay for the rising cost of medical 
care. i support the proposal of having a 20% discount off 
the increased prices that the seniors. 


X X 


3035 Increased number of riders, making the system more 
efficient and more people will want to use it. X X 
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109 


Increases in BART prices have impacted many residents of 
the Bay, specifically all throughout Oakland. It would be 
encouraging to be able to provide a discount for riders so 
that the convenience of BART will be used by everybody. 


X X 


965 It could be a lifeline and get cars off the road.  Win win   


2753 
It could increase mobility for low income folk which could 
expose them to opportunities that are farther away. For 
example education and job opportunities to put knowledge 
and money in the hands of low income folks 


 X 


3679 It good!! Do more!!!   


2773 It has the potential to benefit those with the greatest need.   


1624 


It is a critical step to make BART/public transit more 
accessible for those who most need it in the Bay Area. 
BART is far more expensive than many public transit 
options in other major cities like Los Angels and New York 
City (and maybe even Seattle). Yet, inequality is growing in 
the Bay Area, and people who do not have cars are most 
likely to need BART, but it is often too expensive for those 
very people. 


 X 


2313 It is a good idea to have a new discount program for low-
income riders. X  


692 It is a good idea! X  


170 It is a great idea   


1555 It is a great idea and I really hope you go through with it X  


1816 It is a great idea and much needed to alleviate pain for 
lower income folks in the Bay Area.  Do it! 


  


2054 It is a great idea!  X 


255 


It is a great idea! Transportation is a huge barrier for many 
people who face financial difficulties, so a discount 
program could be a good solution. This program could 
make it more feasible for people to get to grocery stores, 
medical appointments, or even job interviews. 


Unknown X 


907 It is a great way to use the gas tax!  X 
3499 It is a nice program X X 
999 It is a start   


830 It is a very good idea since a lot of people rely on BART for 
transportation X  
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506 
It is an amazing opportunity! Paying for bart is very 
expensive and it feels like a relief knowing that there’s a 
chance that our expenses could start being reduced. 


 X 


1861 It is an great idea and i fully support it!   


472 


It is completely inexcusable that BART is so expensive and 
as the only transit system of its kind in the area, not 
monetarily accessible nor safe for the majority of low-
income, working class, and marginalized community 
members to ride. I feel such a discount program to be 
necessary and vital. 


X  


2189 


It is costing me $260 per month approximately for my 
BART and Muni usage to/from East Bay to SF. That is over 
$2000  per year. There should be a larger discount for 
those using both systems as those of us that work away 
from downtown need to take both systems. The high cost of 
transportation is a factor when I look at finding work in the 
East Bay or moving out of the Bay Area entirely.  
 
I am all for giving a discount to those at poverty level...great 
idea. 
 
I would appreciate more attention to the large numbers of 
people sleeping across multiple seats that are there in the 
a.m. when the commute starts, resulting in mess, difficulty 
for commuters (one guy had vomited on himself for 
example). I suspect they have not paid and the situation 
seems NOT to be well managed by BART. 


  


3298 It is definitely going to help out people with low income  X 


3509 It is essential for poor, working class and seniors to get 
access to work, food and social n medical appointments! 


 X 


54 It is good.  X 


1661 It is great idea that would be helpful to those already 
struggling to get by. 


 X 


1493 


It is important to provide such opportunities for low 
income riders as there is clear evidence and data showing 
that low income folks are continuously being displaced 
from their home and continue to rely on public 
transportation to get to work. Transportation is becoming a 
necessity for families to have employment and it must be 
made accessible. 


 X 
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956 


It is much needed! As housing costs rise, folks who are low-
income have to move farther and farther away from SF and 
a burgeoning job market. Instead of alleviating the poverty 
of these families, BART has chosen to contribute to it by 
increasing ticket prices and hiring extra fare inspectors. To 
make matters worse, fare evasion citations are racially 
disproportionate: 
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Nearly-half-
of-BART-fare-evasion-citations-go-to-13264277.php 
 
The logical answer is to instill a discount for low-income 
riders, especially when every other public transportation 
system provides a low-income discount. BART has 
consistently chosen to respond punitively to those 
economically disadvantaged, and this certainly impacts the 
trust (or lack of it) riders have in BART. Do the right thing. 


  


765 it is necessary to provide transportation to low income 
people so they can get to work, hospital, school, etc 


 X 


3372 It is needed.  I work 3 jobs and have a family of 5.  I can 
barely afford the BART fare. X  


1160 


It is only fair to offer a discount to lower income families. 
Upper income families have advantages such as a cap on 
SSI payments, tax exemption for home ownership, not 
available to renters.  Lower income families pay a 
disproportionate portion of their income on sales taxes for 
necessities. Upper income families are also a larger burden 
on earth systems.   More lower income familes cannot 
afford to own and maintain a car. Lower income are more 
dependent on public transporation. Lower income are 
more likely to own older, more polluting cars.  A twenty 
percent discount for lower income families is the least we 
should do to make the system more fair and reduce 
pollution, including GHG. 


  


3496 It is sorely needed. I believe in public transportation and 
now my commute is way too expensive. X  


34 It is very good X X 
693 It is very important and should be implemented asap X  


3169 It is very important to make Bart affordable for everyone, 
especially for the low income community. 


 X 
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919 It makes perfect sense to me. It's only fair, considering how 
expensive the Bay is now. 


 X 


2124 It makes sense to provide more access to the individuals 
that could benefit from support. 


 X 


3516 
It makes sense. I feel that techies should pay more to fund 
Bart to make rides affordable for low income people. Not 
everyone can afford the increasing costs of Bart. 


  


2918 It needs to be available by 2019!  X 


2258 It really adds up for those of us who pay for our kids’ cards 
as well as our own. X  


1315 
It seems fair to me to give a lower rate to people who need 
it. I’d feel much better about supporting this program than 
paying for all the people I see evading fares every day. 


  


349 It seems like a great way to attract increased ridership. I'm 
in full support of such a proposal. 


 X 


2049 
It should be in place because I’m so sick of seeing people 
hop over the gates. Or worse, shuffling up behind me when 
I scan my card. 


 Unknown 


1832 


It should definitely be passed. The reason some people 
don’t ride bart/don’t pay for their tickets is because it’s too 
expensive. I rather go on bus and have it take longer than 
pay for bart because of bart’s high prices. 


X X 


1289 


It should not be implemented. Everybody should pay their 
fare share while riding BART. I don't want to pay even 
more in transportation costs (gas tax etc.) so a bureaucracy 
can be created that will cause more problems than it solves. 


  


1505 It sounds good!   


944 
It sounds like a good plan. Encouraging BART use by lower-
income riders seems a benefit to all. Providing access for 
those in need seems important. 


  


3033 It sounds like a great and well-needed program. X  


2504 It sounds like a great benefit for single mothers  X 
2942 It sounds like a great idea!  Unknown 


676 It will encourage more people to use Bart. The current 
carpool system for transbay sucks at the moment. 


 X 


380 It will help and it encourage me to drive less. X X 
2215 It will help numerous people  X 
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1724 It will increase ridership and boost the economy by making 
it easier to commute for both train riders and drivers. X  


2636 
It wont change hiw i ride bart because i use it for work but i 
could afford food more easily with the discount. I pay 
almost $10 a day, that would be $2 more for food. 


X X 


423 It would alleviate a lot of pressure X X 


1594 It would allow for me to seek work further away without 
worrying about spending too much on transportation X X 


1653 
It would allow me to save money because I have no rainy 
day savings. I sometimes ride bart from Oakland TWICE to 
go to my two jobs 


X  


2555 
It would allow more accessibility for low income riders to 
ride BART and lessen the financial burden on people who 
use BART as their main form of transport. 


X X 


1676 It would be a great addition. Others and I would ride Bart 
more often if it were cheaper. X X 


2011 It would be a great benefit and hope gain more people 
paying, keeping prices stable. 


  


3160 
It would be a great help to low-income riders. The Bay Area 
is a very expensive place to live, and I feel it would benefit 
riders and BART, not only financially. 


X X 


3617 It would be a great idea  X 


2968 


It would be a great idea because people with low income 
could visit more places around the bay area. If this passes it 
would be an improvement for Bay Area transportation 
services. 


X X 


3450 It would be a great way to encourage Bart usage   


707 
It would be a really great way to save more money for 
riding Bart so frequently to work. The high value discount 
is nice and convenient to use. But since I make minimum 
wage, it’ll help me cut costs for personal expenses. 


 X 


3691 


It would be amazing to have this option. I live in the east 
bay and commute to SF for work. I make just enough to 
survive if you had this then this could mean the difference 
between a few more times to eat out that week or more 
frequent trips. Either way its noticeable for people like me 
and I'm sure others in the same boat. 


X X 


22 IT WOULD BE AWESOME FOR THE COMMUNITY!  X 
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3439 It would be awesome if it's approve this discount X X 


3302 It would be extremely helpful to everyone that’s low-
income X X 


1263 It would be good but people would take advantage of it and 
it would be more dangerous. 


 X 


1527 It would be good for student commuters to also get a 
discount if they are low income as well. X X 


1795 
It would be good for those who qualify given how hard it is 
to financially survive here, and how much harder it is 
becoming with time. Please do this. 


  


899 It would be good if it encourages more passengers to pay 
fares 


  


2523 It would be great for students that aren't minors.  X 


3073 
It would be great, especially for people like me that always 
have struggles when it comes to put more money in the 
clipper 


X X 


50 It would be great, especially with how many low income 
families commute from outside of SF. 


 X 


203 It would be great. So helpful for those who need to spend 
money on things other than commuting expenses. X  


2030 It would be helpful for many people  X 


258 It would be helpful to many who need public 
transportation 


 X 


3545 It would be incredibly helpful for poor folk X X 


2204 It would be life changing. I am a college student & I need all 
the help I can get. X  


1824 


It would be really helpful to those making fewer than $40 
or $30k a year.  Sometimes we wish BART was just a go-to 
option but it’s expensive to buy round trips for a whole 
family.  I know many would benefit from a discount of any 
kind. 


X X 


1007 


It would be significantly positive. Especially for those riders 
who must use slower forms of transportation because it is 
lower cost.  
 
Also should consider a discount for public employees. 


  


1435 It would be so helpful because bart fares add up. X X 


586 It would be so helpful for my low income friends and 
family. Mae t easier t get to work. Unknown X 


3267 It would be so helpful if this existed X X 
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2979 


It would be very beneficial especially for those low-income 
riders who have to utilize BART frequently in order to go to 
work or other places. Especially if individuals are choosing 
to use other forms of public transportation such as the the 
bus because it is cheaper even though it could entail a 
longer commute. 


 X 


2878 It would be very beneficial for the low-infome community.  Unknown 


2926 


It would be very beneficial to have a program like this. Yes 
there are alot of fare evaders that can afford the fare but 
alot cannot and that is why they do it. This would be 
beneficial for those of us who have to commute from the 
east bay. 


 X 


2368 It would be very helpful for the low income riders X X 


448 It would become even more accessible for families and 
working class parents and commuters X X 


1064 


It would become extremely accessible for the community if 
this discount program was put into place. Low income 
riders utilize BART the most, and rely on BART the most for 
transportation to school and work. This would be the best 
way to pay reparations to the communities that BART and 
BART police have hurt and profited off of for years. 


 X 


3486 It would benefit very much Unknown Unknown 


3491 It would certainly increase ridership and also make people 
view BART more favorably. 


  


645 It would certainly make using bart more accessible to more 
people X  


1294 It would definitely help students, such as myself, commute 
from home, school and to work. X X 


913 


It would greatly benefit low-income riders and our 
community overall. It would increase accessibility and 
efficiency for those that cannot afford to use BART as their 
regular transportation. Low-income riders would be able to 
travel farther distances with a faster travel time compared 
to the time it takes using the discounted bus pass. They 
may be able to access jobs that are farther away or 
healthcare facilities or family support, all of which benefit 
those with money struggles. 


 X 


2188 It would greatly put more money in my pocket, and out to 
the city more often. 


 X 
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1370 It would help a lot! Unknown Unknown 


3220 


it would help a lot, I only make $16 an hour. I commute 
everyday from Baypoint to 16th and Mission and back and 
that costs me $14.50 a day. My commuter Check covers 
$255 a month but I always have to add more cash to last me 
until the 1st when my Clipper reloads. It's very expensive 


X X 


2076 It would help make it easier for adults to get to work.   


3003 It would help many people struggling with finances and is 
the right thing to do in a city with such high living costs. 


  


3037 


It would help me a ton I'm struggling to afford the rising 
transit costs. AC transit is raising the Transbay ticket a full 
$1 on January 1st and 50 cents a year after that. adds up 
super fast. If Bart had a similar increase I would be in 
trouble 


X  


3347 


It would help out the community immensely. I just moved 
to the Bay Area and when I first started taking BART it used 
up quite a bit of my paycheck, I'm lucky enough that I can 
afford rent every month now but because of BART fares on 
top of the bus fares, I would barely make it. 


X X 


2648 
It would help reduce congestion on highways and help 
make transit accessible to low-income residents. It benefits 
the individual and our region. 


 X 


194 It would make Bart more accessible to the people who rely 
on it. Many low income people don’t have cars X  


2240 
It would mean not having to plan and save for when they 
want to to visit friends in Berkeley and Oakland, given that 
I already use it for work in downtown. 


 X 


698 


It would not affect it for me because I am not low-income 
but I think you should definitely give a discount to low-
income riders! Please it is so expensive to live in the Bay 
Area. 


  


1625 
It would not affect me because I’m not low income, but I 
know it would help make people I know take jobs they 
wouldn’t have due to high commute costs 


  


3108 It would not apply to me, but I am for it.   


1817 It would provide strong support for a lot of multi-
generational Native San Franciscan families. X X 
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3537 


It would really help me and my family members save 
money. They live in San Mateo County but travel to SF a lot 
for work and for pleasure. This discount program could 
help convert some of their car trips to transit trips. 


 X 


1329 It would really help me I travel with my 5 kids on bart X X 


1220 It would really help me save money which could be used to 
pay bills X X 


2032 It would really help me 
And my family X X 


3626 


It would really help must people. I still see people using 
paper tickets. You to start another campaign to let people 
know that they spend more money on paper tickets.   
Having a discount will encourage more people to use bart 
more often. 


 X 


1008 It would tremendously help low income riders and this 
program should 


 X 


2481 It would vastly improve my expenses if I could spend less 
on the BART fare getting to and from work each day. X X 


782 


It wouldn’t apply to me but I’d be happy to see it 
implemented. Transportation is essential for people’s 
livelihoods and the fewer barriers there are to access the 
better! 


 X 


3308 It’ll definitely benefit riders who rely heavily on public 
transportation. X X 


2155 It’ll help those who really need it. Please think about the 
children 


  


1201 It’ll make it so much easier to commute to work and not 
have to spend so much money 


 X 


2618 It’s a good idea   


543 It’s a good idea - Bart is expensive.   


1640 
It’s a good idea as it can cause people to stop begging for 
money and much more suspicious for passengers as they 
may be cheated out of their money through panhandlers. 


 X 


2098 


It’s a good idea, given the higher cost of living in the Bay 
Area. I doubt that it would have significant impact on 
ridership. It might make a difference, for a small number of 
persons, whose decision to use BART vs. their personal 
automobiles can be driven by a simplistic comparison of 
BART fare to the toll at a bridge. 


  


3420 It’s a good idea. It costs me a lot to go to work and school.  X 
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2988 It’s a good idea. It’s expensive to be poor and this could 
help cut cost for many people. 


 X 


2914 
It’s a good strategy to get them to pay for the services 
they’re either: likely already using (and not paying for), or 
would like to use but can’t justify cost. 


Unknown Unknown 


2454 It’s a great idea and I fully support it.   


385 It’s a great idea and would make transit more accessible to 
more Bay Area residents. 


  


760 It’s a great idea for families that make under $50k/year.   


1339 It’s a great idea!  X 
2652 It’s a great idea! Unknown Unknown 
2905 It’s a great idea! X  


3007 It’s a great idea!   


2203 It’s a great idea! It makes more sense than investing in 
officers to give poor folks tickets. 


  


2278 
It’s a great idea!! I know many low-income riders that use 
bart to get to their low-income jobs. Giving a 20% discount 
to those who need it would help increase riders and 
therefore income for BART. 


 X 


1913 It’s a great idea.  X 


2416 It’s a great idea. Bart is very expensive for low-income 
riders. 


  


1495 It’s a great idea. It would enable ability to get better jobs if 
commute prices are reduced. 


  


308 It’s a great idea. Things are expensive in the Bay Area. 
Every act of compassion helps those in need. 


  


2990 It’s a very good idea I also have to change from Bart to 
Muni and it makes more expensive my fare !! 


 X 


101 it’s about time! i have had lifeline pass for years and often 
avoid bart because it’s expensive. X  


3440 
It’s about time... also I’m not sure if I’d meet the poverty 
time but I make 25k, my husband makes about 15k 
(annual). If that’s not poverty in the Bay Area... what is? 


 X 


1247 
It’s absolutely vital to maintain accessibility to all people 
who need it. Most of the service workers in SF commute 
from outside of the city and it impacts greatly 


X X 


341 It’s better to offer a discounted program than having them 
steal rides & make no money at all. 


  


218 It’s equitable  X 
3255 It’s good Unknown  
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303 It’s good for people who have to commute to their jobs 
everyday and save some money X X 


2355 It’s great  X 
2178 It’s great!   


3268 
It’s necessary to take bart sometimes for work since it’s 
faster although taking just muni instead of transferring is 
overall cheaper. It’d probably make it a lot easier for many 
commuters to take shorter shifts and make it worthwhile. 


X X 


2042 It’s the right thing to do!  X 
1081 It’s very much needed  X 


2536 It’s very much needed, especially for low income Bay Area 
natives 


 X 


2201 It's a fantastic idea, and I think would help with some 
negative press / stigma that BART has received! 


  


373 It's a good idea, surprised there already isn't a program like 
this. 


  


2819 It's a good idea.   


1088 It's a great idea - do it!   


3528 


It's a great idea - for the environment, for our roads, for 
low-income workers and families - especially for workers 
who live in adjacent cities so BART is a better option than 
bus. Also given our clogged roads, it's a better 
transportation alternative. When I worked in SF I rode 
BART daily. When I lived in SF I also rode BART daily. I'm 
older now but understand the need, especially as fares rise 
and wages stay stagnant. 


  


3016 
It's a great idea - I don't qualify as a low-income rider, but 
increasing public transportation is a great idea to get 
people to have affordable housing and more options in 
work. 


 X 


466 it's a great idea and long overdue!  X 


3694 It's a great idea to offer a discount to low income riders. 
Thank you! 


  


2345 It's a great idea! X  


479 
It's a great idea! So many folks in the Bay (including me) 
commute from long distances for work and this would 
really help make it more affordable. 


 X 


2916 It's a great idea, please do it!   


3403 It's a great idea, please do it!   


1171 It's a GREAT idea. X X 
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3495 


It's a great idea. Fares are rising but there are still plenty of 
people who can't afford the increases. More low-income 
people are being evicted from areas near their jobs and are 
facing longer, more expensive commutes. 


  


1762 It's a great idea. I hope it goes through. Unknown  


3430 
It's a great idea. I'm originally from New York City where 
metro rates cost a fraction of what Bart is and its not as 
limited. I feel it's cheaper to drive in the Bay Area than to 
take the Bart which defeats the purpose of public transport. 


X  


1338 
It's a great idea. Make bart accessible and team it with 
cracking down on fare evasion so everybody in the system 
is benefitting. 


 X 


637 It's a very good idea; please adopt fares that make it easier 
for low income people. 


  


2385 It's about time   


552 It's an imperative.  Public transit is a de facto tax, and 
progressive taxes are inherently fairer. 


  


3166 It's an important step towards equity. X  


3690 


It's essential for us to make public regional transportation 
more accessible.  It 
 reduces carbon emissions and moves us closer to the 
reality of transportation being a right rather than a 
privatised privilege.  This is especially important for low-
income residents as we have less transportation options.  A 
reduced rate would incentivize more frequent use of BART 
and other public regional transportation.   
 
My experience getting MUNI Lifeline Pass at a 50% 
discount has made a major impact as I can continue to 
move around San Francisco with $39 more available to me 
every month.  Getting a discount for BART would likely 
increase my use of it.  I don't own a car and I find it 
prohibitively expensive to leave SF. 


X X 


519 It's fair and equitable.   


1147 It's great and fair, thank you so much for considering. X  


2129 It's really important! Please make it a reality!   
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491 


Its very sad when low income people that live in low 
income neighborhoods cant afford to get to their job all the 
way on the other side of the city. Its weird and unethical to 
force low income people use so much money to go and earn 
money... with cost of rent and food being so high in the city, 
its not fair to make us pay so much for the only modes of 
transportation that we can barely aford ( sometimes we 
cant aford it at all) with our low income. I think a discount 
for low income people would vastly improve our 
experience with bart, i would definetely ride more often, i 
have places i want to see other than my job, but it all 
depends on if i can even afford to get there. 


X X 


2527 
Ive been paying the regular price for years to arrive late to 
work every day due to delays so this is a good thing to offer 
to your riders. 


X X 


3081 


I've been waiting for this to happen since I was little (I'm a 
lifelong bay area resident and have always been appalled 
that there isn't a lower income option). I also think it could 
reduce fare evasion. I would much rather see money put 
into subsidizing rides than on cracking down on fare 
evasion. 


X X 


2752 Just do it. Nobody should be prevented from riding public 
transportation because of the cost. Just get on with it. 


  


1277 
Just get on with it. Poverty should NEVER exclude someone 
from riding public transit. Just let people ride. The train 
doesn't cost appreciably more to operate with a few extra 
people on it. 


  


233 Less people will jump over the bridge X X 


1701 Let’s do it! More people on public transport would be great!   


853 Let’s do this!   


2795 Like sf program i think bart should have this service. 
Helpful to low income may prevent evaders. X X 


1797 


Living expenses way to high in the Bay area. Low income 
working people are taking a real hit just getting to and from 
work. Many low income people are working more hours, 
and are also working jobs that are more dangerous and/or 
difficult than people who make many times more money. 


X  
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225 
Living on a low fixed income I am limited to where I can go, 
Bart brings you all over the Bay area. I am inexperienced in 
Bart transit and fear being lost, however I would love the 
experience of going to different areas. 


X X 


280 Long overdue  X 


1793 
Long overdue program for those who are struggling 
financially here in the Bay Area. Would love to see this 
program implemented for all of those who need it. 


 X 


3388 Love it!   


2109 
Love this idea!!!! This is so important!! thank you for 
proposing it. although i would add that the threshold for 
the discount should be based on median income of the bay 
area... 


X  


2103 Love this idea, makes it accessible to more individuals  X 


728 


Low income folks in the Bay Area are getting forced out. We 
have to live farther out, and Bart is one more expense that 
makes life in the Bay that much harder. This place is not 
only for the wealthy 


X  


1565 
Low income in the Bay Area means that you most likely 
work in the city but commute from east or south bay, 
where rent is more affordable. This would save a lot of 
people money because the bridge fair is about to rise. 


 X 


2697 Low income people need all the help they can get in the Bay 
Area. X  


2954 Low income people NEED this!! Unknown X 


2394 


Low income riders NEED a discount program. Or atleast a 
time-based fare instead of distance-based. Low income 
people have moved further away from the places where 
there are the most jobs, which means they have to spend 
more money to get to work, and more time away from their 
home and families. 


X X 


137 Low income riders should get a discount to make public 
transit more accessible. 


  


866 Low income riders should get the discount; I should not.  X 


729 Low income riders should have the opportunity to get 
discounted BART tickets. This is a great idea. 


  


730 Low income workers need access to transit!  X 
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2396 


Lowering the fare for low-income riders would result in a 
much more equitable transit system. As it is, I avoid BART 
because of its high prices, and I know many others who 
struggle to get to work and around the Bay because of this, 
too. 


X X 


358 


Low-income riders should absolutely get a discount.  It 
aligns with our regions growth policy of getting residents 
on transit.  As lower-income residents are priced out of 
certain markets, ensuring they have reasonable means of 
transportation to work locations is pivotal for the health of 
our region. 


  


1316 
Low-income riders should be able to use BART and get 
around the bay without having to pay the full fee, which can 
be very expensive when added up 


 X 


3270 Low-income riders should receive a discount. X  


1839 
Low-income riders would benefit immensely from a 
discount; the price hikes reflect an average income increase 
for only a small percentage of the bay area population, and 
most people riding BART do so for convenience and price. 


  


948 Make bart more accessible for low income riders. X X 
481 Makes a lot of sense, not sure what the downside is   


1050 
Makes sense to me, these are people that may not have 
access to cars and would use BART to travel longer 
distances, this would be a great incentive to use public 
transportation. 


 X 


1757 Makes sense.  X 
2570 makes sense. Would, or might, help prevent fare evasion.   


734 Making public transit lower cost (ideally, free) is vital to a 
Transit First policy. 
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1851 


Making public transportation financially accessible to low 
income riders is incredibly important, especially in an area 
like the Bay where living costs are already so high.  
If I did not qualify for the disabled discount that I currently 
have, I would be spending hundreds of dollars a month on 
BART and bus fares in order to get to my two jobs. Without 
that discount I would not be able to afford to rent a room in 
my shared apartment, let alone live in my current city. 
I think other riders with limited finances who rely on 
public transportation need programs like a low-income 
discount in order to able to afford to ride BART.  
When you're riding BART from El Cerrito to Montgomery to 
San Leandro back to El Cerrito like I have to for work, fares 
pile up. Even a 10% discount can make a huge difference 
financially. 


X  


3152 
Many low income people rely on public transportation to 
get to work. I would ride BART more myself if it connected 
to Marin. This will help people who need to get to work 
every day. 


  


2156 
Many of my friends do not ride BART because it has 
become more and more expensive. A discount for low-
income individuals would absolutely be an incentive to ride 
BART more frequently. 


 X 


210 


Many riders are commuting with their kids to work since 
cost of living is so expensive in SF. We need to make 
commutes more attainable and affordable to lower working 
class families. 


 X 


1983 Maybe it would cut down on fare-beaters   


2930 
More people need this! My family struggles to ride Bart 
consistently to work and it’s important that the city help 
provide this. 


X X 


2246 Much needed since many low come riders have to Bart in 
for their jobs. X X 


61 Much needed to make BART more accessible! X X 
3321 Much needed.   
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2783 


My BART fare is deducted from my paycheck as part of 
commuter benefits. The only reason I can afford BART on a 
takehome salary of $4k per month is bc it’s a pre-tax 
benefit. I would otherwise probably have to move out if the 
area. We have a housing crisis. SFMTA can’t evdn find bus 
drivers for its new, state of the art fleet. Working single 
parents and young riders, or those living on public 
assistance, need similar discounts. I believe fare evasion 
would drop if discounts were offered. (We all know that the 
federal Govt pays the bulk of mass transit costs. Even with 
millions of riders taking BART every week, it’s not self 
sustaining. But we can’t live w/out mass transit.) 


  


2205 
My household income is too high to qualify for the discount 
but I think it would an awesome thing to have for the 
general good 


 X 


2810 


My income fluctuates and I currently spend a lot of money 
trying to get from Daly City Bart to 
Embarcadero/Montgomery Bart Station everyday and the 
cost adds up if I take Bart 5x a week, twice a day. I would 
love a low-income riders pass to be initiated. 


X X 


2029 My income it’s low and still have to pay regular fare  X 


882 My teenage children would be able to ride BART more 
often if they were able to get this discount. X  


2472 Necessary. X X 
52 No I think it’s a good thing X X 


1092 No I think it’s a great idea! X X 
47 No, GREAT IDEA  X 


1675 Nothing other than this being a great idea! X  


951 


Our cities need folks for working class jobs. Until we solve 
the housing affordability crisis, we should make sure 
people aren’t spending a huge portion of their paychecks 
commuting to continue working in cities they’ve been 
displaced from. 


  


3620 
Overall I think this is a good idea. BART transit is cost 
prohibitive and if cost can be lowered for those who need it 
most it may help with decreasing traffic on the road and 
people fare evading. 


 X 
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606 


People are riding the bus more frequently because they are 
cleaner on the inside and Bart cars are dirty, overcrowded 
and the fair is outrageous. The cost of living in the Bay Area 
already cost to much. With this discount, families can have 
one less expense to worry about. 


X X 


2608 People should have affordable access to transportation  X 


1530 People will probably hop over the barriers less -- we need 
more affordable transportation here 


  


1678 Please do it!  X 


3664 
PLEASE DO IT!!!! I doubt I’d qualify but so many folks 
would greatly benefit, especially those commuting long 
distances to work because they can’t afford to live closer! 


X  


139 
Please do it. As a privileged person who makes plenty of 
money, I don’t mind paying a bit more to help people who 
need it. 


  


1292 
Please do it. Low income assistance is crucial for helping 
income inequality. I have lived in the Bay Area for 15 years 
and used bart for the duration, often during commute 
hours. 


  


1964 
Please do it. Low income folks change the world for the 
better and I’m totally down with supporting their 
transport. 


 X 


2380 Please do this I am low income and BART is expensive X X 
500 Please do this!   


2815 
Please do this! And stop policing fare skippers. Makes us all 
less safe and no one cares who doesn’t already hate poor 
people. 


  


1883 Please do this! I think I would go back to school if this 
program started X X 


501 Please do this! Low income people should be able to ride 
public transit at a price that they can easily afford 


  


1785 
Please do this!! I am not low income but I work at a 
nonprofit where people often don’t show up because they 
can’t afford the fare. This would help! 


  


2548 Please do this, I would really appreciate it as a low-income 
person. X X 


1211 please do this, it seems small, but it really helps and does 
make a difference!! X  
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2505 Please do this. Bart is so expensive for any person making 
less that $70,000 


  


3243 
Please do what you can to get cars off the road and increase 
use of transit. Thank you for your hard work. We really 
appreciate it! 


  


321 Please implement X  


950 Please implement it X X 


2771 Please implement it, 40% of my earnings goes to Bart 
everyday X X 


146 please implement it.  X 


3601 


please implement this program in order to further support 
transportation  needs of multiply marginalized 
communities of color, the economically disadvantage, 
gender and sexually minoritized communities, the 
differently abled among other communities that might be 
advantageously effected by a low income rider program 


X X 


1583 
Please implement this! Giving as many people the lower 
possible barriers to public transportation is crucial in our 
fight for a more equitable society. 


  


3071 


Please institute this program as it would offset the low 
wages currently afforded working class workers in the 
notorious, astronomical expensive bay area.  When higher 
education is free and wages are fair we don't need these 
types of programs but as long as the system creates 
disparity we continue to pretend that charity is a viable 
alternative to equality.  Thank you. 


X X 


3598 


Please make discounted fair available to low income riders! 
BART is a great system and is the only lower income option 
available to so many folks. Back when I was making only a 
little money it was a life saver. Charge folks that can afford 
it a little more, and make it that much more affordable for 
those that can least afford it. 


  


2053 Please make this available.   


1768 Please offer allow income discount I spend more then I can 
afford to X  


661 Please please do it! I work with low income people who 
struggle so much just to get by. This is a wonderful idea!!! 


  


1728 Please provide low income riders w a discount.  X 
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1825 Please use grassroots organizers to spread the word so that 
more people can know about it X X 


3627 
Please, please, bring it on. It's desperately needed. We have 
so many low-income citizens who could greatly benefit 
from such a program. 


X  


3461 Please, please, please do it X X 


2896 


Pls do it. With the housing crisis, low i come folks are being 
pushed out further and further away, many still needing to 
work in SF, and the further you travel, the more it costs. 
This would be a great help!!! 


 X 


2121 Prevents fare evasion!   


843 
Prices have surged relatively high for low income people 
like me, this would help alleviate and encourage me riding 
Bart 


X X 


1416 Pro discount even though I wouldn’t probably qualify.   


1896 


Providing a discount for low-income riders would be 
amazing for people from the bay area trying to provide for 
their families. BART is a large part of many people’s 
commute around the bay area and allows people to get 
around for a lower price at an efficient time. BART prices 
have risen, but people’s income has not which is causing a 
lot of people harm. 


 X 


669 


Providing affordable transportation will allow more low to 
moderate income earners to save and or/ help reduce the 
cost burden they're already enduring due to minimum 
wage jobs and the high cost of living. 


 X 


453 Public Transit is getting more expensive every year. This 
discount would make a difference. 


 X 


942 Public transit is important and should be accessible for 
everyone. X  


2818 Public transportation is very expensive in the Bay Area and 
a discount for low income riders is a good idea. 


  


1656 Public transportation needs to be affordable for all.  Low 
income riders should receive a discount. 


 X 


198 


Public transportation should be funded by the public. It is a 
public good and contributes to the well-being of the entire 
community.  I think reducing costs is always a good thing, 
but especially now, in the era of extreme wealth inequality, 
low income people should receive as many benefits as 
possible. 


 X 
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2549 
Public transportation should be just that; accessible to all 
members of the public regardless of income. It should be 
even more than 20%, but this is an amazing start. 


 X 


2743 


Really good idea and very much needed (just not by me) - 
BART’s distance-based fares are a huge impediment to 
lower-wage workers who’ve been forced to be outer edges 
of the region. Also you should pay for it with a tax on 
billionaires named Jack Dorsey. 


  


667 Reduced fare is must needed for BART riders  X 


3483 


Rides over shorter distances can be comparable to AC 
Transit fares, but it costs me almost $10 round trip from El 
Cerrito to downtown San Francisco, which seems high for 
public transit. It would make so much more sense for 
transit fares to stay as low as possible because a lot of us do 
not own cars due to cost of gas, tolls, maintenance, etc. not 
just for environmental reasons. Tax/charge single occupant 
cars on the road, not the poor people who depend on public 
transit to get around. 


X X 


138 Riding BART daily can really add up - from the parking fee 
to the cost of the ride. 


 X 


3043 
San Francisco has many low wage earners and the high 
price of housing has caused people to leave and as a result 
take public transit . This would help . 


  


3518 seems fine  X 


38 Seems like a good idea I thought there was already a low-
income option…? 


  


826 Seems like a great idea   


2586 Seems like a great idea to make it easier for the less 
wealthy among us to take BART; and also to reduce traffic! 


  


648 
Sería bueno tener descuentos especial para los de bajos 
ingresos.cada año suben el precio del clipper *It would be 
good to have special discounts for low income. Each year 
the price of Clipper increases. 


X X 


3206 
SF is already prohibitively expensive for working-class 
people. It should be easier and less expensive for them to 
commute. 


X  


2434 Should apply to students...should be a student discount not 
just youth X  
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3312 Should deter turnstyle jumpers by making it easier to 
afford tickets X  


417 Should have been something implemented way sooner. 
Hope it carries out! BART should also be free but.... X X 


11 Si es un poco alto la Tarifa para el Pasaje *yes, the passage 
rate is a bit high. X Unknown 


2358 


Simply because of my schedule, my ride frequency 
wouldn't change, but I think that families that are eligible 
for the discount would definitely use BART as a 
transportation option more frequently if the discount is 
approved! 


Unknown X 


3441 Since Bart is so expensive, I know it will benefit low-income 
riders. Unknown X 


421 
Since more and more people who work in San Franciso 
can’t afford to live there, I support efforts to reduce the cost 
of living for low income riders 


  


1283 
Single household of one with no kids, high rent, and annual 
income of less than 25,000/year with raising Bart fare each 
year. Discounts are much needed 


X X 


544 


So happy this may be happening. I'm a low income college 
student working in a non profit in my field that cannot 
afford to pay my commuting costs. I spend 75% of one of 
my monthly checks just on commute fees. This would be of 
huge help to someone like me and many of the people that I 
know who are in the same situation. 


X X 


3572 So important as transportation is necessary and 
increasingly expensive especially for low-income families. 


  


739 
So many of my friends can’t ride BART because of the price. 
In a time of escalating homelessness in the Bay, please 
make BART accessible to all. 


 X 


3557 So, so valuable to make transportation more accessible for 
the people in SF. Long overdue 


 X 


620 


Some of us have to attend school and I would definitely ride 
the Bart if it was a lot cheaper for me to do so, or i would 
have chosen a better schedule instead of smushing my 
classes into 2 days when I could have them spread out and 
it also has forced me to take more online classes 


X X 


287 Sounds good to me X X 
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563 


Sounds great to me (even though I wouldn't qualify). Not 
only do low-income riders pay a much higher percentage of 
their income for transportation, but they're also less likely 
(I think) to get commute benefits through their work. 
Discounted fares would help level the playing field. 


  


63 Sounds great!   


1494 Sounds great!   


2846 
Sounds incredible. I essentially had to find a new job 
because the cost of commuting by BART for my minimum 
wage job was not worth it and i had to find something 
bikeabke 


X X 


2875 Sounds like a good idea   


3494 Sounds like a good idea   


2563 
Sounds like a good idea - it doesn't apply to me, but would 
address a small part of the challenges of living in the bay 
area for low income folks. 


 X 


774 Sounds like a good idea to me.   


579 


Sounds like a good idea. It’s hard enough living in the Bay 
Area so any help low income riders could get would be 
helpful. Wondering how the discounts would be funded 
though (higher fares for riders who are not low income) 
and how the low income status would be verified so that 
people who are truly in need of the service get it as 
opposed to the greedy who just want to abuse the system. 


 X 


650 Sounds like a good idea. My Disabled rider discount has 
made it possible for me use BART. X  


3174 Sounds like a good option as long as it is only for those who 
are low income 


  


1613 Sounds like a good program. X X 
295 Sounds like a great idea!   


851 Sounds like a great idea!   


1933 Sounds like an amazing idea to increase access to public 
transportation 


 X 


2811 sounds like BART will be much more accessible for a 
diverse income range! wahoo! Unknown X 


2457 strongly in favor of it   


858 Strongly support   


1303 Strongly support it.   
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1310 Students like myself who rely on bart for school and work 
would greatly benefit from a fare reduction please X Unknown 


1110 Such a great idea. X  


1428 Support even though I may not qualify   


2524 Support low income workers who can’t afford to live in the 
cities they work 


  


3171 Thank you and thats very nice of you X X 


1716 Thank you for considering this policy. It would be very 
helpful to me and my family. X  


1169 Thank you, I was asking for help and this means alot X X 
72 That its awesome program and will help alot. X X 


2031 That will make me want to ride bart with prices of fares in 
low prices X X 


21 That would be a great asset to my commute X X 


1181 
That would make BART much closer in price to other muni 
transit systems and would greatly improve Quality of Life 
in the bay area. 


X  


3521 That's good, I can save money. Thanks. X X 


1891 


The Bay Area deserves a transit system that is reliable and 
affordable for its low income residents and not geared 
towards aggressive fare inspectors. We deserve more 
respect from BART. 


X X 


1605 


The bay area has an extremely high cost of living, even 
someone 300% or 400% the federal poverty level struggles 
with the ever increasing cost of the bay. The program 
should be extended to a higher level of federal poverty 
levels. 


 X 


2020 


The Bay Area has become unlivable for so many people 
who were born here. I believe that there should be a 
discount to help ease the burden of high living costs here in 
the bay. 


 X 


2374 
The Bay Area is so **** expensive as it is. If people are truly 
low income or in poverty, this seems like a good idea to 
test. 
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1408 


The cost of BART isn't a burden for me but hopefully this 
would make BART less burdensome for those who ride. 
Another interesting question is if this would make people 
who sometimes choose to ride without paying more likely 
to pay the fare? If so it would be a win for them (in that 
they're less likely to get in trouble) and a win for BART 
(getting a discounted fare is maybe better than getting 
nothing, so long as BART is charging fares). 


  


252 
The cost of living in the Bay Area is absurdly high, and 
transit is a real problem for the working poor. Please set 
your guidelines for qualifying accordingly. 


  


3382 


The disabled discount makes it much easier for me to get 
around on Bart and Muni.  I ride more often than if I was 
paying full fare and I get out of the house more often.  The 
Bart disabled fare is one of the things I most appreciate and 
I'm sure a similar discount would have similar effects for 
low-income riders.  It may also reduce fare cheats a bit. 


X X 


1196 The discount can help incentivize BART use by some people 
with lower incomes. I support this discount. 


  


17 The discount is needed for Low Income it is most, their only 
mode of transportation 


 X 


270 The discount likely wouldn’t impact me, but I welcome it 
for low income riders. 


  


215 The low income discount is a great idea to boost ridership 
among the less fortunate. Unknown Unknown 


2006 


The only reason I do not take BART more often is because I 
cannot afford to. When I do take it, I get on at Embarcadero 
then get off at West Oakland and rely on buses from there 
and vice virsa. 


X  


2922 


The potential for low income riders to have access to a 
discounted bart ticket is an excellent idea and makes a lot 
of sense. With the rise of gentrification and displacement of 
low income folks in the Bay Area, coupled with the new bay 
bridge toll raise starting in the new year, this program 
could be extremely beneficial for many people facing 
hardship right now. 


X  


2460 
the program seems like an extremely great idea to have for 
those who need to take BART to different cities for jobs and 
different opportunities 


X X 
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1601 
There are many low-income communities throughout the 
Bay Area and this program could help many people get 
affordable transportation. 


 X 


2877 


there are times where I choose to miss out on my education 
because I don't have enough money that week to commute 
to college. A discount would make a difference on my 
transportation spending. 


X X 


1807 


These families need these. Not being able to travel for work 
significantly decreases opportunities and, as we all know, 
living out here can be a struggle even if you're 'financially 
stable'. Let's help these people. 


 X 


3473 They probably need discounts more than I do X X 


1479 
Think this would help low income riders take Bart more 
and help with people who are skipping the fair or unable to 
afford it. 


  


841 


This (potential) new discount program would be a huge 
help, as the cost of riding is prohibitive for myself & people 
I know. An aside: for years, the DMV has sent me a disabled 
parking whatsit for the rear view mirror, but I've never 
seen anything regarding 'disabled fares' on the BART 
system. Aware that it may be due to my simply not noticing 
signage or such; just commenting as I saw it listed as an 
option here in your survey.  Thanks. 


X  


2777 
This could be a great opportunity to involve more low 
income residents to take part in a more environmentally 
friendly way to get places 


X X 


3012 


This discount is a key access for so many low-income riders 
to have the chance to make a difference in the world. 20% 
would make a HUGE difference for people who use BART 
everyday and is a chance for BART to actually make more 
money. 


 X 


1598 


This discount is vital for fighting inequality in one of the 
most unequal regions of the US. I will not benefit from this 
discount but hopefully families, students, and people 
struggling to stay on their feet will. Thank you. 


  


559 
This discount program is very needed! I work with low-
income people in the Berkeley area and transportations is a 
major obstacle financially for many of them to get to work 
or to the services that they need to. 


 X 
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2739 


This discount will have a substantial impact on poor and 
working class people’s ability to continue living and 
working in the Bay Area. This discount should be 
implemented ASAP and doesn’t go far enough, in my 
opinion. 


X X 


1291 
This discount would be essential to ensuring that 
everybody has access to ride bart and it will surely help 
weaken the growing gentrification. 


X X 


3529 
This discount would help people who have low income to 
get to work, needed services, medical appointments, and to 
see family. Thank you! 


X  


3362 
This discount would make it easier for commuters from 
low-income communities to seek out jobs in more places 
without the expensive costs. 


X X 


2863 


This disount program would be huge for low-income folks. 
Not only would it allow them the necessary mobility to 
travel to work, it would give increased access to those in 
extreme poverty to the necessary supportive services to 
help them rise out of poverty.However, I do believe BART 
should do more of this, specifically for critical populations 
such as the homeless or those in extreme poverty. 
Transportation is one of the biggest barriers to connecting 
with services and help. To this end, I urge BART to work 
with local service providers to distribute subsidized 
Clipper Cards, because there is a high demand and need for 
such a program. 


  


2412 This is a badly needed thing. X X 
3588 This is a fantastic idea  X 


1131 
This is a fantastic idea! The Bay is difficult to get around in. 
Low income earners and families need the ability to get 
around too. 


  


3309 


This is a fantastic idea. BART rides can be very expensive 
when they add up, especially when traveling long distances. 
This is an issue for low income people who can't afford to 
live near central cities where they work, and have to take 
BART from outlying areas. Their fares are unsustainable, 
and we should do our best to subsidize them. Make public 
transit accessible and affordable to the most vulnerable 
among us in the Bay Area. 
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1722 
This is a fantastic idea. There are so many inequities baked 
into our way of life and steps like this are necessary to 
bring systems in line with values of fairness and equity. 
Bravo. 


  


3526 
This is a fantastic proposal for riders who are forced to the 
fringes of the BART system due to housing cost. Than you 
for considering this progressive pricing scheme! 


  


1554 This is a good idea, especially as people are being priced 
out of the Bay Area. 


 X 


2260 This is a good idea. I would not be eligible for this discount 
but support it 


 X 


2928 
This is a good idea. In an area where prices and cost of 
living seem to go nowhere but up this would be very 
helpful to the community 


 X 


171 


This is a good policy and a good use of gas tax money; BART 
fair is a huge expense for low income commuters who rely 
on public transit to get into Oakland or San Francisco for 
work. 


  


2323 This is a great idea   


174 
This is a great idea -- BART is a vital system for all 
members of the Bay Area community but can be 
unaffordable to low income riders who need it to commute. 


  


1684 This is a great idea and I hope BART adopts it! X  


2062 This is a great idea and I hope it goes through! X X 


2249 This is a great idea and I hope to see BART implement this 
program. 


  


2495 
This is a great idea and is very necessary for our area. The 
Bay is already very pricey and commuting regularly puts a 
large financial burden on all of us 


 X 


906 This is a great idea for lower income people and I support 
it. 


  


1884 This is a great idea!   


2254 This is a great idea! Unknown  


562 This is a great idea! I hope this program can be expanded 
over time. Unknown Unknown 


577 This is a great idea! I wouldn’t be eligible, but I strongly 
support making Bart more broadly accessible. 


  


1517 This is a great idea!! Its about time there were more equity 
programs with BART. 


  


657 This is a great idea.   
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2567 


This is a great idea.  I would see if other transit authorities 
would align with you.  This way the 20% can be tied to a 
specified clipper card.  Many folks,usually working class or 
low income,use other forms of public transit in addition to 
Bart.  Cards could be color coded and eligibility renewal 
every year.  Just a thought 


 X 


3607 


This is a great idea. It’s very expensive to ride bart, or even 
to drive for that matter. Gas is fluctuating all the time. With 
20% discount it can definitely help out the less fortunate. 
That’s extra money that could toward bills and/or food. 


X X 


966 This is a great idea. Many low income people BART to get to 
work . 


 X 


2626 
This is a great idea. The high cost of BART relative to public 
transportation in most other major cities is a major barrier 
to BART’s accessibility and use by the general public 


 X 


3675 
This is a great initiative from Bart. It would help a lot of 
families in the bay are who struggle financially and can’t 
afford to spend a lot of money in transportation. 


X X 


3693 


This is a great initiative that could help low income families 
make ends meet as well as allow them to have their 
children gain educational opportunities without sacrificing 
necessities simultaneously. 


X X 


1744 


This is a great step for helping low-income riders. 
Affordable transit is so important to everyone in our 
society so they can go to work, get to dr appointments, visit 
friends, etc. This is a great idea and so important. 


 X 


3185 
This is a great way to curb traffic and improve the air 
quality and help low-income Bay Area residents! Yes to this 
program! 


  


656 
This is a great way to help low income families. I find the 
cost of BART cost prohibitive for my needs and I am single 
with 50k income. 


  


2250 This is a higher priority than stopping fare cheats   


136 
This is a hypothetical because I wouldn't qualify, but 
absolutely yes, and as someone who does not qualify I'm so 
excited this is finally being offered for low-income riders. 
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2274 
This is a major form of transportation that low income 
communities utilize and should become affordable in order 
to ensure we are able to travel to school, work, and other 
societal responsibilities. 


 X 


2546 This is a moral imperative and it'd hadn't occurred to me 
that there wasn't something like it in place already. 


  


281 


This is a much needed program for low income individuals, 
the underserved populations, and those who are looking 
for work and in need of affordable transportation. The high 
price of BART rides, coupled with the lack of reasonable 
day passes or value tickets for adults, has made a discount 
program inevitable. 


 X 


2229 


this is a necessary measure in a region gripped by the 
sharpest contradictions of capitalism, where wealth 
inequality and the suffering of the masses is most deeply 
felt. 


X Unknown 


1016 


This is a program that Metro in Los Angeles already has. It 
is a great way to help local community members from 
sneaking onto the trains without pay. This will allow more 
people to have access because currently,  it's too expensive. 


 X 


3662 
This is a really good program because a lot of people need 
bart to get to where they are going but it’s expensive and 
$10 round trip 5 days a week is a lot. 


X X 


1750 
This is a very important program to make it more 
affordable for low income riders to ride BART, which is 
already so expensive for low income riders. 


  


3207 This is a very important step to making BART more 
accessible and inclusive! X X 


311 This is a very important tool to help ease the incredible 
burden on Bay Area working class families. 


  


2509 This is a wonderful idea that would help my family get to 
work and necessary appointments. 


  


622 This is a worthy program/service to the Community of 
need. It has my whole hearted support X  


2365 


This is absolutely necessary, but just as a start. BART 
should be much less expensive for all, and as low-income 
people get increasingly pushed out of urban areas, they will 
be paying more for fare than the wealthy people displacing 
them. 


 X 
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2945 


This is absolutely necessary. While I believe it would be 
best to charge the same fee no matter the distance traveled, 
say $3 each person, I think this discount program is a great 
start. Make BART accessible for everyone! If anything, I 
would consider a higher discount percentage. Great work, 
BART! 


  


2453 THIS IS AMAZING AND WOULD HELP SO MANY PEOPLE 
&lt;3 


  


2280 


This is an absolutely essential program to make BART more 
affordable for low-income riders, something that is sorely 
needed. As it is, for certain rides BART fares seem 
astronomical, and offer no incentive to riders to consider 
taking BART instead of just driving, which defeats the 
entire purpose of BART. 


 X 


613 This is an amazingly important program that must be put in 
place. X X 


2488 


This is an excellent idea and should have been put in place 
a long time ago. Public transit in the Bay Area is 
prohibitively expensive, especially for low income 
residents who are already being priced out of their homes 


  


3646 
This is an excellent idea. I personally would not benefit 
from it and I ride BART less often than I did a few years ago 
— but this should absolutely be done. 


  


1730 This is an important step in reducing the financial burden 
of living in the bay area. X  


3561 


This is an incredible opportunity to improve access and 
make the Bay Area a more just, accessible place! Low 
income rider discounts will also help reduce traffic and the 
use of older, less environmentally friendly cars. Our transit 
system should be for everyone. 


  


1163 This is AWESOME Unknown Unknown 


350 This is crucial and could help many people as well as lower 
bart hopping a tad. X X 


2704 


This is crucial for the environment and for the economy of 
the city and for boosting the lives of low income people. 
Looking at Bart in comparison to New York City metro, the 
metro is a flat rate for any distance and is cheaper than 
Bart this is what allows a city to move diverse people 
around and creates culture that benefits everyone. Bart 
should definitely go in this direction! 


  


3619 This is desperately needed.  X 
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3117 This is essential to living in our huge bay area. X X 


1307 This is good. Cutting cars helps the poor save money and 
helps the environment! 


 X 


1950 
This is great considering displacement of some lower 
income populations, we need to do the right thing and help 
out those who struggle to afford BART 


  


507 
This is great!  I am glad to hear that BART is doing 
something to help offset the high cost of transportation for 
our Bay Area neighbors who need the help the most. 


 X 


2339 This is great, we should lower all fares though! X  


1409 
This is incredibly important. We need to make transit more 
affordable for low income folks especially those that need 
to commute to jobs in higher paying areas. 


  


2106 


THIS IS NECESSARY! BART is way too expensive and a big 
reason why people don't ride it. It's cheaper for me to drive 
my hybrid car than to ride BART but since I don't want to 
pay for parking, I ride BART. It's too expensive to live in the 
bay area, to begin with and having an affordable way to 
travel would help us so much! PLEASE DO THIS! 


X X 


39 This is necessary! I spend >15% of my paycheck on BART 
every month. X  


848 
This is really important for making public transportation 
more available for members of the public in the Bay Area 
who most need it, especially to incentivize its use and 
decrease carbon emissions 


  


1665 
This is really important. Lowering fares for low income 
riders is a great way to improve access and make the Bay 
more affordable. 


X  


709 This is really necessary especially since the bridge toll will 
be going up in the upcoming year. X X 


3363 
This is really needed in the Bay Area. The cost of living is so 
high and people need BART to be affordable so they can get 
to work. 


X Unknown 


1233 This is so important and it should definitely happen! Good 
for y’all :) X X 


2284 This is so important- Bart is very expensive compared to 
other transit companies around the globe. 
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2998 


This is so important, as a student and an artist, having less 
financial strain on getting around the city I grew up in 
would be so greatly appreciated. I commute from South San 
Francisco to SFSU to the mission for work almost every day 
of the week and bart and muni are the most important 
parts of that journey. Thank you. 


 X 


3229 This is so important, please! X  


2812 This is so necessary! BART fare makes it inaccessible to so 
many people who can’t afford it X X 


1791 This is so necessary.   


3230 
This is something that absolutely should be done. Folks 
need to get around and things are expensive here, 
especially for folks on the margins. 


X  


3455 


This is such a good idea! Seattle has a robust fare discount 
program with slightly different parameters and it makes 
such a difference with feasibility. Please go ahead with this, 
it will make transit just that much more doable and lead to 
fewer Uber/Lyft/car rides for sure, helping everyone. 


X  


2824 This is such an amazing and important initiative! I hope 
you decide to put this through!!! 


  


28 This is the greatest idea, since folk, should have access to 
equal opportunities + resources. 


 X 


1737 this is urgently needed !! Discount for low-income is a 
must. X  


3294 This is very helpful especially for the low income 
passengers X X 


2938 


This is very important for the community. Transportation 
is necessary for all means and to make it affordable is one 
major step into aiding the community and also good fro 
business and morals. 


X X 


3692 


This is very smart and actually a family of four in oakland 
to come to sf round trip is $40 now they have to leave the 
kids and one adult at home which is hard to bring home 
more groceries 


X X 


1715 


This needs to happen. Why is that there is no discount 
option available for residents who don’t live in SF? 
Discount programs for public transportation already exist 
in populous areas such as LA. 


X X 
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3653 


This new discount program for low-income riders is a step 
in the right direction. It is crucial and necessary that we 
make public transportation accessible and equitable to all. 
With low-income folks in the Bay facing gentrification and 
displacement everyday making the price of living 
impossible, the absolute bare minimum that can be done is 
helping folk with their transportation. 


X X 


3480 


This pilot program would be amazing for low-income 
riders. It would help make what has become a very 
expensive area to live in much more affordable for those 
with lower incomes. 


X X 


1100 


This potential new discount would be of great advantage to 
individuals from low-income communities as not only has 
BART become increasingly more expensive over the years, 
but individuals living in these low-income communities 
more often than not do not have reliable modes of 
transportation, and BART offering a discount program for 
low-income riders would largely help in offsetting this 
problem. 


X X 


1578 


This program can be really beneficially, especially because 
cost of living in the Bay Area is so expensive. I am low-
income college student and many of my BART rides were 
out of necessity for school projects and volunteer work. I 
could not afford the high fares, so I would often have to 
miss the opportunity to work with high school students 
because the cost of traveling. 


X X 


3569 This program can work if other riders don’t have to pay 
more. X  


396 
This program could make transportation more accessible 
to low-income riders and make it more affordable for folks 
to go about their day to day lives with work, school, and 
any other personal tasks. 


 X 


125 This program seems like a good way to help those of low-
income make it in the expensive Bay Area we now live in. X  


2781 This program seems like it would be very beneficial to low-
income people who regularly commute. X  
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1324 


This program should definitely exist to combat income 
inequality in the Bay Area. We owe it to our communities to 
take actions to retain the beautiful diversity of ethnicity 
and income levels, and this program is one way to do that. I 
would advocate for a larger discount and higher income 
ceiling. 


 X 


1632 
This program would allow for low income families to retain 
more money and be able to provide more to support their 
families. 


X X 


2045 


This program would be extremely beneficial, especially to 
commuters working low and minimum wage jobs on 
opposite sides of the bay. Having a more affordable 
commute can add to join people's job security and stability 
living in the most expensive region in the country. 


 X 


974 
This program would be great for those low income adults 
who still have to pay to commute to work. A discount 
would be of some help. 


X X 


927 


This program would be incredibly helpful for folks 
struggling to make ends meet in a place with not only high 
cost of living but also high cost of travel. Sometimes people 
can pay $15 in a day or more just to get to work! 


  


1672 This program would be really helpful for me if it applies to 
unemployed adult students! X X 


1228 This program would improve access to transportation for a 
lot of students and families. 


 X 


3536 This program would not apply to me, but it should 
absolutely happen. 


  


3583 


This really would help low income riders. Cutting the 
transportation cost down for them will actually put more 
money in out pockets for rent, utilities, etc. Due to the cost 
of living increasing rapidly, transportation for riders 
especially low income riders should be discounted. I spend 
a lot on transportation everyday to get back in forth to 
work. 


X X 


2012 This seems like a great idea.   


2458 This seems like a really great program that could help a lot 
of people. 


 X 
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3443 


This should be put into place yesterday. It’s terrible that the 
poor are disproportionately burdened by cost of public 
transit when they’re the ones who need it most. It is 
unlikely to affect me personally but I fully support this 
proposal! 


  


3385 
This should've been offered sooner. Bart is already 
expensive where it makes more sense financial wise to 
drive. I would ride more if I qualify for the discount 


X X 


761 This sounds fantastic. I would not qualify but I support the 
program. 


  


855 
This sounds great! Due to a lack of an unlimited pass and 
dodgey transfer implementation BART is kind of expensive. 
I wish BART was free for everyone, but I guess a discount 
would be good. 


  


459 


This sounds like a fantastic program. SF does this with 
Muni and it helps a lot go people but many are limited to 
accepting employment within the confines of bus only 
Schedules. Adding BART as an option would really help the 
workforce a lot by expanding where they can live, work and 
send their children to school. 


 X 


3381 
This sounds like a good idea to make it easier for anyone 
outside SF to have BART as an alternative to AC as a way to 
get into the city. 


  


2871 


This sounds like an amazing idea. I have struggled to pay 
Bart fare after a job loss, and my partner has struggled to 
pay Bart fare for years. It makes it difficult to get around 
and we often decide not to make certain trips because we 
can’t afford it. Any kind of discount, even at 20%, would be 
an enormous help to thousands of low-income riders. 


X X 


458 
This system should already be in place, but the 
implementation of this discount will greatly affect the low-
income rider demographic in a positive light. 


X  


2927 This will be a big help to me personally as a single mom 
with 2 kids. X X 


3019 This will curb fare evasion like you don't even know. X  


361 This will help more people to be able to travel and not 
stress about means of money. 


 X 
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584 


This would allow those of a lower income to access more 
opportunities ie getting to jobs/job interviews, 
appointments (like physicals/dentist appointments), 
reuniting with family or friends (who may be dealing with 
health issues or other serious emergencies) and/or getting 
out of a dangerous situation. No one should be deprived of 
any of these things simply because they lack the finances. 


X X 


3053 This would also potentially reduce gate hopping and maybe 
improve traffic, since that is a huge financial incentive. X  


674 This would be a fantastic way to increase public transit 
access and mobility for those with fewer resources. X  


1150 
This would be a game-changer and even out the playing 
field as those with the lowest income tend to live farther 
from city centers (e.g. Richmond, Antioch, etc.). 


 X 


1326 


This would be a great benefit to all those in poverty. 
Sometimes the price of a BART ticket is high enough to 
prevent job opportunities anywhere not in my 
neighborhood. 


X X 


2823 


This would be a great idea! discounted Bart fare would 
truly benefit low income folks who are already struggling 
to keep a roof over their heads with these Bay Area housing 
prices. 


X X 


3511 This would be a great imporovement and help maintain 
long time Bay Area residents in the bay 


 X 


3222 
This would be a great opportunity for the low income 
families like me but I wonder how Bart is going to 
distribute low income passes? 


X X 


2388 This would be a great program for riders, would love to see 
it expanded 


 X 


2659 


This would be a great program that can help people. 
Especially for people who have children with them in the 
evening time or at night riding bus instead they can get on 
BART for a quicker way to get where they're going without 
to much stress about the cost 


X X 


153 This would be a huge bonus. I had to leave the city because 
I couldn’t afford it. I could move back. 


  


1786 This would be a huge help for me! X  
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214 


This would be amazing for several friends and family 
members that can't afford to visit anyone.  
 
This would be a huge benefit for tons of people who can't 
afford to get around and see their families, it would be 
great to see a further discount if possible, but I understand 
BART has to run somehow. 


X X 


1360 


This would be amazing! I'm a student and I live in Antioch 
but go to school in San Francisco. I pay for an uber to Bart 
ranging anywhere from $5-17 depending on the time of 
day, pay almost $10 for a one way ticket to SF, pay for 
another ticket home after class and the uber from Bart to 
home. It adds up quick. 


X  


2275 this would be an AMAZING program to offer for low income 
riders! 


  


864 
This would be an excellent program that would make 
public transit more accessible and affordable. This would 
boost ridership, reduce economic inequity, and be 
environmentally friendly. 


 X 


3618 this would be extremely helpful as bart is my commute to 
work and home everyday. X X 


1902 
This would be extremely helpful for those who need public 
transportation in order to get to work, especially when they 
already have other expenses to worry about. 


Unknown Unknown 


2971 This would be great because service workers and students 
commute too. 


 X 


3293 


This would be incredibly helpful for low-income riders who 
rely on BART to transport them to work from 
neighborhoods that may be far away (especially due to high 
housing costs in central areas). 


  


3315 This would be life changing for many people and help offset 
the ridiculous bay area cost of living 


  


921 This would be very beneficial for low-income riders who 
need to use bart for transportation. 


  


2694 This would be very helpful X X 


16 This would be very helpful to not only myself but to the 
community. I hope this actual takes place it would be great. X X 
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3470 


This would definitely assist a lot of low income within the 
Bay Area. I come from SoCal and go to school at Cal State 
East Bay. Sometimes it’s a little hard to pay for the full $18 
round trip from Hayward to OAK Airport. I come from low 
income and this will benefit a lot. I would be able to grocery 
shop and find things I need for my dorm at a much more 
cheaper price to travel. It will be more accessible 


Unknown Unknown 


2820 This would definitely increase my BART usage because I 
would be able to plan my trips differently. X X 


3663 


This would definitely lure me back. I live in Antioch but I 
haven't used the new station because the cost of parking 
and tickets would be more per month than my car 
maintenance and gas cost. 


X X 


1378 


This would help a lot with the cost of living so expensive in 
the Bay Area, most have to commute and spend a lot 
throughout the week for transportation and getting to 
work on time. 


X X 


1644 


This would help immensely between commuting to school, 
work, and home. It would also save me from remaining in 
dangerous parts of town in order to avoid paying for 
additional rides. And I would be able to enjoy more 
leisurely activities more often and throughout the city, not 
just confined to one area in order to save money. Thank 
you for taking my experience and need of BART into 
consideration. 


X X 


2179 This would help me to keep my job.  X 


575 This would help riders like me very much who feel the dent 
of BART fares weekly. X  


1040 This would highly benefit low-income riders. X X 


3258 
This would increase transportation to those who don’t have 
access or can’t afford to be traveling, it’d be beneficial for 
people like me who attend college and must take Bart. 


X X 


2758 This would provide a very important service for the people 
and the city. 


 X 


2122 This would revolutionize my ability to travel and accept 
work I otherwise would not be able to. X  


1925 To help get people out of their cars and reduce congestion 
yes, please give discounts to lower-income riders. 
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397 
To whom it may be concerned my name is Hilda and I think 
this idea of understanding people situation Thank you Bart 
for understanding that we all need to get to our final 
destination 


X X 


2702 Totally - it's a great idea, so do it :) X  


2478 


Transportation can be a huge burden for those who are 
low-income, and low-income riders are likely to travel 
farther distances to work because housing is often cheaper 
in the outskirts of the Bay Area-- so not only are prices 
greater, but also, commute times are longer. I think 
lowering the discount for low-income riders can help to 
reduce some of this burden. 


X X 


594 


Transportation is a huge expense for people. You have no 
idea how many opportunities you will open up for people 
on limited incomes if you discount fares. People will be able 
to attend schools they couldn't before to get jobs they 
couldn't before. This discount could be game changer for 
many people of limited means. I really hope you open up 
the possibilities for people who are struggling to make it. 
 
Thanks 
a 


X  


806 Transportation is a right and no one should be turned away 
for economic reasons. 


 X 


3597 Two of my children have benefitted from the Pilot program, 
it has been a big help financially. 


 X 


987 Very beneficial. Will attract more people to Bart. X X 


2112 Very essential, would probably allow more low income 
people to pay rather than hopping the gate/driving X  


161 Very good idea. X  


2991 Very important initiative to ensure BART stays accessible 
for low income individuals. X X 


2907 
Very much needed. The bay area is a high cost of living. 
People need to get to work and we need less cars on the 
roads. 


 X 


1215 Very necessary  X 
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2640 


very support to this potential new discount program for 
low-income riders, even longer commutes could not save 
those riders' time but could save a little bit of money. And 
less traffic on the freeway and less accidents. more people 
would like to take bart to many places if they receive 
discount on riding bart 


X X 


2234 Vital X X 


2367 


We desperately need this in the Bay Area. I make $70,000 a 
year and a 20% would go a long way for me (even tho I 
know I wouldn’t qualify for the proposed plan) so I can’t 
even imagine how helpful this would be for others who 
make less than I do. 


  


2890 We need a discount program bc BART is becoming very 
unaffordable along with other public transit 


 X 


611 We need this it's a dded expensiv e thing when we ride Bart 
4-5 days a week. It adds up X  


2125 We need this program badly- right now bart is only for the 
rich 


  


3507 We need this program! X  


1394 We need this!  X 


1344 


We need this. Riding to college ever day from El Cerrito Del 
Norte to Balboa Park is already so difficult. we need to 
usher in more equity in the Bay Area and that change can 
begin with BART. 


X X 


685 we need to protect the most vulnerable among us. please 
introduce this discount X  


449 We should absolutely have a discount program for low-
income riders. 


 X 


3008 


We should help people with low incomes as much as 
possible, especially youth and seniors. Transportation can 
mean access to education, healthcare and other necessary 
benefits. 


 X 


701 We’d be able to afford it X X 
892 What a great idea! Thank you! X  


3422 
What a great idea, with such a high cost of living more 
people need to commute in from far away and use BART 
and this could significantly save costs for low income folks 
and families 


X  


746 What took so long?  X 
175 When and where do I sign up?  X 
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1021 
While a discount would not encourage me to personally 
ride BART more often, I would strongly support a 
discounted fare for lower income riders! 


  


2901 
While a discount would not make a difference in how often 
I ride BART (I take it for my commute to/from work), I 
support the creation of a discount program to help low-
income riders. 


 X 


2738 


While I don't think I would qualify for a discount, I think it 
would be great if BART offered such a discount to those 
who did qualify. Many people come from far away to high 
cost of living cities that the BART line serves in order to 
work "bread and butter" jobs, but if their employers don't 
reimburse for transportation, then BART really takes a 
huge chunk out of their paycheck. 


 X 


2290 While I would not qualify for or need this discount I do 
think we should offer this for those who do need it. 


  


3649 


While I would not qualify for this discount program with 
my current income of $54,000/year, I wholeheartedly 
support the proposition. My BART commute costs a total of 
$178 monthly (Ashby to Civic Center and back 5x a week). I 
cannot imagine the intense burden this same cost must 
have on those earning below $50K/year, especially those 
who have the added expenses of families and even greater 
fare costs from commuting farther distances. I understand 
that from an economic perspective, there is a concern that a 
decreased cost will increase usage and therefore impart 
greater costs to BART. In my opinion, I doubt this is a major 
concern. Those who are riding BART and will be eligible for 
this discount are not riding BART for recreational 
purposes, they are riding exactly as much as they have to. 
They are using it to get to jobs, likely service sector jobs 
that are struggling to find suitable employees as it is due to 
exorbitant housing costs. It is an economic certainty that 
the money these families will save on their BART fares will 
instead go to their other expenses: food, clothing, 
emergency expenditures. This is economic stimulus in it's 
best form. 
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2357 


While the potential ticket discount may not affect me 
personally, I think it is a wonderful idea for making BART 
and transportation for accessible to the greater Bay Area 
community and would impact the frequency with which 
many folks would use BART. Thank you for considering 
implementing this program, and I hope you proceed with 
offering discounts to low-income riders! 


  


6 
Why haven't Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) implemented 
this sooner. You objetive should be to assist the public; 
which the service is for. 


X Unknown 


961 
With the increases in housing cost in the city, I think it 
would be a welcome relief for families trying to get to work 
or school. 


  


2242 


With the price of living in the Bay Area continuously 
skyrocketing, I'm in favor of such a proposed discount for 
low-income individuals such as myself and I feel it would 
allow me to utilize BART more frequently. Thank you for 
your consideration! 


X X 


354 With the rising cost of living in the Bay Area, this would be 
extremely helpful for low income families X X 


3218 Wonderful idea to have a discount for low-income riders Unknown  


1173 Wonderful idea!   


565 Worked a minimum wage job, discount is very much 
needed X X 


3421 Would be a big help to lots of folks and students, and etc   


2833 Would be amazing to see this program implemented  X 


3098 Would be great for low income riders who commute every 
day 


 X 


2797 
Would benefit and help so many more individuals, a 
minimum wage job in the bay area can not sustain a 
healthy life for an individual. 


X X 


1836 Would help low income families save money in their 
commute. 


 X 


2900 Would help others and encourage more use of public 
transportation, and remove some cars from the road. 


 X 


467 
Would rather that a decrease for some doesn’t result in an 
increase for everyone else, however family really likes this 
idea. 


  


191 Wouldn’t qualify, but 100% in support!  X 
3475 Y'all should've proposed it sooner! X  
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2870 Yes - it should happen. I’m not in the target group but too 
many are and need assistance. Unknown Unknown 


1271 


Yes I am currently unemployed with a recently diagnosed 
child on the spectrum. She enjoys riding public 
transportation but at fimes with fare prices it is costly. 
Currently on public assistance til ai can get back on my feet. 


X X 


1743 Yes I believe they should get a discount. Unknown  


224 Yes I have family members who desperately need this 
program 


 X 


1011 Yes I think this would be especially beneficial. Perhaps less 
use of Bart police for those not paying fare X X 


2655 Yes I would like to get the low-income riders discount. I am 
a 67 year old senior X X 


3396 yes please give riders that are low-income discounts Unknown X 


2884 Yes please. Ive been stranded at BART so many times, often 
at night, often in the rain, due to lack of funds. X X 


2279 YES PLEASE. spending $300 a month to get to my job 
where I make $15/hr is killing me X  


671 
Yes! Bart is too expensive and it doesn’t run 24 hours. Not 
ok. Everything here is way too expensive. I work 3 jobs just 
to get by. Also not ok. 


X  


1069 Yes! Living in the Bay Area is hard.   


1061 Yes! Makes complete sense — esp since workers in the city 
already receive tax-free BART fares 


 X 


920 
Yes! This is needed. Any support for those who need to 
commute to do groceries and to work a discount would 
help in getting us where we need to be. 


 X 


3408 
Yes, bart fare is extremely high and could be even more 
expensive for low income families. I support to give them 
20% discount 


 X 


2756 


Yes, I believe it will be a life changer for low-income riders 
relying on BART to commute to work. It is often a stress to 
account for transportation costs amidst such a high cost of 
living in the Bay. I recruit interns at a non-profit and they 
often ask for financial aid to supplement their commute to 
our locations. 


 X 


3264 Yes, I think it is a wonderful idea. It will save them much 
hard-earned money and get them riding public transit. Unknown  
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564 


yes, my daughter travels to city college daily and working a 
part time job. our household funds are limited for she is 
paying her own way through school. this program would be 
beneficial because she simply can not afford the hiking fair. 
it would be greatly appreciated to help our struggling 
young adults 


X X 


1635 


Yes, we should give discounts for low-income riders since 
BART has the highest farebox recovery in the nation and 
we can afford to give some of that surplus back to lower 
income riders. 


 X 


1327 Yes, yes, yes, very very needed, please please please do this  X 


3466 You should absolutely give discounts to low income riders   


945 You should definitely do it X X 


3238 $50k families of 4 is a good threshold! But it would be nice 
if single people earning less could qualify too. 


  


238 


希望优惠方案不单只是给低收入乘客，经常乘坐捷运的乘


客也希望得到优惠 * I hope the discount will not only be for 
low-income passengers, but passengers who frequently 
take BART also want preferential treatment* 


 X 


2507 20 percent is a joke.  to someone on low income, what is 
that? 


  


1014 20% doesn’t make that much of a difference. 40% discount 
would help those of us that do not make $50,000 a year. X X 


2800 20% doesn't seem particularly aggressive. I would have 
thought a steeper discount might make more sense. Unknown Unknown 


93 


20% is an insultingly low discount, particularly when you 
are using a FRACTION of the FEDERAL poverty line as a 
metric for receiving the discount in the most expensive 
metro area in the country. Someone in a family of four 
making less than $50k/year cannot even live in this region, 
so I guess this is a great way of making it look like you're 
doing something positive without actually having to 
disburse the discount to a meaningful number of people. 
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1003 


20% is great, but won't make that much of a different for 
truly low-income (not those considered "low-income" 
because the cost of living is out of control here, but those 
who have no access to cars, are having trouble paying the 
bills, may be unemployed, homeless etc.) 


X  


3201 20% is not enough of a discount X  


3191 20% is not enough. 50% please!   


1246 20% is the best you can come up with. ?????   


3280 20% isn’t enough. It should be 50%. X X 


1120 20% off is not enough for low income people with cost of 
living. X  


2706 


200% of the federal poverty line is NOTHING use the sate 
poverty line or better yet the local average.   
 
 
117k is considered low income in San Mateo county... 


 X 


1343 


200% of the poverty level isn't high enough to cover people 
a lot of folks who need this.    The eligibility should be 
aimed to cover anyone earning up to the living wage (~ 
enough to spend less than 1/3 of your income on rent). 
 
(20% off also isn't that much.) 


X  


1572 


200% of the poverty line is far too low. People making 
much more than that struggle to afford a Bay Area 
commute. Additionally, a 20% discount is measly. The low-
income discount (espeically given the chosen definition of 
“low-income”) should be more comparable to the senior or 
disability discount. 


 X 


3438 
A 20% discount is not enough for working families. A 
greater discount of 30% or more may make BART more 
accessible to all riders. 


 X 
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3140 


A 20% discount isn't enough. It should be much larger. Like 
the senior rates at least. What about low income seniors? 
Are their fares additionally discounted? 
 
With that being said, how would BART offset the increase 
in ridership this incentive would create?  
 
Increasingly large portions of BART are dangerously 
overcrowded at peak travel times, and this could make that 
marginally worse. 
 
Tax me, raise regular fares that aren't part of a package, 
whatever needs to be done. 
 
Just make the system sustainable for everyone. 


  


2208 
A discount between 30% to 40% would be even better 
since there is a significant percentage of low income BART 
riders daily. This would help to increase ridership. 


X X 


1112 A discount on longer distances or taking Bart past 24th and 
Mission. As well as non peak hours would be great 


 X 


960 


A discount program for low-income riders is badly needed. 
I rarely take the bart because of how expensive it is. I will 
take a much longer muni ride to avoid it. However I do not 
feel that a 20% discount is enough. For our community 
members living at 200% of the poverty line or below, a 
50% discount would be much more appropriate and would 
really make bart more accessible. 


  


1924 


A discount program would lower the barrier to using 
transit for folks who would benefit from it to get to work, 
but at their current income level can't afford to use it. I 
don't have an issue with the price, so a 20% discount would 
not incentivize me to use BART more, for me it's more a 
matter of time than expense that decides whether I drive or 
use transit. 


  


2983 


A great idea, but it needs close and regular monitoring.  
What proof would a person need to show and would it be 
re-evaluated annually?  Also, there should be a photo on the 
ticket for ticket inspectors so that the ticket  doesnt get 
handed out to non qualified people. 


  


3225 A student discount would be great X X 
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2241 


Add a discount for auto pay riders.  
 
And actually monitor stations, I see so many people 
evading fares. 


 Unknown 


3034 Advertising would be great for people who don’t know 
about discounts X X 


2855 
All public transportation should be affordable for 
EVERYONE. That’s the entire point. It should already be at a 
price that all can afford 


 X 


1539 


All riders should ride FREE. That would increase ridership, 
lower auto traffic problems, etc. public transit should all be 
a free service, not profit making companies. Everyone 
compares the poor service in U.S. with the efficiency in 
Japan  and Europe.  How are those services compensated? 


X X 


1279 also provide a discount for students  X 


823 Any discounted tickets should be issued through registered 
Clipper cards to ensure accountability. 


 X 


486 As long as all the other prices aren’t raised because of it, 
who cares X  


714 
As long as it doesn't affect the overall profitability or BART 
and doesn't translate poorly to regular riders, I see no 
problem with it. 


Unknown X 


408 


As long as the fares are not transferred or subsidized by 
regular Bart riders.  So don’t increase fares of regular 
transit riders.   Also watch the fare evaders. It is so easy not 
to pay at Bart stations like civic center and El Cerrito Del 
Norte. 


 X 


2894 
As long as you don’t tax the middle class to pay  for the 
discount . I can barely afford living here and in fact I cannot 
afford to heat my apartment despite having a job . 


 X 


2999 


As long the regular HONEST FARE payers aren’t subsidizing 
this program.  
 
BART needs to enforce Fare evasion not just do photo ops. 


 X 
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1154 


as of now the bay is the most expensive metropolitan in the 
world with one of the least functional public transit 
systems. making bart accessible to lower income folks 
would be a positive change that could set a precedent to 
other cities. the bay area has always been known for 
progressive practices and has been sliding with putting in 
place systems to uphold the more oppressed class. offering 
a discount to low income families could help them from 
being pushed out of where they have lived their entire 
lives. let’s lead the nation in making public transit more 
accessible 


X X 


2532 


As service workers are forced to live further from their jobs 
it’s important that reliable public transit is affordable. The 
20% discount IS NOT ENOUGH. It should be 50-80% to 
really allow those that work minimum wage to commute 
daily. If BART remains a train for the upper class it’s not 
doing it’s job serving the public good. 


X  


1126 


As the years go by, it is more and more expensive to ride 
BART. Last year because I wasn’t making ends meet, I had 
to quit my job in SF because it was too expensive to travel 
across the bay. Accessibility is imperative in big cities, 
especially since BART is the most expensive and least taken 
care of transit system in the United States. 


X X 


1531 


BART exists in the Bay Area, the federal poverty line is 
much lower than what Bay Area poverty is. For example, 
my household is a family of four, we make 70k a year, live 
in a 1 bedroom apartment. i stopped taking Bart because it 
was too expensive to get to work at about $180 a month or 
more. Instead I carpool and drive to work to afford the 
bridge at about $60 a month so I can then use the extra 
money on groceries. Please adjust the line of poverty to 
match what actual low income families in the Bay Area are 
making. 


 X 


3591 Bart is exponentially more costly than other cities rapid 
transit. This isn't enough but it's a start. X  
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1582 


BART is far too expensive even for middle-income riders. A 
20% discount for low-income riders is a pittance. If we ever 
are going to move away from car ownership, fares should 
be dropped by 50%, and low-income riders' fares 
discounted by 80%-100%. It is hard enough to rely on 
BART when trains are late and overcrowded, and then 
unavailable for so much of the night. Worse, being late to 
eork means losing the job of which you just spent an hour's 
wages on a BART + bus commute. 


  


278 Bart is inaccessible and needs to be less expensive   


885 BART Is more expensive than to drive, this needs to chance X X 


2663 
Bart is really expensive and working low income folks find 
the expense of commuting a major burden. There should 
definitely be a hefty discount, more than 20% 


X  


2283 


BART is ridiculously, preposterously expensive for all 
riders. In many cases, it’s cheaper to drive or take Uber. I 
don’t understand why other major metropolitan areas 
(NYC, Washington DC, Boston) can offer more frequent 
service for less money. Pretty soon, even LA will have 
better and cheaper train service. I’m baffled by how high 
Bart fares are. 


  


554 


BART is too expensive for middle income people as well, 
especially given the low quality service provided. There 
should be a pilot program to improve BART so that it’s 
actually worth the expensive fare. There should be a 
student discount that extends to university students. There 
should be more funds from the state put toward 
maintaining cleanliness of the BART cars so that they can 
be cleaned more than twice per year. 


X  


1323 
Bart is too expensive. Many times if you carpool it is 
cheaper to drive than for each person to pay the bart fare. 
That doesn’t make sense 


Unknown Unknown 


581 


BART is transportation for those who cannot drive. It is 
convenient. Higher prices impact lives of those who work 
in farther cities (IE Antioch to San Francisco). Higher rates 
mean difficulties to work. 


 X 


1604 


BART is very expensive and many people have no other 
option to get to work or school. The fares are too high. I get 
a good transit subsidy for commuting through my 
government job but it doesn't cover the cost of BART. 


X  
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578 
BART is very expensive for the quality of rides - I ride it 
everyday and I’m constantly squished into trains to make it 
to and from work everyday. 


  


1651 
Bart is very important for me and my family. I work in SF 
and commute to work. The tolls are very expensive so I 
depend on Bart. 


 X 


873 


BART is way too expensive. Fares determined by distance 
discourage  riders from outlying suburbs. Fares should be 
overhauled to be more in line with other Bay Area Transit 
systems. 


X  


1935 Bart needs to be clean and safe!!!   


58 BART needs to be less cost X  


618 
Bart needs to make it safer to ride on their trains if they 
want to have more customers.  It does nothing about 
customer safety to give out discounts. 


X X 


2558 Bart really should not be as expensive as it is already. You 
make more than enough and even more with parking fees. X Unknown 


2486 


Bart should be accessible to EVERYONE, including FREE 
fares for those who cannot afford it. Any public 
infrastructure that is not available to EVERYONE is unjust 
and only serves to exacerbate inequities. As the richest city 
in the history of the Earth, we are absolutely able to 
provide these critical public services. It's not a matter of 
how, it's a matter of political will. 


  


1425 BART should be accessible to everyone.   


1885 BART should be free for anyone receiving SNAP ie food 
stamps or SSI X X 


2577 BART should be FREE for Students (August to June) and 
Seniors (year round). X  


1095 
BART should go to flat fares. This would inherently help 
low income riders, since they usually live further away 
from the city. 


  


3260 BART should have a flat price monthly pass.   


3004 
BART will need to create new plan, to have BART Train 
Monthly Pass like did with ACE Train, Caltrain, SF Muni 
Rail, and VTA in San Jose. I think BART is a long overdue to 
have train monthly pass for unlimited rides 


X X 
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1018 


Bay Area is an expensive region to live in and with the 
current income bracket, many residents in San Francisco 
do not qualify because they are outside of the maximum 
income level. Is BART open to expand the maximum 
income level to be more inclusive of riders who are outside 
of current maximum income level or find another way to be 
inclusive of riders who are in the lower-medium income 
bracket? 


 X 


205 


Before my senior discount kicked in, riding BART was a 
hardship. At that time I was working and using Bart to and 
from work at least 6-7 days a week and somtimes more 
than 4 times a day. 


X  


1157 
Besides low income, a college student discount would help 
so much. Not just for local Bay Area colleges, but for Bay 
Area residents who go to school out of the area and need a 
mode of transport when they come back as well. 


 X 


553 


Besides of the low-income riders, please also consider a 
higher discount for frequent riders. Many low-income/ 
welfare receivers are already collecting supportive services 
(transportation). 


 X 


3596 


Can we get a subscription program that reduces the 
amount for a month, also please improve technology 
capacity. I would like to use my phone to prevent having to 
purchase at the Bart station 


X X 


154 Can you please make a transbay BART/Muni monthly pass?   


3227 


Change the income thing to include any artist (or person 
who has to commute via bart and doesn't work for a tech 
company)and young  people under the age of 25. I stopped 
taking BART because it was too expense. Cheaper to just 
take a Lyft or drive a car when I need too. Or just make a 
multipass, bulk buy pass, something. BARTs fees are 
outrageous.  
Also, stop allowing the murder of black people on your 
properties. 


 X 


378 Collaborate with other agencies such as CALfresh and EBT 
to reduce the paperwork strain 


 X 


2851 College students should also receive a discount X X 


115 
College students should be included. I know SFSU students 
have a 25% discount but some of us have to pay $16 round 
trip when commuting from Antioch 


 X 
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2503 Consider single households especially for those who are 
part time students. X X 


1336 Coordinate it with free bus to BART because big issue is the 
getting to the BART station. 


  


3448 Cut rates for everyone, onstead of on the earnings of tax 
payers. 


  


302 Definitely lower costs to ride BART. It should cost less to 
ride BART than drive over the bay bridge. 


  


3262 Discount for disability. X  


2387 Discount has to be given to all frequent riders, not only to 
low income riders. 


 X 


2287 Discount is a great ideal, but not at the expense of the rest 
of the riders.  Like rate hikes or less services. 


 X 


738 Discount should be bigger; mass transit is too expensive in 
the Bay Area. X  


2465 
Do not use the federal poverty line limit. Bay area is more 
expensive to live. Almost no one would qualify for the 
discount. Also consider student discounts. 


X X 


1584 Do they already receive a 50% discount, that used to be 
62.5%? 


 X 


3400 Does this program potentially reduce fare evasion?   


3216 Don’t know anything about this yet   


95 Don’t think people who are that poor will know about the 
program 


  


1230 


Due to the housing crisis, commuting is becoming the only 
option for service workers and low income work in the city 
and inner Bay Areas.  Now, outer Bay Areas have become 
just as pricey, and outer Bay Area residents heavily rely on 
Bart to get to their jobs.  Transportation costs more against 
the wages of lower income, which dont have work from 
home or drive to work options. 


X  


2814 Ensure that the discount program is not offset by fares paid 
by regular users 


 Unknown 


690 Even a 20 percent discount isn’t enough. Fares are really 
expensive! 
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827 


First, about time! What took so long? You should take it 10 
steps further, by providing up to 40% off in addition to 
providing an option of a day pass for those that don't meet 
the ridiculous 200% poverty line. I spend $60 per week 
($240/month) , and that's with a commuter card, but I've 
always felt you should have a $10 day all commuter pass. 
Ideally, make it work between muni, AC, etc. Do something 
for the people other just keep asking us to pay for your 
repairs. You have plenty of $$$, but do you have ??. 


 Unknown 


3219 
Folks that work service jobs shouldn’t have to pay a 
quarter of their pay check commuting because they can’t 
afford to live near their jobs. 


  


1960 
For low income riders at the currently proposed eligibility 
requirement, it feels too out of reach and not enough of a 
discount to significantly help. 


 X 


1028 
for now I only really take bart for work, but i'd love to be 
able to afford to go out dancing like I used to. It'd really 
help if bart ran a little later as well! 


X  


1032 For students also paying loans and fees and coming back 
and home from school to work to home X X 


1077 For the bay area, families of 4 making more than $50k 
would still need the discount. 


 X 
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1345 


For those that can document their use, not just income 
alone, this could be a game changer for those families. 
 
If someone not currently using bart but would otherwise 
do so because of the discount should be given an 
opportunity to demonstrate that use via a probationary 
period.  
 
At the end of a 90 day period (?) riders that meet income 
requirements AS WELL AS meeting a minimum number of 
rides per week/month would be allowed to stay. Those not 
doing so would not be allowed to utilize the program. 
 
This should be targeted, not wholly based on income. Or 
more frequent ridership lends itself to greater discounts, 
etc... 
 
Joseph Camacho  
510.691.9183 
josephbcamacho@gmail.com 


 X 


1085 Give low-income riders even higher discount like 50%  X 


642 


Given the high cost of living in the Bay Area alone, using the 
federal standard of poverty isn’t realistic. Being considered 
“very low” income at the federal level is already low in 
much cheaper places such as North Dakota. You need to use 
a better measure of low income that is more appropriate 
for our area such as level of housing burden or being a 
certain percentage below the local median income. This 
would make it more accessible to people rather than 
setting the bar so low that almost no one can qualify. I do 
understand that this is harder to do logistically but I think 
that it would be more benificial to the people who are living 
so far out in places at the end of the line (and further) due 
to gentrification and have to pay hundreds of dollars in bart 
fares to get to their jobs that may only pay $50K for a one 
person household, which isn’t much in the Bay Area at all 
especially after they budget out Bart fare. 


 X 


2099 Good idea but I would like to see a greater discount for low 
income riders 
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3198 


Good idea, as long as it doesn't require too much 
bureaucracy to receive a discount. BART is quite expensive, 
particularly for Transbay trips. Ensure that it has a 
consistent policy with connecting transit agencies, and 
make it so that applying for a discount with one agency 
makes it apply to the rest. 


Unknown X 


2127 Good idea. Then enforce the gate jumpers. Unknown Unknown 


468 Great concept... need more trains and better reliability... 
already over-capacity during peak hours... X X 


431 
Great idea also kids thru 12 grade should ride free tied to 
library cards maybe 
Discount for college students tied to college Id 


  


3217 


Great idea and will really benefit the community, but the 
cut off for what is considered low income should use Bay 
Area specific statistics NOT the federal level as the cost of 
living is much higher here than almost every other region 
in America 


  


2073 


Great idea to help low income riders get to work and be 
productive.  However, I worry about attracting some of the 
wrong crowd.  Can you increase security and the number of 
trains so that trains don't get overly crowded, and keep 
commuters feeling safe and comfortable? 


  


3247 
Great idea! And even better idea would be to make it a 50% 
discount. I wonder if a Medicaid number could be easily 
verified and substitute for whatever financial forms would 
need to be filled out to qualify. 


Unknown X 


1084 


Great idea!!  
I would offer a sliding scale discount based on income. 
Riders who fall below 100% FPL get a 30% discount, 
between 101- 200% of the poverty level get a 20% 
discount, between 201- 300% then a 10% discount.  
The FPL does not take into account the higher cost of living 
in the Bay Area and I feel that a lot of riders would not meet 
the 200% or below criteria. 


X  


1102 Great idea, but 20% is too small of a discount for true low-
income people. 


 X 


3234 Great idea. 20% is too puny of a discount though. Get more 
taxpayer funding to lower fares more. 


 X 


2190 Great idea. How about a bigger discount? 50%  Unknown 
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1436 


Hace cerca de 18 años tomó el BART de lunes -viernes y los 
fines de semana ocasionalmente pero causa frustración ver 
todos los días personas de todo tipo de 
sexo,jóvenes,adultos,y de toda condición económica q se 
pasa  sin pagar y no tienen ninguna consecuencia sus 
acciones . Espero q este descuento no origine el aumento de 
tarifas para subsidiar a toda esas personas q se benefiarian 
gracias  *About 18 years ago I began taking BART Monday-
Friday and weekends occasionally.  It causes me frustration 
to see every day people of all sexes, age, and of all economic 
status  not pay fares and do not have any consequences for 
their actions.  I hope that this discount does not originate 
the increase of rates to subsidize all those people (fare 
evaders) who would benefit.  Thank you.* 


 Unknown 


2067 


Happy to have low income riders ride more so long as they 
are qualified, working individuals. My worry is this could 
increase more vigrants or delinquents on board. Has a 
study been done to see how many people are actually not 
using BART currently that otherwise would with a 
discount? Would like to think this isn’t being done just from 
political pressure without any substantial data to back it 
up. 


 X 


3176 
Have been considering having to quit job bc the pay to get 
there is $16 a day. Already inflated rent and toll. At least let 
Bart have some decency 


Unknown Unknown 


348 Higher forms of discount should be applied to students 
taking Bart and seniors 60 and over 


 X 


2015 


Honest question: What are the reasons you believe this 
program is important or would benefit your riders?  
 
Related comment: I see dozens (not exaggerating) of folks 
jumping the gates every single day (weekdays and 
weekends). Many are between the ages of 15-25 years. 
They are taking up spots in the cars without paying. Who 
will subsidize their fares plus this discount you are 
proposing to low income riders? I don’t mind implementing 
a generous program like this, but it’s unfair to have honest 
customers offset extra costs. 


 Unknown 


301 Hopefully it doesn’t raise my fare to give discount to the 
low income 


 X 
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1000 Hopefully would encourage less gate jumpers and lower 
the fares for everyone 


 X 


2654 How about discount for everyone? The current Bart fare is 
way expensive for average riders. 


 Unknown 


1025 


How about having a weekly and monthly pass?? That would 
save commuters money, stabilize your fare income, and 
also you could discount it for low income riders. Metro 
North and the nyc subways also do this. 


  


1941 How can you gas tax dollars for this? Unknown  


1974 How can you possibly verify who is low income? How will 
you prevent everyone from claiming they are low income? Unknown Unknown 


1590 How do you measure the success of this program?  X 
33 how do you qualify?   


469 
How does BART propose low-income qualifications will be 
verified.  I suspect these benefits would be abused with the 
burden falling the shoulders of full-fare riders. 


  


724 
How is this being paid for?  BART can't keep the escalators 
running and has so much differed maintenance to clean up. 
I worry that this would end up being another revenue drain 
when the basics aren't being covered. 


  


3263 
How will BART make up the lost revenue? Perhaps this 
program should be funded by the low-income riders cities 
of residence. 


  


1368 
How will it effect your regular riders like myself who do not 
receive any discounts and use bart 5 days a week. You 
should as give your daily rides a discount. 


 X 


2898 How will the discount program for low income riders 
reduce fare evasion? 


 X 


787 
How will the program be paid? Will fares increase for 
regular riders to offset the discount? Will this be a ballot 
measure? 


 X 


177 


How will this other than the event for this discount, how 
will this discount be advertised to the public? This discount 
would be a great thing for most people and if it wasn't 
properly advertised, I think not many people would know it 
existed. 


X X 
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522 


How will you fund this?  Can't be taxes or bonds, so higher 
rates for the rest of us.  And then why not lower rates 
everywhere?  Tolls, gas, cars, food.  You get discount, and 
you get a discount, and you get a discount!  Everyone gets a 
discount! 


Unknown Unknown 


3088 
How would it be enforced?  How can BART make sure 
riders don't allow there family and other's ride with there 
pass? 


 X 


2526 


How would low income riders receive the discount if they 
ride with multiple transit agencies such as VTA and AC 
Transit? I find it more useful to Auto-Load cash to my 
Clipper card for easy transfers from one agency to another. 


 X 


1216 How would this be verified?  X 


2003 
How would this program affect other riders. Will this mean 
fares would increase for riders not in the program?  Who 
will foot the bill? 


 X 


1733 How would you prove you qualify? Would a medi-cal card 
do it? X  


3671 
I already have discounted travel on account of being 
disabled but many of my friends cannot afford to ride as 
often or as far as I can simply because they are low-income 
and let's face it, in the Bay, that's a lot of people 


X  


3163 


I am a San Francisco native who was forced to move 
because of the rent. Now i am forced to pay for Bart just to 
work in a city i can not afford. I am a single mom who 
makes 48k a year. My 1 year old son rides Bart Monday - 
Thursday (driving is too expensive and too much of a 
hassle). To qualify as low income to commute would not 
only help me but other natives and families who are 
struggling to survive. 


 X 


3687 


I am all for helping who need assistance with paying the 
fare that they can afford. Yet I concerned it is not going to 
do anything. It is much easier to just skip the fare and not 
pay at all than getting a discount. It would also need to be a 
seamless experience in order for people to utilize it. 


  


2989 
I am concerned about how this will affect the need and 
funding of safety on BART since the amount of revenue will 
change in a negative direction. 


 X 
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1713 


I am not a low-income rider, but I do think you should 
consider a much higher discount / lower cost program. 
There is a lot of turnstile jumping already; I am not sure 
20% will disincentivize it. For a family of four making less 
than $52k, it should be 40-60% off. The benefits to the 
communities they serve would offset the cost. 


  


2874 
I am student at CAL, and we receive free AC transit bus 
rides but no discount on Bart. Many of us have jobs and 
internships that require us to be in the city and it’s difficult 
to do so on such a low budget as a student. 


X X 


932 I assume proof of income would be required? X X 


697 


I cant afford Bart at the moment, but a 20% discount is not 
enough, especially when considering how poor the service 
is for the cost. In London, the oyster card, their version if 
the clipper card, gives users a 50% discount on a fare. The 
transport system is incredibly vast, and the trains and 
stations are in much better condition. Considering how 
poorly kept the BART system is, and how small our BART 
system, the cost of transport is ridiculous and only a 20% 
discount is pathetic. 


X Unknown 


675 


I can't afford to ride BART often even though I want to. Just 
for myself, it is expensive, but when considering riding with 
my three kids, it's just too much. The discount should be 
higher, 50%. And, like other metropolitan areas and MUNI, 
youth fares should be provided. 


 X 


2231 


I commute between Concord and Civic Center five days a 
week.  Every day I see a dozen or so BART riders waltzing 
into or out of the Civic Center elevator, without paying.  
Most of them in their 20's, and able-bodied.  And never see 
any BART personnel doing anything about it.  I'm disabled, 
but pay full fare.  I hope this program helps the people who 
really it.  BART is EXPENSIVE to ride!  BTW, I appreciate 
the clip-boarding staff in the Civic Center elevators, which 
are no longer being used as bathrooms. 


Unknown  


512 


I do not think the discount is enough - it should be the same 
as for low-income riders in other defined categories - i.e. 
disabled and senior adults. There's no reason to distinguish 
and this program needs a steeper discount to make a 
meaningful change! 
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1522 
I don’t think the discount is enough to make a significant 
difference. The BART tickets should be more reasonably 
priced for everyone. 


Unknown Unknown 


2569 


I don't believe BART should use the federal poverty level to 
measure this discount. The Bay Area is so expensive to live 
in that any comparison to nationwide income levels is 
laughable. Anyone who is 200% below the federal poverty 
line is either homeless or has already moved away. Unless 
the bar is raised, this will help no one. 


  


2512 
I don't qualify for this - my income is too high - but I did 
want to note that I was surprised to hear that the target 
discount is 20%, compared with the RTC discount for 
seniors/disabled (which I do qualify for) of 62.5%. 


  


1826 


I don't the rate should have to be so high (200% of the 
poverty level). I believe it should take in consideration that 
this is the Bay Area. That even though we make more in 
wages that expenses are higher as well. Also this should go 
through either way, we need to support those who are less 
fortunate. 


 X 


227 


I don't think 20% is enough, although of course it's better 
than nothing. MUNI's discounted monthly pass, Lifeline, is 
HALF the cost of a regular Fast Pass and for truly low-
income that $39/month is still a lot. I can't tell you how 
many times I haven't taken BART when it would have been 
much faster, just because I couldn't afford to pay the fare 
on top of MUNI. 


X  


186 


I don't think it captures enough of the low-income riders or 
would-be riders. The information provided didn't show 
what the income for households of one or two should be to 
qualify, but I'm assuming if it can't only be $50,000 for a 
family of four, a family of one or two would need to be 
significantly poorer ($10,000/year) to qualify. While I 
believe programs are needed to assist such families, the 
Bay Area is a very expensive place to live. The curve is very 
different from federal definitions of poverty. A family of 
one in the Bay Area should be considered poor if they earn 
less than $40,000 per year. 


X X 
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852 


I don't think it's good enough. I commute from Marin, and I 
think there should be reciprocity. I should not have to pay 
for Bart to travel the 4-stops to get closer to work after I've 
already spent $6 and nearly an hour coming from San 
Rafael. 


 X 


2547 
I don't think most people would care if it's only 20% 
because the green and red bart cards have a higher 
discount value, so they would still stick with those. 


X X 


839 I feel like the discount could be even more. Maybe 50%? I 
think bart is quite expensive. 


 X 


460 
I feel that the price of my Bart fare is inelastic. The fare of 
Bart never stops me from purchasing a ticket or choosing 
to ride it. 


 X 


527 
I fully support this as along as BART takes a more 
aggressive stance on fare evasion and other bad actors 
abusing the BART system. 


  


3137 


I have genuine concerns about the cost to manage such a 
program. If it could be done with little overhead, I would 
favor it. I also wonder if it will reduce revenues in a way 
that requires eventual fare hikes for other riders down the 
road. I love the intention behind this, but not sure it makes 
sense to implement social transfer payments at this small a 
level—leave that to broader policy initiatives that can reap 
economies of scale. Thank you. 


  


815 
I have the free muni rtc program card until 2023 and would 
like bart to offer that as well at least in the city so getting to 
ccsf would be easier. 


  


2909 I hope discount would apply to BART daily parking during 
the week as well. X X 


991 
I hope it’s easy to sign up and access! I feel like if folks have 
to go through a lot of steps to register they won’t know 
about it and it won’t be as accessible. 


  


1121 


I hope that there will be income verification options that 
folks of various backgrounds could provide. I worry that 
the program could be exclusionary to immigrants, who we 
know rely on transit more heavily than the general 
population 


 X 


1893 I hope that these fares will affect the disabled riders as 
well. X  


1176 I just don't want to see this discount program subsidized 
through a fare hike on other riders. 


 X 
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2096 


I know that sometimes these programs are easy to get 
started by using qualifications for services like Calfresh, etc 
to validate need, but  I hope you will just also take income 
verification through tax returns, as I don't use many 
services but would for this BART program. 


X X 


2010 


I love the idea of it but it should definitely be a higher 
discount for low income students. UCB, Laney, and 
Berkeley City college are the most BARTable and you have 
probably thousands of low income students riding every 
single day to each of them. 


X X 


2973 


I make an okay amount. I already ride BART a lot so I would 
not ride BART more often, but back when things were 
tighter and I was not obligated to ride BART (could take 
bus instead), a 20% discount would probably have 
encouraged me to use BART. Although a 40% discount 
would have been better 


 X 


379 


I personally do not meet low-income qualifications but 
nevertheless struggle to make ends meet day to day.  I am 
concerned that the funding for a 20% discount would come 
from increased fares passed to non-discounted riders and 
that is something I cannot afford. 


 Unknown 


3066 


I qualify for the disabled discount and could not ride bart 
without this discount. I know people who work full time 
who have to ride bart, but in reality can not afford the fair. 
What do they cut back on in their budget? Food. Make the 
low income discount the same as the disabled discount or 
its just good PR, not real help. 


 X 


455 


I regularly use the BART app to report issues and I never 
receive a response. How is BART prepared for the influx on 
potentially a large influx of more riders? Bart is already 
astronomically high and this cost has to be consider when 
taking a job, all riders could benefit from a discount. 


 Unknown 


2197 I support it.  I think the threshold should be an even higher 
income and the discount should be 80%. 


  


946 I support low income discounts. However, I do not support 
increases in regular fares. 


  


1773 


I support the idea in principle! But it’s almost laughable 
how small the scope is. How many families of four can 
survive on $50k in the Bay Area and how much difference 
would a 20% discount make? If anyone can make that work 
here they should be riding for free. 
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978 


I support this and I think it should be extended to people 
who make more than just 200% of the median income 
(maybe 150%?). To be clear I would not qualify for either 
version but I support the concept of a low income discount 
for people for whom the fare is difficult. Thank you. 


  


608 
I think 20% isn't enough. Low income riders should pay the 
same fare as disabled/senior riders. In Portland all of the 
above pay 50% per ride/28% for a monthly pass and it's 
lifesaving 


X X 


2349 I think 200% of the poverty rate is too restrictive. Perhaps 
150%- 125% would be more encouraging. 


  


475 
I think a discount program for low-income riders is a great 
idea! I think it should be a greater discount (i.e. the 
discount of senior and disabled riders). 


 Unknown 


510 I think a discount should also be given to middle income 
households as well. 


 X 


445 


I think a family of 4 making $89k a year would still have a 
hard time paying for Bart every day. They would benefit 
from a program like this. The low income restrictions in SF 
are ridiculously low most of the time. SF is becoming 
unaffordable more for the middle class than poor and rich 
classes. 


 X 


2164 


I think BART fairs are higher for everyone but people still 
use it to avoid very bad traffic and very very expensive 
parking. It will be more economical for whoever gets this 
benefits, but who will pay for their discounts? 


 X 


3565 


I think daily commuters with low income coming from 
further away where housing is cheaper will need a 
significant discount to help them achieve a better standard 
of living.  
I also wonder why BART can't be automated, cost lowered 
by increasing riders volume, and made to cover the 
BayArea more extensively, so that driving becomes no 
longer necessary.  
Why doesn't BART stretch to Marin county, and connect 
across bridges like Dumbarton, etc 


X Unknown 
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3399 


I think dropping the rate for those in poverty would benefit 
a great number, however, if BART wants to survive with the 
ever unstable economy, it should invest more in high speed 
rail to gain more support from the public. 


 X 


1478 I think it could/should be a higher discount than 20%. X  


3378 I think it is a great initiative and wish it could be a greater 
discount for those who are homeless or unemployed. 


 X 


3196 


I think it is a sound policy in comparison to other less 
sustainable options (i.e. automobile). However, fare 
evasion ENFORCEMENT is lacking at 16th St. & Mission. I 
travel daily (roundtrip) between Pleasant Hill and 16th St. 
& Mission. The station gate agents at Pleasant Hill enforce 
the gates and do not allow fare evasion. The station gate 
agents at 16th St. & Mission DO NOT enforce the gates and 
allow fare evasion right in front of them. That is if they 
bother to wake up or look up from their phones. SAD! 


  


123 


I think it is important to keep public transit accessible to 
those who need it most. I am in favor of a program such as 
this which would make it easier for low income passengers 
to move around the bay. But there are many things to 
consider: many people fare evade when riding BART 
because they simply cannot afford to pay the proper fare. I 
am concerned that, because the fares are already very high, 
even with the discount, the fare may still be too high for 
those who are struggling financially. Furthermore, fare 
evasion on BART is rampant, resulting in major loss of 
revenue and thus better enforcement of fare evasion would 
be needed. I believe that if fare evasion could be eliminated, 
BART would actually be able to make fares more affordable 
for all of us. 


  


658 


I think it should be 30-50% off sliding scale depending on 
how much you make, if you're a student etc. The cost of 
bart is so prohibitive, especially with the new toll hikes on 
the bridge! Yikes! How will low income folks like us ever 
afford to keep making it to work or school? 


X X 
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3283 


I think it should be a bigger discount. I hopefully won't 
qualify, but commuting in and out of SF every day costs me 
over $300/month - comparable to my health insurance 
payments. Families making less than $50k a year in the Bay 
Area are likely to live farther from where they work than 
wealthier families, and may run up transportation costs 
even higher than mine! Anything that gets that fixed cost 
down will be a big help, and businesses in SF and the 
surrounding cities need people to be able to afford to get to 
work. 


  


2320 
I think it should be fair enough to match the low-income 
riders discount with the senior and student current 
discount rates. 


X X 


722 
I think it should be more than 20 percent because Bart is 
very expensive and when you are low income and have to 
ride the Bart everyday it really puts a dent in your wallet. 


X X 


1509 


I think it should be more than 20%, perhaps 40% for a 
proper discount. Or, simply half to match the other 
discounts and keep it simple. 200% of the poverty line is 
income unstable and not a good place to be; help folks out 
more than 1/5th. 


X X 


249 I think it will make it more accessible to those who use it. 
Also having more trains would be good. X X 


2969 


I think it would be better if the limit was more than 200% 
as a lot of people in the region are struggling as it is, and 
200% really only serves the absolute most destitute and 
not the low income working class who use BART to get to 
and from work/home. Additionally, a zone scheme should 
be set up where low income customers can link their 
Clipper to BART and can get discounts for riding within a 
specific zone..example would be SF as a zone, where riders 
can use clipper card that's registered in the program to ride 
at a lower cost or unlimited rides within that zone for 
lower cost than the BART/Muni passes. 


  


1875 I think it would be great to start a program like this. Please 
look into it for the youth as well. X X 


3132 I think it’s a great idea and would support an even larger 
discount. X  
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1862 


I think it’s a great idea, but if it does encourage more Bart 
riders, Bart needs to find a way to make the actual system 
more reliable and have less delays. I feel like a lot of people 
choose other ways for transportation because of how 
unreliable it can at times. 


 X 


770 
I think it’s a great idea. I think that making it free for low 
income people would be the next logical step which I agree 
with. 


  


2009 


i think it's a good thing. 
 
i also think there should be more enforcement when it 
comes to well to do folks that skip out on fare because they 
think it's fun/funny. it happens a lot. 
 
i understand when low-income folks skip out on BART 
fares and personally feel fine when it comes to subsidizing 
fares that are hopefully more affordable for them (which is 
basically the situation as it stands already). 


  


2580 I think it's a great idea if, and only if, fare evasion is no 
longer ignored. 


  


2862 
I think it's a great idea, however, I'm curious about how you 
will be able to implement it.  Are you asking for W2's or 
what.  Very interested in how this will play out without 
offending anyone. 


 X 


687 


I think it's a great idea, the Bay Area is very expensive for 
all, especially people who make minimum wage. I also think 
running 24/7 with limited trains would be even better. 
Many people have to be at work for graveyard shifts can't 
commute to work. 


 X 


2294 


I think it's a great idea.  To keep things simple PLEASE use 
the exact same qualification rules and activation process as 
the Muni Lifeline Pass.  Ideally such a system should be 
available regionwide, but AT A MINIMUM you MUST 
coordinate with Muni. 
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1535 


I think it's a nice suggestion, but misguided approach. 
There are several concerns. 1) What is the suggested 
procedure to acquire a low-income discount? How long 
does it take to authorize a discount-card? BART and many 
Bay Area transit suffers from lack of easy-to-acquire 
information about transit - especially on-site (it's ironic 
that it's easier to find information online than offline). So I 
wonder if BART will be successful in getting sufficient 
numbers to sign-up for this program. I would suggest 
setting-up human information booths at each station with 
sufficient advertising, so that riders can easily sign-up. Also, 
if the sign-up process requires days/weeks, I think that it 
will discourage low-income riders who would want the 
immediate effect, especially when they are tight on money 
at the daily level. Can they get a paper-permit that they can 
show to operators?2) How will you manage abuse of this 
discount? How will this prevent discrimination? Will 
certain types of people be barred from this program? I 
presume that this discount program would require some 
application with tax-return information. What are the 
requirements to obtain this discount? Does this study 
account for the actual and potential socio-economic 
demographics of the riders? 3) Will this require annual 
renewal program? Can riders apply any time? This is 
pertinent for riders who experience sudden financial 
struggles and may want the immediate effect. 3) My daily 
BART-ride frequency has not changed despite having the 
15% discount for SFSU-affiliates. This is because my work-
commute has not changed and has required BART either 
way. In the grand scheme, the few cents saved on my BART 
rides have not had a significant effect on my budget. 


 X 


2605 


I think it's a very good idea. While I was studying and low-
income, the muni lifeline pass was really important to me. 
It allowed me to go to class and to work. I know that 
discounted BART passes would be similar for other people. 
In fact, I think the discount should be 50% like the lifeline 
passes. 
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766 


I think it's a wonderful idea. I would gladly "suffer" a small 
fare increase if it meant that low-income workers would 
have a few extra dollars at the end of the week. My only 
concern would be whether it would lead to an increased 
number of unhoused individuals taking advantage of the 
discount and behaving poorly or taking up space on 
crowded trains. I don't mean this to refer to homeless 
people in general, just to a minority that would use the 
trains as a place to sleep. 


 X 


1655 I think it's absolutely necessary for low income folks and I 
don't think 20% is enough - the discount should be higher. 


  


1325 
I think it's an important step, but it should be a deeper 
discount. BART is unaffordable for low-income people, 
especially youth, young adults, and seniors. It's often 
cheaper for me to drive than to take BART. 


 X 


1334 
I think it's great. I see a lot of fare evasion at my stop, so it 
would be good to offer incentives to pay while enforcement 
is stepped up. 


  


1266 
I think low income riders should qualify for 50% off tickets, 
or even free ones. Bart is very inexpensive and 20% doesn’t 
do much. We know the money is in the city. Findit and help 
low income folks ride without worry. 


X X 


2943 


I think low-income riders and students should pay a flat 
monthly rate. In Madrid I’ve used their metro system 
where I payed 20€ a month and paid every month. I believe 
it’ll increase the number of riders and highly benefit the 
East Bay/ Bay Area community. 


X X 


2858 


I think that the discount should be even more for low-
income riders, and there should be a BART-sponsored 
commuter benefits program for low-income people who 
ride to work, or maybe a flat fee for longer-distance riders. 


  


2668 


I think the discount program should not use the 200% 
federal poverty line as the threshold, because the cost of 
living in the Bay Area is so much higher than most 
metropolitan areas in the US. For example, the max a family 
of 4 can make to qualify for this program is about 50K. 
Whereas if you look at the Bay Area median income, a 100K 
income still makes you low income. The program should 
use AMI (area median income) instead. 


 X 
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2582 
I think the discount should be increased to 30%, and that 
the eligibility guidelines should be more inclusive to ensure 
all families who need this discount can receive it. 


 X 


1335 


I think the discount should be more than 20% but no more 
than 40%. All in all the fares getting to and from the city, 
still isn’t affordable with a 20% discount. Also, I doubt that 
level of discount will be effective to what is the growing 
cost of traveling to and from the city. 


X X 


3577 
i think the discount should be offered to people who 
actually need it (commuters such as students and workers) 
as well as people of low income. 


 X 


2417 


I think the discount should take into account the amount 
one spends on BART as a percentage of their net income. 
Someone who parks at Antioch and BARTs to SFO will 
benifit more from the discount than someone who rides 
from Berkeley to 19th. 


  


2247 I think the low income discount should be 50%   


2622 
I think there needs to be documentation to prove income 
because their are a lot of cheaters out there! Also, perhaps 
this will reduce the number of people who cut the 
turnstiles. 


  


1153 
I think this can provide a beneficial potential for both the 
recipients and BART. However, I believe that the discount 
should reflect closer to the disabled and elderly discount. 


  


1931 I think this is a good idea. Just make sure cheaters are held 
to a minimum. 


  


2351 


I think this is a great concept/idea.  However, fare evasion 
is a major issue that requires more and faster attention 
than BART is putting forth.  With less fare evasion, BART 
would have millions of additional dollars per year in its 
budget to fully fund programs such as this proposed one. 


  


401 
I think this program is a fantastic idea! I am concerned 
about people potentially conning the system in order to get 
a discount even if they don’t qualify, but I still think it is 
worth pursuing. 


  


2613 I think this program is great in its intentions, but needs to 
be tinkered with before releasing it publicly. 


 X 


2239 
I think this should be expanded across all platforms that 
take clipper card. I also believe that it should be more than 
20% 


 X 
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2747 


I think this would be a fantastic and equitable idea if BART 
took into account  costs of living vs. actual income for the 
Bay Area.  While it’s a start, I don’t think that needing to be 
200% below the poverty level to qualify for this discount is 
reasonable.  Consider how much expanding the criteria 
could BOTH save riders money AND thus increase BART’s 
attraction and revenue 


Unknown Unknown 


3571 
I think this would be great! I don’t think I’m in this low 
income bracket but I think that those who are should get an 
even greater discount than 20% off! 


  


2236 


I think we should make it FREE for anyone using pubic 
assistance, food stamps, WIC, etc. Anyone making 200% 
below poverty line should ride for free. Tax the f'ing 
tech/finance/corporate sector at a fair rate and we could 
ALL ride for free!! 


  


3525 
I think you need to take into account many single people 
don't make a living wage and still don't qualify for low 
income options. I make $17,000 per year and am not 
eligible for assistance. 


X  


2304 
I think you should consider some local measurement of 
poverty.  It is well established that the poverty level in the 
bay is much higher than federal.  It is a good idea, but Bart 
will be criticized if you don't consider local factors. 


  


1823 


I think you should give this discount to the thousands of 
riders that ride your system every single day as well. 
$10.90 a day is too much for the poor service I get on bart. I 
get a way better experience on caltrain for way less. The 
HVD ticket is not valuable at all when I have to pay $220/ 
month on train tickets (not counting the additional 
$60/month for parking.)While I commend you trying to 
give low-income riders a more accessible price point for 
the system, I wonder how this will affect the current 
homeless problem within the system. Will there be more 
homeless people peeing and shooting up on the trains 
while hardworking, paying customers pay the brunt of the 
discount? 
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2664 


I think you should help low income riders. I would not be 
opposed to letting them ride for free and charging more 
during rush hour to compensate for it. However, I 
understand this would be a hard sell for the general public. 
When I was low income, there were days it was hard to 
come up with transportation money and there is no option 
to walk across the bridge. 


  


1932 I totally support it.   


870 


I was just looking at this article that talked about your 
discount: 
https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/BART-Seeks-
Public-Input-on-Proposed-Discount-for-Low-Income-
Riders-
503413201.html?fbclid=IwAR37doX6scaXuGj4IyadCwFFu
SdtzwLpbU7npTi9o3bESNgKkKtrT2lEV6Y 
 
I think a 20% discount is better than nothing but I also feel 
like Bart is extremely expensive compared to the bus or 
compared to transit in other cities. It's not clear to me why 
Bart is so expensive. I feel like a 20% discount is not much 
for a family of four who is living on $50k a year. I would 
like to see a higher discount for individuals at 200% of the 
federal poverty line. I would also like to see a discount for 
other low-income individuals who are not as in dire 
straights as a family of four living on $50k a year. Honestly, 
this is the Bay Area and it is expensive to live here. Public 
transit should be accessible to all. 


 X 


2888 I won't qualify. I would like the discount to be higher  X 


3696 


I work hard for the money I make.  Why shouldn't middle 
class people get a discount as well.  Lower all fares by 20% 
and maybe you'll get more riders.  Between the high prices 
and dirty cars I hardly ever ride any more.  Giving 
discounts to low class riders will just increase the crime on 
BART.  Allowing the thugs easier access. 


 X 
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3065 


I work in the nonprofit sector, and while I make a good 
income (65k/yr), the cost of living in the bay means that 
commuting via bart is a *huge* but necessary expense for 
me. There are other people who need a bigger break more 
than I do, but I think anyone making less than 80k a year 
would benefit from a little relief. Crazy to think that 65-80k 
a year is "low" income in this day and age. 


  


678 
I would also suggest a type of discount/subsidy for 
individuals who make more than 50,000. Making a bit more 
than that does not amount to being financially secure in the 
bay area. 


 X 


18 
I would appreciate a flat monthly payment that would give 
unlimited rides. When I lived in NYC, MTA providing this 
service really helped support the people living there 


  


3482 I would have expected the discount to be larger than 20%. 
Regardless, this idea is a no-brainer -- just do it! 


 X 


197 I would just stress that though it would be great, make sure 
proper procedure is in place to not allow fraud... 


 Unknown 


166 


I would like to see discount rates at different levels based 
on a variety of factors  
 
 Really glad to see that you’re doing this 


  


369 
I would love to ride bart more, but I can't afford to be late 
to my job. Having the discount would be nice, but if I'm 
constantly late because of Bart, I won't ride it. 


X  


684 I would support it if it targeted lower income people 
(maybe 50% of AMI) 


  


390 I would support the program as long as fare evasion at the 
stations is prevented. 


  


2682 


I would think a larger discount would make more sense. 
Ticket prices, especially transbay, will still be quite 
significant even with a 20% discount, and what is easy for 
financially secure people to pay could be very difficult for 
low-income riders to pay. 


  


2836 
I wouldn’t qualify unfortunately but I know that 20% 
discount isn’t enough for lower income families. Bart gate 
along with having to pay for parking it’s all very expensive. 
The discount should be higher. 


 X 
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428 


I’m for this program to increase equity but I think that bart 
should reserve the right to revoke participation in this if 
the pass holder is found guilty or in violation of any bart or 
local crimes — fare violations, public defecation or 
urination in a station, etc. Also the pass should have a photo 
on it to reduce trading and theft, like the disabled permits. 


 X 


32 I'd prefer a larger discount for low income - across the Bay 
and Long trips especially. It's cheap in cities 


  


1934 If it's helpful to families then great.  As long as there are not 
more homeless people sleeping on BART. 


 X 


1083 
If low income riders pay less, would that mean that future 
BART extensions would need to consider higher-income 
areas a higher priority for fare reasons? 


 X 


176 If low middle income riders could have a discount as well, it 
would be more great. 


 X 


1963 


If such a program was implemented, it should be available 
to those in need and there should be penalties for those 
who abuse the program.  Heading into it, BART should be 
aware of how many riders jump the faregates (will a 
discount program prevent this?), how many utilize BART as 
a warm spot to take a nap out of the cold (does BART know 
how many do so?), and how many low-income riders this 
would actually benefit. Could this be paired with other 
incentives - discount on food or drink at participating 
cafes/restaurants? 


  


1269 If you increase it, it would make more of a difference to the 
community. X X 


825 


If you want the money to offer a discount, build more 
parking structures, end permit parking, and charge a flat 
fee so people can park any time. I ride at Fremont and the 
parking lot is half empty in the mornings. People park on 
the street because permits are too expensive, daily permits 
have to be printed out, and even if it’s after 10am, you can’t 
pay for parking with your clipper card. You’re losing 
revenue by making it too hard to park. 


 X 


113 


If you’re going to do it, you need to be thoughtful about 
how to make it accessible to those who need it. Too often 
programs like these create boundaries that prevent 
participation by requiring a linked credit card/bank 
account or internet connection or signing up during limited 
hours at select stations. 
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1819 I'm a student who makes 0$ X X 


1912 


I'm all for helping out low income families, the Bay Area is 
an incredibly expensive place to live, and I'd even be for 
increasing the threshold to households earning less than 
$75k/year; but I want to see a crackdown on fare avoiders.  
I've heard talk all year about how BART was going to crack 
down on people who don't pay their fair share - yet 
everyday on my ride from Richmond to 16th and Mission 
(and back) I see people who don't pay.  Fix this so we can 
actually pay for helping low income families out rather than 
by increasing my fare's. 


  


998 I'm curious about how one's low income status would be 
verified. 


 X 


3373 
Im currently in the free muni rtc program until 2023 and 
expect renewal. Id like to see free bart for the rtc program 
within the city. 


X  


2591 


I'm not technically low-income, but I also support a more 
generous high-volume ticket discount. I spend SO MUCH 
MONEY on BART tickets -- I need more than two high-
volume $64 cards per month to commute daily between 
Glen Park and Downtown Berkeley, and the $4 discount per 
ticket is really paltry. 


 X 


1848 


I'm tired of paying more and more taxes to subsidize 
others.  So many people hop the turnstyles anymore, I feel 
like I'm one of the few fools that still pay full price.  Fund 
this program by catching more cheaters instead of 
punishing the paying public more. 


  


1042 
In addition there should be a program for commuters - 
especially transbay. Fares are quite steep - a family with 
two daily commuters must spend quite a bit of their budget 
on commuting when using BART 


  


2687 
In Bart you usually encouter foul behaviour, public 
nuisance by not so well to do people. This program should 
ensure that it's not attracting more of those to keep the 
decorum 


 X 


3099 


Include those on social security. It's getting tougher to 
reside in CA on 2300.00 a month 
Those on SSI don't qualify for food stamps or other 
programs. 


 X 


2986 Income based if under a certain level. Also, implement 
monthly passes like Caltrain! 
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81 
Income level to qualify should be higher.  The cost of living 
warrants an expansion of the persons qualifying for this 
discount. 


  


3120 
It doesn’t go far enough. BART is extremely expensive for 
poor and working class people. I get a disabled discount 
which is 75% and actually makes it affordable. 20% is just 
grandstanding. 


X  


140 
It needs to be easy to apply and simple to verify eligibility. I 
am disabled and the reason I haven't gotten that discount is 
it has been hard to figure out how to get it. 


X X 


3086 It seems 20% is quite a small discount for low income 
riders- with fares at nearly $3, 60 cents is very little. 


  


192 


It seems like your income threshold is too low. It should be 
a bit higher. Theoretically anyone earning minimum wage 
and lower should be eligible. The Bay Area is insanely 
costly to survive in and while this program can go a long 
way to retain our most vulnerable residents, let’s make it 
truly effective and wide-reaching 


  


777 It should be 100%, and you should tax all the billionaire 
tech scum who profit off our labor. X X 


2118 
it should be 50% not 20% 
actually bart should be tax funded and free for everyone no 
matter the income level 


  


647 It should be a 40-50% discount, as in Seattle (with ORCA 
Lift), in Minneapolis, and even in SF (with MUNI lifeline). X  


2515 
It should be a higher discount. 30%-50%. Bart prices have 
gone up significantly in the last five years and my income 
doesn’t match that hike . It’s harder to make ends meet 
because of this and I wind up driving more. 


X  


490 It should be applied monthly and rely on the same data 
used for EBT or CalFresh X X 


180 it should be easy to access and require zero hoops to jump 
through unlik other benefit programs 


 X 


3469 
It should be greatly expanded, and the discount raised as 
high as possible. The burden of paying for it should be 
assumed by taxes on landlords and businesses. 


  


2892 It should be higher and you know it  X 
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450 
It should be more than 20%. Bart costs are too ****** high. 
Los Angeles metro is not only cheaper, but runs ON TIME. 
You could learn from them. 


X X 


2729 It should have higher discount or discounted monthly plan 
to encourage more Bart usage. X Unknown 


1265 It should reflect the cost of living and income in the Bay 
Area. 


 X 


3136 
It sounds like a great idea, however I can imagine the 
backlash from people who almost qualify but unfortunately 
don't. 


 X 


187 it would be good to include students for a discount - 
including graduate students 


  


2410 
It would be great if Bart was able to give a larger discount 
to low income families. Also discounts on connecting bus 
rides. 


  


3301 


It would be nice to include employers into this program. If 
employers/businesses make this option available by 
providing pre-tax funds from the paychecks to do an 
automatic purchase of monthly, discounted BART fares, it 
would be a much easier process. The BART ticketing 
machines are terrible to use (bad UX) and it can be 
detrimental to these riders because they find themselves 
spending a lot of time trying to figure out how to use the 
machines. Also, the machines do not do automatic 
discounts. 


 X 


251 
It’s good but you really need to solve parking problems in 
east bay. Specifically Dublin. It’s horrendous and those 
paying full fare need better support. 


  


3625 
It’s not enough of a discount. Bart is expensive. And casual 
carpool free. It would still be a splurge to take Bart on this 
income. 


X  


3127 


it’s ridiculous. you have to a family of 4 earning less than 
$54k a year?? really?? bart is ****** expensive and ****** 
service. how does anyone even qualify for this? what about 
the working class that live far make more than $54k and 
need this type of discount??? 


 X 


1013 


It's a good idea, but Bart needs to run ontime, not "just a 
minute late." Reliability is important.  Low-income riders 
can be heavily affected by late trains, which negates the 
purpose of the discount. 


X  
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670 
It's a good idea, it will help elderly people the most I 
suspect. You should offer a frequent rider discount. After 
your 10th trip the 11th is free or something 


  


1814 It's a good start but should be more - at least 50% off  X 


206 It's a great idea. You should consider a discount much 
higher than 20% - 50-75% would be better. 


  


1559 


It's a nice idea. However, many people simply jump the 
gates and don't pay for BART rides at all. Why not focus on 
making everyone pay and then look at new ideas. The fares 
are too expensive to begin with, so making sure everyone 
pays would allow BART to lower fares across the board. 


  


536 
It's good, but it may be better to have a monthly pass 
program like SFMTA does with Muni. It'll encourage more 
use of the Bart system since it's not limited to a a single 
bart fare. 


 X 


757 It's good, it should be an even bigger discount. Make public 
transit free for all riders! 


  


2581 


I've been hoping a program like this would come out for a 
while. Another suggestion may be to not inflate yearly 
prices for low income customers. Keep it at the 20% off 
price of the year its issued. It's really hard every year to 
budget that much more for bart, when my paycheck 
remains the same. Maybe also consider monthly passes that 
are flat rate for travel outside of San Francisco. Do different 
tiers if you have to. 


X X 


2392 


I've been riding Bart since moving to the Bay Area in 2002; 
I've steadily seen the trains, the stations, everything in bart 
just grow more dirty, more in need of repair.  
 
Bart is just dirty and grungy — it's worse than Muni, and 
Muni's pretty bad.  When I think about whether I'd take 
Bart more, I always now opt to not take bart.... only when 
there's really no other way. 
 
I see the great need to help those with low incomes, but, 
man, the folks with just regular incomes are suffering 
greatly on these stinky, crowded, trains. 


  


2592 Just wondering how it would work for people who add to 
their clipper card online. 


 X 


719 Let them ride for free.   
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75 Like more discount X  


3175 Looking at the federal poverty level shouldn’t be the 
baseline, look at regional numbers instead as the baseline. 


  


1465 


Low income people should get a break on public transit 
costs.  Especially for work commutes.   
 
My main concern is avoiding encouragement of more 
antisocial riders.  Get the nasty disgusting homeless drunks, 
crazies and druggies off BART.  I am tired of not being able 
to sit because of their trash and piss, of reading stories of 
people seeing them shoot up.  Yelling schizophrenics.  
Groups of normal riders unwilling to sit in a section or even 
a whole car during commute hours due to stench. Seriously 
WHAT THE ****? 


  


1951 


Low income program is ok. However BART board of 
directors should focus on citing or kicking off riders who do 
not pay their fare at all. Instead of raising fares and 
spending unnecessary money on things that don’t work and 
let Bart PD do their job. 


 X 


1971 


Low income riders may be less likely to use clipper for 
various reasons including no or poor credit or no account 
to link it to. Could program provide participants a clipper 
card without need for a credit account? Absent this, low 
income riders should not be charged a fee for disposable 
tickets. 


Unknown  


265 


Low-income individuals or family couldn't afford the 
housing or renting closed to where they work, they spend a 
lot of time commute and pay expensive fare just in order to 
survive. Since they spend much longer time on Bart, they 
actually deserve more than 20% discount for their fare. It is 
a great idea to offer discount to those low-income riders 
since it would save less traffic jam. It also encourages more 
people using Bart to go to work or outside the city instead 
of driving cars. Less cars on the road, less accidents and 
traffic jam, better air for all of us. In the long term, Bart gain 
more by offering discount on fare. 


X X 


2050 


Low-income rider program would be great but families 
making less than $50,000 aren’t the only individual’s 
struggling. Perhaps discount can be extended to frequent 
riders, single individuals or have discounted riding days. 


 X 
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2843 Make BART free for all!   


2078 
Make BART in San Francisco free for seniors or the 
disabled, like MUNI does...! 
 
Happy Holidays to BART...! 


X  


967 Make compatible with Pre-Tax Commuter Benefit Credit 
Cards X X 


2431 Make it 50% discount ON ALL TYPES OF PAYMENT. X X 
1520 Make it cheaper for students too  X 
274 Make it easy and convenient to use please! X  


3550 Make it easy for people to sign up for, especially non-
English speakers. 


 X 


412 


Make it free for all residents of counties that pay into Bart! I 
pay high taxes for poor folks and kids to use our sidewalks 
for free, let me pay more taxes so that they can ride the 
subway too! And every fare I pay is pre-tax, so I'm getting a 
~30-40% discount anyway! 


  


3080 make it more X  


200 
Make sure it is easy to register and accessible. Be proactive 
with advertising and registering people and provide the 
opportunity to purchase a low income pass when riders 
face fare evasion enforcement 


X X 


651 
Make the discount far larger than 20%.  And ideally, BART 
would be sufficiently publicly funded to be free for all users 
at point-of-use. 


  


762 
Make this easily accessible for people to receive - like one 
pay stub as evidence of income and quick turnaround for 
receiving the discount. 


  


3500 


Many low income riders don't use tickets; they hop the 
gates and use the emergency exits. BART should give a 
discount commensurate with their lower income, but they 
also need to change to higher fare gates and actual 
enforcement. 


  


376 
Many would benefit from it. But will fares go up for 
everyone else? BART really needs to start cracking down 
on fare evasion. I see it nearly every day, usually multiple 
times a day. No one stops these people. 


 X 
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838 


Maybe bump up the income limits because using FPL in Bay 
Area is laughable.  
 
Consider having an “off peak” discount program to 
encourage ridership in non-commute hours. 


 X 


3051 More low income riders on bart X X 


471 


More of a student discount would have been very helpful 
when I was at University. Or an easier to find discount 
anyway, I ended up taking 13 hours worth of classes a day 
so I could cut down on commuting 


X X 


2319 


Most of the Bay Area riding Bart is low income, why only 
20%? We are trying to make a living traveling to work and 
paying high prices as if we are tourist? The discount should 
be 45-30%, how about you help your low income 
community out? 


 X 


3638 My hopes would be to see less brazen misuse of the 
emergency exits for personal use and more fair paid use. X X 


1300 Need a monthly discount for frequent riders. 20% off is not 
enough 


  


3595 No. Is there a age limit?  X 
3306 Not enough of a discount.  X 


3634 
Of the discount is approved, there should be more 
promotional discounts offered throughout the calendar 
year 


 X 


2169 
Perhaps more important than a 20% discount would be 
more generous transfers between BART and feeder 
services. 


 X 


3159 Please consider everyday riders, we could a break as well.  X 


3090 


Please consider increasing the discount in the future at 
least. 20% is a good base but many commuters who have 
been priced out of the city have to pay more to go to work 
the farther they live, and this doesn't include what they 
spend on parking at BART parking lots. 


X X 


2193 Please have it reflective of what is considered low-income 
in the Bay Area, not just the national consensus. 


 X 


236 


please include low-middle income riders too. i can't afford 
to buy a car, no available passes cover ac transit and bart 
together. my monthly transit expenses are almost half my 
rent. 
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660 
Please lower cost. BART fate always stresses me out. Make 
it fair for all. 20 percent for those who make less than 
$50,000 but it should be 40 percent for the majority of us 
who make less than $30,000 


X  


1490 Please make it a seamless and hassle free way (allow me to 
use my clipper card!) 


  


3661 


Please make sure only qualified riders are accepted.  There 
are many illegal residents who work for cash and make 
more than $50K per year, but declare they are low income.  
I know this because I know these people who abuse the 
government system. 


 X 


3223 Please make the income threshold lower to reflect the cost 
of living in the Bay Area. X X 


164 
Please make this as user friendly to undocumented people 
as much as possible. We do not feel comfortable giving 
personal information to government 


X X 


2768 Potentially offer specifically some form of student discount 
please or some other program for college students. 


 X 


593 
Prioritize low income youth/students that commute to 
college, high school and so on. I think 20% discount might 
not be enough but it’s a great place to start. 


X X 


872 psychologically it seems low -- 25% sounds a LOT bigger 
than 20%. 


 X 


1980 


Public transit should be free. The Bay Area has failed its 
responsibility to ensure that all of its residents can access 
the Bay’s resources, opportunities, and jobs, forcing more 
people onto crowded roads and freeways. This automotive 
traffic increases pollution, increases the burden of 
regressive gas taxes and bridge tolls, and decreases time 
that working parents can spend with their children. Bay 
Area governments must do their duty to build high-quality, 
accessible, and comprehensive public transit. 


  


1317 Public transport should be no cost per ride Unknown Unknown 


363 


Raise it to 50% discount.  I usually take the BART from 
downtown Berkeley to Oakland Airport for necessary trips, 
and $8.80 for a one-way trip is too much.  A 20% decrease 
lowers that to $7 and I still believe that is too much.  To a 
low-income rider, that's a meal or two I'm putting into 
transportation.  Paying $4.40 at 50% is much more ideal. 


X X 
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43 Re-consider what it means to be low-income in the Bay 
Area. Unknown X 


3116 
Riders who are low income and ride the Bart daily or 
almost daily, should receive a larger discount. We are more 
than likely riding the Bart at least 2-3 times a day 


X X 


1546 


Set up low income riders,  teirs such as HS student, 
COLLEGUE, park & ride pricing, monthly cards etc.  to 
attract more would be riders if it was more economical 
than driving. 
SFO/Oak park and fly pricing etc. 


 X 


1243 Should be a privilege - revoked if causing trouble on system X X 


3049 should be more than a 20% discount  Unknown 


2796 


So many of us even with decent incomes are having trouble 
making ends meet and the cost of BART and travel is 
becoming prohibitive. This is not only a good idea, it's so 
necessary for the extremely high costs of living in Bay Area 
and the terrible traffic congestion.  
I would want to see an even greater discount for low-
income riders. 


Unknown X 


628 Sounds like a good thing. Public transit should be free.   


1588 


Sounds like a great program. Please allow those with 
disabilities that prohibit them from driving to apply their 
disability discount in addition to the low income discount 
there are many of us who have disabilities and are also on 
Social Security. 


X  


2461 
Students between K-12 should receive a discount 
especially, equitable access is crucial. Tech folks making 
above 100k should not pay the same price as a low-income 
family. 


 X 


3674 Students should get 50% discount on BART.  X 


1831 


Suggest stimulating employers to pay the discount  
BART conditions require funding.  
Suggest having BART decision-makers experience the new 
Metro trains in Washington, DC for ideas to upgrade BART. 


 X 


3409 Support this program to make BART more accessible, as 
long as it does not result in service cuts 


 X 
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2912 


Teachers need this discount also. I want to win the clipper 
prize to give to my friends daughter who is a teacher at 
Mission Dolores Academy she’s raising her aunts two 
children because he4 aunt died of a heart attack recently. 
They can’t afford to live in SF. 


X X 


1564 


The 50K threshold seems very low for the entire Bay Area--
that's half our median income in SF!  At that standard, I 
think eligible riders would *really* need the discount, 
particularly commuters from Oakland.  I don't know if 20% 
is enough to switch low-income commuters from driving, 
but I do think it's a good idea.  I did personally say "yes I 
would ride BART more" because I'd probably take more 
downtown rides, but to be clear, I would not be eligible for 
this. 


  


3252 
The Bay Area is one of the wealthiest places on earth. All 
rides should be free on our transit system. Short of that, 
anyone under 25 and over 50 should ride for free 


  


2700 


The cap is too low, what family of 4 making less than 50k 
can afford to live in the bay area?  50k for two is probably 
still too low.  I make over 200k and am fine paying Much 
more than I currently do per ride to subsidize low income 
riders.  Please consider giving the rich the option to pay 
more to expand this program. 


  


2865 


The cost of BART is too high. In Chicago, you can take the 
train from one end of the city to the other for 2.25. The 
turnstiles in Chicago severely limit the ability of people to 
evade fares. Why not find ways to make it harder for fare 
evaders and bring the price down for all? 


X  


3210 The cutoff for income should be much higher given the cost 
of living in the Bay Area 


 X 


2859 


The definition of low income should be re-assessed. A lot of 
people who earn at least 100k per year are also struggling. 
San francisco defines low income around the 108k 
threshold. Maybe lets follow that? 


 X 
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158 


The discount is insufficient for some one at the Poverty 
Level or below.  I suggest a sliding scale discount starting @ 
the proposed 20% for income level 250% of the Poverty 
level.  Consideration needs to be made regarding the 
significant differences between locations within the Bay 
Area inherent in the Federal calculation determining the 
Bay Area Poverty Level.   There is a significant difference in 
the cost of living in San Francisco & the Silicon Valley as 
compared to the rest of the Bay Area. This is important 
because the Area Poverty Level is not able to accommodate 
the economic impact of the discrepancy. Then there is the 
impact of Commutation expenses causing an unfair 
restriction on low income individuals who would like to 
take advantage of the job market in city centers.  This is 
especially significant when the minimum wage in cities like 
San Francisco, which is $15, and others which can be as low 
as $10.50. 


X  


2685 The discount isn't enough, public transit should be free for 
the public, tax corporations and the rich Unknown Unknown 


1986 


The discount program should raise the threshold to be at 
least 300% or 350% of the federal poverty level. People 
who make $35k a year still have to pay more than 30% of 
their take-home (after taxes) on rent that is still a ways 
away from jobs in SF. Not to mention, the discount is only 
20% (so instead of paying ~$160, I’m still paying ~$128 a 
month on transit alone). I would suggest a tier-system as 
well. Those who make below 200% federal poverty level 
get 30-40% discount, those who make between 200%-
300% federal poverty level get 20%-30% discount, or 
something along those lines. If you’re an individual working 
in the Bay Area, someone making $40k a year is still, more 
than likely, living paycheck to paycheck. 


Unknown Unknown 


1418 The discount should also be considered for those who buy 
the monthly pass through Muni. 


 X 


2630 The discount should apply to more people, not just 200% of 
poverty line. 
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793 


The discount should be even higher for low-income riders, 
if not free. I also think the ticket price for short rides should 
be lowered, to make BART more competitive with Uber and 
Lyft for short, intracity rides (e.g. from 12th St Oakland to 
19th St Oakland). 


  


2803 
The discount should be expanded to more income levels. 
200% above the federal poverty line is not sufficiently 
inclusive. 


  


1573 The discount should be higher  X 


365 The discount should be on a sliding scale associated with 
income. X X 


2976 


The idea sounds great, but if it is implemented make sure 
that accessibility is prioritized. Confusing application 
processes and cumbersome enrollment procedures can be 
discouraging and prevent those who need it most from 
participting. 


Unknown X 


3 The income level to qualify should be higher. $100,000 
year. 


 X 


1235 


The income rate should be higher. A family of 4 with 
$50,200 or less is sad and most possibly be homeless. A 
family of 4 cannot survive with $50,200 and ride Bart when 
average Bart will cost about $100 a month. U won’t have 
anyone who would be eligible. 


 X 


1001 


The income requirement is untenable. A family of four 
making $50,000 a year means that this hypothetical family 
would barely have enough for rent and food, let alone 
anything else. 


X X 


1010 


The riders should have to show some proof that they are 
using BART mostly for work commute to receive this 
discount. The advance tickets sold would need to be limited 
to prevent resale. 


  


1114 There is not a current option for commuter discounts for 
those falling just out of the eligibility window. 


  


1089 
There needs to be an "all you can ride" pass for BART 
(between zones, station pairs, etc.). Every other major 
transportation system in the country has one. 


  


3083 
There should be a college student discount. There have 
been times when I almost didn’t go to school because I 
couldn’t afford my bart ride or I had to use my spare 
change 


X X 
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1668 There should be a frequent rider discount, regardless of 
income. 


 X 


1906 There should be a student discount program. X X 
2686 Things are expensive for poor people here X Unknown 


3153 Think we need to encourage more people on public transit. 
We also need BART to be safer and more reliable. 


  


2494 
This "discount" is not enough to make me use it more, but 
in the event I need to ride BART it would take a little of the 
sting out of the cost. 


X  


2757 
this and use fare-capping to limit the amount low-income 
riders pay into bart, especially for those traveling long 
distances 


  


569 
This discount is important and will help low-income people 
go to work and school! 25% or even 40% would be even 
better. The rest of us are paying enough to subsidize this. 


 X 


12 


This discount is very much needed as everything else is 
expensive, especially housing andue are moving further & 
further away to have our earnings stretch thinner. 
Commute prices being discounted can help me use my 
earnings for other basic needs. 


 X 


3195 


This is a good idea, but I am wondering how and how often 
BART would evaluate an individuals income. Would this be 
on a monthly basis? Annually? What if I am a college 
student with $0 income and then I get a job in June starting 
at $100k? How would this be evaluated? 


Unknown Unknown 


1550 This is a great idea and honestly should be increased to a 
50% discount. 


 X 


1758 This is a great idea.  I would suggest 25-50% off  X 


3534 This is literally the least you can do guys. It should be 50% 
like the MTA is instituting. X  
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857 


This is seriously sadistic. 20% for a family of four making 
50,000? Girl, this family is dead in the water and your 
dollar off is not going to help them (25 cents each) because 
they cannot live in the bay except in a tent. This train is 
THE most offensively priced "public" transportation in the 
highest priced city in the world. Do you know how much 
interpersonal violence these forms of daily 
impoverishment breed? Do you know who this is falling 
on? WOMEN OF COLOR, that's who. Plus their children. 
PEOPLE WHOSE ANCESTORS WERE STOLEN AND 
ENSLAVED. A train. That everyone needs to get to work. 
PRICE IT LIKE NYC OR LONDON OR PARIS!! 20% off an 
eight dollar round trip ride. Shame. In case you cant infer, 
here is my comment: TWENTY PERCENT IS NOT ENOUGH. 
Here is my sub-comment: TWO HUNDRED PERCENT? LOL 
100% BELOW THE POVERTY LINE IS NOT ENOUGH?? 
What's wrong with you. 


X  


2931 
this new discount would not qualify me.. i make well over 
the 200% poverty line but have many studnet loans that 
does not allow me live on my own. maybe should have a 
criteria to look at peopel expense 


 X 


2217 This program should be 50 percent off all transit region 
wide.  VTA should also participate as should Samtrans. X X 


2657 


This proposal sounds good, unless it comes at the expense 
of other riders who don't qualify as "low income".  BART is 
already expensive and I am not willing to pay more so 
others may pay less. 


 X 


2102 
This should be implemented together with an automatic 
“high value discount” — give everyone 6% off after 
spending $X. 


  


443 


This would be a great benefit for those who truly need it. 
Note: So many people though are fare evaders, be they 
moneyed or not. I see individuals, or entire families, fare 
evade, either going through side gates, emergency doors or 
watch for gates that don't close. Others go through the 
gates, engaging the alarms without any fear. 


 X 


338 This would be a great program. Maybe consider parking 
discount as well 


 X 


612 
This would be a great start to offering more accessible 
public transportation. Monthly paid discounts would be a 
great thing too like other public transit cities offer. 
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3530 


This would be amazingly helpful. Another huge problem, 
though, is the lack of parking. I live closest to the Lafayette 
and Orinda stations, but I can’t park at either. The waiting 
list for a spot is years long. The county bus is inconsistent 
and often late. It’s unreliable. So I end up driving long 
distances when I would prefer to BART because I literally 
can’t park there. And I can’t afford to take a Lyft/Uber 
there. It’s a huge shame and totally ruins the point of public 
transportation. 


X X 


1280 


Thou, its great idea to allow BART riders with family to ride 
together with discount.  I have assistant public patrons 
with BART help on where they can find tickets as in paper 
format.  Many seem not educate about the benefit of using 
the clipper that can work on all Bay Area transit rides. 


X Unknown 


1296 


Tiene q ser super-facil inscribirse en cualquier programa, 
sobre todo para estos q cuentan con algun tipo de 
descapacidad fisica y mental, si no, no se van a inscribir y 
eso no es justo. Los probres merecen la ayuda *It must be 
super easy to enroll in any program, especially for those 
who have some type of physical or mental disability, if not, 
they will not enroll and that is not fair. The poor deserve 
help* 


 Unknown 


751 Totally supportive if it’s regulated. How are you going to 
avoid someone using another persons “discount” card? 


  


3417 


Traffic is horrible, and housing crisis is causing enormous 
economic distress on people. Why not try something truly 
progressive like free annual passes to people who make 
less than $XX,XXX (e.g. $40,000) per year, and sliding scale 
above that up to $80,000 per year or so for full price? 
Annual passes will incentive pass-holders to use BART 
more often which may decrease congestion on the roads. 
Providing free or steeply discounted passes for 
economically disadvantaged people would be a great 
benefit to society. 


  


2754 We are all low income in the Bay Area barely scraping by 
how about no more taxes or fare decreases for everyone 


  


2105 
We need to encourage everyone to ride public transit and 
get out of their cars.  For all people, public transit should be 
free, reliable, efficient and comfortable.  This would also 
support low-income riders. 


X  
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1200 


We need to explore marketing this program to students, 
especially those with financial difficulties and EOP program 
recipients. It is important to make sure discounts are 
distributed equally; but shouldn’t be a shoulder to the 
universities to pay. At minimum, colleges should market 
and offer the programs to students to encourage them to 
take transit more, especially for urban colleges. 


 X 


2244 We need up to 50% discount or monthly pass fix amounts 
for low income riders. Thanks you 


 X 


1062 


We should do everything we can to help low-income folks 
access public transit.  
We should make all transit free eventually, by taxing high-
earning corporations or with a percentage of income tax 
that taxes the wealthiest people or corporations. 
We also need to improve our transit system, expanding it 
and making it much cleaner and more modern like 
European cities and cities abroad do. This should also be 
paid for with taxes on high-income earners and 
corporations. 


 X 


789 


What does BART consider low income?  Stop giving away 
taxpayer and rider user fee money to support special 
agenda programs.   
 
Improve station security, stop fare jumping and improve 
parking at remote station locations.  That will improve 
ridership numbers and fare revenue. 


  


1646 What does low-income really mean? I think anything under 
$60k should be considered low-income for the Bay Area. 


 X 


1784 


What is considered "low" income.  We have a low income, 
but we don't qualify for assistance, because we're not low 
enough.    You need to post what is low. I can't even get food 
from our local food bank, but can't pay my bills. 


 X 


2883 
What is considered low income for single person 
households?Consider adding a student price for college 
students as well!! 


X Unknown 


2666 What is the income level for one person household? X  
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938 
What proportion of riders are low-income now? How big of 
a fiscal impact would the program have? Last time I 
checked, the fare box recovery ratio is 60-70% . 


Unknown Unknown 


1033 


What really qualifies as low income? 
it should be more than just earned income  
I qualify for low income because I run a business that 
doesn't generate a lot of income. I have a lot of assets so I 
shouldn't qualify. 
you need to tighten up the regulations on who is low 
income really. 


  


19 What would be the process for getting them.  X 


3651 


What’s low income?  Given the cost of living in general and 
the cost of housing more specifically how is low income 
computed?  Using some multiple of the fed poverty baseline 
as is usually done doesn’t reflect actual low income.  There 
are plenty of BART riders who make seemingly good 
incomes and who don’t come close to qualifying for low 
income programs but after rent, student loans, childcare, 
and transport are left scrambling at the end of the month.  
There’s always people worse off but these programs rarely 
help the working class, especially those on hourly pay, who 
bear the brunt of fare increases and delays (delays cost me 
money and risk my job). 


 X 


3161 


When I was in college, I took BART all of the time. Before I 
was homeless, same thing. I've been homeless 11 out of the 
last 18 years, and for work or school I always relied on 
BART. In this time I went back to college and received my 
BFA, Post-Bac, and MA as a return student. Charge earners 
in normative working class brackets the same and the poor 
less, those destitute or homeless shouldn't be charged 
much at all if at all. Social Services can help authorize how 
much and to whom. For others maybe something at the 
DMV instead. 


X  


1518 


When I was still going to school, there were times where I 
had to choose between going to class or being able to eat 
that day. I've known people who couldn't afford bart but 
had to get to work, so they would hop the gates. Low 
income people shouldn't have to make these choices. 


X X 
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2061 


When places offer a discount for low-income riders, they 
use the national low-income rates. Hoever in the bay area, 
even a single person earning $60k is low income if you take 
into effect how much is rent, gas, food, and other daily 
necessities. I feel that if you are going to help low-income 
riders, you need to help the Bay Area low-income as they 
are the ones that's actually obeying the rules and utilizes 
Bart without breaking the system, even though it would 
make it hard for them 


X X 


1989 Where do I find the information, ? Is this different than 
Muni senior Clipper Card? X  


3542 


Where the fund coming from? Another debt? 
We need safe BART, we need new trains, we need to 
discount the low-income fare....Too many priorities means 
no priority. Limited resources unlimited needs. Use the 
fund wisely. 


 X 


3304 
While 20% isn’t enough, it would enable access to 
transportation to low-income riders so they can actually 
travel 


X X 


972 


While I applaud this proposed program, I wonder how it 
will affect us those who pay regular fares. How do you 
propose to offset the potential loss of revenue? By 
increasing the regular fares? How about decreasing fares 
across the board? Or decreasing the exorbitant parking 
fees? Our fares should already be part of paying for the 
parking lot maintenance, not a separate fee. Do you think 
this new discount program would be an incentive to the 
fare cheats? How will you make sure that people won't 
abuse the system by under-reporting their income? By 
submitting W-2s? How often will their eligibility be 
reviewed? Annually? Every two years?  Please be fair to 
those of us who pay regular fares. We already pay high 
fares. Maybe what you can consider is a monthly pass 
program. 


Unknown X 
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962 


While I personally applaud all efforts to help low income 
riders, I feel it is in the best interest of the Bay Area that 
prices for everyone is dropped. BART is much more 
expensive than many other transit systems like it in the 
other major US cities, and yet the technical problems 
(single tracked) are far worse than these other comparable 
services. Also, I believe that public transit is critical to less 
pollution. If you only bring down the prices for a segment 
of the population who are (unjustly) looked at as 
undesirable, less people who CAN afford to ride will opt for 
Lyft or driving. Bring EVERYONE'S fare down 10%, and 
provide a way for low-income patrons to pay through 
volunteer service. 


  


2956 
While this discount wouldn’t change how often I ride BART, 
as a case manager, I know that many folks choose between 
buying food and going to work, especially if they’re going to 
work for higher wages in the City 


X X 


2000 


While this program is helpful for low income riders, what 
would you be doing to prevent misuse of the discount? For 
example, if a low-income rider purchases tickets, what 
would be done to prevent it to be given away or sold to 
someone else who is not low-income? 


 X 


2985 


Who is subsidizing this "discount"? One can only assume 
it's the rest of the riders that pay full price already. How is 
this at all fair? Just because one doesn't qualify as "low 
income" (a subjective term to begin with) now means that 
one must help pay the fare price for others who 
(supposedly) can't afford it? 


  


817 Who will be funding this program? Will my fares be 
increasing yet again? 


  


290 Who will cover the revenue lost by Bart by offering 
discount tickets to low income? 


 X 


173 
Who would be subsidizing the low income users?? People 
who pay full fare?  BART can’t even manage its own 
finances.  How will this be paid for? 


 X 


1872 Why not just give everyone the 20% discount so that more 
people ride BART instead of taking Uber/Lyft? 


 X 


2393 Why only for low income? What about middle range?  X 


1496 Why? Who is paying for it? The other customers who are 
living paycheck to paycheck? 


  


2718 Will it subsidize parking, or connecting transit or TNC fares 
also? 
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3305 


With BART’s cost per mile fare system, people who are 
super commuting from the Central Valley and beyond are 
put at a further economic hardship. They are typically those 
who also still need the employment in the region, usually 
after being squeezed out by the housing crisis. BART can at 
least help ease the burden by lowering its fares across the 
board. This will also make driving a less financially 
attractive option (and potentially get people out of their 
automobiles, helping to relieve traffic as well and reduce 
pollution and greenhouse gasses). 


 X 


1322 


With the discount for disabled riders at 60% and the 
discount for low-income riders only being 20%, I don't 
many people will apply or use this program. The savings 
just isn't that significant. 


 X 


2444 


With the drastic underavailability of affordable housing, 
many low income people have to commute to work. I don't 
think the discount is high enough and the threshold is too 
low. 


Unknown Unknown 


1799 


With the regular fare, we have homeless people and drug 
users riding bart, leaving needles behind and making the 
ride very uncomfortable because no one wants to be near 
them.  If you offer discounts, I don’t know if it will make 
this situation worse.  I would love it if it was offered to low 
income families who really need the transportation 
however others who will use this benefit but use bart as a 
means to sleep or use drugs will make it worse because I’m 
afraid their numbers will increase. Bart is crowded as is. 


 X 


172 Wonder how it will be paid for.  Unknown 


160 Would be great if SFMTA's Lifeline could be used as low-
income verification. Thanks for collecting input! X X 


596 Would I qualify for this discount if my annual income is 
only $28,580? 


 X 


971 Would it be loaded easily onto current Clipper Cards riders 
have? 


 X 


753 
Would it raise fares for everyone else? If so, I'm not in 
favor. I think the discount program should be subsidized by 
local or state government programs. 


Unknown X 


69 Would like to undertsand if this will result in losses or 
profit to BART. 


 X 


2538 Would low income college students be included? X X 
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2090 


Would prefer a program built around 
daily/weekly/monthly fare caps and/or means tested 
subsidy instead of discount (essentially, high value tickets 
without as large an up-front cost to make them more 
accessible) 


  


3429 Would this raise the price of regular fares ? X  


2730 
Yes - I'm very concerned about this program. The trains are 
already overcrowded with commuters. This does not seem 
well planned out. How would it be monitored? 


 Unknown 


3059 
Yes but the discount should go to everyone. You guys also 
need to fix this ebart ******** too. Bart keeps coming up 
with more and more ass backwards things. 


 X 


1471 


Yes I would ride bart more but this question is ridiculous as 
you would not offer that to the majority of your high paying 
riders. Give riders like my self who ride you 5 days a week, 
twice a day at full price. 


  


3233 
Yes,  low income is at a different level in the Bay Area than 
other parts of the country.  Please make sure your cut off is 
high enough to really benefit working low income members 
of our community. 


 X 


1337 


Yes, I would make the discount bigger or make the rides 
free for poor people.  For some people I know getting to 
work costs as much as one hour of their work.  That is 
1/8th of their salary!!! 


  


381 
Yes, if this is expanded, i suggest that bart mean-tests the 
senior and kids current discount to offset some of the cost 
to the system.    Also, would like to know how you plan on 
validating participants. 


  


3244 Yes, it’s a good start, but needs to be a steeper discount. 
Decriminalize dare evasion. 


  


995 Yes, what is considered low income in this bay area today?  X 


121 


You are the most expensive transportation system in one of 
the most expensive places to live. To expected people to be 
able to afford living in the Bay Area and your fares is 
ludicrous. 


Unknown Unknown 
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1511 


You have got to be kidding me.  After all we have been 
hearing about how BART is having such a difficult time 
with money which has resulted in multiple property tax 
initiatives.  You are going to start giving low income 
discounts.  Honestly I think whoever thought this plan up 
doesn't ride BART very often.  Every time I am in any of the 
stations I see quite a few of what I would consider "Low 
Income" people sleeping on the trains or platforms.  My 
advice just keep doing what you are doing.  It looks like you 
are giving enough free or discounted fares already. 


  


2790 


You have to raise the eligibility threshold. It is tough to 
make ends meet here on 5x the federal level. This program 
should not be only for home-owners and those who were 
lucky enough to find a good rent-controlled place over 10 
years ago. No one making less than 200% can afford to live 
here at all. A 200% threshold is a joke. 


  


2786 
You should definitely offer a discount for low income 
riders, but it should be even more than 20%. A fifty percent 
discount would make much more sense, since $50,000 for a 
family of 4 is nearly impossible to live on in the Bay Area. 


  


1996 You should definitely provide low cost/free BART passes 
for low income folk! 


  


3128 you should have done this a long time ago  X 
310 You should implement it, life is too expensive  X 


2748 You should just make it free for low-income riders. Many 
jump the turnstile anyway. 


  


1241 
Your bar for low-income is too low given the cost of living 
in the Bay Area. Anyone making under $75,000 should 
qualify. 


  


2384 


Your proposed discount is not fair to those who have no 
access to mass transit, specifically rural people who are 
compelled to drive further than city folk, need to buy more 
gas,and subsequently pay more taxes to finance subsidize 
another giveaway to city residents who get all the benefit at 
the expense of rural dwellers. Democrats love to shaft 
country people and are very good at it! 


Unknown X 


1046 You have problems now on Bart I think discounts could 
increase the issues you already have. 


  


1419 反对给予折扣 *I oppose giving discounts*  X 
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937 反對給低收入折扣 *Opposed to low income discounts*  X 


710 反对提供折扣给低收入 *Opposed to offering discounts to 
low income* 


 X 


2187 


1. Stop making( California taxpayers) pay for new Bond 
measure for Bay Area Rapid Transit so you can get funding 
for new trains, new pensions for your employees, while the 
people who actually used Bay Area Rapid Transit every day 
are having to worry about their own safety on your trains.  
2. Take care of your Bart Train Cars and clean the seats and 
floors and the outside after every night. Make your cars 
presentable to the public. 
3.  Bart #1concern should be the safety of your employees, 
Safety of the public using Bart as their transportation. As a 
Bart Rider who uses Bart to get to school, I have noticed 
that there are not any Bart Police on the Bart trains, Bart 
stations protecting people who are using the Bart Train. 
4. Why should everyone else have to pay more for a Bart 
Ticket or Clipper Card to ride Bay Area Rapid Transit so 
you can give low- income riders a discount? 
5. Bay Area Rapid Transit Management - Talk is Cheap and 
if you want the public to give you more money you will 
have to show something for it by Bart actions on what you 
are going to do to make the Bart more enjoyable, safer, 
cost-effective and sustainable for many years in the future. 
6. Bart needs more parking in their Bart stations 
everywhere. 


X  


2027 


1. Without better enforcement of fare evasion, there will be 
no incentive for low-income riders to pay a regular fare 
2. The SFO line is so expensive- mmore people would take 
bart to SFO if those fares were not so high, and that would 
help low-income riders a lot. 


 X 


2678 


A lot of low-income riders take multiple forms of transit. 
You should be unifying transfers and payment systems 
across the Bay Area transit providers before wasting 
money on a flawed single-source Clipper 2.0. 


 X 
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638 


absolutely do not agree! the bart is already absolutely dirty 
and very filthy witj so many homeless people and in the last 
4 years i only remember getting a seat probably 10 times 
going from Hayward to SF we dont need more people 
trying to ride the bart and make life hell for the rest of the 
current riders. Bart please do something about the beggers 
and homeless people on the bart by tighter securities. 


 X 


217 Adding to tax payers burden.  X 


779 


Already an abundance of programs for low income folks.  
Now we are going to start charging them less for services?   
Do they start paying less for groceries too?  Will there be a 
low income price for everything? 


  


1752 Another rip off. Use gas tax money for it’s intended purpose 
rather than another subsidy. 


 X 


2321 


As a commuter from N Concord to Oakland, I’ve lost count 
on how many gate jumpers I see on a daily basis. BART 
continues to raise fares and parking fees; I currently pay an 
average of $254/month (BART and parking) and with 
BART wanting to cover the cost of low income, I’m sure my 
commute cost will go up because someone has to pay for it 
so put the cost on the commuters. BART needs to take care 
of business and make commuters feel safe, build parking 
garages because now I need to get at the N Concord station 
at 6:30am, compared to before at 7am, so I can get a 
parking space. BART continues to get your priorities in 
order and this is why the public is disquested with BART. 


 X 


163 As far as I can tell, the low income riders already jump fare, 
I see it almost every day. I’d rather see that problem solved. 


  


1298 Bad idea who's to pick up the slack  X 


2705 


BART already has huge problems with people who don’t 
pay their fair share by fare evasion and homeless people 
who “ live” in BART cars . Let’s fix what’s wrong now before 
we spend more tax money ! The Stations are dirty, the 
escalators don’t work , and people are loaded on cars like 
sardines . Let’s take care of the problems we have before 
we lack more people into overcrowded cars 


 Unknown 
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1782 


BART doesn't have enough money to introduce sweeping 
discounts. If you want to encourage people to ride BART, 
make the system safer, cleaner, and improve your on-time 
performance. Instead of inviting rampant fraud with this 
discount program, BART should enforce payment at the 
fare gates. 


Unknown  


2872 BART has become TOO DANGEROUS to ride. Keeping it safe 
seems more important than a discount 


  


3508 
Bart is already an absolute disgrace because they’re too 
politically correct to deal with the human trash infesting 
the trains. Why don’t you do something about that. 


 X 


537 


Bart is already cheaper than driving or carpooling, people 
already jump the gates at the bart station everyday.  I don't 
support low income getting a bigger discount than the rest 
of the community. 


 X 


849 


BART is already highly subsidized and we are opposed to 
the discount program. Most discounts based on income are 
given without proof of income level. Gas tax should fund 
infrastructure as we were told on the proposition. 


Unknown Unknown 


2831 


Bart is already the low income option for a person. Instead 
of giving a discount, Bart should utilize the money it does 
have to clean up Bart and improve performance. When I 
say clean up, I literally mean clean the place up. Power 
washers, bleach, etc 


 X 


2887 BART is heavily subsidized. It does not need further 
subsidizations. 


  


3645 


Bart is just in general too expensive as it is for middle-class 
riders (aka most of your passengers who commute across 
the Bay daily to get to work). There are numerous issues 
with the trains and the way stations are managed, and 
having a discount program specifically for low-income 
riders wouldn't do a thing for improving Bart other than 
giving a small percentage of the riders a discount. Where 
did you even get this idea to begin with? It's really, really 
dumb. 


X  


3231 


Bart is responsible for transporting most of the criminals to 
and from San Bruno. Why don't you work on making the 
train safer for riders and cleaner before you start making it 
easier for criminals to ride. Your own officers tell people 
not to take Bart. 
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2826 
Bart is unsafe, dirty and over crowded maybe fix this issue 
first.  
 
Taking Bart is extemely expensive 


 X 


2951 


BART often talks about how they do not have enough 
money. They have allowed people not to pay fare (fare 
jumpers) and at one time did not enforce parking.Now does 
not seem like a good time to offer discounts. 


  


1305 


BART riders are a kind of prey species, upon whom 
aggressive panhandlers, so called break dancing street 
artists, thieves, thugs, and foul smelling homeless persons 
impose with impunity.  How about curing that situation 
first? 


X  


2421 


BART should consider peak and off-peak fares first. The 
goal of peak and off-peak fares would be to increase public 
transportation usage, provide funding for the 
transportation system, and charge a more equitable fare 
based on the time of day and cost of operations. BART has a 
problem of overcrowding during commute hours and 
undercrowding during non-commute hours. Those who 
ride during commute hours are higher income than those 
who ride during non-commute hours. The cost of 
operations is much higher during commute hours than the 
cost of operations during non-commute hours since you 
have to add extra trains. If you were to charge off-peak 
fares when BART is less crowded, BART would be a more 
competitive option. So why doesn't BART do peak and off-
peak fares, similar to Washington DC's Metro? 


 X 


1019 Bart should focus on riders safety and clean the trains. X X 


1094 


BART should study what it would take to make ridership 
free for all and then create a subsidy to be paid by all 
jurisdictions served by BART.  Free rides encourage 
more/better usage. 
 
I would use BART more frequently if it extended down the 
bayside in SMC.  Currently, I drive to San Bruno and park 
and ride. 


  


1723 
Bart trains are already too short during commute times and 
offer overcrowded. With more ridership due to some riders 
getting a steep discount, the experience on Bart would go 
down significantly. 


 X 
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403 


Bart was supposed to pay its own way and never has. Any 
time they are money ahead they spend it on new cars and 
new bad computer systems. I used to work at Mare Island 
Navel Shipyard and as a top step nuclear pipefitter I never 
came close to what Bart workers get and I had to work in 
hazardous environments and harsh conditions. My 30 year 
retirement is $29,000 gross/yr and my group health is 
$800 a month. You spend too much money in the wrong 
palces and then you want more to give away. People shoud 
work where they live. If they wont to comute to make more 
money and live somewhere cheep they should have to pay 
the price. If I can't afford it I don't have it. I don't make or 
ask anybody to pay my way. I make my way on what I have. 
No gas tax money for bart. Ridership fairs should pay all the 
fraight or no ride. 


X X 


1056 


Better to expand disabled program. I’m a service-connected 
disabled veteran, but do not qualify for BART disabled fare. 
My VA disabled ID makes me easily verifiable. Income-
based fare will create a morass of bueracracy and fraud. 


 X 


3105 ********. Everyone should pay the same.  X 
298 Concerns about potential abuse of the system.  X 


3096 


Discounts put an extra burden on BART's operating costs. 
The entire discount program should be contingent upon 
receiving an equal offset with Grant funding or an alternate 
source of revenue other than fare revenue. Each fiscal year, 
the program should be decided whether to continue only if 
the alternate funding is secured. Regular fares have 
continued to increase for an unreliable system and unequal 
share on full fare paying passengers to support subsidies. 


 X 


267 Do it for everybody. Stop hiking up the f****** fares 
especially when you guys can barely get a train to function. Unknown Unknown 


3650 Do not like it   


1506 Do not offer the discount program.   
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3369 


Do not offer this discount now. Maybe this can be revisited 
later, after Bart resolves the problem with people not 
paying fare. Or offer the discount to employers to give to 
their employees. Oh btw, please put a station at 
Somersville/Auto Center Drive in Antioch. 


 X 


2785 Do not offer this discount.  Use the money to hire more 
security to make BART safer. 


 X 


1731 Do not think there should be a new discount program for 
low-income riders. 


 X 


1058 
Do not want gas tax now used for Bart discount!!!  That was 
not the intent!  If money is available, should be used for 
upgrading system for ALL, not as a discount. 


  


1038 Don’t agree with it. It would make everyone else’s fare 
increase 


 X 


2473 Don’t do it  Unknown 
2850 Don’t do it, the system needs the money  X 
182 Don’t support.   


1129 Don't do it, it's not fair to everyone else. Homeless already 
ride for free 


  


3266 Don't do it.   


116 Don't do it.  Unknown 


1285 


Don't do it.  The number of homeless who take up seats and 
stink, and the number of grifters and thieves are 
overwhelming as it is.  How about a police officer on every 
train?  That would be nice! 


  


2143 don't use gas tax money to discount bart  X 
2089 Don't.  X 
2041 Equal protection under the law.  No discount  X 


3303 
Even the full fare isn't high enough to cover the cost of 
running BART.  We should be raising fares instead of 
considering further discounts 


  


1670 


Even though I use a disabled clipper card ,Bart is going to 
loose money because so many already take advantage of th 
the disabled clipper card that don’t even need it ,and it 
won’t be fare to the regular fare user ,that has to use Bart 
for work they already pay a lot ,give them a break 
somewear 


X X 


1274 Everyone should pay equally   


2584 Fair treatment to all. Everyone should pay the same rate for 
the same service. 
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1942 Fares are already low, and I would rather see BART invest 
more in the system than offer discounted fares. 


  


767 


First, BART needs to regulate and make sure people are 
paying first. I have seen people not pay and hop the 
ticketing area or run behind people. It should look more 
like the East Coast train stations where the ticketing area is 
tall and high so no one can hop it. Once that happens, it’ll be 
good to implement cheaper BART rides for low income 
people. It might encourage BART riders and make trains 
even more packed but maybe people will pay 


 X 


2511 Gas tax revenue should be used to repair roads.  That's 
what we voted for!!!!! 


 Unknown 


2537 Gas tax should be used for road repairs   


888 Gas tax should not be used  X 
220 Gas Tax should NOT be used. X  


1222 Get the fare evaders first man  X 


531 Guess the rest of us will gave to pay more so they can ride 
cheaper in a poorly run system whose cars are cesspools 


 Unknown 


213 
How much more is this going to cost regular riders? This is 
a waste of money! BART needs new management and 
automated trains. 


 Unknown 


1020 


I am absolutely opposed to using BART funds to subsidize 
low income riders.  You should be using available funds to 
improve service, clean up the cars and the stations, and 
increase officers for safety.  Make BART a better experience 
for all riders. 


  


2762 


I am COMPLETELY against this. Why should I pay full price 
to get to my job in the city so others can get a discount that 
I don't qualify for? I'm tired of paying out big $$$ to ride 
BART, and you know once this kicks in they will raise fares 
even more--everything for "the poor" and nothing for the 
hard workers is what's wrong. Tired of paying for "low 
income" my family does without and cut corners while they 
get the freebies and discounts--NOT RIGHT!!!! 


 X 
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3493 


I am concerned that people would take advantage and say 
they are low income to get the discount raising the price for 
other riders. I don't see how this would be enforced well 
and BART doesn't have enough money as it is. It would be 
better to stop fare evaders and lower the price for 
everyone. I am not low income and still struggle to live in 
the bay area. If BART prices increase more I will find 
alternate transportation. 


 Unknown 


2692 


I am Disabled and Low Income. I purchase RED Tickets 
currently. RED tickets give me a 62.5% Discount, a 20% 
Discount would make me pay more than I currently do. so, I 
do not Support this program. I would like to see Blue HIGH 
VALUE, Green, and Red Tickets added to the Clipper 
Program. BART is a vital Lifeline for me , as AC Transit is 
getting more Expensive to use in SF/ Transbay. BART is 
more reasonable. 


X  


2603 
I am not in favor of this type of program. Clean up the trains 
and stop the vagrants from riding/ sleeping on multiple 
seats! That should be your priority. 


  


3048 


I am not in favor of using state gas tax revenue to fund 
discounted BART tickets to anyone of any income level. It’s 
unfair and inequitable to the households who do not 
qualify for proposed program. BART should alternatively 
consider reducing its fares across the board with any 
monies it receives from the state gas tax funds. 


X X 


810 


I am not sure I agree.  If there are lower fares offered for 
some why not all? 
 
I personally do not think Bart manages their finances very 
well. The union demands overly high wages for it members. 
There is already a lack of police presence, trains are dirty 
and old etc.  
 
And I am guessing that my ticket price would go up to cover 
the gap created by these low income ticket holders. 
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3129 


I believe a discount fare is not the answer. Old and disabled 
do not have the opportunity to work like others. The low 
income pass would be abused. I believe the fares should be 
subsidized by the businesses that need the workers. They 
get a tax break for it. On the other hand my gas tax money 
doesn't get used for the roads or alternative transport. Let 
businesses pay for new Bart cars and capacity. 


 X 


952 


I believe there are other, more pressing matters that should 
be taken care of - i.e., the drug addicts that shoot up or flop 
all over the seats when people are trying to commute - no 
one wants to sit near them - it makes riding BART 
disgusting.  Safer stations should also be addressed before 
offering discounts to people. 


Unknown  


3463 


I commute with on the highways, not BART. BART is not a 
viable option for me, or the residents of my community. 
The gas tax was passed to improve our roadways, not 
BART. This does not appear to meet the intention of the gas 
tax. 


 X 


383 


I disagree with the Bart discount proposal, we should all 
pay the same fare, except for the senior. One should work 
hard, study hard,  spending the money wisely, eventually 
they will make more money. Because of the low income 
discount, low income benefits, these just encourage people 
not to work hard.  Because you are low income , one will 
have everything ,free medical, free glasses, free hearing 
aids, no need to pay for driving violations. Why bother to 
make money. If you earn more,then will have  your benefits 
taken away , and you have to  pay more. I think this is not 
the way to make California a better city,people don't work 
hard anymore.These people just taking the money  away 
from the tax payers. I totally disagree with the proposal. 


 X 
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3504 


I DISAGREE WITH THIS POTENTIAL NEW DISCOUNT 
PROGRAM WITHOUT HAVING MORE INFORMATION ON 
HOW IT WILL BE FUNDED. Having grown up in the Bay 
Area, and also having lived on 4 continents, there are 
clearly some major changes that BART needs to address 
first. While I agree that there should be something done to 
assist low-income riders, the majority of riders are lower 
middle-class riders who won't qualify for any discounts of 
any sort. These workers are already stretched to the limit 
on their paychecks (myself being one of them). We need to 
know how this 20% discount will affect the rest of us. *Will 
fares continue to increase exponentially for everyone else 
who are not eligible for this discount?* We have also had 
multiple taxes in the past 5 years that were supposed to 
improve BART's services overall; having been a daily rider 
of BART from East Bay to SF and down the peninsula for 
the past 3 years, there are still some major issues that need 
to be addressed first. This includes security (clearly a major 
issue with the recent killings), general cleanliness, technical 
maintenance of the trains (have had at least 1-2 major 
delays every month riding BART). 


 X 


1240 


i do not agree with using money from the gas tax to give the 
low income riders a free ride (or a reduced fare). riding 
Bart is NOT a necessity but it is a "want". i work hard for 
my money so why should people get perks and not me? i 
was not in favor of the gas tax either, but since it's here to 
stay i feel it should ONLY be used to fix the roads like the 
politicians in this state said it would go for.!!!!!! 


  


1643 I do not approve of the new discount program for low 
income riders 


  


2480 


I do not believe it is feasible. I see fare jumpers every day 
and the fares are not enforced. If they are spending $0 as it 
is, what would motivate them to pay anything? Spend the 
money and effort into increasing BART security and 
cleaning up the cars, adding more trains, and ensuring 
better on-time performance instead. 


Unknown X 
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1257 


I do not like this potential new discount program.  We are 
paying the gas tax to fix roads and that is where the money 
should be spent.  I do not  appreciate you drooling over the 
funds and robing this tax to support your program.  This is 
robbing Peter to pay Paul. 


  


1614 I do not support higher prices for some people and lower 
prices for others. 


 X 


1054 


I do not support the low income program.  I am actually 
offended by it.  I am already taxed to supply the following 
services for low income:  cell phones, food, housing, health 
insurance, discounted PG&E, discounted EBMUD, 
discounted internet.  California will lose more of its middle 
class if it keeps increasing taxes to support low income.  
With common sense I say, if it is too expensive to live here, 
move to someplace more affordable.  I realize that we will 
lose many low wage workers and the result will be that 
companies will be forced to pay a competitive wages for 
salaries or automate.  The free market will deal with this.  I 
am also offended that we have a 'brown' underclass.  The 
only way to eliminate this is to stop the welfare state, 
prompting companies to pay more for employees. 


 X 


786 


I do not think BART should seek to encumber funding from 
the recent tax election for this purpose. Voters intended the 
money that was approved to be used to build new 
infrastructure, including BART equipment and 
maintenance needs and highway and street improvements, 
not to subsidize riders of any income level. To usurp the 
voters' intention would be wrong. Why not use the high 
priced salaries of the General Manager and several 
assistants to help citizens who need assistance with fares? 
Grace Cunnican makes too much money and does not 
deserve her compensation, in my view. 


  


1561 I do not think it is appropriate to lower fees for some 
people and not others, regardless of their income levels. Unknown X 


1477 


I don’t agree with it partially since Bart needs to focus on 
managing their money. In the end, where is this delta going 
to come out of ? Overall, maybe focus of the safety and 
cleanliness of the stations and trains before rolling out a 
program. 


  


1372 I don’t like it. There are better ways to use the gas tax  X 
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2448 


I don’t ride BART because it’s a disgusting mess. Instead of 
giving discounts, you should spend the money on cleaning 
the stations and making the system safer. Bart is already 
heavily subsidized and it can not afford to provide 
discounted services. Besides I thought the gas tax was 
supposed to pay for our infrastructure like our roads which 
are also in terrible repair. 


Unknown Unknown 


2259 I don’t support it. We should all get the 20% off if you are 
going to implement it. 


 Unknown 


3680 
I don't like the idea because BART is always complaining 
about not having enough money and raising fares and 
parking. 


 X 


1029 


I don't really think this would benefit myself. I am low 
income but, I would prefer to pay the same amount because 
I would rather my money go to upkeep for BART. I would 
prefer my money along with other low-income riders go to 
help pay for more security and BART police instead of 
giving myself a lower fee. 


 X 


3582 


I don't think a whole lot of regular BART riders will benefit 
since we probably won't qualify. The ones that do qualify 
would probably not take the time to purchase esp since 
20% is not much discount. I see a lot of free riders. Why pay 
when they can just go pass the side gates. It's unfortunate 
but it's the truth. BART's priority should address the safety 
of the people. There's other means of transportation. If you 
can't afford BART, there's the bus. 


 X 


803 I don't think it is a good use of funds. There are low fare bus 
options. Please put more police on the trains. 


 X 


3156 


I don't think it is fair to people who do not qualify and need 
to pay full price, including middle class commuters. It 
would be more fair to either lower the prices for everyone, 
or have another program such as a greater high value 
discount 


 X 


1099 


I dont think it is fair to the basic working class employees 
who have to pay full fare and don't make that much more 
then those who would be considered low income.  I would 
stop riding and drive. 


 X 


3030 I dont think it’s fair. There are people who pay over $20 
daily it would be nice to just lower all fares. 


 X 
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1426 
I don't think the discount would work.  The Federal poverty 
guideline does not apply to California, since we all make 
much more due to cost of living. 


 X 


917 


I don't think they should get one or minimum make them 
jump through hoops and pay a yearly fee in order to get 
their discounted rate like you make the disabled passenger 
do.  Really, make a disabled passenger go to only specific 
places to get discount card, make them pay a yearly fee to 
get that discount.  THIS IS WHY I DO NOT RIDE BART ON A 
REGULAR BASIS.  And the parking fee.  MY WORK IS 
Bartable BUT I WILL NOT GIVE YOU MY MONEY, and I will 
not jump through hoops to get my disabled discount.  But 
oh ya lets give the low income another break.  You are 
helping to get rid of the middle class. 


X  


1637 
I don't think this is a good idea. BART is one of the most 
poorly managed public transit systems in the country, if 
they start giving discounts they're only going to raise rates 
for everyone else. 


  


700 I don't think those of us who do not qualify should 
subsidize lower income riders.  We already pay more taxes. 


 X 


430 I feel it would just make it easier for criminals to get on the 
trains. They have no problems now, why "encourage " it? 


 X 


2202 


I have no desire to have my tax dollars fund any programs 
to assist low income people. That's just a bandaid for the 
real problem. Fix the California cost of living barrier for 
good. 


 X 


2799 
I just don’t understand why Bart cant focus on Safety and 
recucing fare evaders.  I feel unsafe on mybdaily commute 
as do others.   Please prioritize accordingly. 


 X 


633 


I most likely would not qualify for tblhis program, as my 
income is above the poverty line. However, BART is already 
expensive and so is living and working in the Bay Area. If 
regular fares go up to pay for this low income discount, I 
would stop riding BART. I shouldnt have to pay for a low 
income program. 


  


3414 
I oppose it.  Misbehavior on BART is too high, and there 
aren't enough seats as is.  Keep fares as they are, and spend 
the money to put police on each train. 


 Unknown 
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1540 


I oppose this discount. BART prices keep going up, and now 
you plan to offer a discount that I don't qualify for. I 
wouldn't be surprised if you plan to cover the cost of this 
discount by increasing costs for people like me and it's not 
fair. 


 X 


359 I pay my share they should pay thier share. Everyone 
should pay the same rate no matter their income 


  


1738 


I really hope that you’d make people show proof of 
residency or something to sign up for the program. I find it 
unfair that individuals can ride BART and use it as a place 
to sleep. If they’re collecting money to ride I know that it is 
difficult to tell them to get off. But unclean, urine smells, 
people doing drugs...why make it easier for people to ride 
BART. BART is expensive - I ride from Walnut Creek to 
Embarcadero 5 days a week. With parking that is 2,700ish 
a year. I doubt that I would qualify as low-income. But 
when you work in a city where the average lunch is 15-20 a 
day...life is expensive not including rent.Why not reduce the 
fare for EVERYONE? Even if it is just 10cents. If you can 
reduce for some you can reduce for all.I’d rather see you 
invest in making the trains safer, cleaner and better for 
those actually paying. So instead of reducing the fare that 
you’ll wind up raising sooner than later, take what you’ve 
identified as an available loss and apply it making the ride 
better. 


 X 


548 


I spend more than $300. A month on BART. I already see 
able-bodied non -seniors useing discount tickets, hopping 
the gates, and taking the elevators without paying.  I make 
60k. A year but only take home 2.5 k a month. 1.5 k for rent 
and 300 to you. So F*** YOU with your discount program. 
Poor losers already get handouts, now you want to 
promote them with more perks! F*** You!! 


 X 


3121 I think BART needs to keep fares the same and use money 
to improve the reliability of BART 


 X 
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2623 


I think Bart should be ashamed to continue raise bridge 
tolls and seek a new way to rob drivers every election. Quit 
asking for more tax payer money, then turn around and 
attempt to start a discount fare for riders. Take that money 
get put it in your police because your srations are crime 
infested 


X X 


2903 


I think it is suspect to dictate a discount on whether BART's 
income might increase or not.Bart is one of the highest 
fares in the world and yet no where near as efficient nor 
available to the working class thus i can't even get to work 
on the weekend.I think we should stop fooling ourselves as 
to which is the problem and which is the solution.I'd 
imagine Bart has spent more on fare inspectors than they 
have lost in fare evasion. Bart needs to get their priorities 
straight as to what they actually stand for. mobility or sheer 
profit?? 


X Unknown 


1361 I think it's a horrible idea. The cost is just going to be 
pushed on the rest of us who pay full price. 


  


1351 


I think it's preposterous. This is not what the gas tax is 
meant for!! It should be fixing roads and bridges that 
benefit us all, not just giving some individuals a discount on 
one mode of transportation. It is extremely unfair and I 
oppose this suggestion. 


Unknown Unknown 


706 


I think it's really problematic to introduce new bureaucracy 
where people have to go through a step of proving their 
low income. This also creates the very likely potential of 
privacy violation. I would support this measure because it's 
important to make BART more accessible, but it would 
much, much better to make fares cheaper or free for all 
(and to have an integrated regional payment system) 


  


2383 
I think its stupid.  Everyone should be able to get a discount 
maybe the people that ride 5+ times a week get a discount 
too 


 X 
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2681 


I think people are more concerned with the raising of fares 
and parking and that’s what is causing low income riders to 
not use Bart. I think the discount should be towards people 
who take Bart on a frequent basis because they are the 
ones who pay the consequences of others getting cheaper 
fares. 


 X 


3208 


I think this discount program is outrageously offensive to 
regular BART commuters. I take BART every day twice a 
day from Millbrae to Montgomery, and receive no discount. 
The over $4 a ride fare is exorbitant for a dirty outdated 
extremely loud train. Discounts should not be given so 
funds can be used to hire police, I have never seen any 
officers on my train. A discount program is offensive to 
regular riders who spend $250+ a month and make an 
honest living. Unlimited monthly passes (commonly 
available in MANY other cities) should be available first. 


  


1332 
I think this is unfair to charge higher fares to regular 
passengers to subsidize lower income passengers. This will 
not increase ridership. It will only increase fares for regular 
passengers. 


  


3352 I think this would unfairly hurt regular riders.  X 


3070 


I will not qualify for the discount and I am struggling 
already to make ends meet so it means it will make my life 
even more harder. I am 
Pretty sure there are loopholes of getting the discount and 
people are going to misuse it, so no I don’t want this 
discount since there is already youth, senior and handicap 
discount. 


 X 


268 


I would ride BART less. The is because the redistributive 
nature of your proposed discount will inevitably raise 
prices for the rest of us. Given the cost of living in the 
region, this is “death by a thousand cuts” for the rest of us. 
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653 


I’d rather you put safety first than accommodating to low 
income riders. How about people don’t get attacked on the 
train and we stop fair evasion rather than focusing on the 
low income community, worry about ALL riders and 
keeping EVERYONE safe. If there is a discount for people 
who commute through BART that would be great. I do not 
think it is fair to have lower fares for lower income while 
people who ride and spend $15 on your services every 
week day do not get perks. Please think about ALL your 
BART riders. I work my ass off and get nothing. Why bother 
working? 


Unknown X 


1689 
I’m not in favor as someone else will bear the costs, either 
other riders or taxpayers.  Where is the survey question 
relating to that issue? 


 X 


3668 
I'd rather see help some other way.  Fair paying commuters 
already cover everything and keep getting charged more. 
This program will only add to that 


  


788 I'd rather you stop fare evaders than to continue to cut 
breaks. 


 X 


3359 


If funding originated from the new gas tax, I would be 
opposed. I voted against the gas tax because I felt it would 
be used for items other than road repairs and 
improvements. 


 X 


572 


If it’s going to make Bart even more crowded during rush 
hours, I’d be disappointed. The experience is already 
somewhat difficult when I’m unable to avoid peak 
commuter hours. Platforms out of the city in the evening 
are sometimes so crowded you can barely safely exit the 
escalator. 


Unknown Unknown 


2987 


If making low-income riders gets discount and regular 
bracket income gets an increase in tickets price, I don't 
think I'll ride the train more.  
 
This will only encourage people to move. 


 Unknown 


1398 


If providing a low income discounts burdens people who 
cannot qualify for this discount because their fares must be 
raised to make up the cost, but are barely hanging on 
working insane hours trying to pay rent, then this program 
will cause harm. 


Unknown Unknown 


1514 I'm against it. I believe the discount will encourage Bart to 
raise rates for the rest of us and I can barely afford it now. 
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1508 
I'm sick of having to pay more when others either don't pay 
(I see fare evaders EVERY day) or get these subsidized 
fares.  People are getting FED UP. And we all vote too. 


 X 


3000 


I'm very tired of all the handouts by the government. 
Especially since nothing is "free", someone as to pay for it 
and 99% of the time it's the hardworking tax payers like 
my wife and I. BART is horribly mismanaged as it is. Now 
you're proposing to give a discount to a segment of society 
while raising the taxes and floating bond measures that a 
different segment of society has to pay for. Everyone 
associated with BART administration and management 
should lose their jobs immediately. 


 X 


2354 
Instead of a discount program how about changing the fare 
system in which one gets charged per ride instead of mile 
and a monthly pass is included. 


X  


2194 


Instead of requiring poor households to jump through 
additional bureaucratic hurdles for each benefit, we as a 
society should give cash to low-income households, who 
can then decide for themselves whether BART is the best 
use for the money. BART is not a substitute for an income-
redistribution system, should not try to become one, and 
should instead focus on its core mission. 


  


3038 It is a terrible idea.   


1866 


It looks like now that there is a revenue source from the gas 
tax, BART is looking for additional ways to spend it.  It 
seems BART has enough issues requiring the added 
revenue.  This program looks to me to be a public relations 
move to help low income people at the expense of badly 
needed system improvements.  Don’t do it. 


  


329 
It makes no sense to charge less to ppl who can afford the 
clipper card than the 50 cent charge on the tickets it’s 
oppressive 


X Unknown 


3250 


It seems to me that many low-income riders are currently 
paying NO fares. I see fare evaders almost every time I ride 
Bart. The trains have become motels and toilets for a great 
number of people. Address this problem before you even 
consider any new discounts. 


  


3014 It will be abused to the max. Just like all the gate hoppers...   
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1205 
It will be used to steal money from taxpayers. There is 
nothing discriminatory about asking people to pay for a 
service they use. Let them have pride in being able to take 
care of themselves without handouts. 


  


1144 
It will make bart even more crowded and dirty... will make 
rides even more unpleasant.  There are already tons of 
homeless people practically living on BART. 


 X 


3022 It’s going to give more homeless people access to the trains. 
Please don’t. 


 X 


2530 It’s too easy for people to fraudulently claim low income. 
Why aren’t you seriously cracking down on fare evaders? 


  


1521 


It's a nice idea, but that is not what we voted that money in 
for.  We need BART to use it to update the system.  The 
stations are filthy.  The trains that were promised are not in 
use.  You already look the other way to fair jumpers.  If your 
going to let some people ride free and park free, why 
shouldn't we ALL get discount or ride and park for free?  
We get to the Bayfair station and there is no station agent 
in the little kiosk.  People just jump the bar.  We need the 
system working properly, proper cameras, proper staffing 
(there should always be a station agent working) more 
security.  We welcome the BART police because we aren't 
doing anything wrong. We voted for this to update the 
BART system, not give SOME people a break.  My daughter 
rides BART every weekday and some weekends.  We use it 
less frequently.  But we voted in this money to get the 
updates to the system so that it would be updated, clean, 
safe, and on time for us.  If this money goes only to help 
some people, then I will never again vote for any taxpayer 
money to go to BART.   We are furious over the fair 
jumpers.  If everybody paid their fair share then maybe the 
promised cars, clean stations and extra security would be a 
reality.  You seem to be going backwards.  Either be fair and 
give the discount to everyone, or use it to do what we voted 
for.  FIX THE SYSTEM. 


  


3531 It's not fair. either lower the costs of fares for everyone or 
not at all. 


 X 
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320 


Keep it the same for all.  Give everyone a 20% discount or 
none to any.  Not fair that people have to pay more.  
Everyone is working hard to make the money to get to 
places. 


 X 


2071 
Keep the fare up and use the funds to clean up the trains 
and install fare gate barriers -- BART's mission is a transit 
system; not a homeless shelter 


  


3091 Keep the fares equal for everyone. Use the money to 
improve the system 


  


351 


Laudable goal. But the increased gas tax was to FIX OUR 
ROADS! If you think there is money for your program, it 
means:1. The backers lied to us (wouldn't be the first time). 
If you have extra money after fixing our roads, reduce the 
tax.2. Backers lack integrity. Another bait-and-switch tactic 
to fund their pet projects.And in case you've forgotten, that 
is exactly what happened to the gas tax funds we've been 
paying for years. Went to the general fund instead of paying 
for road infrastructure. 


Unknown  


2500 


Low income people already have a discount.  It's 100%.  
They just jump the gates.  How about the BART police 
getting out of their cars and starting to monitor what's 
happening in the stations and on the trains?  I went to NY 
recently and there are cops everywhere in the subways, 
watching what's going on.  Not on BART.  Strange. 


 Unknown 
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846 


Low income people are already receiving so many 
discounts in our society. The rest of us are being forced to 
give up more and more or our income for this stuff. For 
example, starting 1/1/19, if we need any special 
documents from city, county, state, etc., agencies, we have 
to pay $75 now. We pay an extra $0.20/gal for our diesel 
fuel. We pay more and more sales taxes and fees. None of 
this gives us anything. Most goes to their government 
pensions and to the low income and poor. They already 
receive free cell phones and service, EBT cards for free 
food/food stamps, free food for single moms and their 
babies (how about getting married or finishing school and 
getting a job before getting pregnant?), Section 8 welfare, 
discounted transportation on other providers, free 
healthcare and on and on. Meanwhile, we have to wait 
hours at DMV because our tax money goes to all of these 
freebies instead of hiring more DMV workers and smarter 
workers. 


 Unknown 


3036 
Low income residents already receive enough benefits. 
SF/Bay Area public transportation is not expensive enough 
to require additional discounts 


 X 


867 


Low income? What threshold? How often would the 
discount be audited? I might be low income this year, but 
make a bundle next year.  
 
Seems unfair and difficult to audit. Employers should pay 
for workers BART fares. Other riders, who are working 
hard should not pay for other riders BART fares. 


 X 


516 


Low-income riders are already receiving multiple discounts 
through various programs in California. Average-income 
riders or riders whose income is not low enough, do not get 
any breaks. If the discount program is passed, obviously 
non-income-riders will have to pay more for their 
commutes. Please consider the hardships of the non-low-
income riders. 


 X 


1993 
Make the discounts apply to frequent riders.  Too many 
people are fare evaders, give the discount to those actually 
supporting BART. 


  


1221 Middle-income people should not be forced to subsidize 
low-income riders; leave communism for failed countries. 


 X 
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2847 More focus should be put on preventing fare evaders than 
providing discounts. 


  


1781 


My commute train is full to capacity, sometimes I have to 
let one or two trains pass until I can squeeze in. Insufficient 
parking forces me to park a quarter mile away in a 
dangerous part of town. I watch fare jumpers, aggressive 
homeless and you want to know if more of the same is a 
good idea? 


  


2476 


My spouse rides BART everyday.  The stories that he can 
tell about the filth on the cars, the riders that are still 
farehopping as well as the already lack of police presence, 
make me think that BART isn’t operating effectively with 
the current discounts that they offer riders.  I do not agree 
with any other discounted tickets.  Seems like it would be 
too much for the agency to maintain and continually review 
and maintain.  How often would they confirm people’s 
eligibility? Who is to say that people wouldn’t buy them for 
others that don’t qualify?  This seems ridiculous and like a 
terrible idea. 


  


418 


Need some vetting system to ensure there won't be 
homeless people sleeping on BART or disrupting other 
people. Most people don't ride bart because there are 
homeless people, it's dangerous, and saving a few bucks by 
taking bart over driving is simply not worth the risk of 
getting robbed or worse. 


 X 


97 No discount please! I don’t mind to pay more if I could get 
super clean reserved seat everyday. 


 X 


3142 No discounts until BART has eliminated fare cheaters.   


1470 No no no ....   


1380 No way!   


1177 NO! These tax dollars were never intended to fund or 
subsidize low income riders of BART. 


 X 


2330 Not a fan - I don’t want to pay more taxes so others can ride 
Bart at a lower cost. 


  


1354 


Not good. Too easily abused. It would be a nightmare to 
maintain and keep its integrity. A one-time pre-loaded 
card/ticket (think bus pass voucher), could be made 
available to charitable organizations for the truly needy. 
But it seems if there are already many needy who use BART 
as a home. 


 X 


763 Not in favor of it.   
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1871 Not in favor of it. Low income people have enough 
subsidies already. 


  


1869 


Nothing wrong with low income discount concept, but it 
should be funded by regular BART fares, not a gas tax 
which penalizes people who can't use BART. Increasing the 
gas tax will increase cost of living, and make goods more 
expensive which affects everybody. BART should be paid 
for by the people that use it. 


  


3334 


Of course if you get a discount you are going to ride BART 
at least as frequently.  
 
Why are gas tax dollars going to this?  I thought those 
dollars were meant for fixing potholes?  What the heck? 


  


3522 
poor idea.  if you want to help poor people, do so with 
direct grants of money.  bart is not is the social welfare 
business.  it has enough problems just transporting people 
safely. 


Unknown Unknown 


323 Really bad idea   


1867 
Save the money and get the fare evaders off the trains. The 
trains are dirty and disgusting. I pay my share but if we git 
the fare evaders off then reduce the price for everyone. 


  


2293 
Scared that it will allow more homeless and drug use in the 
stations. I had to call 911 on Bart because a guy was 
threatening to shoot up the whole car. 


 X 


3093 Secure the gates before you provide more discounted fares.   


2959 Security increase needs to happen first, there’s a potential 
for problems with low income Bart 


  


1718 


Seems like a lot of administrative hassle for a minimal 
discount. Why not  discount off peak fares for everyone 
instead? 
 
 It would still help low income riders as many work off 
hours and would also encourage non commute BART 
ridership. 


 X 


994 


Seems that it would be difficult to manage and enforce. 
How does Bart identify those who qualify. How does Bart 
prevent mis-use of discounted tickets. Also it’s quite unfair 
to anyone with income just above the threshold who 
continue to pay the existing very high fares. 


Unknown  
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1764 


Some survey. You don't even tell or ask questions regarding 
to funding source. I think drivers might have more to say 
about it if they knew the money was going to come from 
gas taxes earmarked for roads as Brown promised. Shame 
on you. How low. Tell all of the facts. Why do you care 
about my age, ethnicity or income? 
 
Fix the survey! 


  


1920 
Stop Bart’s mismanagement of funds, and you can stop 
raising fees, keep Bart safe, AND have these welfare 
programs! 


 X 


441 Stop rewarding people for low-income.  X 
3502 Stop with the handouts   


1606 Taxing people to provide a discount to others is unfair. Unknown Unknown 


1489 


That’s ridiculous. The hard working class have been paying 
enough. If u can afford lowering the fare for the poor again, 
u should not keep increasing the fare year after year. We 
paid more than enough to help the poor thru all kinds  of 
taxation. People should get a job & get a life , don’t take 
drugs , don’t have babies if u can’t afford because the baby 
won’t be happy growing up. Wake up! People are moving 
away from California. 


 X 


1079 


The Bart is already struggling with safety security 
cleanliness and other issues. I do not think a low income 
discount is fair or sustainable. I completely disagree with 
that and would feel even more burdened by it as a rider. 


 X 


2017 


The Bay Area doesn’t have an income problem. Invest in 
fare evador systems and you will recoup your investment 
in a couple years. People have no choice but to pay what 
the market demands for fares. It’s like coin laundry, people 
will pay and use the same regardless of price because they 
need to have clean clothes!! 


 X 


1134 
The expense to monitor this program and the potential for 
fraud outweighs a 20% discount. This is a waste of money. 
Instead you should lower the fares 20% for all riders. 


  


2742 The gas tax is meant to fix the roads, not provide any funds 
to BART.  I am totally against this!!!! Unknown X 


2180 The gas tax was supposed to be used to repair roads and 
infrastructure. Repair things! Unknown X 
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3383 


The money given to you but us voters was for operation 
and maintenance it's bad enough that people do not pay to 
ride Bart they jump the gates piggyback behind customers 
and now you want to give him free rides  NO BART station 
attendants need to be replaced all this is happening right in 
front of them and they do nothing about it  the station 
attendants are too busy looking at their phones being on 
social media to see what this crooked customer's are doing.  
And when you take the time to make them aware of what's 
going on  the station attendant get upset that you're taking 
their  time away from phone  activity so the answer to your 
question is no no no 


Unknown Unknown 


886 The money should be used to fix highways and roads 
instead. Unknown  


1212 
The people that can’t afford Bart already hop the fence or 
find a way to go for free. It would continue to convince 
business people to take uber instead 


  


936 


The potential discount is fiscally irresponsible.  
BART has never broken even, relies on federal subsidies, 
and is always in the red.  
BART should 1/ crack down harder on people jumping the 
turnstile to avoid the fare, 2/ renegotiate union contracts, 
and 3/ conduct a rigorous and independent operational 
analysis to improve efficiency and reduce costs. 


 X 


424 


the tax payers money should be used to improve security of 
the BART system, clean the trains, prevent crime, and 
upgrade the trains. It should not be used to give discount to 
anyone, rich or poor. 


  


702 The voters voted to keep this tax for road repairs.  DON'T 
DIVERT THE FUNDS to things that weren't approved 


  


1168 
There are so many people that don’t pay and squeeze 
through the fate gates already. Those that rightfully pay 
will suffer a rate hike in the end. 


 X 


3524 


There is already FAR TOO MANY FARE EVADERS and 
problems with the BART stations that I see a program such 
as this to only become a scapegoat that will more down the 
many many things require urgent addressing. 


 X 
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3010 


There should be no discount program for low-income 
riders. The fee schedule need to be similar to the 
Washington DC subway: Peak Fares and Non-Peak Fares. 
Lower fares during non-peak times can bring people back 
into the system. Most transit systems make most of their 
money in the peak times. 


 X 


2391 


They already have a discount called free rides because 
there's never any dam bart police to be found and never 
any fare checkers to be found. Junkies take up all the seats 
for free every morning it's their free hotel. No police or fare 
checkers ever. I see people shooting up on platforms at 
least 3 times a week. No police or fare checkers anywhere! 
Stop worrying about people who don't pay and take care of 
the people who do pay to go to work every day. 


  


1469 
They don’t pay anyway, so why would a discount matter. 
Also, you passed out paper surveys with no trash cans 
around. They are littered all over the 16th mission station. 
Lol 


Unknown  


3348 
This discount scheme is a complete waste of BART time and 
resources.  
BART should outsource its station staffing and 
maintenance and cut fares 25% for everyone. 


  


1276 


This discount will be a waste of money and will cause an 
increase of local tax for everyone. First, it will be hard and 
costly to verify the income of all discount applicants. I am 
sure people will cheat and abuse the handout. It is better to 
concentrate our effort to solve the bigger problem of 
homelessness. 


 X 


1125 


This does nothing but raise BART fares for people who are 
not considered low-incone but who still can’t afford BART. 
That 20% will come from somewhere. It will be us middle 
class that pay. It is appauling. 


 Unknown 
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272 


This is a dumb idea.  What is the  purpose of such an idea?  
If to increase usage, try letting us see the trains that you 
folks spent almost three quarters of a billion dollars on and 
have yet to deliver, or try to have a system where 
commuters can feel safe.  If to give assistance to poor, I 
don't believe that is the purpose of the board of directors.  
There are other, more direct ways to help people.  All in all, 
this is a poorly thought out, confused idea. 


Unknown Unknown 


3170 this is a farce X Unknown 


824 


This is a terrible idea to force regular riders to subsidize so 
called low income riders. How about reducing unnecessary 
costs, reducing pay of executive managers who provide 
little value and increase fare enforcement, so that regular 
fares can be reduced for everyone? 


 X 


2533 


This is absolutely ridiculous. When about one third of the 
people fare evade why not make BART free for all. 
Why do some people have to subsidize others when we 
ourselves are struggling to pay bills and live in the bay. 


 X 


3407 


This is absurd!  There should not be a low income discount.  
You keep raising rates.  Why on earth should the full fair 
riders have to pay for those that need the discounts?  We 
(those struggling to pay full fare and that won't qualify to 
pay the discount rate), will just get screwed.   
 
NO discount for low income.  There are enough subsidies 
already. 


 X 


1638 


This is not fair for the middle clas people. We are the ones 
that will eventually have to pay for it. Most of the low 
income households have able bodied individuals but they 
prefer to sit home, or do drugs vs work for their family. 
Look around and do some research. 


 X 


2415 
This is NOT fair to the people who pay full price.  A low 
income discount would discourage me from taking BART at 
all. 


Unknown  


498 


This is NOT s good use of funds. Before anything else, Bart 
needs to increase security. It should not be a rolling 
homeless shelter, or a place to get high. Too many people 
still evade paying fares.  Bart needs first of all to pay 
attention to its regular users. 


Unknown Unknown 
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334 


This is ridiculous, none of us who struggle but aren't as far 
below the party line pay and continue to see the fare go up, 
despite service being poor and the criminal activity on the 
trains. Low income riders cause most of the crime on the 
trains, too. 


X X 


1562 
This is to be paid for from gas tax revenues—why the heck!  
How about using the gas tax money to fix pot holes, and 
road construction LIKE IT WAS MEANT FOR!!!! 


  


809 This is yet another way to redistribute wealth and I don't 
agree with it. 


 X 


1410 


this just means more homeless people on the trains at all 
times. i see people jump or even push open the turnstiles 
on a regular basis and no one care/does anything. i have to 
take bart to work everyday and i know this program will 
only increase the amount of people who are not taking bart 
to commute but to sleep. all day. 


 X 


926 


This proposal is outrageous.  This tax was sold to us by the 
fact that our roads are falling apart and we were told it was 
going directly to road repair.   To now use it to subsidize 
Bart is not acceptable. 


  


2369 


This proposed discount would do nothing to curtail the up 
to 80%...yes 80% of the people I've witnessed just not 
paying at all. This money would be better spend on 
enhanced physical barriers to thwart fare evaders. I even 
posit that doing away with woefully ineffective Station 
Agents with actual law enforcement officers at each station 
in order to curtail fare evasion and increase BART 
revenues. This discount won't do anything to change the 
mind of most fare evaders. People aren't evading fairas 
because they're $.80 short. 


 X 


352 This should not apply to them. Unknown Unknown 
517 This should not be paid for with tax dollars.  Unknown 


2004 


This sounds like a terrible idea. Please don't do this.  
It will only allow anyone who knows how to use a 
computer to defraud BART, pay less for the same amount of 
rides, and BART would earn less money. 
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2364 


This tax is meant for fixing the roads... it should have been 
repealed... if you want to help low income people get them 
trying so they can find work or get better jobs... they should 
pay the same as everyone else.... this money from gas tax 
was not ever supposed to be used to give lower fares.... this 
entire thing is wrong!!! 


  


3056 


This will not help keep BART clean, safe, accessible or help 
with the high volume commute times. It will cause more 
people to take advantage of BART without adding any 
value. It will cause more people to STOP taking BART 
because it will be full of people taking advantage of the 
system rather than pay their way to make it a better 
experience. 


 Unknown 


1812 
This won't solve the issue of fare evasion and if this makes 
regular riders fares go up to make up for lost revenue it's 
going to be a problem. 


 X 


3702 
Tired of handouts.  Bart keeps raising fares so as usual the 
middle class working people will end up footing the bill for 
others 


Unknown  


1184 


to be fair, while a discoint is a wonderful idea, low income 
riders like myself would benefit greatly from a moratorium 
on fare increases. fare increases occur without notification 
and without reasons for their need. this sort of thing can be 
quite fruatrating. 


X X 


533 


Too many people take advantage of being ‘low income’ and 
they are the ones that sleep, & take two seats to lounge. Do 
homeless qualify for low income? I just see more personal 
problems w/this program. I truly love BART but all the 
crime reports are discouraging. I just have to think crime 
could increase as well. Sorry, I do not support this prom 
gram. 


 X 


1066 too much red tape to verify those qualified.   


230 
Totally unfair. You already have discounts and don't check 
people who skip the turnstiles. Not fair to paying 
customers, my taxes fund you, my fares fund you, and now 
you want even more money. Go f*** your mother in the *** 


 X 


222 


Trains are dirty and crowded, and tickets for regular riders 
are grossly overpriced. Instead of offering discounts for a 
subset of potential riders, focus on making your trains run 
more efficiently and reducing costs for everyone. I strongly 
disapprove this plan. 


 X 
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2683 Unbelievable! Hard working middle class obviously don't 
matter anymore. Unknown X 


3676 
Unfair to full priced paying customers riding the same 
trains. Would discourage ridership. How would anyone 
regulate discounted vs non-discounted riders? 


X Unknown 


1037 Unfair to others  X 
2292 Unnecessary. Bart is too mismanaged already.  X 


2176 Use our gas tax funds for our crumbling roads and 
infrastructure, not for lowering BART fares. X  


2399 


Use the money to make bart rides safe, sanitary and have 
better station agents. The station agents are the worst and 
are not helpful. Why do you have station agents like that? 
Everything BART does just shows BART as a company does 
not have any standards and do not care about their riders 
safety. Focus on that and the ridership will increase. 


 X 


2487 
Where do the money come from? I strongly opposite this 
program if other BART riders will see a fare increase to 
offset the cost of this program. 


 X 


1461 


Where is the money going to come from for this program? 
Why are you not doing enough to stop fare evaders? Would 
fare evaders be eligible for this program? How will you 
judge if this program is successful or a failure? What type of 
documentation will be needed to ascertain if someone is 
eligible for this fare reduction program? Who will 
administer the program within BART? Will BART have to 
hire more people to run the program? 


  


2936 


Where’s the money coming from? I take the 
Dublin/Pleasanton line and question the implementation of 
this new program when there are fewer trains on my line 
than all the other lines, even though it’s jam packed during 
commute hours. This is difficult to swallow when I’m seeing 
new trains and half empty cars constantly on the Pittsburgh 
Bay Point line and no improvements to Dublin/Pleasanton. 


 X 
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3338 


While I support broader utilization of public 
transportation, I'm not sure this would do much to 
encourage public transportation use and might only serve 
to push the poorest selectively on BART versus other forms 
of transportation while increasing commute length for the 
poorest, who are now able to commute a farther distance. I 
wonder whether these monies might be better spent on 
infrastructure upgrades or programs for the very poorest. 


 X 


2691 


While this proposal is motivated by good intentions, BART 
should not decrease revenues via a discount program. 
Transit is already terribly underfunded in America 
compared to other developed countries. BART needs every 
cent it can get from its riders.  
I believe BART should be fiscally responsible so it can focus 
on improving the service it provides to all its riders via 
increased investment in new cars, repairs, funding a 2nd 
Transbay crossing, Transit oriented housing development, 
etc. 
 
It is not the responsibility of BART to means-test its fares. 
Everyone should pay the same price. 


X  


277 


Who are the people you're trying to help? I feel like a lot of 
financially marginal families commute from far out on the 
BART lines and would benefit a lot if their monthly transit 
expense, which is high, went down. But I feel like a lot of 
those folks make slightly more than 200 FPL. A lot of very 
very poor people in SF just ride muni (at low cost or for 
free because they don't pay). So I'm not sure this proposed 
discount would even reach them. Also what was the point 
of this survey? I would not qualify for a low income 
discount, but you didn't ask me that, and you did ask me if 
having a discount would change my rider behavior. I'm 
irrelevant to your target population, but you have no way 
of knowing that... 


 X 


3621 


Why give discounts when there’s so many fare evasions 
anyway? Bart doesn’t care enough to follow through with 
fining those that jump through gates, so why should you 
facilitate a discount? 


 X 


2590 Why not use the Gas tax for ROADS?   
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3063 Why offer a discount that will make overcrowding worse?   


1492 
Why should low income people get a discount? BART is so 
expensive for anyone because of the massive lack of 
governance and mismanagement of funds. There should be 
no discount until they fix this problem. 


 X 


1437 


With the cost of the bart tickets already so high, why would 
you discount it for low-income riders. This is a big drain to 
the pocket everytime you take bart. In fact the long 
distance tickets should be made more cheaper. Most of the 
low income people live further away because of the high 
property prices and the price to come from the last point to 
downtown SF is exhorbant. That should be fixed. 


 X 


528 


Would non-discounted riders would have to subsidize the 
loss of revenue? It's already too expensive to ride the 
Yellow Line from Walnut Creek to San Francisco. Would the 
fare go up even more? I don't think it's fair to have different 
fares for different people. There are so many scammers 
who jump over the gates without paying and the attendants 
ignore them. Why not enforce the rules and make everyone 
pay their fair share at the same rate. 


  


2891 
Would not want to pay higher fees to suppport ths 
program. Where are funds coming from? At capacity in 
rush hour already! 


  


1362 
Yes I’m upset this could be coming out of gas tax which was 
supposed to be for roads. This is not cool as most people lie 
on their income. Would BART be looking at tax returns? I 
don’t like this proposition. 


  


3299 


yes, BART is already a big dirty HOLE--why do that? Also, 
you already have a low-income program in place in our 
TICKET EVADERS and your homeless issue that on any 
given day you can find them on the trains or stations.  So 
why don't you focus on the paying customers because if 
BART becomes anymore GHETTO then the paying 
customers will take their cars to the road ways. 


 X 
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78 


Yes, BART should be dissolved of its Board and 
Management; it is using funds promised to fix and repair 
highways and roads that are in disarray. Illegally diverting 
funds to pay for low-income riders is morally and ethically 
wrong. BART should be under Federal control since the 
current Board and Management are unscrupulous, dirty 
rotten scoundrels. 


X X 


1834 Yes, I don’t think this there should be any discount 
programs. 


 Unknown 


94 


Yes, Its a horrible idea.  The train is already filled with 
homeless people.  Allowign low income people a discount 
will make the train ride dirtier, more crowded and even 
more unsafe. 


  


1035 


Yes, what was presented on the news tonight, was that this 
program would be funded by the gas tax.  Is the same gas 
tax that Governor Brown improperly put into affect, 
without voter approval?  The same gas tax that is to be 
used for infrastructure improvements . . Then my 
responses is absolutely NO!!!! Use the gas tax money for 
what it was designated for improving our roads and 
infrastructure! 


  


1141 Yes. We already subsidize enough free stuff. Unknown Unknown 


99 You already have a discounted fare option. Allowing prople 
to hop the turnstiles with no punishment. 


  


3436 


You are going to encourage homeless to take up residence 
in the trains.  
And as I’ve seen in the 24 months of constant ridership you 
neither have the conviction of the apparent means to clean 
or police the trains. 


  


2075 
You keep increasing costs to the middle income wage 
earner by subsidizing other patrons.  Stop!  No on more 
discounts...only for senior citizens on fixed incomes. 


  


2119 


You should be giving all riders discounts not just low 
income stop with the socialist policies and stop ripping 
people off I pay full fare I expect nobody to pay my fare 
except me lower your overpriced fare which in return I 
receive horrible service 


 Unknown 
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3290 


子女上大学搭bart clipper card没有了discount，at least我
觉得大学生都应该有discount。*My children go to college 
and use a BART Clipper Card without a discount, at the very 
least college students should have a discount* 


X X 


3107 


Discounts of any type should be quoted or processed at a 
destination fare gate or add value machine in the event of 
insufficient funds; I use Clipper/SFSU ID that receives a 
25% discount for trips beginning or ending at Daly City, 
however when the loaded value is not enough to exit the 
system, the fare quoted is the "no discount" amount, and 
add value machines will not process the payment until this 
amount is reached. 
 
When it is reached, the fare gate still charges the 
discounted rate. 


 X 


2560 
Everyone is broke and struggling. I don’t understand how 
Bart recieve so much money and still can’t keep the places 
clean and safe. 


X X 


3682 for family of 4 it is cheaper to take uber. lyft.   


1459 
For me, it's a choice between BART and Muni Metro--and 
BART is always the cheaper alternative.  My doctor says I 
need to walk more, so I shouldn't even be riding BART! 


  


2856 
From Fruitvale Station to San Francisco, round-trip, it’s a 
fortune. I rarely take part based on its price and now what I 
perceive as it’s danger. 


X  


46 Gang  X 
1745 Good means of transportation X X 


2160 


How about better management of the bart system?  Why is 
it so dirty?  where are the new trains?  why are the station 
agents so rude?  why do you treat riders so cruel when 
checking clipper cards?  I ride bart because I have to get to 
work. 


 X 


3672 I do not qualify as a low-income rider.   


1953 I don’t qualify as low income.   


3474 
I have to get to work, regardless of whether I get a discount 
to ride. Also, I wouldn't be considered low income, so I 
wouldn't qualify for the discount anyway. 


  


384 I live well below the federal poverty level. Of course BART 
is expensive for me. X  
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2952 


I often commute from my house in Solano County and use 
part to commute to a plethora of work and personal 
destinations all throughout the Bay Area: From the East 
Bay to The City to the Peninsula. BART makes saving gas 
and precious mileage easier in addition to saving time and 
being within a trustworthy environment to promise a 
better chance of being consistently safe. 


X X 


3401 
I ride the trains no matter what and now the bridge toll 
going up it costs me upwards $300 out of a $800 paycheck 
to go to and from work! 


X X 


1982 


I see a lot of low income people using cash at Bart to buy 
tickets. Please consider making EBT cards work as Bart 
tickets by letting folks use their EBT Cash assistance for 
Bart fares. 
 
Please look at adding discount fares at off peak hours to 
encourage folks to use the system when it isn't rush hour. 
 
Please add trash cans, bathroom and water faucets at the 
stations. It is needed. 
 
Please add volunteer jobs at Bart that let folks earn Bart 
credit. I would gladly volunteer to take a trash bag and 
picker and navigate the length of the train picking up trash 
if it meant my fare was free. 


X X 


2282 I think Bart is expensive and sometimes is comparable to 
Uber. X  


2047 
I think more should be done about tax evaders who are the 
ones causing increases for the rest of us full paying 
customers 


  


2257 I think prices in general are too expensive especially since 
it's paid for by tax payers anyway 


  


1057 
I think the return of the 15 min maximum wait we had 
before the earthquake would also help low income riders 
while also helping everyone else. 


  


1052 I think there should be a college student discount 
regardless of income 


  


112 
I think this is a regional issue and should be solved (paid 
for) through a regional program that recognizes and 
analyzes that this transportation issue is a direct outcome 
of our racist and exclusionary land use policies. 


Unknown  
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2186 I think your math of 200% below poverty threshold isn’t 
correct. 


  


105 
I used to ride daily for school. Considering how hard it is to 
get around the bay, finding jobs within walking distance of 
bart is important. 


 X 


89 


It is outrageous that there is a paper ticket surcharge of 50-
cents per ride! 
 
This is racist and discriminatory! 
 
So wrong!!!!!!! 


  


2656 It’s not clear to me how to request senior discount. X  


1078 It's currently cheaper for me to drive then BART to work, 
and I wish that weren't true. 


 X 


286 make the orange tickets available to all college students X Unknown 


2715 


MOST Seniors ARE LOW INCOME. 
Cannot afford BART anymore.  
And BART IS NOT SAFE. 
A/C Transit serves me pretty well, AND gives a decent 
Senior discount. I was a regular BART commuter for years. 


X  


15 
My wife and I live just right on Alameda, but it costs so 
much now for a round trip into San Francisco that we 
rarely go. If we do, then Uber Pool Express is much more 
competitive and convenient than BART. 


X X 


1623 N/A  X 
3670 N/A  X 
1301 N/A X X 


4 Na  X 
14 No  X 
44 No  X 
49 No  X 
73 No   


1004 No X X 
1944 No   


2593 No X X 
2789 no  X 
3391 No  X 
3586 No X X 
2446 No  X 
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55 No but yall f****** suck.   


2670 No, but add security to make riders feel safe!!  X 
2869 No. But it will be nice to get free rides some time. X X 
293 None X X 


1253 People jump the gate if they don’t want to pay.  X 
3281 POWER TO THE PEOPLE Unknown Unknown 
2782 Public transit should be free X  


5 Public transit should be free and fare evaders should not be 
penalized X X 


1936 
que le aumenten el tiempo a las maquinas de entrada de 
todas las stations. *increase the time at the entrace 
machines at all stations. 


X X 


3320 


Should be Free during all non peak hours.   Stop wasted 
runs with empty seats.   We don't have the money to waste 
by leaving a seat empty, when job,  education and 
communication would benefit from better using our public 
resources. 


 X 


188 Stop shooting young men and harassing poor people at 
stations and on trains X  


134 


Stop using armed BART fakePolice to enforce fares. (Why 
you need armed fakePolice *at all* is a separate but 
important question.) 
 
Stop making any level of fare evasion a criminal offense. It's 
stupid and horrible and costs the community far more than 
whatever meager result you think it brings to you. 


  


1047 The current program for getting the disabled discount is 
really inaccessible X  


3451 


The prices are outrageous and the safety is minimal at best. 
For how much money we pay we should be getting places 
faster. It’s a shame how the tech capital of the world moves 
its people around in comparison to other cities in the 
country. It’s a shame that when we can barely afford the 
crazy prices now we are unsafe. 


 X 


822 


the problem is that I really do not know how much it costs 
to ride from there to here anymore. the machines USED to 
print the fare on the ticket. but most machines do not. and 
when I clipper I have ZERO way of seeing that unless I log 
into the card to find the log. 


X  
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2225 


The survey question above makes no sense to someone 
who would not be eligible for the program. How is someone 
who is not eligible supposed to respond?  
 
Can BART afford this program? 


  


1682 To many people don’t pay for the ride ??????I never saw the 
police in acción ?????. 


 Unknown 


2401 


What is Bart doing to solve the homeless issue? Aggressive 
homeless people are practically a daily occurance for most 
Bart riders. I’m so tired of disgusting Bart trains with 
needles and trash everywhere! 


  


1502 Why does BART have an Office of Civil Rights?   


3245 


Yes. I think that it is a travesty (and perhaps, an intentional 
one) that the News Alert for the meeting at the Bay Point 
Station today was NOT in the news, until 1.5 hours AFTER 
the meeting had already started! The slick move nearly 
*guarantees* that the turnout will be low of non-existent!  
It's looking more and more like The Fools are running the 
show! 


  


289 You call this a survey? Where are the questions regarding 
the funding source. 
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Low-Income Discount Survey 











 







 







  


 







 







 







 


 







Appendix PP-C:  
Low-Income Discount Postcard 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
 
 
 
 







Appendix PP-D:  
Multilingual Newspaper Ads 







 







 







 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 











Appendix PP-E:  


BART Social Media Posts 


 







  







  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 











Appendix PP-F:  
Metropolitan Transportation Commission Flyer 
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